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1)! Introduction
1.1)!Research questions and objectives
The research deals with the question of the identification and the understanding of the mobile Byzantine
heritage in Italy, focusing on the city of Florence. This city is particularly interesting for several reasons. First,
it had important occasions of contact with Byzantium and the Byzantine culture since the Middle Ages,
especially after the decline of Pisa in the second half of the 13 century. Second, Florence was the cradle of
th

numerous cultural phenomena related to Byzantine art and culture, which are still debated by scholars after
centuries. One example is the contribution given by Byzantine manuscripts and artworks, during the 14 and
th

the 15 century, to the development of Humanism and Renaissance, or another example is the formulation of
th

that negative judgement about Greek art made by Vasari in his Vite, at the mid of the 16 century (although it
th

was already present in the first half of the century), which was to last for the following centuries.
In this context, the present research has two main objectives. Its first purpose is to identify and to define the
corpus of the Byzantine artworks currently existing in the city, kept inside Museums and Churches. The
starting point of this survey is a wide project directed by professor Mara Bonfioli with the History and Art
History Department of the University of Siena called “Ricuperi bizantini in Italia” , which aimed at creating a
1

data-base of the Byzantine artworks in Italy. Based on the data collected during the project and preserved in
Palazzo Venezia in Rome, the first step was to survey all the extant objects, and to collect information about
them (current condition, moment and channel of arrival, history, eventual restorations, etc.). The survey
included all the extant artworks, which arrived into the city starting from 1205 and ending with the jewels
gifted by Otto von Hessen to the Bargello National Museum in the last decades of the 20 century.
th

The second objective of the research is to provide a critical assessment of the interpretations that have been
proposed about Byzantine objects in the Florentine cultural context: which was the perception of Byzantine
artworks and of Byzantine art? Which objects (if any) were considered important and why? Was there a
specific interest in the Byzantine artistic culture? Since modern heritage is understood as the result of a long
process of cultural choices and dominant interpretations given throughout the centuries, the aim of the
analysis is to draw a possible history of the taste for and of the responses to Byzantine objects. This question
has been at the centre of scholars’ attention since the study published by Cutler in 1995 .
2

The analysis of the interest in Byzantine art focuses on the period spanning from the beginning of the 13

th

century to the Napoleonic invasion of Florence (1799-1803). The beginning of the 13 century is chosen as the
th

starting date because, as far as we know, the first documented Byzantine object still extant today reached the
city in 1205, but also because the date of the Fourth Crusade (1204), is considered by scholars as an important

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
On the project, BONFIOLI 1980; BONFIOLI 1982; BONFIOLI 1984. See also the more recent collection of Bonfioli’s
essays, BISANZIO E L’ITALIA 2010, and MORETTI 2012. About the Byzantine heritage in Florence, the only
contribution addressing specifically the question is MENNA 1998. However, the author focuses only on the objects
circulating during the Renaissance. Some interventions by Massimo Bernabò have also focused on the Byzantine objects
in Florence, in particular on manuscripts (BERNABÓ 2008; BERNABÓ 2011; BERNABÒ forthcoming).
CUTLER 1995. Several authors have addresses the history of the appreciation of Byzantine art in Italy, focusing on
different periods: for example, the numerous studies by Bernabò (BERNABÓ 1999; BERNABÓ 2003; BERNABÓ 2009), or
the recent publication by Gasbarri (GASBARRI 2015) about the study of Byzantine art during the 19th and the 20th
century. Fundamental, for the development of the research, was the analysis made by Moretti of the Roman collections
including Byzantine objects between the 15th and the 19th century (MORETTI 2007; MORETTI 2014).
1

2

!

4

moment of contact between the Italian cities and Constantinople. On the other hand, the choice of the
Napoleonic invasion, with Tommaso Puccini sending the artistic patrimony of the Uffizi Gallery to Palermo
in order to preserve it, intend to highlight the fundamental political and cultural change that occurred at this
time. The 19 century is excluded from the analysis because it marks the beginning of a modern and more
th

conscious approach to Byzantine art, both in the field of historiography and in the field of collecting attitudes :
3

the rediscovery of the Primitives, fully achieved during the 19 century even though already started in the
th

previous one, brings indeed to a different consideration of Medieval and Byzantine artworks . The Florentine
4

erudite and collecting context, which was characterized by the presence of numerous foreigners and by the
traffics of antiquarians, becomes richer, more dynamic and more international . In this regard, it is worth
5

recalling that the more conspicuous group of Byzantine objects arrived in Florence in 1889, through the
donation of the collection owned by Carrand to the Bargello National Museum . Neither the Carrand
6

collection, nor the pieces which entered the city through the Franchetti collection (1906) , the Gualino collection
7

(1933) , nor the gifts by Otto von Hessen (1984-1991) are taken into account in the analysis of the history of
8

9

taste. Although these individuals are responsible for the arrival of many of the Byzantine objects in Florence,
their connection with the territory and the Florentine cultural context is weaker.
The attempt to outlining the complex taste paths which influenced the attitude towards Byzantine artefacts is
based on the analysis of several factors. One element which is taken into account is the art historical literature,
including technical treatises, artists’ biographies and books of memories, essays, guide-books of the city.
Another important element of the analysis is the practical “use” of the Byzantine objects: their acquisition by
collectors, their display inside collections and private museums, their re-use, sale, destruction or dispersion.
Great importance is also attached to the study of the collections including Medieval objects in Florence and to
the reconstruction of their core of Byzantine artworks. When possible, the analysis of the lost heritage
(meaning all those Byzantine objects which were once in Florence and today are preserved in other European
cities, or have been destroyed and disposed of), acquires relevance. Reconstructing the extent of the artworks
that were circulating in Florence helps in clarifying the interest of collectors in some specific categories of
objects as well as their impact and influence on the local artistic production.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
On the rediscovery of Byzantine art and the flourishing of art historical literature in Europe and Italy, see at least
MORETTI 2014, pp. 177-190; GASBARRI 2015, with bibliography.
Bibliography about the rediscovery of Primitives and of Medieval art is huge, and i twill be mentioned throughout the
chapters. However, it is impossible to not mention at least the fundamental study by Previtali (PREVITALI 1964,
PREVITALI ed. 1989) and the recent contributions given by the exhibition of Florence, Accademia Gallery (TARTUFERI
TORMEN 2014) and by I. Miarelli Mariani (MIARELLI MARIANI 2016).
On the Florentine collections during the 19th century, see at least LE STANZE 2011.
On the Carrand collection and its most important objects, see at least COLLECTION CARRAND 1895; ROSSI 1889;
GERSPACH 1904; VON HESSEN 1981; BONITO FANELLI 1981; SCALINI 1984; ARTI DEL MEDIOEVO 1989; I
CARRAND 1989; SANVITO 2000.
On the Franchetti collection, see ERRERA 1907; BONITO FANELLI 1981; PERI 1995.
Also about the Gualino collection the bibliography is rich. See at least VENTURI 1926; VENTURI 1928; COLLEZIONE
GUALINO 1961; DAGLI ORI ANTICHI 1982; MARCONI 1997. About the ivory casket of Bargello National Museum, see
as last MORETTI 2007, note 519, p. 129; MORETTI 2013, note 64, pp. 239-240; MORETTI 2014; pp. 138-139, with
bibliography. The casket, acquired from Stroganoff collection, is maintained as a falsification, produced in Italy during
the late Middle Ages.
On the Early medieval jewels gifted by von Hessen to the Bargello, see ACQUISTI E DONAZIONI 1970-1987;
ACQUISTI E DONAZIONI 1988-1992.
3
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1.2)! Definitions of “Byzantine” and terminological problems
The twofold purpose of the research, one “present” (the mapping of the extant heritage) and one “historical”
(the analysis of taste), necessarily leads to the adoption of differentiated notions of “Byzantine”.
The mapping of the Byzantine heritage extant in Florence takes into account all those artworks which can be
considered “Byzantine” in the modern meaning of the term. Even if a general agreement about the value and
the borders of the concept of “Byzantine” has not yet been reached , the term “Byzantine” is adopted to
10

indicate a precise political, geographical and cultural entity, according to the prevailing interpretation given
by academic literature . The survey of the Byzantine artworks in Florence includes all those artworks produced
11

between the end of the 5 century (excluding the proto-Byzantine period, which, as specified by Moretti , is
12

th

strongly related to the late Antiquity) and the Fall of Constantinople in 1453, inside the Byzantine Empire or
in the areas of strong Byzantine influence (“aree provinciali di Bisanzio”) . The survey excludes some specific
13

productions such as Coptic Egypt or the Venetian Crete. For chronological and geographical reasons,
therefore, the list excludes some important artworks, such as the missorium of Ardaburio Aspare, dated to 434 ,
14

or the Coptic icons stored in the Archaeological Museum and the corpus of Coptic tissues in the Bargello
National Museum . The survey conducted here does not consider Byzantine coins and Byzantine manuscripts:
15

these objects require a monographic study that would have been impossible to achieve in the present context.
Moreover, the manuscripts that were esteemed and sought after in Florence since the end of the 14 century
th

16

follow a taste path which is different from that of the artworks.
In addition to the chronological and geographical delimitation of the research, one major issue concerns the
assessment of the Byzantine provenance of the objects. In a few occasions, the provenance of the objects is
proved by extant documents or by historical sources. In the majority of cases, however, the “Byzantinity” of
the objects is based on stylistic and iconographic analyses. Since scholars often disagree in this respect, the list
considered in the present context includes all those objects which tend to be unanimously considered
Byzantine by relevant academic literature. For example, two important objects have been excluded from the
catalogue because recent bibliography has supposed the Western provenance even though traditionally they
have been maintained as Byzantine: the portable altar inside the Museo degli Argenti, retained as a Venetian
artwork and the ivory diptych with Adam and stories of Saint Paul in the Bargello National Museum .
17

18

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The birth of the modern concept and of the modern historiography of Byzantine art is generally dated starting from the
19th century in France and Russia. For a historical overview, see TALBOT RICE 1972, pp. 1-42; the introduction to the
Italian edition of C. Diehl, by A. Satta (DIEHL 1947 ed. 1957, pp. 5-45); BERNABÓ 2003, pp. 55-57. On the construction of
the concept of “Byzantine” in Western Europe, see SPIESER 2005.
The chronological and geographical borders given to the Byzantine Empire, as well as the periodization, have been
changing throughout history, together with the concept of “Byzantine”. For the modern interpretation, see KAZDAN
1991, who indicates as the beginning of Byzantine art both the fundation of Constantinople in 324 or the division of the
10

11

Empire after Theodosius, in 395; KITZINGER 1992, pp. 117-119; DELLA VALLE 2007, pp. 13-21.!See also the
chronological borders used in the exhibition BYZANTIUM 2008 (330-1453, with a historical introduction by C. Mango,
pp. 27-33).!!
MORETTI 2014, p. 193. The author is not the only nor the first to adopt this criterion. For example, already Talbot Rice,
facing the matter of the definition “Byzantine”, chooses to begin the Byzantine art around 500 (TALBOT RICE 1972, p.
18).
SCRITTURE 1988, see DELLA VALLE 2007, p. 15.
About the plate, See 2.1 Contacts between Florence and Byzantium during the Early Middle Ages.
PERI 1996.
See 3.1 Contacts between Florence and Byzantium.
SPIANDORE 2012.
ARTI DEL MEDIOEVO 1989, catalogue enty n. 12, by A. Tori, pp. 226-228).!
12

13
14
15
16
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18
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With regard to those objects which were never published and lack of a critical assessment, the conclusions
were reached on the basis of the catalogue entries preserved inside the Museums and, sometimes, on the basis
of personal opinion.
According to these criteria, the list of the Byzantine artworks extant in Florence (presented in Doc. 1) includes
79 objects: they are grouped on the basis of the typology of the objects (ivories, mosaics, bronzes, jewels, hard
stone objects, paintings, sculptures, textiles) and of the place of conservation (Bargello National Museum,
Archaeological Museum, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Uffizi Gallery, Fondazione Salvatore Romano,
Archivio di Santa Maria Novella, Bandini Museum in Fiesole).
The analysis of the reception and appreciation of the artworks, instead, is based on a distinct, and more
blurred, concept of “Byzantine”. In this sense, the terminological problem acquires a totally different
connotation. The term “Byzantine”, in fact, was not in use during the time periods taken into account by the
analysis . Art historical literature and archive documents use both the term “Greek” and a number of phrases
19

such as “maniera greca”, “lavoro greco”, “lavorato alla greca”. Identifying the precise meaning of these
expressions, and to what extent they share a common significance with the modern term “Byzantine”, is
extremely complicated, and one of the main aims of the research is indeed of achieving a better understanding
of the terminological question in the different periods considered. The above-mentioned phrases constantly
range between the geographical meaning of “Byzantine” and its stylistic acceptation: often, the terms “greco”
and “maniera greca” are attributed to Italian artworks resembling the style of Byzantine art in the eyes of a
Western viewer.
The terminological problem outlined above is the counterpart of a wider issue, which concerns the cultural
conception of the term “Greek”, including its changes throughout the centuries. For this reason, I have taken
into account, in the analysis of the responses to Byzantine art, also those artworks which were considered
“Greek” in the past, but which would be hardly defined as “Byzantine” today, and rather post-Byzantine or
Byzantinizing. For example, one may recall the group of Cretan icons inside the Accademia Gallery, dated
between the 15 and the 16 century, the corpus of Russian icons of the Uffizi Gallery , dated to the 17 and 18
th

th

20

th

th

century, or those objects which were collected by privates and usually registered in the inventories as “Greek”
even though they are today considered as Western products.
Finally, it is worth remembering that the terminological problem at hand affects the attempt to define and
identify the Byzantine “lost heritage”: how to infer, from the available sources and documents, whether an
artwork listed as “Greek” (and today lost) was effectively a Byzantine artwork? In some cases, elements such
as specific techniques, e.g. the micro-mosaic icons or the steatite reliefs, may give strong, although not certain,
indications of the Byzantine provenance of an object. A further useful element is provided by the presence of
Greek letters or inscriptions that often appears in the objects’ descriptions in inventories and testaments.
However, a 100% secure method does not exist; in several cases, numerous doubts remain.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
As long as we know, the first use of the term “Byzantine” with reference to Greek art was made by Sulpiz Boisserée in
1810, and in the Italian context by Cicognara in the beginning of the 19th century (MORETTI 2014, p. 123; see also
MORETTI forthcoming).
For the Cretan paintings, as as well as for the Russian icons, see chapter 5.2.1 New objects and new displays in Medici
collection.
19

20

!
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1.3)!Structure of the thesis
The present work is divided in four chapters, which follow a chronological order. It should be reminded that
the chronological boundaries between the periods, which can be represented both by political and by cultural
events, as well as the limits of the general time span taken into account (1205-1803) serve the research objectives
pursued by this study, and they are personal choices. The slightly different structure of the chapters owes to
the fact that they deal with different matters and face different cultural issues. For example, the first two
chapters, which span from 1205 to 1397 and from 1397 to 1527, respectively, focus on time periods in which
the Byzantine Empire still exists. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the main occasions of contact
between Florence and Byzantium, for instance the Fourth Crusade (1204) or the Council of Ferrara Florence
(1439), in order to verify the actual impact of these events on the arrival in Florence of Byzantine objects.
All the chapters include two main parts. The first part is dedicated to the matter of the reception of Byzantine
art, it analyses available literature and, where possible, the material use of the objects. The examination of the
artistic treatises concerns almost exclusively Florentine sources: since it does not aspire to be exhaustive, only
the most important authors and texts have been considered while detecting the occurrence of the terms
“Greek” or “Greek manner”.
The second part of each chapter is instead devoted to the Byzantine heritage in Florence, both extant and lost.
Regarding extant heritage, each chapter is followed by the catalogue entries of the Byzantine objects which
entered the city of Florence during the time span considered. This methodological choice, which proved to be
extremely difficult during the research, is sometimes arbitrary, in the sense that the precise date of arrival of
an object in Florence is often not known. When significant doubts arise, the criterion I decided to adopt is the
first mention of the object in relevant documents and inventories. However, some exceptions exist. One
example is the beautiful ivory casket with Deisis and Saints of the Bargello National Museum (catalogue entry
n. 18) which appears in the sources only since 1776, during Asburgo-Lorena dynasty (chapter 5): this object is
included in the chapter about the Medici Grand Duchy (chapter 4), because on the basis of the indications
21

given by later sources and of the history of its conservations in museums, it was presumably already part of
the Medici collection.
The lost heritage, instead, was reconstructed based on several published and unpublished sources (mentions
inside literature, inventories, testaments, letters, sketches), and it is visible in the charts presented in the
appendix (doc. 2, 3, 4, 5). These charts further indicate the provenance and current places of conservation of
the objects studied.
Finally, it is important to underline that not all the time periods have been analysed with the same level of
detail. The research focuses on specific periods or issues, which have been less treated by scholars or which
have revealed richer of information and documents. Also the research of unpublished documents inside
archives has focused on some specific periods, as it is evident from the List of the Consulted Documents.
For instance, a minor effort have been dedicated to the archive research about the Medici collection, which can
count on a rich amount of studies and on the accurate publication of many inventories .
22

On the contrary, significant attention is paid to the changing opinion about Greek art in 18 century literature,
th

when the rediscovery of the Primitives seems to bring to a renovated evaluation of Byzantine artworks.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21
22

!

See chapter 4.2.1 New objects and new displays in Medici collection.
See, for example, chapter 3.2 The Medici collection “Avanti il principato”.

8

Similarly, much focus was placed on the analysis of the private collections of the 17 and 18 century, whose
th

th

Byzantine cores have generally been less considered by academic literature. In that regard, the reconstruction
of one 18 century collection, the Museo Gorio, based on several unpublished documents, will be presented as
th

a case study.

!
!
!
!
!
!
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2) Florence and Byzantium during the Late Middle Ages (1205 - 1397)
Byzantine objects which flow into the city during the Middle Ages and still exist today are few: the only secure
and documented objects are the relics and the mosaic icon with Twelve Feasts inside the Museo dell’Opera
del Duomo, which for the most part arrived between the 13 and the end of the 14 century. This chapter takes
th

th

into account the period going from 1204-1205 (date of the 4 Crusade but also of the first certain arrival of a
th

Byzantine object, the relic of Saint Philip’s arm, catalogue entry n. 1) to the end of the 14 century, when
th

Florentine Humanism begins to flourish. It is structured into two parts: the first deals with the contacts
between Florence and Constantinople, briefly taking into account also the centuries of the Early Middle Ages,
chracaterized by the presence in Italy of the Byzantine army.
However, the main focus is on the centuries from the 11 onwards, which are certainly the richest in terms of
th

connections and circulation of Byzantine men and artworks. There already exists an extensice bibliography
which have been addressing the matter of the presence of the Byzantines, as well as the spread of the Byzantine
influence in Italy and Tuscany. With this in mind, the aim is not to engage in this open debate, but more to
trace the most important paths of research and the conclusions provisionally reached by historiography.
Moreover, in this chapter historical sources from the Middle Ages up until the 18 century are taken into
th

account in an attempt to reconstruct the extent of the heritage which existed during the Late Middle Ages and
to verify whether the informations given by past authors is reliable. As an example: even though Vasari’s
negative take on “Greek” art is well documented by many scholars, less attention has been paid to verifying
the specific monuments that he considers “Greek” .
1

Finally, the question of attitudes towards Byzantium and of the interest raised by Byzantine objects in Florence
is considered, based on the limited evidence available in Late Medieval sources and on the practical use of the
artworks.
The second part of the chapter is instead dedicated to extant Byzantine heritage: a short paragraph deals with
a small group of sculptures still preserved in Florence, that are not included into the catalogue because their
Byzantine origin is uncertain. However, recent bibliography has supported the Byzantine hypothesis, and the
group therefore deserves to at least be mentioned. The second paragraph, instead, concerns the corpus of the
relics, only existing witness of the interest raised by Byzantine objects in Florence.
A chronological specification is needed: as always, time borders are merely conventional, and there will be
some exception. Therefore, the present chapter does not take into consideration some cultural trends which
reached their peak in the following centuries, even if they were already present during the Middle Ages: as
an example, the rediscovery of Greek language and literature which started during the second half of the 14

th

century, with the institution in Florence of the first school of Greek in Italy in 1361 .
2

2.1)!

The contacts between Florence and Byzantium during the Early Middle Ages

The only Byzantine objects to have arrived in Florence during the Middle Ages and still in existence today
reached the city during the Late Middle Ages, between the 13 and the 14 centuries: this is why this period
th

th

will be analysed in detail. Florentine Museums preserve some important artworks dating to the Late Antiquity

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
2

Important, about this subject, is the essay by Valentino Pace (PACE 2015).
MENNA 1998, p. 116-117. See chapter 3, Florence and Byzantium during Humanism and the Renaissance (1397-1527).

10

and the Early Midde Ages, but they are not considered in the catalogue for different reasons. The most famous
one is the Missorium of Ardaburio Aspare, in the National Archeological Museum (fig. 2.1). It is in silver and
3

niello, with a Latin inscription. It was found inside the river Albenga, south of the city of Grosseto, in 1769
and we haven’t any information about the circumstances of its arrival in this area. It is dated at 434 A.D.
therefore it’s not included in the list and in the catalogue. Moreover, both the National Archeological Museum
both the Bargello National Museum host a good quantity of jewels (earrings, brooches, rings) which can be
dated at the 6 – 7 century and attributed to the Byzantine-Langobard contest (Doc. 1, n 13-45). However,
th

th

none of them comes from Florence, and they arrived in the city only during the 19 century, through the
th

acquisition of important collections. The most important is the already mentioned Carrand collection in
Bargello National Museum, and the D’Assia donation, hosted in the same museum . Among these objects, the
4

only one having a relationship with the territory of Tuscany (even though not with Florence) is the couple of
earrings preserved in the National Archaeological Museum (6 century), which comes from the excavation of
th

Luni (fig. 2.2 a-b-c, Doc. 1, n. 45). However, as it entered the city of Florence through Remedi collection in
5

1883, it is not catalogued.
Even though there is little material evidence in Florence, the Early Middle Ages can not go without mention:
the period between the Gothic War and the Langobard invasion (ca. decades between 540 and 580) was the
only characterized by the physical presence of the Byzantine army in Florence. The Byzantines were evidently
present for a very limited time, and the stages of the Gothic War and of the Langobard conquest are very
difficult to reconstruct today: all the available information is based on a few passages from Procopius of
Caesarea and Paul the Deacon and on very rare archaeological evidences. The archaeological data, in fact, are
6

more consistent in the South of Tuscany, in Maremma and in the province of Grosseto, and a rich bibliography
has addressed the question of the territorial organisation and of the Langobard penetration in Southern
Tuscany . In Florence, the only excavation to include materials dated between the 4 and the 6 centuries (the
7

th

th

excavation of Via Castellani) was published in 2007 , and the most important and comprehensive contribution
8

to our knowledge of the archaeological remains in Florence during the Byzantine period (second half of the 6

th

century) was made by Scampoli in 2010 , in the context of a broader analysis of the archaeology of the city
9

between the 1 century B.C. and the 13 century A.D.
st

th

During the Justinian Age, Florence was part of the province of Tuscia Annonaria : it seems that it wasn’t
10

considered as a main city but a minor settlement . However, Mugello and Florence proved to be strategic sites,
11

as they were placed on the route connecting Rome and Ravenna, and they were subject to many rapid
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6
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changes : in 539 the Byzantines besieged Fiesole for 7 months, even though we are not informed as to who
12

was controlling Florence in the meanwhile. Occupied by the Byzantines in 541, Florence was then besieged by
Totila in 542 . The city seems to have remained in Greek hands even after the Byzantine defeat at Mugello
13

battle , as attested by an inscription in Santa Felicita, showing the presence of Byzantine troops in Florence in
14

547 . But the city was to be taken by the Goths again, as in 552 it opened the gates to Narses, during his advance
15

towards the North, which established the border of the Byzantine Italy on the Alps .
16

The years of the Gothic War were particularly troubled, the city was hit by raids, famines and epidemics.
Moreover, the Byzantine supremacy was ephemeral and illusory, and the invasion of the Langobards
represented a sudden interruption. Based on the writings of Paul the Deacon, Zanini supposes that the
Langobard penetration in Tuscia had already occurred during Alboin’s Reign: “già in questa fase sarebbero
dunque passate sotto il controllo longobardo alcune importanti città dell’Emilia occidentale, in primo luogo
Parma e Piacenza, che si ritroveranno intorno al 590 sede di duchi longobardi passati alla causa bizantina, e
nella loro interezza i territori della Toscana centrale e meridionale, fino ai limiti del Lazio e dell’Umbria
attuali” . Archaeological evidence suggests that between 574 and 584 the Byzantines only held on to the coast
17

of Lazio, the coast of Tuscany and the valleys of Tiber and Arno , while the Langobard penetration in the area
18

of Chiusi and Lucca stopped on the north bank of the Prile Lake. It is likely that this defensive system survived
until the end of the 6 century, even though Florence was taken quite early: being a strategic centre, Florence
th

will certainly have become the headquarters of a Langobard duke before the end of the 6 century, together
th

with Lucca and Chiusi . According to Citter and Vaccaro, this happened a few years after 570 .
19

20

The chronicles written during the 13 century describe the complete abandonment of the city starting from the
th

Gothic War until the Franks reconstruction . However, some urban contexts have pointed out the continuity
21

22

of the life of the city during the 6 and 7 centuries, and archaeology has proved that during the 6 and 7
th

th

th

th

centuries the commerce was not interrupted, even though the long-distance trade was reduced. Specifically,
the excavation in Via Castellani showed that “a Firenze, nella prima metà del VI secolo, l’epoca delle guerre
Greco Gotiche, la ceramica mostra un ulteriore ripiegamento verso produzioni locali, ma anche il
rafforzamento di commerci con il Mediterraneo Orientale. Ciò può essere spiegato con la volontà dell’impero
bizantino di rifornire i propri presidi in occidente, analogamente a quanto sembra accadere in altri centri” .
23

Moreover, there certainly existed, before and during the Gothic War, a Greek-Oriental community in Florence,
which is likely to have had its centre at the Church of Santa Felicita. Indeed, during the excavations of the 16

th

and 17 centuries, several Greek Christian epigraphs have been found . The epigraphs are fairly homogeneous,
24

th

and they are dated between the 5 century and the first half of the 6 century: Gunnella hypothesizes that they
th

th

25

belonged to a group of Syrian merchants, working in Northern and Central Italy through contacts with the
East and their homeland. Therefore, during this period Florence had secure commercial contacts with the
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Byzantine Empire.
More problematic is the question of the city walls and their connection with the Byzantines: we know from
the text of Procopius that Florence was equipped with walls . Unfortunately, the fortified area, totally
26

unknown from an archaeological point of view, can only be attributed to a very broad period from the 3 to
rd

the 6 centuries. Historians have put forward the existence of two different theories about the Late
th

Antique/Medieval walls: the first suggests that they were simply the restored and re-used of the Roman walls;
the second supposes that a smaller wall was constructed during the Byzantine occupation . At the moment,
27

there is not sufficient proofs to attest to the reduction of the fortification during the 6 century.
th

With the Langobard conquest and the Frankish occupation the signs of contacts between Florence and the
Byzantine Empire cease. It is possible to infer that some kind of influence took place anyway, from a religious
and cultic point of view. A significant example is provided by Del Migliore, Richa, Lami and Lastri , who
28

mention that the church of Santa Maria in Campidoglio was in the past named “Santa Maria Odegetria”. They
report two different documents, today lost , one dated to 1190 and drawn up by the notary Ser Buonafede and
29

one dated to 1201 and drawn up by Ser Amideo. Particularly interesting is Lami’s argument, supported also
by Lastri: the authors underline that a very celebrated image of the Virgin called Odegetria was in
Constantinople, famous for being painted by Saint Luke the Evangelist. The writer goes on to explain that
several copies of this icon were made, which were then transported abroad between the 8 and the 9 centuries,
th

th

and specifically to Jerusalem, Messina, Rossano di Calabria, Rome and Florence. It is also noteworthy that the
chroniclers attribute the spread of the holy images and of the associated cult to the difficult period of
iconoclasm, the Council of Nicaea (787) and the Council of Frankfurt (794).
The only modern author addressing the question is Bacci: in an essay analysing the spread of the miraculous
copies of the original Constantinopolitan icon of the Virgin Hodegetria in South Italy , he dedicates a few line
30

31

to Richa’s indication, without further comments. Considering the high number of copies that effectively
circulated in Italy it is certainly possible that one of them reached Florence: according to historical sources, it
32

was preserved inside the church of Santa Maria in Campidoglio, a church also renown as “La Palla” situated
in the area of the old market. Considered as a construction wanted by Charlemagne but attested by the
documents only starting from the 12 century, the church was deprived of all its artworks in 1785 and
th

destroyed during the first half of the 19 century . Cocchi says that the main altar hosted a painting with the
th

33

Annunziazione by Giotto, committed by the Alfieri Strinati family, who had the patronage of the church until
the 16 century , but the author does not mention any possible Byzantine or Byzantinizing icon of the Virgin:
th

34

in order to enlarge our knowledge of the relations between Constantinople and Florence it would be
interesting to understand whether a copy of the Constantinopolitan icon was preserved here and how it
arrived.
All the accounts of historical sources end by recalling the good relations between the Franks and the Greeks,
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which facilitated the travels of the Byzantines (especially those persecuted during the dispute about the
veneration of the images) towards Italy and Tuscany, through Pisa’s ships.

2.2)!

The Late Middle Ages and the matter of the Byzantine influence upon Tuscan art

It would also seem that during the Late Middle Ages Florence didn’t experience much contact with the
Byzantine world. Based on the analysis made by Heyd and Oikonomides , Menna has pointed out that
35

“nel XIII e XIV secolo, Firenze, pur avendo contatti commerciali con I centri più importanti del Mediterraneo
orientale, non aveva avuto rapporti di particolare rilievo con il mondo bizantino a differenza di altre città come
Venezia, Genova o Pisa, e anche Ancona e Milano; non aveva a Bisanzio una propria colonia, nè una rappresentanza
diplomatica” .
36

In Tuscany, the city that played the main role in the relations with Byzantium during the Late Middle Ages
was for sure Pisa, having already in the 10 century and during the First Crusade established contacts with the
th

Byzantine Empire; by 1111 it had its own seaport in Constantinople . Florence on the other hand established
37

a stable relationship with Constantinople only after conquering the city of Pisa and its harbour in 1406. The
city had developed an efficient maritime policy by the third decade of the 15 century, when it also succeeded
th

in creating diplomatic connections with the Byzantine Empire and, after the fall of Constantinople in 1453,
with the Ottoman Empire . However, it does not necessarily follow that Florence had no connections at all
38

with the Byzantine world before this time.
On the one hand, we have traces of a Florentine presence in the East, even though this presence was mainly
exercised through its participation in the Crusades and through the existence of the Crusader States.
Florentines actively participated in the 2 and especially the 3 Crusade : an example is Monaco de’ Corbizzi,
nd

39

rd

the Florentine patriarch of Jerusalem, who wrote a poem about the conquest of Acri and who was responsible
for the acquisition, from the Byzantine Emperor Manuel I Komnenos, of the relic of Saint Philip the Apostle’s
arm . According to Cardini, this story shows the existence of “un ambiente di chierici fiorentini in Terrasanta,
40

che ancora si facevano passare o venivano confusi con i pisani, ma che già perseguivano coscientemente un
disegno di valorizzazione della loro città” . The movement towards the Holy Land (including Florentine
41

clergymen and pilgrims , as well as Florentine commercial interests) was deflected at the Balkans and on the
42

Greek peninsula after the fall of the Kingdom of Jerusalem (1291). Florentine merchants were already gaining
the independence from the jurisdiction of Pisa at the end of the 13 century, but their position became stronger
th

with the fall of the Latin dominion in the Holy Land: they settled their seaports in Cyprus, where the process
of liberation from Pisa was ended. Bardi and Peruzzi obtained in 1324 the autonomy from Pisa: the Maritime
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Republic was in decline, and the battle of Meloria (1384) signalled the final act of the city’s crisis . On the
43

contrary, Florence was on the raise: the Bardi family gained the supremacy in Cyprus, while other important
Florentine lineages, such as the Acciaioli and the Buondelmonti, occupied the Hellenic islands, which had
previously belonged to the Byzantine Empire, and became “protagonisti di un’avventura “feudale” che li rese
signori di buona parte della Grecia” . Therefore, by the 14th century Florence had achieved a significant
44

commercial and political role in the complex situation in the East, a process which culminated with the
previously mentioned conquest of Pisa in 1406. The new-found proximity of Florence to Constantinople is
evident, as an example, through the figure of Giovanni Corsini, an exponent of an important Florentine family
who was appointed by John VI Kantakouzenos (1292-1383) as Grand Seneschal of the Armenian Kingdom,
who was able to carry illustrious relics to his native city .
45

On the other hand, dealing with the relations between Florence and Byzantium means to having to face the
matter of the presence of Byzantine artists and artworks in Florence, an omnipresent topic both in historical
sources and in modern historiography. Literary sources generally agree about the presence of Byzantine
46

pieces and artisans in the city, in the wake of a tradition, started by Vasari in his Proemio delle vite (1550, 1568) ,
47

which finds in the Greek influence the beginning of the rebirth of Italian art.
In the historiography that follows Vasari, the idea that a “renaissance” of art, between the end of the 13

th

century and the beginning of the 14 , took place via Greek artists and circulating Greek artworks is generally
th

accepted. Even if the level of acceptance of Vasari’s theory varies depending on the historical epoch, given
that the qualitative judgement of Greek art is strongly related to coeval ideologies, the Byzantine contribution
to the development of Italian art of the Late Middle Age is rarely contested .
48

Historical sources also agree about the probable means by which Greek people and objects arrived, namely
the Crusades: for example, Lastri, Lanzi, and Della Valle clearly declare it as a possibility in their treatises. An
49

alternative means indicated by historical sources is the intermediation of Italian cities which had in this time
more intimate connections with the countries overseas, for example Venice, as we will see in the case of the
mosaic decoration of the Florentine Baptistery. Some authors introduce, as mentioned in the case of Santa
Maria Odegetria, the role that Pisa had as a vehicle of Byzantine goods: the acute observer Lastri, who writes
that Greek manufacturers, icons and cults arriving in Florence were probably travelling on the “navigli
Pisani” .
50

These two themes which traditionally appear in historical sources continue to be cited by modern historians.
The question of the role of Byzantine culture in the development of Italian art, and specifically upon Tuscan
figurative culture (considered the cradle of the rebirth of the arts starting with Cimabue), as well as the
investigation of the modalities of contact between Tuscany and Byzantium, seamlessly recur in the analysis of
scholars from the 15 century to today.
th

20 century research has tried first and foremost to find an orientation inside the ongoing question of the
th
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“Byzantine influence” upon Italian art. In the case of Tuscany, this means clarifying the confusion between
the Italian “maniera greca” (a term which carries all the ambiguities of secular use) and the works of art which
51

can effectively be considered Byzantine , to define the level of “byzantinity” of artworks and to detect the
52

ways and the channels of the Byzantine influence, based on both iconographic and stylistic analysis.
Regarding the city of Florence, the most important contributions come from two main directions: on one side,
the surveys of the corpus of Florentine Medieval paintings, started by Offner in 1927 and continued by
53

Garrison and Boskovits . The section dedicated to the 13 century, curated by Boskovits , remains fundamental
54

55

th

also to the field of Byzantine studies, and Boskovits insists on the possibility that Tuscan painters were familiar
with examples of Byzantine monumental paintings in Italy, such as the mosaics of Norman Sicily, which were
an important vehicles for the Byzantine figurative culture, especially before the 13 century. He also mentions
th

the role of contact with the Greek centres of Puglia and south Italy. The corpus, together with a rich multitude
of critical interventions about specific artists and artworks, has achieved a deeper comprehension of the
“maniera greca” in formal and stylistic terms, through a detailed and continuously updated attributive
scholarship, and has attempted to separate the “italo-Byzantine” artworks from the real Byzantine objects.
Also in the field of sculpture, efforts to create detailed catalogues of the main sculptors working in Florence
(Nicola Pisano, Arnolfo di Cambio, Lapo, Giroldo da Como) have helped to address the question of the
56

Byzantine influence and to distinguish between Italo-Byzantine and Byzantine artworks.
On the other hand, a specific literature about the transmission of Byzantine models and iconographies in the
art of Central Italy has flourished: the first author to address the matter is Stubblebine in 1966 , and more
57

recently also Cristiani Testi, Pace, Geymonat and Bacci have touched upon the argument. Cristiani Testi and
58

Geymonat, specifically, have pursued the question of the availability of books of sketches which carried and
spread Byzantine examples, such as the Livre de portraiture by Villard d’Honnecourt, the Trattato by Cennino
Cennini and the Libro dei pittori di Monte Athos , the Wolfenbüttel Musterbuch .
59

60

It is worth to underline that the most recent contributions dealing with the Byzantine legacy and its channels
of penetration in Tuscany have shifted their interests towards other kinds of affinities and convergences, as
an example towards the existence of common symbolic and cultic values , which might have had a weight in
61

the commissioners’ will and taste.
However, the investigations about the circulation of possible Byzantine models through books or the attention
paid to the transmission of formal features from Byzantine monuments located in Italy (Venice, Sicily, Puglia)
never invalidated the thesis of the importance of the circulation of Byzantine artists and artworks in Florence
consequent to the Crusades, especially considering the major impact that Byzantine art had starting from the
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half of 13 century.
th

In general, great emphasis has been placed by scholars on the role of the Fourth Crusade in 1204 for the
diaspora of man and objects into the Latin West and in Italy, especially after the contributions by Demus and
Belting . More recently, this ascertained opinion has been doubted, basing on the scarcity of available
62

documented and secure examples: recent studies have shown that not all the treasures today preserved in
Western museum and churches were the result of plunder and have pointed out the pivotal element of the
63

reciprocal relations within the Mediterranean Sea and the significance of diplomatic gifts and of commercial
purchases.
Also in the case of Tuscany, when we look at the effective presence of Byzantine artists and artworks in
Florence, the situation doesn’t help to prove the “diaspora” nor the “loot” assumptions.
2.2.1) Byzantine artists in Florence
Even though the presence of Byzantine artists in Italy after 1204 is often supposed or inferred from the analysis
of the monuments , it has until now been documented on few occasions . If we consider more closely the
64

65

region of Tuscany, Byzantine artists have been supposed to be mainly in Pisa, for example because of the
decoration of the lunette of San Michele degli Scalzi with Christ Pantocrator , with Greek letters, and in the
66

decoration of the Eastern portal of the Baptistery . Caleca and Burresi talk about the direct connection between
67

these artworks and the increased presence of Byzantine artists in Pisa around 1204; however, this theory has
not been proved .
68

It is also the case in Florence, namely that the the presence of Byzantine artists is not proved by any document,
neither before nor after the “decisive” date of 1204. It is very problematic to rely on chronicles and art history
treatises. The Late Medieval sources taken into account , in fact, do not mention the presence of Greek artists.
69

On the contrary, later historical sources do mention Byzantine artists in the city, but as we deal with sources
dating to the 15 century onwards, and mainly dating to the period between the 16 and the 18 centuries, the
th

th

th

chronological distance between the narrated facts and the narrators is remarkable. Moreover, there is the
problem of interpretation and of terminology: as we shall see, the use of the term “Greek” in these sources is
complex, and it is impossible to infer the real provenance of the workshops relying on these references.
In a famous passage of Cimabue’s Life, Vasari mentions that Greek artists were called upon by the local
Government in Florence to “rimettere in Firenze la pittura più tosto perduta che smarrita” . This information
70
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is repeated by many scholars following Vasari up until the 19 century (for example, Seroux d’Agincourt says
th

that in Florence there were “dei pittori greci chiamati in questa città dagli amministratori del commune” ).
71

Authors have been looking both for a hypothetical decree issued by the Florentine Republic calling upon the
Greek artists in the city around 1240-1250, and for the traces of a Greek presence in the city. Rosini held a
72

position held by many scholars, namely that Florence could not look to artists from Siena or Lucca, which
were rival cities. In this context, the Greek solution appears to have been the only one available. But Vasari’s
“Vite” not only introduced the idea of the Greek presence in Florence as inevitable: Vasari’s text is also the
origin of a widespread and distorted historiographical opinion. According to Vasari in fact, art (and more
specifically, painting) was lost in Italy between the Roman Empire and Cimabue, both in a metaphorical sense
(quality was absent), but also in a concrete sense (Italian painters working before the 13 century were
th

unknown and many monuments had been distroyed). Art was revitalized only by the presence of the Greeks.
The result is that, according to Vasari, the majority of the artists working in Italy before the 13 century should
th

be identified as “Greek”. This position emerges clearly from the “Proemio”:
Le sculture e le pitture similmente buone, state sotterrate nelle rovine d'Italia, si stettono insino al medesimo tempo
rinchiuse o non conosciute dagli uomini ingrossati nelle goffezze del moderno uso di quell'età, nella quale non si
usavano altre sculture né pitture che quelle le quali un residuo di vecchi artefici di Grecia facevano o in imagini
di terra e di pietra o dipignendo figure mostruose e coprendo solo i primi lineamenti di colore. Questi artefici,
com'e' migliori, essendo soli in queste professioni, furono condotti in Italia dove portarono insieme col musaico
la scultura e la pittura in quel modo che la sapevano, e così le insegnarono agl'Italiani - goffe e rozzamente; i quali
Italiani poi se ne servirono, come si è detto e come si dirà, insino a un certo tempo .
73

This idea is repeated by scholars and authors until the end of the 18 century. As a consequence of this
th

misinterpretation, it was common opinion that almost anything which was painted before the 13 century was
th

“Greek”.
However, leaving aside, for the moment, the problem of the interpretation of the term “Greek” and of the view
of Byzantine art held by, it’s possible to use the sources as simple lists or collections of information, to verify
whether they provide useful information.
The richest and essential source is Vasari’s “Le vite de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori e architettori” in its two
editions of 1550 and of 1568. Looking at Vasari’s text, I have taken into account only the monuments that he
attributes directly to Greek manufacturers, not the numerous examples that he mentions of “maniera greca”,
term which could have a broad range of meanings . Vasari clearly mentions the presence of Byzantine artists
74

in Florence in a few cases. In the Proemio of the “Vite” he writes an interesting sentence about the presence of
Greeks in Italy:
(…) come di ciò fanno fede oggidì infiniti musaici che per tutta Italia lavorati da essi Greci si veggono per ogni
vecchia chiesa di qualsivoglia città d’Italia, e massimamente nel Duomo di Pisa, in San Marco di Vinegia et ancora
in altri luoghi; e così molte pitture, continovando, fecero di quella maniera, con occhi spiritati e mani aperte, come
si vede ancora in San Miniato fuor di Fiorenza fra la porta che va in sagrestia e quella che va in convento et in S.
Spirito di detta città tutta la banda del chiostro verso la chiesa .
75

The sources following Vasari tend to base their information on his text, in some cases manifestly repeating his
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statements. However, some details are added in the “Etruria Pittrice” by Lastri : the author affirms that some
76

Greek painters had worked in the Church of San Miniato, on the wall between the two doors as indicated by
Vasari, and offers a reproduction of the subject they portrayed: a standing figure of Saint Minias, with a cross
in his hand and a crown (fig. 2.3). In the Vasari edition curated by Milanesi in 1878 , it is specified that none
77

of the examples mentioned by the author in the passage quoted above is still extant. However it was a mistake,
and this painting has not disappeared: if we look carefully, we realize that the figure identified by Lastri as
Saint Minias and attributed to a Greek artist is one of the two female Saints which still appears on the right
wall of the presbytery, between the door of the cloister and the door of the sacristy (fig. 2.4). The painted
78

architectonical setting is different: the figure portrayed by Lastri is inside an arch, which is not present in the
fresco. Besides, the figure identified by Lastri as Saint Minias is represented with a crown, while the fresco as
it is today only shows the halo. But the position of the figures and the garments coincide. Modern critics tend
to attribute the fresco not to a Byzantine workshop but to a Florentine painter working in the second half of
the 13 century, stylistically close to the “Maestro della Sant’Agata” , one of the most important Florentine
79

th

artists of Byzantinzing tendence (fig. 2.5).
80

The second fresco attributed by Vasari to Greek manufacturers is on one wall of the Agostinian cloister of
Santo Spirito. Before Vasari, this work is already mentioned in the “Libro di Antonio Billi” (1487-1537) : the
81

paintings, realized in the “primo chiostro”, are described as “maniera greca”, but they are attributed to
Cimabue. However, the Anonimo Magliabechiano (around 1540) in his Life of Cimabue talks about some
frescoes realized by the painter in the cloister of Santo Spirito without giving any further indications. Vasari,
on the contrary, pays great attention to distinguishing the two decorative phases: the first made by Greek
artists in the cloister and mentioned inside the Proemio, and the second made by Cimabue, described in his
Life: “Tornato dunque Cimabue in Firenze, dipinse nel chiostro di Santo Spirito, dov’è dipinto alla greca da
altri maestri tutta la banda di verso la Chiesa” . His account of two distinct decorative periods, is repeated also
82

by Borghini (1584), the only source to mention these frescoes after Vasari .
83

Among modern scholars, E. and W. Paatz accept Vasari’s indication, and reconstructing the lost frescoes of
the cloister of Santo Spirito they list some Byzantinizing paintings of the 13 or 14 century on the cloister wall
th

th

adjoining the church, where the sacristy currently stands . Unfortunately, the frescoes were lost, together with
84

a substantial part of the Medieval decoration of the church, during the fire of 1471 , and it is therefore
85

impossible today to express any judgement as to whether they had been realized by Byzantine manufacturers
or whether they were simply Byzantinizing.
But San Miniato and Santo Spirito are not the only cases of Byzantine artists’ presence in Florence mentioned
by Vasari. A further two examples emerge from Vasari’s pages, which were often cited also by the following
historiography. The first is a very famous and quoted passage, inserted as the starting point of Cimabue’s life,
that we have mentioned previously. Cimabue’s life is pivotal in Vasari’s outline of art history as evolution
from the “Greek manner” to the modern manner, and in this passage Vasari narrates how and when Cimabue
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came in touch with the Greek artists working in Florence:
Alla quale inclinazione di natura fu favorevole la fortuna, perché essendo chiamati in Firenze da chi allora
governava la città alcuni pittori di Grecia, non per altro che per rimettere in Firenze la pittura più tosto perduta che
smarrita, cominciarono fra l'altre opere tolte a far nella città la cappella de' Gondi, di cui oggi le volte e le facciate
sono poco meno che consumate dal tempo, come si può vedere in Santa Maria Novella allato alla principale capella,
dove ell'è posta .
86

These few lines have been at the centre of the attention for generations of scholars, trying to identify these
paintings, and have been the font for different hypotheses. The sources chronologically closer to Vasari repeat
(sometimes using the exact same words, as in the case of Borghini) the same scheme: during the work in the
Gondi chapel, Cimabue learns the art of fresco observing the Greek painters - Greek painters whom he will
87

ultimately be able to surpass. However in the middle of the 18 century, authors like Del Migliore, Manni,
th

Richa and Lami begin to doubt this assumption, citing a chronological problem: the Gondi chapel was part of
the Dominican church, built from 1279 onwards, therefore the construction was too late to assume the
intervention of Greek artists around 1270, and it would be even posterior to the activity of the young Cimabue .
88

These scholars attempted to identify the intervention of Greek artists in other parts of the church, dating back
to before the Dominican construction, in particular in the underground chapels of Santa Maria Novella, which
were once part of the old cemetery, the Chiostro dei Morti. Indeed, the first Dominican convent was
constructed around the cloister after 1221, and it’s possible that these structures were also used for celebrations
during the realization of the new church . Influenced by Richa, Seroux d’Agincourt thought to find traces of a
89

Greek presence in the chapel of Saint Anne, which was (and still is) decorated with a fresco cycle with the
stories of the Saint (fig. 2.6). By the time that Seroux is writing the paintings would have been in a bad
condition, as he writes that he can find the Greek paintings described by Vasari only after an in-depth search:
“È in fatti in questo luogo che nel 1799, a forza di ricerche, e framezzo alle tracce di molte più antiche pitture,
io ne ho trovate alcune ancora sufficientemente ben conservate, perché io abbia potuto farle disegnare e
includere” . The reproduction that Seroux includes in his text (fig. 2.7) shows a scene of the Nativity of the
90

91

Virgin, which the author considers a Greek production due to the clothing, the gesture and in general the
“Greek manner”. The fresco is still extant (fig. 2.8), and has been attributed to Italian artists of the end of the
14 century by Milanesi, writing a few years after Seroux . The frescoes have had several attributions, but today
92

th

they are considered as a work by Nardo di Cione and his workshop .
93

Another historiographical tradition, again starting from Vasari, looks instead at the underground chapel of
Saint Anthony the Great, again part of the Chiostro dei Morti. Fineschi, in fact, says that during the 18 century
th

the fall of some parts of the plaster revealed the existence of ancient paintings, in which he recognized the
Greek artworks described by Vasari . Della Valle and Lanzi, who also participated in the dicsovery, give an
94
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account of the situation: Della Valle assigns the newly discovered paintings to Greek artists, describing them
as “informi e malfatte” . The words that Lanzi gives to the paintings are not better than Della Valle’s, but Lanzi
95

does not take a stand on the provenance of the artists, and the frescoes are simply regarded as archaic . There
96

are no traces of this decoration, but it was described by Milanesi: the author considers it as “lavoro a tempra
di un qualche ignorantissimo italiano pittore” , and Crowe and Cavalcaselle also consider the paintings to be
97

very ancient Italian works, dated to the 13 century . This remnant is not extant today, and it was possibly
98

th

placed under the Crucifix, an area covered by gravestones during the 19 century (fig. 2.9). However, the
th

antiquity of the frescoes might be reliable: even though the chapel was built in the first half of the 14 century,
th

recent studies have demonstrated that part of the chapel may have existed even before that time . However,
99

the presence of Greek artists in the underground of Santa Maria Novella, suspported by several scholars
during 18 and 19 century, seems unlikely: the chapel of Saint Anne is too recent to host works by Greek
th

th

artists, and it is currently attributed to Italian artists, while Saint Anthony chapel decoration is old enough,
but nothing remains and it is therefore impossible to make an accurate judgement. Previous bibliography has
considered it as “Greek” based on Vasari, but Milanesi and Crowe along with Cavalcaselle have preferred the
Italian hypothesis: it is therefore impossible to go beyond a generic Byzantinizing production.
But recent criticism has also recovered Vasari’s hypothesis of the Gondi chapel, inside the Dominican church.
The situation is in fact more complex than what explained by Richa: the name of “Gondi chapel” is misleading,
as the chapel passed under Gondi patronage only in 1503 , and it was renovated during the 16 century. It is
100

th

true that this chapel, initially dedicated to Saint Luke, was part of the Dominican church of Santa Maria
Novella, but the structure was probably already in existence in the primitive church, therefore it should be
assigned to a period between 1246 and 1279, as in the case for the other chapels which range across the eastern
wall of Santa Maria Novella. This part of the church, which was probably built starting in 1245, was in fact
preserved by the new and biggest Dominican church of 1279 . Vasari mentions that the Greeks intervened in
101

the vault and in the facades, but in the description given by Cinelli the facades are not mentioned: we should
suppose that by 1677 only the vault remained . This data contrasts with the version given by the same Cinelli
102

in a unpublished manuscript (Anonimo d’Utopia a Filalete, around 1691) in which he mentions a “Virgin and
Child”, ambiguously placed “nell’arco sotto la piegatura di questa cappella” , maybe the lunette of one of the
103

walls. Cinelli judges it as the best fresco in Santa Maria Novella, and writes that even Cimabue, and perhaps
Giotto, could not do better . Moreover, a print by Corbinelli (fig. 2.10) shows the scheme of one of the facades:
104

105

in the uppersection, Christ with four seraphs is clearly visible. The interpretation of the lower section is instead
disputed: while Milanesi and Paatz identify the representation with the Calling of Saint Peter, Wilkins
106

107

proposes Saint Peter and Saint Paul who where shipwrecked off the island of Malta. Whichever is the solution
is correct, the ancient decoration in the vault probably consisted of the four Evangelists, of the Virgin with
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Child and of one episode of the Disciples. These last representations were later covered, possibly during
Gondi’s patronage.
Today, only some remnants of the vault with four Evangelists are visible (fig. 2.11a,b), whose interpretation
is made more difficult because they were significantly restored in 1932, a few months after their rediscovery .
108

Moreover, Corbinelli’s engraving is not helpful, as it does not reproduce the original style, but rather its
Baroque translation.
Modern critics disagree about the frescoes: Salmi, writing in 1935, finds in them “un bizantinismo di un’aridità
desolante” and also Paatz maintains that they are “Byzantinizing” on the basis of stylistic considerations,
109

110

and suggests a date around 1270. A different analysis is instead offered by Wilkins, who says there is not a
good reason to see the paintings as Byzantine rather than Florentine. He compares the frescoes to those on
Cimabue’s vault of San Francesco at Assisi, underlying the greater simplicity of composition and decoration
(especially the decoration of the architectonical frames as the ribs) and the minor monumentality of the
paintings in Santa Maria Novella. However, he notices that the author probably knew the Assisi vault, as he
used the motif of the chair-throne invented by Cimabue in Assisi. Therefore Wilkins hypothesizes a Florentine
painter contemporary to Cimabue and well aware of his work, and dates the frescoes between 1270 and the
end of the century . Also in this case an accurate judgement is not possible, especially beacuse the frescoes are
111

barely readable.
The last case of intervention by Greek artists mentioned by Vasari is perhaps the most important, and has the
richest historiographical tradition. In the Vita di Andrea Tafi, in fact, Vasari narrates that Tafi was considered
the best artist in mosaic production during the time of Cimabue. According to Vasari, Tafi went from Florence
to Venice, where some Greek artists were working on the mosaic decoration of Saint Mark’s Basilica, and he
succeeded in bringing one of them, named Apollonio Greco, back to Florence. Apollonio Greco and Andrea
Tafi worked together on the decoration of the gallery of the Baptistery, while Andrea Tafi alone, once he
became more expert, realized the giant figure of Christ (fig. 2.12) .
112

Looking at older sources, we find the same account in the Libro di Antonio Billi, where Andrea Tafi is
described as a Florentine painter who died in 1294, he was the disciple of Apollonio Greco, and his co-worker
in the mosaic decoration of the Baptistery dome . The two authors even mention the same area of their
113

intervention: the Principalities, the Thrones and the Dominations in the highest register of the dome. Billi’s and
Vasari’s version had enormous favour in the following historiography, establishing a well-known tradition:
all the texts which mention Andrea Tafi, or describe the Baptistery mosaics, agree with this sequence, dating
the intervention by Tafi and his master around 1240 . The only dissenting voice is Lami, who introduces some
114

doubts about the reliability of Vasari’s words, in his text Dissertazione del dott. Giovanni Lami, relativa ai pittori e
scultori che fiorirono dal 1000 al 1300, written in 1757: “Donde il Vasari desumesse che Andrea Tafi lavorò i
mosaici di S. Giovanni unitamente ad Apollonio Greco non so rinvenirlo. Una tal arte già si esercitava in Italia
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da Artefici Italiani prima assai che nascesse il Tafi, né si ha alcuna notizia altronde di questo Apollonio” .
115

Lami’s words seem to anticipate modern criticism, as even today the figures of Andrea Tafi and Apollonio
Greco remain obscure: no other masterpieces have been attributed to Tafi , and Apollonio Greco is merely a
116

name. The only further information about this mysterious figure is added by Milanesi in his edition of Vasari’s
Lives of 1878: Milanesi considers plausible the existence of Apollonio, but he is identified with a Florentine
master. The author relies on a manuscript by Del Migliore, preserved in Magliabechiana Library, where Del
Migliore claims to have seen a contract with the inscription “Apollonius pittor fiorentino” .
117

But Lami’s more critical approach remains isolated, and critics of the 18 and 19 century continue to base their
th

th

opinions on Vasari’s version.
The presence of Byzantine artists working on the mosaic decoration of the calotte, besides the discussions
about the existence of Apollonio Greco, is unresolved to this day. This uncertainty is only one of many
questions regarding the whole cycle of the mosaic decoration of the Baptistery, in particular due to the loss of
the documentation, and specifically, of the registers of Arte di Calimala . Giusti underlines an interesting
118

factor: at the time of the commencement of the works, dated by the author at the mid of the 13 century and
th

individuated in the vault decoration , there was no tradition of mosaic-making in Florence, although by the
119

end of the century it was well established. The date (half of 13 century) coincides with the supposed presence
th

of Apollonio Greco, attested by the sources around 1240: it is therefore worth to considering whether the origin
of the mosaic was due to a foreign influence, perhaps foreign artists already familiar with the technique . The
120

hypothesis finds a validation also in Vasari’s text, which stresses that Apollonio in particular instructed
Andrea Tafi as to the practicalities of making mosaics, such as “cuocere i vetri del mosaico e far lo stucco per
commetterlo” . In this case, it is necessary to draw attention, once again, to the question of the significance of
121

the term “Greek”: Vasari narrates an episode where Andrea Tafi seeks out a Greek master not in
Constantinople, but in Venice. Even if the presence of Byzantine mosaic-makers in Venice by this time is
plausible, as brilliantly noted by Bernabò the term “Greek” could imply not only “Byzantine”, but also
“Venetian” . The dependence of the Florentine mosaics on Venetian models (and the intervention of Venetian
122

masters) has effectively been at the centre of the modern historiographical debate. Without recounting the
long and complex history of critical considerations of the vault, simply based on the stylistic analysis (missing,
as we mentioned, the documents) it might be useful to remember that Venetian influences have been identified
by many scholars, for example Venturi and Toesca , or Muratoff, later supported by Schwarz , who have
123

124

attributed the specific episode of the Final Judgement (fig. 2.13) to Venetian artists around 1230-1240. Demus

125
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agrees with Vasari’s version, not only regarding the presence of Apollonio in Florence, but also regarding his
Byzantine provenance. The scholar takes into account the document mentioned by Milanesi and proving that
Apollonio was Florentine, but he maintains that these two pieces of information are not in contradiction:
Apollonio could have been named the “Florentine painter” after his transfer to Florence, even if he was from
Byzantium. Also Boskovits is (at least initially) a supporter of this thesis, supposing that the mosaics of the
126

dome were made by Venetian or even Constantinopolitan artists. On the other hand there has never been a
lack of champions of the “Tuscan” thesis, and it is enough to mention the most illustrious, such as Longhi and
Bologna . The tendency of attributing the vault to Tuscan painters has prevailed in the most recent
127

bibliography, and Giusti, Boskovits and Monciatti have downplayed the possibility of Venetian or Byzantine
128

artists’ contribution to the decoration. Giusti only leaves the possibility of a collaboration at the beginning,
since in the second half of the 13 century the Tuscan artistic tradition was sufficiently established to produce
th

the mosaics, especially considering the contemporary realization of the façade of San Frediano in Lucca .
129

Boskovits introduces numerous comparisons with the Tuscan figurative culture of the third quarter of the
Duecento, such as Coppo di Marcovaldo, Meliore and the Master of the Magdalen . However, the question of
130

the participation of Venetian or Byzantine manufacturers is still open, and various examples of recent
bibliography dealing with the relation between Byzantine culture and Western art continue to take for granted
the contribution of Byzantine artists coming from Venice in the Baptistery decoration : is it simply the
131

tendency to rely on a traditional interpretation or is it the only way to explain the appearance of the first
Florentine mosaics?
Before closing the discussion of the Baptistery, it is necessary to mention that, even though Billi’s and Vasari’s
words only refer to the vault mosaics, a long tradition of attribution to Byzantine or Venetian masters also
applies to the mosaics of the chancel . The most important example is Demus , who compares the Prophets
132

133

(fig. 2.14) with the models of the Palaiologos rebirth, as the mosaics of Kahrieh Dyami in Istanbul. The author
dismisses the theory of a Constantinopolitan master, but is instead inclined to see a mosaic-maker with a
strong Byzantine education: he proposes a Venetian author, on the basis of a comparison with the decoration
of Saint Zeno chapel, Saint Isidore chapel and with the Baptistery inside Saint Mark’s basilica. Schwarz goes
even further, arguing that the Patriarchs and the Prophets were the result of an intervention directed by
craftsmen from Constantinople. The Venetian hypothesis, embraced or denied by the following literature, has
been retracted by the most recent bibliography (fig 2. 15a,b), linking the figures to the neo-hellenistic current
of the Tuscan and Umbrian painting .
134

To conclude, none of the four cases of direct intervention of “Byzantine” artists mentioned by Vasari (keeping
in mind that the “Greek” of Vasari is ambiguous) is well-founded and can be ascribed to Byzantine
manufacturers with certainty. None of the cases analysed here go beyond a Byzantinizing tendency. Two of
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these cases are still open for debate: the vault of the Gondi chapel with the four Evangelists and the mosaics of
the Florentine Baptistery, both in the chancel and in the calotte. However, the most recent literature tends to
relocate these artworks inside the tradition of Tuscan Medieval painting.
Writing about the presence of Byzantine artists in Florence, Vasari mentions not only cases of paintings, but
also some examples of sculptures. The first reference is inside the proemio: while listing the frescoes realized
by Greek authors, Vasari adds that “di scoltura ne fecero similmente infinite, come si vede ancora sopra la
porta di San Michele a Piazza Padella di Fiorenza, di basso rilievo; ed in Ognissanti e per molti altri luoghi,
sepolture et ornamenti di porte per chiese” . The sculptures in Ognissanti are again mentioned by Vasari
135

inside the Life of Andrea Pisano, as evidence of that maniera “rozza e dozzinale” from which Pisano was to
mature . In his rich commentary on Vasari’s text, Milanesi reports that the architectonic decorations of
136
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Ognissanti were lost in 1669, when the church was renovated. The only reliefs which are still in existence today
are those from the portal of “San Michele a Piazza Padella”. They are now detached from the original setting,
and they have been linked by historiography to a small group of architectonic decorations still visible in
Florence: this group of artwork is dealt with in the context of the preserved heritage .
138

2.2.2) Byzantine artworks in Florence
If we now consider the circulation of Byzantine artworks in Florence, the situation is even more uncertain. As
said in the introduction, it is not certain that any of the Byzantine pieces today preserved in Florence arrived
in the city during the Late Middle Ages. The only exception is constituted by the relics, while all the other
Byzantine artworks are documented in Florence only after the period considered.
A case which necessarily contrasts with the situation in Pisa, where the circulation of Byzantine artworks
during the Late Middle Ages was certainly wider than in Florence, for the political and commercial reasons
mentioned above. This circulation has left conspicuous traces , and we should here remember that the
139

significant role of Pisa for the passage of men and artworks, some of them possibly reaching Florence, has
been widely suggested in scholarly criticism, even if concrete examples are missing. This difference between
the two cities poses significant questions: to what extent was this dearth in Florence due to the loss of objects
and to what extent to the lack of direct contact between Florence and Byzantium (and therefore to low
circulation of mobile Byzantine heritage)?
Historical sources do not help in reconstructing the situation. On the one hand, we should presume that
Byzantine artifacts were widely diffused in the city because, as we have already said, scholars generally agree
about the presence of Byzantine artworks and their availability after the Crusades: according to these scholars,
dozens of Greek icons were circulating in Florence. For an example Lastri, in the Osservatore Fiorentino, talks
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about the multitude of Greek panels preserved inside Florentine churches . However, if we start to look for
140

more specific examples, the panorama is disappointing and the difficulties that we face with Byzantine objects
are even worse than those with Byzantine artists.
In fact, the available sources of information are less: the treatises of art history generally pay less attention to
movable heritage than to monuments - and when they do they normally mention important artworks made
by known artists. This is especially true in the case of the Florentine historiographical tradition, which is
marked from the beginning by a very strong “personality” approach and often chooses to follow the structure
141

of the collection of “lives”. The most important example is Vasari: he deals with “Greek” art mainly in the
Proemio, and especially takes into account the cases of Byzantine artists’ presence inside the city. In the the
artists’ lives, instead, the majority of the mentioned artworks are attributed to specific artist, and in this case
the term “alla greca” becomes a clear synonym of “Byzantinizing” or even “Medieval”: he states that one icon
was painted by Cimabue “alla Greca”, but it is still attributed to Cimabue’s hand.
In this case, therefore, the richest sources are the minute and meticulous descritpions of the city, its monuments
and its churches written between the 16 and the 18 century, such as Cinelli, Richa, Follini Rastrelli, or the
th

th

numerous guides of the city.
However, distinguishing between the terms “Greek”, “Greek manner” and “alla greca” in this case is quite
fastidious, and in many cases we know that the term most likely indicates an Italian artwork even only on a
superficial reading. For example, the texts are full of references to Greek icons and panels, but the descriptions
they offer do not correspond to what we would today call “Byzantine”: they have Latin inscriptions, or show
local Saints. Moreover, the sources mentioning Byzantine mobile heritage can function only as a very generic
terminus ante-quem, and a Greek panel indicated by a 18 century guide book might have arrived in Florence
th

just a few years before.
Many of the paintings mentioned are not recognizable as a part of Florentine heritage today (the descriptions
are too vague or the artworks have been lost), and the possibility of a precise comparison, useful for
understanding what kind of artworks was called “Greek”, is missing.
As last, the few cases of recognizable subjects are generally considered Italian by modern critics. An illustrative
example might be the panel with Virgin and Child in Santa Maria del Carmine (fig. 2.13): described by Follini
as “di maniera greca, portata dal Levante da quei molti Pittori che a Firenze vennero, o avvero da’ Fiorentini,
che per ragion di commercio colà andarono ”, it is today considered a Tuscan artwork, attributed to the
142

“Maestro della Sant’Agata” .
143

Even though the available information leaves many unsolved questions regarding the extent of the mobile
Byzantine heritage circulating in Florence during the Middle Ages, some interesting data emerging from the
analysis of the sources is the typology of objects: the majority of the mentioned “Byzantine” items are in fact
relics and icons. Even taking into account the problem of the chronological discrepancy of the sources, the
difficulties of translating and interpreting the terminology, and the evolution of the historiographical opinions,
the strong interest in Byzantine icons and relics, objects with an evident cultic value, is undeniable: a factor
which must be taken into account when considering the question of the reception of Byzantine art during the
Middle Ages.
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2.3)!

The problem of the reception of Byzantine art

The chronological distance of the sources does not only pose a problem for the identification of the Byzantine
heritage circulating during the Middle Ages, but also for an analysis of the interest in Byzantine art and culture
during this period.
For centuries, Vasari’s narrative has informed the perception of the Middle Ages and of the relationship
between Byzantine art and Italian art, shaping a model whereby Byzantium represented the external factor
which revived the course of Florentine art: the epidemiological paradigm, where Byzantine production was
fundamental to awake and transmitting the classical component of the Medieval West, hidden for centuries .
144

Thus, historiography has constructed the idea of the Middle Ages as the moment of the Western rediscovery
of its classical past through Byzantium’s mediation and has looked for the channels and vehicles of contact,
that allowed this, and in doing so, it has often implied that Byzantine art had a significant impact on Italian
artists, and the profound interest that the artworks coming from the East were able to imbue.
However, divergent opinions have recently surfaced among scholars, with the aim of challenging the
traditional view of the place for Byzantine products during the Middle Ages. Bernabò has underlined how
145

the structure which evidently separates and counterposes the Florentine tradition to the Byzantine tradition
is a consequence of a way of seeing which started many years after the Middle Ages. Indeed, even the neat
distinction between Byzantine and Tuscan production was only defined retrospectively: the first author to
make a clear contrast between the “maniera greca” and the “maniera latina” was Cennino Cennini in his Libro
dell’arte at the beginning of the 15 century, but, as noticed by Cutler, “non esistono prove per dimostrare che
146

th

i prodotti di artigiani diversi, e di provenienza presunta diversa, costantinopolitana o dall’Adriatico
settentrionale, o i prodotti di artisti locali venissero percepiti come diversi, anche da parte di spettatori loro
contemporanei” . Cutler’s reflection is particularly interesting: inside an essay titled La «questione bizantina»
147

nella pittura italiana: una visione alternativa della «maniera greca», the author has pointed out how the traditional
way of viewing the interaction between Byzantium and Italy during the middle Ages fails to address the real
core of the question:
Il metodo tradizionale di svolgere un’indagine sulla “maniera greca” è di chiedersi quali pitture italiane del primo
medioevo fossero bizantine. Innanzitutto, ho suggerito che il fattore più importante da considerare è il desiderio dei
committenti che queste pitture sembrassero bizantine e la conseguente reazione di chi le guardava. La forza di questo
desiderio, generalmente ignorato dagli storici dell’arte, è riflessa nella difficoltà che gli esperti incontrano nel decidere se
un’immagine, sia essa una tavola portatile, un mosaico o un affresco in situ, sia un originale bizantino o l’abile imitazione
di un esemplare orientale, se il suo autore fosse un greco, un italiano nativo che aveva imparato dai greci, o un italiano che
usava modelli greci .
148

According to Cutler, the real issue is not whether a painting comes from the Byzantine Empire or not, but why
the Byzantine art met with such approval in the West, an approval which is undeniable if we look at the
diffusion of the Byzantine artistic language: what demands and needs was this kind of language responding
to? What did a contemporary see in a Greek artwork and did he perceive it as “different”? What could a
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Western viewer recepit of the Orthodox imagery? These kinds of questions are very difficult to answer,
149

especially given that the renown Medieval sources are limited. In particular, in the case of Tuscany the
majority of sources are dated starting from the 14 century, therefore considerably late . However, looking at
150

th

the few elements emerging from the sources and from the “use” of heritage some considerations might be
introduced.
Looking at the European horizon, Dodwell was able to collect and discuss a set of documents about the high
esteem in which Byzantine objects were held between 800 and 1200, such as documents by William of Poitiers
(1020-1090), Suger of Saint Denis (1080-1151), and Marie de France (1160-1215): all these cases underline how,
throughout the period, “Byzantine art remained a touchstone in the West for the opulent and the exotic. It was
the chief standard for splendour” . Byzantine productions were a synonym for luxury, a luxury which well
151

expressed the power of the Emperors and which was therefore appropriated as a tangible symbol for the ruling
class in the West . These luxury products included goldsmith works, fine silks, purple-paged manuscripts
152

and, not least, mosaics.
An other significant source has been recently indicated by Cutler , a source which for us acquires even more
153

meaning, being of Tuscan provenance: the sermons that Jordan of Pisa (c. 1255-1311), Dominican theologian
and preacher, held in Santa Maria Novella. Preaching about the Magi during the Epiphany of 1305, Jordan of
Pisa says:
Avvene ancora un’altra grande testimonia, cioè le prime dipinture che vennero di Grecia di loro: onde le dipinture sono
libro de’ laici, ed eziandio d’ogne gente; perocché le dipinture vennono tutte da’ santi primamente: acciocché se ne potesse
avere più compiuta conoscenza, si faceano le figure de’ santi prima come erano, e nella figura, e nella condizione e nel
modo. Onde si truova che Nicodemo dipinse Cristo in croce in una bella tavola, primamente a quella figura e modo che
Cristo fu, che chi vedea la tavola, si vedea quasi tutto ‘l fatto pienamente, tanto era ben ritratta, secondo il modo e la figura;
che Nicodemo fu alla croce di Cristo, quando vi fu posto e quando ne fu levato: e quella è la tavola onde uscì poi quel bello
miracolo, onde si fa la festa del santo Salvatore. Così altresì troviamo che santo Luca dipinse la Donna nostra in su una
tavola ritratta, tutto appunto com’era, la quale tavola oggi è in Roma, e serbasi con grande divozione. Faceano i santi quelle
dipinture per dare più chiara notizia alle genti del fatto: sicchè tutte queste dipinture, e spezialmente l’antiche, che vennero
di Grecia anticamente, sono di troppo grande autoritade; perocchè là entro conversaro molti santi che ritrassero le dette
cose, e diederne copia a mondo, delle quali si trae autorità grande, siccome si trae di libri .
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Jordan of Pisa proves that Byzantine representations had the value of being faithful portraits of sacred
personages and episodes. They were more faithful representations because they were painted by Saints,
similarly to the acheiropoieta icons. This is also why, according to Cutler, the Byzantine figurative language
was largely imitated in the West, determining a phenomenon that the author names “orientalismo sacro” :
155

Queste immagini erano percepite come appartenenti alle terre del primo cristianesimo, e il legame era rafforzato dalla loro
presunta antichità (…). L’idea del pittore come mago, guardiano dei segreti d’Oriente, era probabilmente più vicina alla
mentalità medievale che le moderne interpretazioni erudite che vedono in quel pittore una bambinaia estetica, un tutore
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bizantino dell’antico realismo, il quale contemporaneamente preparava la via al nuovo realismo del Trecento .
156

The little information we have about Byzantine objects in Florence during the Middle Ages confirms the two
themes outlined by the sources.
As first, the majority of the heritage was represented by relics, reliquaries and icons, whose cultic significance
is clear. The great importance attributed to the holy objects coming from the East, considered as illustrious
reminders of early Christianity, can be understood from the care which was taken in their public display or
from the costume of carrying them during solemn processions . All the sources describing the holy treasure
157

of Florence from the 15 century onwards show the tendency to make detailed inventories of all the relics and
th

sacred icons present in the city and of specifying the cult which was attributed to them, from the days on
which they should be exposed publically, to the rules regarding their preservation and their “use” .
158

Concerning the relics coming from the East, it is worth noting that the sources insist on narrating precisely the
ways of acquisition (which is a rich resource for reconstructing the stories of the relics): this tendency can be
interpreted as the attempt to demonstrate with confidence the provenance of the holy relics from the Byzantine
Empire. Moreover, some of these objects coming from the East could acquire a very strong apotropaic power,
and they were often carried during special emergency processions to protect the city and its inhabitants. This
is the case with Saint Philip’s arm, which arrived in Florence at the beginning of the 13 century .
th
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In this context, the relics and their religious importance as testimonies of faith and apotropaic symbols could
easily become vehicles for the civic power of the Signoria, as had been the case for Greek manuscripts: the
most illustrious and pertinent example is the codex of Pandectae, which was taken from Pisa after the defeat of
the city (9 October 1406) together with all the documents which appeared “strettamente congiunto all’autorità
imperiale (diploma degli imperatori d’Oriente e Occidente, privilegi papali, trattati…)” . The connection with
160

the Imperial power was fundamental, and in fact historical sources show the tendency of underlining that the
relics where collected by Byzantine Emperors or that they came from the Imperial Palace of Constantinople.
The Byzantine origin of the relics thus acquired a double meaning: it was the proof of their authenticity and
at the same time it constituted the link with Imperial power. This double importance, simultaneously cultic
and political at the same time, was apparently attributed only to the bones, while the Byzantine jewellery in
which the relics were travelling were not considered: the appreciation was reserved to the content, not to the
container. Proof of the scant regard in which these original Byzantine artworks had been held is the frequent
destruction or melting of the reliquaries, which were renovated and substituted for Florentine artworks . This
161

practice confirms Bernabò's opinion that “I Fiorentini dell'Alto Medioevo non sembrano porsi un problema di
apprezzamento dell'arte bizantina” : the important thing was that the relics had a sufficiently precious and
162

valuable container, which had to be renewed when it appeared too old.
This discourse is valid both for relics and for images: while the specific cases of the holy remains are analysed
in the chapter 2.4.2, it could be interesting to mention here one example of an icon. As in Jordan of Pisa’s few
lines, Greek icons were considered true religious trophies, and they were believed holy and miraculous. An
example is provided again by the icon of Santa Maria del Carmine (fig. 2.16): not only was it considered as a
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very ancient Greek panel and it was called “S. Maria del Popolo”, but the descriptions given by Richa and
Follini tend to underline the miraculous properties attributed to the image since the Middle Ages, for
163

example in connection to some episodes of the family and the life of Saint Andrea Corsini (1302-1373). The
authors also add that the altar where the icon was hanged was decorated with “targhe, bandiere e armature
portatevi in rendimento di grazie alla Madonna del Carmine, delle spoglie conquistate nella battaglia contro
de’ Pisani nel 1406 e da cui I Fiorentini ne riportarono una segnalata vittoria” . Today the icon is not considered
164

Byzantine, but this example is even more striking as a case of the “orientalismo sacro” coined by Cutler: the
artwork was valued for its cultic prestige, enhanced by its (supposed) Byzantine provenance, more than for
its artistic value. We can imagine that the case of the copy of the icon with the Virgin Odegetria might be
similar .
165

As Cutler explains, Jordan of Pisa and his contemporaries’ eyes saw in the Byzantine artworks something very
different from the line taken by Vasari, which nevertheless prevailed in the historiography for centuries. From
Medieval sources, as well as from the practical use of heritage in Florence, we cannot infer any kind of
consideration or attitude towards the Byzantine manner, as we cannot even know if a Byzantine manner was
perceived. Both Bernabò and Cultler conclude that no signs of aesthetic appreciation can be determined, and
that the formal influence evident especially in the 13 century can be explicated as a will to recall the religious
th

and political prestige that Byzantine objects assumed in the West. That is why, according to Bernabò, “we
should not be surprised, when admiring Giotto's Madonna for the church of San Giorgio alla Costa (ca. 1295;
Florence, Museo Diocesano), or Madonna for the Frati Umiliati d'Ognissanti (ca. 1306-1310; Florence, Uffizi
Gallery), both in Florence, to discover that they represent the Virgin with Child following the “maniera Greca”
after the traditional iconography of the Madonna of Luke” .
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As already stated at the beginning of this paragraph, one of the main problems in the analysis of the Medieval
attitude towards Byzantium is the lack of sources. In the case of Florence, this problem is especially true of the
period before the 13 century, while in the final century of the Middle Ages a precocious flourishing of artistic
th

literature (when compared with other European cities) helps to make up for the lack of data up until that time.
This flourishing had peculiar traits, which are, according to von Schlosser, the form of the popular anedocte,
of the short story or novella, connected from the beginning to the great epic poem by Dante Alighieri and
started precisely by Dante’s commentators : “qualche tratto di questa letteratura anedottica e novellistica
167

dimostra che si era già cominciata a formare una sicura opinione artistica nella Firenze del XIV secolo” .
168

Dante’s famous verses about Cimabue and Giotto have been interpreted by Bernabò as “nothing else than a
plain passage of generations between painters; a chronicle with no anti-Byzantine remarks” . If on the one
169

hand it is true that no specific mentions of “Greek” art can be found in Dante nor in his followers, on the other
hand Florentine literature of this period shows the embryonic idea of a rebirth of art starting with Giotto,
which can be identified as the beginning of Vasari’s position . The emphasis of Giotto’s excellence emerges
170
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from several comments to Dante, as the anonymous Ottimo Commento (1337-1343) , or Benevenuto da Imola
171

(1376-1383) .
172

This idea coincides with the concept of the “loss” of art in the centuries before Cimabue and Giotto. These
positions emerge clearly from a number of sources: Sacchetti (1330-1400), for example, in his Trecento Novelle
writes the Tavola Rotonda di San Miniato, a story where some painters reunited in San Miniato debate about the
identity of the best painter after Giotto. Particularly noteworthy is the exclamation by Taddeo Gaddi: “per
certo assai valenti dipintori sono stati e che hanno dipinto per forma, ch’è impossibile a natura umana poterlo
fare; ma quest’arte è venuta e vien mancando tutto dì” . The focus is placed by Sacchetti on the loss of art,
173

specifically painting, which can not achieve the perfection of the past. The “past” can be identified with the
classical tradition. The link between the classical tradition and the great artists living between the 13 and the
th

14 centuries is expresses also by Petrarch (1304-1374), who demonstrates his appreciation for Giotto and in
th

particular for Simone Martini in several occasions . In one of the sonnet that he dedicated to “mio Simon” ,
174

175

the Sienese painter even surpasses Greek classical artists: “Per mirar Policelto a prova fiso/Con gli altri
ch’ebber fama di quell’arte/Mill’anni, non vedrian la minor parte/Della beltà che m’ave il cor conquiso” .
176

Boccaccio (1313-1375) also deals with the artistic question , both in his Amorosa Visione and in the novella
177

number 6 narrated on the 5th day of the Decameron. The novella is particularly meaningful, as in the same
sentence the two fundamental themes emerging in 14 century artistic literature find expression: the concept
th

that art (painting) should imitate nature and the idea that this kind of art, based on verisimilitude, was dead
for centuries before Giotto:
Giotto ebbe un ingegno di tanta eccellenza, che niuna cosa dalla natura, madre di tutte le cose e operatrice, col continuo
girar de’ cieli fu, che egli con lo stile e con la penna o col pennello non dipingesse sì simile a quella, che non simile, anzi
piuttosto d’essa paresse, intanto che molte volte nelle cose da lui fatte si trova che il visivo senso degli uomini vi prese
errore, quello credendo esser vero, che era dipinto. E per ciò, avendo egli quella ritornata in luce che molti secoli per gli
errori di alcuni, che più a dilettar gl’occhi degl’ignoranti che a compiacere allo ‘ntelletto dei savi dipignendo era stata
sepulta .
178

The most important Florentine medieval historian, Filippo Villani (1325-1407), in his Liber de origine civitatis
Florentiae et de eiusdem famosis civibus dedicates one chapter to the illustrious Florentine painters Giotto,
179

Cimabue, Stefano and Maso di Banco, affirming that they had the credit to revive the art, as attested by their
panels exhibited inside churches and chapels.
With Villani this kind of approach to art, born from Dante and acknowledged by literary genres such as poetry
and novellistica, enters the realm of the historical chronicle and the first products of artistic literature: Cennino
Cennini, in his Libro dell’Arte, pronounces the famous words, referring to Giotto “rimutò l’arte del dipingere
di grecho in latino” . With Cennini we are at the beginning of the new century, the 15 , the fundamental
180
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century which will see the fall of Constantinople in 1453 and the peak of the study of Greek language and
Greek ancient literature in Florence.
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It is true that the Medieval literature considered, before Cennini had never used the term “Greek” nor does it
seem to have expressed any kind of disapproval specifically directed towards Byzantine art and culture.
However, from Dante Alighieri onwards, the idea of a period of neglect takes form.
Forti, in a recent study about Vasari’s forerunners, states that
La formulazione del concetto di Medioevo avvenne attraverso un lungo processo di acquisizione di consapevolezza,
iniziato già dalla fine del XIV secolo, quando si era diffusa la consapevolezza della distanza tra sé (mondo moderno) e il
passato (l’antichità). La cognizione e l’accettazione della separazione storica tra presente e passato classico, assimilate in
periodo preumanistico, furono le condizioni essenziali senza le quali non si sarebbe potuta generare l’idea di un periodo
intermedio .
181

The concept of the death of art and its rebirth with Giotto, as well as the idea of the value of art lying in the
imitation of nature, which developed in 14 century literature, are the bases of the bias against Medieval and
th

Byzantine art which spread in the following century. Bernabò has underlined how this tendency was
182

endorsed especially by cultured and educated men, and how the differences of social stature might have
influenced or even determined the attitudes towards Byzantine art. While the learned men were pronouncing
their sentence against “traditional” art with a high symbolic content, “ordinary people were not concerned
with verisimilitude, ancient, Giottesque, or Byzantine style in an object of art (…). We might even say that the
faithful was more interested in the subject than in the way it was shown, the contents more than the container.
Briefly, people liked more traditional, conservative art – that is Byzantine – than the new Giottesque art” .
183

Cutler seems instead to privilege the chronological discourse: while at the end of the 13 century Jordan of
184

th

Pisa sees in the artworks coming from Byzantium a clear and authentic translation of the evangelical events,
one hundred years later Cennini starts to identify Byzantine art as the old manner, counterposed to the modern
way of Florentine painters.
The phenomenon of the reception and the interpretation of Byzantine art, in Italy as well as in Florence, is
complex and can not be totally explained “in termini di familiarità con l’arte bizantina in territorio italiano o
di consenso alle intenzioni bizantine” . Useful hints, from both written sources and from the heritage, are still
185

limited. However, the dual approach which comes to light during the 14 century – disapproval on the one
th

hand but recognition of a certain authority on the other – was also to characterize the following century.

2.4)!

!

Byzantine Heritage

2.4.1) A contested group of reliefs

As previously mentioned, Vasari, talking about the presence of Byzantine artists in Florence, cites several
examples of painters (realizing frescoes and mosaics), but also some cases of sculptors, working on “infinite
sculptures”: among those he lists, the only examples still extant is the decoration of “San Michele a Piazza
Padella”. This case is particularly interesting because this relief has been variously connected by bibliography
to other samples of architectonic decorations in Florence, whose attribution has always been a source of debate,
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with scholars divided between a Byzantine attribution, and the Tuscan circle of Nicola Pisano and Arnolfo di
Cambio. Even more interesting is that paintings traditionally attributed to Byzantine artists have generally
been reassigned to Florentine makers by modern critics, but the claim of a Byzantine attribution of this group
of sculptures has resurfaced in recent historiography.
The marble sculptures of San Michele a Piazza Padella, described with unflattering words by Vasari (“così
goffe e sì ree e tanto malfatte di grossezza e di maniera, ch’è par impossibile che imaginare peggio si potesse” )
186

have been identified already by Follini with the lunette of the primitive church of San Michele e Gaetano
187

(before San Michele Bertelde), today preserved inside the Antinori chapel (fig. 2.17a,b,c,d): it includes the
figures of Saint Michel with the lance stepping on the dragon, and the figures of Saint Peter and Saint Minias.
The disparity between the relief and the panorama of Tuscan Medieval sculpture has been pointed out since
the 18th century. Richa explains this extravagance by reference to the antiquity of the artwork, reporting that
it excited the curiosity of many people . Also Salmi, in a first contribution dated at 1914 , does not find any
188

189

correspondence to coeval Florentine production. Following Swarzenski , he dates the relief at 1180, and
190

compares it to some early Christian ivories of the 5 century. The link to the Byzantine culture is implied in the
th

connection that the author makes with the portal of San Michele degli Scalzi in Pisa. However, in 1964 the
same scholar goes back on this and affirms the local origin of the relief . Among more recent cristics, the same
191

opinion is shared by Bernabò, who considers the sculpture only “vaguely Byzantinizing ”. More doubtful is
192

instead Scalini: in a retrospective essay analysing Florentine sculpture of the last decades of the 13 century
th

the scholar underlines again the difficulty of situating the saints of San Michele in the local figurative culture,
and proposes to rely on Vasari’s theory about the permanence in the city of Byzantine manufacturers: “le
figure ieratiche della cappella Antinori in San Michele e Gaetano continuano ad apparire difficilmente
inseribili nella cultura figurativa locale. E si potrebbe dare maggior credito alla teoria vasariana che voleva
rinata l’arte a Firenze per la presenza qui di alcuni ‘bell’ingegni’ bizantini” .
193

Moreover, Scalini thinks that this lunette, realized by Byzantine artists or by local makers with a direct
knowledge of Byzantine artworks, is a pivotal element in the development of Florentine sculpture.
Specifically, Scalini attributes the reliefs to a key artist operating between the middle of the 13 century and
th

1290, whose style comes half way between Byzantium and Tuscany. The other works of art that Scalini
attributes to this author are at the centre of a passionate historiographical debate. The group delineated by the
author includes the panel with Saint George riding the horse today in Palazzo Vecchio, which comes from
above the gate of Costa Saint George (fig. 2.18), the altar of Cappella Castellani in Santa Croce (fig. 2.19a,b)
and the cenotaph of Guglielmo di Durfort, walled-up into the cloister of Santissima Annunziata (fig. 2.20a,b).
The connection between the relief of Saint George and the three plates decorating the altar of Cappella
Castellani (probably coming from a sarcophagus and reused in 1966 ) was proposed for the first time by
194

Swarzenski in 1904 and has been accepted by the following historiography, except for Toesca . There have
195

196
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been several different attributions and dates proposed by scholars, based also on the date of construction of
the gate where Saint George was previously located . Both Swarzenski and Salmi place the artworks at the
197

198

end of the 13 century and, linking them with an other sarcophagus depicting the Annunciation preserved in
th

London, at the Victoria and Albert Museum, assign the group to Nicola Pisano’s workshop. Middledorf and
Paatz are, on the contrary, inclined towards Arnolfo di Cambio, while the two reliefs are definitely separated
199

by Toesca, who maintains that the Santa Croce panels were made by Nicola Pisano, underlying the Byzantinearchaic component of the style. Salvini individuates the author of the two reliefs in Lapo, towards 1280, and
200

Bardelloni in Giroldo da Como. Scalini, as already said, have recently reinforced the Byzantine hypothesis,
201

supported by Franci , assigning both artworks to a Byzantine or Tuscan manufacturer around 1260. Scalini
202

proposes a series of comparisons: the Three Marys at the Tomb on the altar of Castellani chapel with those
represented on the icon with the Virgin Aghiosoritissa in Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery , dated at the end of
203

the 12 century; the Saint George relief with the gold icon with San Demetrio inside the Guelph Treasure in
th

Berlin (13 century) and with some Byzantine ivories of the same period for the kind of mount. As an example,
204

th

the warriors represented on Constantinopolitan caskets or on the plate with a warrior preserved at the Bargello
National Museum in Florence (doc. 1, n. 6, fig. 6.5). Cervini, in a recent article on the Santa Croce reliefs, also
underlines the strong Byzantine influence upon the figures of the soldiers in Santa Croce, but he states that
the Byzantine characteristics could also come from the knowledge of coeval paintings: “Ma le inflessioni
bizantine (…) andranno ravvisate in quei grafismi che potevano essere conosciuti e assimilati anche attraverso
le arti del disegno, e non dovevano necessariamente presupporre un’anagrafe greca del loro autore”: that is
why he reintroduces the hypothesis of the young Nicola Pisano. Moreover, Cervini disagrees with Scalini
about the shared authorship between the relief in Santa Croce and the cenotaph of Guglielmo di Durfort,
recognizing in the monuments only vaguely similar characteristics, such as the typology of the tomb or the
frame, and moreover a completely different sense of the volume. Scalini, instead, insists on the attention paid
to the definition of the armour and the meticulousness in the description of the equipment in all the three
artworks (fig. 2.16b), and recognizes also in the case of the cenotaph of Santissima Annunziata the hand of
205

an “artista di cultura bizantina attivo a Firenze dopo il 1289 ”.
206

This analysis is based in particular on the details and sophistications of the armour, which only a Greek author
would have the skill to execute, combined with a strong classicism. In his reconstruction, the key-artist who
realized the three artworks, whose activity stopped before 1290, was the greatest artist in town before Arnolfo
di Cambio, and even though his Byzantine identity is not certain, he had without doubt at least seen Byzantine
artworks. To reinforce this position, Scalini mentions a fourth artwork, the front of a marble sarcophagus today
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preserved in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, decorated with eight small arcades hosting racemes
with birds, and busts in the pendentives (fig. 2.21). The sarcophagus, published by Pope Hennessy and
identified with Chiara degli Ubaldini’s sarcophagus (once preserved inside the choir of the Convent of Santa
Maria in Monticelli) on the basis of Richa’s text, has been dated to the second or third decade of the 14

th

century . Scalini claims a higher date (the last decades of the 13 ), considering the classicism of the birds and
207

th

of the busts and some details of the frames. Even more interesting, Scalini sees in the sarcophagus the
expression of a culture similar to the three reliefs mentioned above. He excludes the possibility of execution
by the same hand, but points out that the artwork might be “uno di quei capolavori eseguiti da uno di quei
maestri “bizantini” cui Vasari fa cenno e che dovettero saldamente tenere il campo in quelle che erano le
manifestazioni artistiche monumentali di punta del tempo: l’architettura e la statuaria” .
208

In conclusion, three pieces of Florentine heritage (the relief with Saint George, the three slabs of the altar in
Cappella Castellani in Santa Croce and the cenotaph of Guglielmo di Durfort) have been provisionally
attributed to a Byzantine maker, an attribution which is not unanimous, and the discussion continues, in
particular due to Cervini’s intervention. However, most significantly, several scholars have pointed out the
strong Byzantine component of the three artworks, affirming that their execution would be inexplicable
without the direct knowledge of Byzantine examples. Scalini identifies the Byzantine prototypes in the lunette
of the old church of San Michele Bertelde, the only artwork clearly mentioned by Vasari, and in a sarcophagus
front today at the Victoria and Albert Museum. In this case, once more, the Byzantine attribution is not certain,
but it is the most recent position after a long attributive process. Moreover, if we embrace Scalini’s position,
Vasari’s text would prove to be, in this case, reliable.
Dealing with the question of the Byzantine presence in Florence, Scalini supports the hypothesis of their arrival
in Italy and in Florence as a consequence of the political crisis of the Byzantine Empire during the 13th century:
Che, al contempo, nel corso di tutto il Duecento, siano giunte maestranze da Costantinopoli, va pur messo in conto, come
cosa ovvia e fisiologica alla situazione politica dell’Impero d’Oriente. Ridottosi sempre di più territorialmente, con la
conquista da parte degli Ottomani di vaste regioni, lo stato di Costantinopoli finì col tempo per identificarsi con l’area
della stessa capitale. In questo processo di ripiegamento su se stessa della cultura bizantina, le arti suntuarie e
monumentali, come la statuaria, furono certo quelle che sopportarono una maggiore contrazione dei “consumi” e si può
ben immaginare quanta parte delle maestranze dedite a tali produzioni abbia cercato fortuna per mare, approdando
innanzi tutto nella nostra penisola .
209

A clue of this presence in Tuscany could be constituted by the Greek-sounding names of some sculptors, as
indicated by Scalini and Franci: as an example, the “Maestro Costantino”, who worked on the antependium of
Fiesole , or the “Magister Dorgodorio” whose name appears, with the date of 1248, in the inscription of the
210

fountain of the Marina in Piombino , which is considered by many scholars as the first artwork realized by
211

Nicola Pisano.
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2.4.2) Relics and reliquaries: extant and lost heritage
As stated in the introduction, the most important Byzantine objects to have arrived in Florence during the
Middle Ages were relics. Bernabò talks about the anxiety that Florentines had about possessing important
212

relics, an anxiety which was not peculiar to the city of Florence, but which was shared by the most important
cities in Italy and Europe . Holy relics had an enormous importance for their religious value and miraculous
213

properties, and the provenance from the Byzantine Empire added to Western eyes, as previously seen, the
fundamental benefit of authenticity . For this reason, the possessing and displaying Byzantine relics was
214

always an expression of power.
Krause underlines the political significance that the relics coming from the East acquired starting from the 9 th

10 century, as the case of the relics of Sainte-Chapel in Paris shows . In Italy, the most significant examples in
215

th

this sense are those of the Maritime Republics, Venice and Genoa . The relics were considered as religious
216

trophies, and as an expression of political power connected with the power of the Byzantine Emperor.
Benvenuti also stresses the double meaning, religious and political, of the relics, and explains the general
movement towards hoarding the relics coming from the East as an attempt by the West to recover and
appropriate a religious and cultural tradition which was disappearing under the attacks of the pagans in the
Holy Land : of course, the Crusades as well as the ephemeral existence of the Crusaders States and of the Latin
217

Empire of Constantinople were important opportunities for Westerners to travel and seize the holy relics and
their precious containers, and in particular the loot of 1204 was an important moment in that it transfered to
the West the legendary holy treasure of Byzantium .
218

In this context, Florence is quite a peculiar case, as the majority of relics today preserved in the city did not
arrive in 1204 as part of a plunder or through the Crusades: as mentioned above, the role of Florence during
this period was secondary when compared to Pisa, and the sacred Byzantine treasures that Florence owned
were not the result of military success. The majority of relics arrived at the end of the 14 century. This does
th

not mean that Florence was not involved in the Crusades or in the dash for the acquisition of relics: Florence
already had contact with the East since the 12 century and the climate of appropriation as a military act still
th

219

emerges in some traditions, for example in the legend of Pazzo de’ Pazzi receiving from Godfrey of Bouillon
three stones of the Sepulchre for its bravery during the Crusade .
220

Interest was growing in the following century and Cardini underlines how, during “Trecento”, Florence
developed a growing interest in the Holy Land and Jerusalem, “un’attenzione non tanto indirizzata
all’economia quanto, piuttosto, alla cultura e al mondo religioso” , also encouraged by the presence of a
221

religious group engaged in pilgrimage and missionary activity: the Dominicans of Santa Maria Novella.
However, the most significant part of the Byzantine reliquaries arrived in Florence towards the end of the 14

th

century and the beginning of the 15 , and this is not surprising if we consider that Florence had more
th
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opportunities for contact with Byzantium during this period, slowly attaining commercial supremacy over
Pisa. Florentine relics were usually carried by clergymen or persons who had a public role within the
Byzantine Imperial Court, and then gifted or sold to Florentine institutions: they were the symbols of the
commercial and diplomatic achievements of the city, which had become proficient in acquiring its religious
trophies from the East.
Unfortunately, as emerges from the analysis of the appreciation of Byzantine art during the Middle Ages, the
high esteem and importance ascribed to the bones did not extend to their precious containers.
This factor, together with the practice of reusing metal and gems in the moments of crisis, means that in the
majority of cases the Byzantine artworks are today lost, and only few traces remain to recall the original
settings of the relics. Moreover, the value of the Byzantine relics and, on the other hand, the insignificance of
their Byzantine reliquaries, seems to be long lasting: the literature from the 15 to the 18 century in fact, shows
th

th222

a tendency, already noticed by Krause in relation to the reception of Byzantine relics in the West , of
223

mentioning and listing relics with great care, but paying less attention to their containers . Even when some
224

words are dedicated to a description of the artworks, usually the main interest is reserved for the preciousness
of the material, and the descriptions almost resemble accounting records of all the gems and pearls of which
the artworks are comprised, rather than descriptions of the artworks themselves.
Nevertheless, based on extant materials, on the few accounts of the Byzantine relics and on some archival
documents, it is possible to reconstruct, at least in part, the quantity and the typology of the objects which
came from the Byzantine Empire to Florence.
The majority of Byzantine relics were donated to or acquired by the Baptistery of Saint John (under the
patronage of Arte di Calimala) and by Santa Maria del Fiore (under the patronage of Arte della Lana), and
have been transferred to the Museo dell’Opera del Duomo during the 19 century . Today, all the remains of
th

225

Byzantine reliquaries are preserved here: they comprise two silver plates with the figures of Saint Philip the
Apostle and Saint Panteleimon inside the Reliquary of Saint Philip’s arm (catalogue entries n. 1, 2) and the
two small crosses with filigree decoration included in the Reliquary of the Passion (catalogue entries n. 10a,
10b). Moreover, the majority of the bones to have come from Byzantium have metal collets with Greek
inscriptions which we are unable to access today as they are hidden inside the reliquaries.
The first relic of significance to arrive in Florence, and the only one to reach the city during the 13 century, is
th

the arm of Saint Philip the Apostle, in 1205. The account of its relocation is given in a 13 century manuscript
th

commissioned by Giovanni da Velletri Bishop of Florence, the Passio S. Reparatae legendae SS. Zenobii, Eugenii,
et Crescentii translation Brachii S.Philippi ; the text is reproduced, albeit with some mistakes, by the most
226
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important Florentine chroniclers and it is reported, rich in details, by Mariti : the relic was obtained by
227

228

Monaco de’ Corbizzi, Patriarch of Jerusalem, from Maria Komnene, nephew of the Byzantine Emperor Manuel
I Komnenos, and was brought to Florence by Rainiero, Prior of the Church of the Resurrection in Jerusalem,
on behalf of Monaco de' Corbizzi . Monaco de’ Corbizzi is an example of a well known Florentine man,
229

gaining recognition through his religious activity, and Saint Philip’s arm is the tangible sign of this recognition.
His role and fame are still evident in Mariti’s treatise, dated to 1781, which repeatedly exalts his talents and
virtues and punctiliously outlines his career path. According to Benvenuti, Saint Philip's arm, strongly desired
by the newly elected Bishop Giovanni da Velletri, immediately assumed a strong reputation as champion of
orthodoxy:
Quando nel bagaglio del chierico Ranieri giungeva a Firenze il prezioso braccio dell’apostolo che sintetizzava, nella
memoria evangelica, l’accettazione per fede del mistero trinitario, il pericolo più urgente che la chiesa avvertiva nella città
toscana era rappresentato dalla fortuna dilagante della teologia alternativa dei patarini. Che la reliquia con cui Firenze
incorporava e assumeva come proprio San Filippo assolvesse ad una particolare funzione antiereticale emerge in più
luoghi della leggenda, incentrata sulla specificità ortodossa di Filippo, strumento di una sorta di didattica teologica. Egli
è infatti presentato come campione e strumento di un corretto uso della fede tra gli Apostoli .
230

Where was this “champion” of the orthodox faith preserved? The original Byzantine reliquary is lost, it was
substituted in 1425 by the actual case, made by Antonio di Pietro del Vagliente . However, we know that in
231

1340 the Arte di Calimala decided to restore (rassettare) the “forzierino” where the bone was originally kept ,
232

which was presumably the original Byzantine reliquary. Moreover one document from Spogli Strozziani,
mentioned by Cocchi , reports the decision made by Arte di Calimala of commissioning the new reliquary to
233

Antonio di Pietro del Vagliente and selling the original, described as a silver gilt casket with enamels
(“forzierino d'argento dorato e smaltato”).
The only Byzantine element still surviving today is a silver gilt foil made in repoussage and chisel, with the
figure of Saint Philip and Greek letters around his halo, dating to the 12 century (catalogue entry n. 1): it is
th

applied directly to the arm bone, but Canonidis supposes that this was not its first collocation, and that it
234

may have been a part of the original box, removed before its destruction.
But as we have already mentioned, the most significant moment for the arrival of holy relics from Byzantium
was the end of the 14 century: in the last decade of the century the Baptistery of Saint John and the Dome
th

acquired several illustrious testimonia sanctitatis. The first donation, including two phalanxes of Saint John the
Baptist, came from the Cardinal Pietro Tommaso Corsini in 1391, who linked the relic to the chapel of San
Lorenzo in the Dome, under his family patronage. The sources tell us that the relic had previously been gifted
by the Emperor of Constantinople to Giovanni Corsini, Grand Seneschal of the Armenian Kingdom and Pietro
Corsini’s brother, who sent the relic to the Cardinal in Florence . The Corsini are one of the most illustrious
235
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Florentine families: while the Cardinal Pietro di Tommaso is well known, we have less information about his
brother, Giovanni. According to Passerini, he was a member of the Cavalieri di Rodi, and he demonstrated
“tali prove di valore da meritarsi di essere mandato dal gran maestro a Costantinopoli con carattere di
ambasciatore presso Giovanni Cantacuzeno ”. Once more, the political and diplomatic ability of a Florentine
236

man is responsible for the acquisition of a relic: it seems that during his mission Giovanni Corsini was
particularly appreciated by the Emperor’s wife, who wished him to be appointed Seneschal of the Armenian
Kingdom. It was the Greek Empress who was to gift him with the relic and the reliquary of Saint John the
Baptist finger . According to the Sacristy Inventory of Santa Maria del Fiore of 1418, the relic was preserved
237

inside a “crocellina d’ariento dorata” , but today it is impossible to know whether it might have been in a
238

Byzantine setting. However, a new reliquary was commissioned by Arte della Lana in the 15 century, which
th

is currently preserved in the Museo dell’ Opera del Duomo (fig. 2.22) . The relic still preserves some material
239

attestations to its Byzantine origins: not only does it have a golden ring connected to a golden label with an
enamelled Greek inscription of an invocation expressed to the Baptists to save the believer during the Final
Judgement , but also, in the base of the vase containing the bones, there is a parchment and a Byzantine lead
240

seal. The seal was already noticed and described during the restoration made on the reliquary by Bernardo
Holzman in 1706:
Aperto il vaso di cristallo di monte fu estratto la d. reliquia di San Gio Batt.a consistente in due internodi o vero qui
estruimi(?) d’un ditto fermati e congiunti a un cerchio o cilindro d’oro, posati con la parte corrispondente alla palma
della mano sopra una piastra d’oro a guisa di foglia congiunta al d(etto) cilindro: non molto discosto alla sommità
della piastra è circondato il ditto da una sottile staffetta d’oro che lega la reliquia: nel centro alla base del cilindro è
una piccola campanella d’oro, e attorno al med(esimo) cilindro sono incisi i caratteri greci che tradotti in latino
danno la spiegazione: PRECO, QUI OSTENDISTI DIGITO DEI VERBUM LEONEM, ET ME NICERITN DOMINO
IUDICANTI OSTENDE INDENATU IUDICIO.
Dal med. Vaso di cristallo fu cavata una carta pecora nella quale sono scritti altri simili caratteri greci, e sua
traduzione latina: fu cavata ancora una bolla o medaglia di piombo con due pezzetti di cordellina che passano per
il mezzo della grossezza. Da una parte della med. Bolla o medaglia vi è effigiata la B(eatiss)ima Vergine sedente col
bambino in grembo, e vi sono le seguenti lettere greche MP θY IC XC che in latino suonano Mater Dei Iesus Christus.
Dall’altra parte della med. Bolla o medaglia sono l’altre lettere greche assai consummate dal tempo e ne bene
impresse, onde difficilmente si leggono, che in latino suonano ANTONIUS MISERICORDIA DEI ARCHIEPISCOPIS
CONSTANTINOPOLIS NOVAE ROMAE ET ECUMENICUS PATRIARCHA (…)
Oggi 23 marzo 1706 essendo restaurato il detto reliquiario fu rinchiuso nel d(etto) vaso di cristallo: la reliquia, la
cartapecora iscritta, la bolla di piombo.
241

According to Holzman, the seal depicts on one side the Virgin with Child, with the inscriptions MP - IC on
the left and θY - XC on the right. On the reverse, it shows the Greek inscription (also present on the parchment)
which authenticates the relic, mentioning Antonios, Patriarch of Constantinople . This description of the
242

subjects is particularly important, as the only existing photography, preserved at the Archive of Opificio delle
Pietre Dure and taken during a restoration in 2010 (Gr 12736, picture n. 205) (fig. 2.23), shows that the surface
is ruined and not readable.
One year later, in 1392, an other relic of the Baptist reached Florence, again obtained by a Florentine from
someone of the Imperial Court: Pepo di Arnaldo di Lapo Ruspi carried a finger of the Saint, that he had
received from a domestikòs of the Emperor in Constantinople, and which is currently preserved in a 15 century
th
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reliquary in silver and copper gilt, attributed to Matteo di Lorenzo (fig. 2.24). The event is narrated by
243

Sant’Antonino and repeated by the chroniclers , and the Byzantine provenance is confirmed by a silver collet
244

with a Greek inscription which is currently un readable .
245

But the most important group of reliquaries arrived in Florence in 1394, acquired by the Baptistery from
Nicoletta Grioni, a Venetian noblewoman. The Grioni donation is quite problematic, both because of the
difficulty in finding reliable information about Nicoletta Grioni’s identity and for the difficulty in defining the
precise number of sacred objects that she sold. However, if we consider the historical sources and some
archival documents, it is possible to give a general overview of the matter and to add some useful data and
considerations.
Regarding the identity of the donor, historical sources are often contradictory or incomplete. The first mention
of an important relics donation from Venice is in Sant’Antonino’s Chronicon : he specifies that they came from
246

a noblewoman, the wife of a cubicularios of the Emperor in Constantinople, and that they were given to the
Baptistery in exchange for a life annuity of 60 florins . Del Migliore adds that the opportunity for stealing the
247

relics from the Imperial Palace arrived with the dethronement of John VI Kantakouzenos . The first source to
248

give the name of “Nicoletta Grioni” is Gori, who claims to find it in the documents of Arte di Calimala . The
249

situation becomes even more complex starting with Richa, as the sources mention two different persons:
250

Nicoletta Grioni, donor of Saint Simeon the Stylite’s relic, and a Venetian matron offering the other relics,
while the Diptych with the Twelve Feasts is rarely connected to Grioni’s name. Moreover, Mariti adds that
251

Nicoletta Grioni was the wife of Pietro Torrigiani, the same Florentine who gifted the relics to Santa Maria
della Scala in Siena : some confusion between the two stories is possible. Bicchi Ciandella considers this
252

253

connection as plausible: according to him, Nicoletta Grioni was the Venetian widow of Pietro Torrigiani’s son,
Antonio. The relics were brought from Constantinople via Venice by Pietro Torrigiani, who sold a part of them
to Siena. The other part was inherited by his son and later by Antonio’s wife, Nicoletta Grioni. This
interpretation is instead regarded as unrealistic by Bevilacqua , who thinks that the two stories should be
254

treated as separated. In this case, it would be really difficult to explain why a Venetian woman should sell the
relics to Florence. An other unresolved problem regards the title of cubicularios mentioned by Gori, which was
no longer in use in the 14 century: Bevilacqua
th

255

supposes it could be a different title, having been

misinterpreted by Italian translators, or that it could be just a generic title.
Besides the matter of Nicoletta Grioni’s identity, even more difficult to infer is the precise amount of objects
in the bequest. Securely, the well known diptych in micro mosaic with the Twelve Feasts (catalogue entry n.
3) was included in Grioni’s donation. The icon is very relevant, not only for its high quality, which might be
the sign of its Imperial patronage, but also because it is the only Byzantine artwork (other than the relics) to
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have entered the city during the Middle Ages. As mentioned earlier, the diptych leads back to Nicoletta Grioni
by Gori, who is the first mentioning it. It is difficult to explain the silence of the sources preceding Gori: it
could be due to a scarce interest for this object, or to the low possibility of observing it, as it was exposed only
twice a year . It’s curious that even after Gori’s ample essay, historical sources dealing with the artwork rarely
256

connect it to Nicoletta Grioni, nor to the relics that she brought in Florence. In general, this important Byzantine
artwork seems to gain its celebrity only by the end of the 19 century, when it starts to be considered by a rich
th

bibliography, while historical sources only dedicate few lines to its description, giving much more prominence
to the story and the listing of the relics. The only exception is, of course, Anton Francesco Gori .
257

Together with the mosaic icon, Nicoletta Grioni brought a set of relics and reliquaries. The story of the relics
of the Baptistery is very troubled, and a sequence of events caused the loss of some of them, as well as the
difficulty in recognizing the existing ones: the treasure was initially placed at the back of the main altar, but
the Baptistery was severely hit by a flood in 1557. After this event, which caused huge damages to the the
objects inside the altar, the relics were found and restored by Monsignor Birindelli from Pescia, provost of the
Baptistery during 1591-1626 .
258

A vivid account of the situation of the relics, scattered and covered with mud, is given in a memory by
Birindelli, reproduced by Gori:
Reliquie di Santi le quali al presente sono in questa cassettina di piombo si trovarono nel mese di gennaio prossimo
passato 1596 in una cassetta piena di terra, nella stanza terrena dell’O.pa di detta Chiesa, dove si tiene l’altare di
argento, e tutte erano involte in alcune zolle di fango, et in un’altra cassetta di legno più piccola erano molti pezzi
di cristallo infangati, onde giudico che tali ossa siano reliquie di santi solite stare in qualche vaso di cristallo e che
fossero tenute entro l’altare maggiore di detta chiesa .
259

From this memory we know that after the discovery, the relics were put altogether inside a lead casket. Some
of the relics were later placed inside a tabernacle above the Baptismal font, while other remained inside the
casket . We don’t know exactly which relics were involved in this process; there was certainly a lot of
260

confusion when they were found and re-collocated inside new reliquaries. This could explain why the majority
of the descriptions of the Baptistery only mention some of the objects (those inside the tabernacle), while totally
completely forgetting about the others, and why historical sources give unclear or contradictory accounts of
the relics’ location and number. The reconstruction of the story is helped by the rich material assembled by
Anton Francesco Gori. Gori was the Provost of the Baptistery from 1746 to 1757, and he collected important
notices about the relics, based in part on the material written by Senator Carlo Strozzi and contained in the
Spogli Strozziani, and in part on a review of the collection he made himself. The impressive amount of details
and information that he produced is contained in a manuscript volume preserved in the Marucelliana Library,
which until now has rarely been considered in the bibliography .
261

If we attempt to reconstruct Grioni’s relic donation, the first reference to it is in Sant’Antonino: “la donazione
comprendeva un osso del collo di San Giovanni Battista, un frammento della sua mascella, una croce
contenente reliquie di vari santi, una reliquia di San Simeone Stilita, una tavola con l’effigie di San Giovanni,
le reliquie dei Santi Andrea, Jacopo Maggiore e di vari santi greci” . A useful description is also given in the
262

anonymous Cronica Volgare attributed to Piero di Giovanni Minerbetti, for the chronicle of 1393:
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Fra le quali reliquie sono due ossi del collo di Giovanni Battista e la mascella manca con uno mezzo dente di Santo
Giovanni battista, e una croce nella quale era del legno della croce di Cristo, e molte alter reliquie, e una tavola dove
è l’immagine di San Giovanni Battista, con più camerelle di reliquie sante di più santi, tra le quali v’era quella di
Santo Andrea e di Santo Iacopo maggiore, apostoli di Cristo, e di più altri santi e sante greci: e molte reliquie vennero
in altre tavole fuori d’esse .
263

The description is repeated by Buoninsegni , while the following sources focus on the list of relics without
264

giving general accounts of Grioni’s bequest. The only exception is Befani , writing rather later (in 1884), who
265

quotes Minerbetti’s sentence.
Some of the holy bones mentioned in these descriptions are still recognizable today: the mandible of Saint
John the Baptist, after changing different reliquaries, reached its current location inside the reliquary made by
Cerluzzi in 1564 (fig. 2.25). The relic of Saint Simeon is still extant, and its provenance from Grioni’s donation
266

is confirmed by almost all the sources , even if it is doubted by Becherucci-Brunetti and by Bicchi Ciandella .
267

268

If we consider instead the neck bone of Saint John and the “relics of various saints”, the situation is more
complex. Today, we find Byzantine relics (whose provenance is evident in the Greek inscriptions on their
collets) inside the two hexagonal bases of the reliquary of Saint Philip’s arm (catalogue entry n. 1, fig. a) and
of the reliquary of Saint Simeon Stylite (fig. 2.26). The bases are not coeval with the upper parts of their
reliquaries, and the two halves of each reliquary were evidently joined later. Moreover, the two twin
hexagonal boxes, dated to the 14 century, display two inscriptions: the first records the relics which came
th

from Constantinople in 1394 (presumably, it was made to contain part of the Grioni donation), the second
refers to the donation made by Charlemagne . However, Bicchi considers the possibility that the two sets of
269

relics were mixed, and that also some of the relics inside the Saint Simeon base could have been part of the
Grioni donation . His hypothesis seems to be confirmed by the inventory of 1818, where the relics currently
270

inside the Saint Simeon base are listed as “regalato da Nicoletta Grioni di Mes. Antonio” : indeed, we find
271

that there is a neck bone of Saint John the Baptist inside the base of Saint Simeon reliquary (fig. 2.27). It is
therefore possible that with the relocation made by Birindelli, some of the Grioni relics were placed inside the
Saint Simeon’s base, even if all the historical sources, including the inventories made by Strozzi and Gori,
continue to attribute the bones of this reliquary to Charlemagne. Moreover, inside both reliquaries we find
some “anonymous bones” enveloped in red cloth, which can be identified as the relics which, after the flood,
remained “confusas in sacculis sericeis rubris” . As almost all of the relics are of Byzantine origin, and as it is
272

today impossible to determine their precise provenance, I will continue with a short account of the relics inside
both caskets and of the sources dealing with them.
Inside the Saint Philip base we find three bundles of red tissue with the generic inscription “reliquiae
sanctorum”, and Saint Stephen’s stone, with a double Greek-Latin inscription on a cartouche. We also find
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some pieces of gilt wood which could be, according to Bicchi Ciandella , fragments of the Holy Cross. Indeed,
273

Sant’Antonino’s description informs us that the Grioni donation included some relics of the cross. In this sense,
it is interesting to underline a mention made by Albertini in 1510: describing some of the treasures of the Saint
John Baptistery, he writes “Non fo mentione del braccio di Sancto Philippo, et alter reliquie di Sancti
ricchamente adornate, et maxime quello reliquiere ornatissimo venne di Constantinopoli, con li mysterii della
passion di Christo, et della Croce sancta, con oro et priete pretiose adornato, et alter cose artifitiose” . None of
274

the existing objects from the Baptistery matches this description, therefore it is plausible that the reliquary
described by Albertini was the one containing the relics of the cross coming from Nicoletta Grioni: in this case,
we would have traces of another precious Byzantine reliquary which was, at a certain point, melted. A relic of
Saint Pantaleimon is preserved inside the hexagonal box: it is, once again, enclosed in a bundle of red tissue
with the cartouche SCTI PANTALEONIS. The relic is provided of a silver foil with the imagine of a Saint,
which is collocated placed down and is today scarcely visible (catalogue entry n. 2). Bicchi Ciandella observe
275

that the iconography on the silver plate is nearer to Saint Stephen than to Saint Panteleimon; however an
unpublished drawing made by Gori seems to confirm the traditional interpretation as Saint Panteleimon (see
the catalogue entry n. 2). Furthermore, two bones, attributed to Saint Panteleimon by the presence of
cartouches, are present also in the hexagonal base of the Saint Simeon Stylite reliquary. This second box is rich
with relics, we have already stressed the difficulty of ascertaining their provenance: almost all of them have
collets with Greek inscriptions. Specifically, we find the previously mentioned neck bone of Saint John the
Baptist and the relics of Saint Panteleimon (the remains introducing the suspicion that some of the Grioni relics
have ended up inside this box), two bone fragments of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste, three fragments of Saint
Mercurius’ bones, the rib of Saint Theodore, the rib of Saint Barbara. The box also contains some anonymous
wrapped bones, that according to Bicchi Ciandella should be pertaining to Saint Tryphon and again to Saint
Theodore . The situation of these relics is complicated by the references of historical sources: all the authors
276

starting from Richa , in fact, list the relics as if they were not inside the hexagonal box. Moreover, few of them
277

are described as they were kept inside independent silver cases; particularly surprising is the case of Saint
Theodore’s rib, enclosed inside a silver reliquary which shows, according to Richa, Greek letters and according
to Befani, Greek pearls . Based on this evidence, Bicchi and Ciandella suppose that this group of relics was
278

279

placed inside the base of Saint Simeon reliquary between the end of the 18 century and the beginning of the
th

19 , as they appear inside the reliquary in the 1818 inventory. However, in the inventory made by Gori in 1720,
th

the relics are already presented as being inside the base of the Saint Simeon reliquary: we can therefore
suppose that Richa quotes a more ancient source, and that his followers quote Richa, repeating the same
mistake. Reading Richa’s words carefully, I think that the ancient source must be the manuscript by Gori,
copied making a mistake: Gori, in fact, gives a very detailed list of the relics, and it is only at the end that he
writes that these relics are preserved inside the reliquary of Saint Simeon. We therefore know that by the time
of Gori’s survey, the relics had already been placed inside the hexagonal box, but the writers after him repeat
the list without realizing it. Gori’s documentation is additionally significant because the description of the
holy remains is so rich, and it is accompanied by sketches of the bones and their reliquaries (fig. 2.28, 2.29,
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2.30, 2.31, 2.32, 2.33). This graphic material, never considered until now, is a trace of these minor Byzantine
reliquaries: for example the silver reliquary of Saint Mercurius, which is described and represented as an
enkolpion (“custodia d’argento antica da tenere addosso” ) decorated on the back with a Greek cross; or the
280

reliquary of Saint Theodore, which appears like a drop-shaped case with an inscription on the border and
encircled by collets, probably containing pearls, as stated by Richa. Also significant are the drawings of the
relics of Saint Panteleimon: Gori mentions two bones, a circular one and an elongated one, enveloped in a red
and gold tissue with arabesques and with a silver collet also decorated by a vegetal motif. The presence of
Saint Panteleimon’s remains both in the Saint Simeon reliquary base and in the base of Saint Philip’s arm is at
the very least a strange coincidence, and the possibility that they were part of the same group of relics (Grioni’s
one) is considerable, especially if we take into account the misfortunes and restorations that the relics had: it
should be clarified how and why the silver plate with the Saint was separated from the other remains.
Until now we have been dealing with objects which are still extant, even if their story is tortuous, but the
Grioni donation certainly included other objects which were disposed of, thus representing interesting
examples of lost heritage. Trying to analyse this heritage is important in order to have a complete overview
about Byzantine objects which reached Florence during the Middle Ages. Starting again from Sant’Antonino,
it is remarkable the allusion to a icon with Saint John the Baptist (una tavola con l’effigie di san Giovanni) .
281

The effigie di San Giovanni is mentioned also inside the Descrizione della chiesa e battistero di San Giovanni di
Firenze del Senator Carlo Strozzi reported by Gori, where we find the indication that “i due quadretti che si
espongono fuori con il dossale di argento (evidently the mosaic diptych with the Twelve Feasts) furono donati,
con uno molto maggiore dell’effigie di S. Gio Battista che oggi è guasto, con più reliquie come di sotto si dirà
da Madonna Nicoletta Grioni nobile Veneziana l’anno 1394 a questa Chiesa” . This information is repeated a
282

few pages later, where “Una tavola di mosaico alla greca con figura di San Gio. Battista con Reliquie” is
mentioned. Thus far, we know that it was a mosaic icon depicting Saint John the Baptist, and that it was
already damaged when Strozzi was writing, in the first half of the 17 century. It is possible that it was the
th

flood of 1557 that caused the damages. After Strozzi, the icon disappears from inventory and historical sources.
The only mention is in the text Monumenta sacrae vetustatis insignia basilicae baptisteri florentini, written by Gori
in 1756: probably based on Strozzi, Gori remembers that the icon was once preserved in the Baptistery, buti t
has disappeared by the time he writes (1756), and the author wishes to find it hidden somewhere:
Memoratur in Diariis expensarum Archivi Artis Mercatorum Tabula pervetusta, in qua picta musivo imago
Beatissimi Praecursoris; quam utinam invenire aliquando possim!
Eam enim adhuc latere puto: haec quoque in hoc Antimensio cum eius Reliquiis exponi solebat.
283

The following destiny of the icon is unknown. However, it is interesting to mention that in the Treasure of
Saint Mark’s Basilica in Venice a small mosaic icon with Saint John the Baptist, dated around 1320, is preserved
(fig. 2.34) . The mosaic icon is in realized with very minute tesserae, and it has been stylistically connected to
284

a group of mosaic icons including the diptych with the Twelve Feasts of Florence by Merkel : the author even
285
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supposes that the icon was gifted to Saint Mark’s basilica by Nicoletta Grioni, the same donor of the Florentine
diptych. Merkel supposes that the donation took place a few years before the Florentine donation, without
excluding that the icon might also have been a gift made to Venice directly by a Byzantine Emperor
(Andronikos II Palaiologos or John VI Kantakouzenos). However, the icon appears in Saint Mark’s inventory
for the first time in the catalogue made by Leopoldo Cicognara between 1816 and 1820, who underlines the
bad state of conservation of the icon . The date of appearance in Venice makes plausible that the icon is the
286

one mentioned by Pierozzi, Strozzi and Gori, formerly kept in Florence: the subject, the style close to that of
the Feasts diptych and the visible damages indicated by the sources correspond. We sould therefore suppose
that between the first half of the 17 century (when Strozzi, copied by Gori, writes) and the beginning of the
th

19 (when Cicognara notices the icon), the artwork was somehow transported from Florence to Venice.
th

Some elements introduce instead some doubts: as first, the indication given by Strozzi that the icon is molto
maggiore: if the indication regards the dimensions, it is necessary to underline that the Venetian icon is very
small (23,5 x 15,6 cm). Moreover, it seems that the mosaic icon worked as a relics container. The passages (both
Strozzi and Gori in 1756) are not clear, therefore it is difficult to establish whether they refer to the relics
mentioned above, which were part of the Grioni donation together with the two icons, or to some relics
specifically contained by Saint John’s icon.
The indications given by the sources are not enough, for the moment, to support the identification with
security, even though several characteristics correspond: the identification remains just a possibility, waiting
for new archive documents allowing more precise hypothesis.
The description of Grioni donation made by Minerbetti, Buoninsegni and Befani contain some other elements
of interest: according to them, Grioni’s donation also included other icons (alcune altre tavole), today lost.
Moreover, Befani confirms the existence of a “Cross of Christ also containing other Saints relics”, which may
also be identified with the gemmed cross coming from Constantinople described by Albertini and mentioned
above. But the most significant hint that we find in Sant’Antonino and repeated by Minerbetti, Buoninsegni
and Befani, regards some reliquaries of Saint Andrew and Saint James. It would be tempting to recognize in
this description the silver diptych with Saints illustrated for the first time by Gori and composed of a set of
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six compartments with busts of Saints accompanied by their praise. The diptychs were mentioned and
illustrated for the first time by Gori (fig. 2. 35), and Menna supposes that after the flood of 1557 they were
separated from the relics and forgotten . From the drawings that Gori included in his Thesaurus and from a
288

lead copy that he made for his private collection and located today in the Vatican Museum , we know that
289

both Saint James and Saint Andrew were portrayed. Moreover, the definition given by Minerbetti,
Buoninsegni and Befani as “camerelle” fits the structure of the reliquaries. If this is the case, we can at least
individuate the provenance of the diptychs, while the story of their loss remains obscure: after Gori they are
never mentioned (with the exception of Befani, but as we have seen he repeats older sources), and Menna
believes they might have been smuggled during the Napoleonic invasion of 1799 .
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
considered as the Prophet Samuel by Merkel) with the icon of Saint Theodore Stratelate in the Ermitage. About these
icons, see chapter 3.2 The medici collection “Avanti il principato”.
Venice, Archivio di Stato, I. R. Governo Veneto, Sezione Politica, 1824, fasc. XXXII, b. 2540. The document is published in
GALLO 1967, p. 383.
GORI 1756, pp. 41-52; GORI 1759, vol. 3, pp. 345-357, tav. II, IV, V. The analysis of the diptychs and of their story is in
MENNA 1998, pp. 147-154.
MENNA 1998, p. 154.
See paragraph 5.3.1 The case of Museo Gorio.
MENNA 1998, p. 154. None of the authors writing after Gori mention the silver diptychs.
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In conclusion, there is the evidence to affirm that the Grioni donation was greater than had been traditionally
thought: it probably included the relic of Saint Simeon the Stylite, the mandible and the neck bone of Saint
John the Baptist and a significant number of relics, once with Byzantine silver cases, today scattered between
the Saint Simeon reliquary and the Saint Philip reliquary. Some relics of the Cross, kept inside a very rich
container, were part of the donation: today a small part of the Holy wood inside Saint Philip reliquary base
still survives. Moreover, the donation included the mosaic diptych of the Twelve Feasts, an other reliquaryicon made in mosaic with a representation of Saint John the Baptist, other non-specified icons and probably
the three silver diptychs, one with Saint John, which is maybe recognizable in the mosaic icon of Saint mark’s
basilica treasury in Venice and two with busts of Saints, today lost but known through Gori’s Thesaurus.
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Catalogue entries
1 - Silver plate with Saint Philip the Apostle
Florence, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo
Inv./
Byzantine, 12 century
Silver-gilt, repoussé and chisel work
Unknown dimension
INSCRIBED:
On the sides of Saint Philip: O ΦYΛIΠΠOC O AΠOςT&ΛOS (Philippe the Apostle)
PROVENANCE: Jerusalem, Baptistery of Saint John (1204), Museo dell’Opera del Duomo (1954)
CONDITION: Good
RESTORATIONS:
1954, Bino Bini
EXHIBITIONS:
-! Mostra del Tesoro di Firenze Sacra (Museum of Saint Mark convent, 1933)
ARCHIVES AND INVENTORIES:
BMFi A 199.1, fol. 38v, fol. 105v, 113r
AOSFM, XI.8.2, Inv. 1818, fol. 209, n. 2059
REFERENCES:
Del Migliore 1684, p. 104; Richa 1754-62, vol. 5, 1757, p. L; Mariti 1781, pp. 75-101, Follini 1789-1802, vol. 3,
1791, p. 84; Cocchi 1901, pp. 48-54; Becherucci Brunetti 1970, vol. 2, pp. 242-245, fig. 122; Canonidis 1983;
Paolucci 1994a vol.1, p. 550, vol. 2 fig. 918 p. 566; Menna 1998, pp. 112-113; Bicchi Ciandella 1999, pp. 106-108;
Bernabò 2011, p. 17
COMPARISONS:
Virgin with Child, Victoria and Albert Museum (London): Venezia e Bisanzio 1974, n. 40
Virgin orans from the altarpiece of Caorle Cathedral: Venezia e Bisanzio 1974, n. 55
Steatite plate with Saint Demetrius, Saint George, Saint Procopius and Saint Theodore, Louvre (Paris):
Catalogue 1972, pl. LXII, fig.38, p. 96)
Steatite plate with Saint Panteleimon, Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore): Catalogue 1972, pl. LXII, fig.39, p. 96
Steatite plate with Saint George and Saint Theodore, Dumbarton Oaks Collection (Washington): Catalogue
1972, n. 35, pp. 95-96
th

The silver-gilt plate is applied directly on the relic of the bone of the harm of Saint Philip the Apostle, which
is inside a silver cover fixed by a silver band with the gothic writing BRACHIO S. FILIPPI. The harm is kept
inside a reliquary with a very complex story, result of the merging of two different pieces: the container of the
arm, and a hexagonal box below, containing relics of other Saints (Fig. a,b). The two parts were made
separately, and the hexagonal box was probably substituted to the original base of Saint Philip’s reliquary
only in a second moment. The container of Saint Philip’s arm is a glass tube enclosed in a silver small temple.
It was probably made in 1425 by Antonio di Piero del Vagliente (for an accurate analysis of the reliquary, see
Becherucci Brunetti 1970). We are well informed about the provenance of the relic, while the story of its
reliquaries is more confused. The arm was brought in Italy by a Florentine man, Rainiero, Prior of the Church
of Resurrection in Jerusalem and Dean of the Church of Giaffa to fulfil the last desire of an other important
Florentine man: Monaco di Mompi di Riccomanno de’ Corbizzi . He was a young clergyman in the Basilica
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of Saint John and later he became the Patriarch of Jerusalem. Monaco de’ Corbizzi obtained the relic from
Maria Komnene, nephew of the Byzantine Emperor Manuel I Komnenos, and decided to destine the relic to
the Church of Saint John, designating Rainiero to translate it to Florence. The transport happened in 1204 .
292

The first account is in a manuscript of Santa Maria del Fiore Archive and the Feast for the translation of the
293

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
About the hypothesis on Monaco de Corbizzi’s identity see BENVENUTI 2007, p. 121 n. 15 and TESSERA 2004.
The most recent contributions about the history are BENVENUTI 2007 and BENVENUTI 2007a.
Passio S. Reparatae legendae SS. Zenobii, Eugenii, et Crescentii translatio Brachii S. Philippi, in AOSFM I, 3.7, cc. 23v-32v. About
the manuscript see Benvenuti 2007, pp. 135-139. The text of the Passio was published in Acta Sanctorum Maii, collecta,
digesta, illustrata a Godefrido Henschenio et Daniele Ppebrochio e Societate Iesu, Tomus I, Antuerpiae 1680; P.E.D. Riant, Haymari
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arm is also present inside the Ancient Martyrology of the Church (Cocchi 1901, p. 53; Canonidis 1983, p. 274) .
294

All the main historical chronicles mention the translation of the relic: Malespini, Villani, Boninsegni, Della
Tosa, Ammirato, Albertini (see Mariti 1781, pp. 102-116). The relic is afterwards mentioned by Del Migliore
(1684), who gives a large account about the story of the provenance, but doesn’t mention nor the reliquary nor
the plate.
The first one describing the plate is Gori, in a manuscript document, Raccolta di antichità sacre dell’insigne
oratorio e Chiesa di San Gio Battista di Firenze fatta da Ant. Fr. Gori prete di detto oratorio il di 23 giugno 1720 (BMFi
A CIC.1, fol. 113r) which also contains an unpublished sketch of the plate (fig. c).
The first published source paying attention to the reliquary and the plate is Richa (1757), who describes the
Saint on the plate, following Gori, as “vestito alla greca”, even if Mariti (1781) suspects that Richa never saw
the reliquary, as he gives an incorrect description of the container of the arm. Mariti (1781) is the first important
source: he gives a very detailed account of the story, inside the biography of Monaco de’ Corbizzi, and he also
mentions the plate, qualified as “gusto greco”. Mariti is the first in giving a precise account of the story of the
reliquary, mentioning ancient documents: according to him, the original reliquary of the arm was rearranged
in 1340 (p. 81), but already in 1422 the decision of making a new reliquary was taken, and in 1425 Antonio di
Piero del Vagliente realized the new container, for 350 florins. In that occasion the original reliquary was sold
(p. 83). It’s highly probable that the relic arrived in Florence inside its Byzantine reliquary, and even if it’s
impossible to know when and where it was produced and how it looked like, we have an indication from the
document of Spogli Strozziani with the indication of the new reliquary by Antonio di Piero del Vagliente “si
vende un forzierino d’argento dorato e smaltato dove [il braccio] stava prima” (Cocchi 1901, p. 50): a
description which well suites, for its technique, a byzantine precious artwork. Mariti (1781) also gives the
account of the following misfortunes of the reliquaries of the Baptistery of Saint John: the consignment to the
Cardinal Silvio Passerini di Cortona when he fled out of the city with the Cardinal Ippolito de’ Medici in 1527,
the restitution by the Pope Clement VII. Furthermore, all the reliquaries of the Baptistery were damaged by a
flood in 1557 , when they were moved from the major altar to a tabernacle on the wall, and they were brought
295

back inside the altar renovated by Ticciati in 1732 (Menna, p. 147). It’s possible that in this occasion the
reliquary of the harm was joined to its hexagonal base, as in the already mentioned inventory made by Gori
in 1720 (BMFi A CIC.1, fol. 113r) the reliquary is described with a different, octagonal box as a base. Moreover,
a manuscript document by Gori, dated at 1723 (BMFi A CIC.1, fol. 105v), mentions the renovation of the
reliquary and the replacement of the base with the hexagonal box. It’s evident that the relic and its box had a
tortuous sequence, and many interferences and alteration may have happened. The same may have happened
to the silver plate: as already mentioned, it was noticed and described as first by Gori, Richa and Mariti, and
by that time it was for sure applied to the arm. Not all the following sources describing the relics of Saint John
mention the silver plate on Saint Philip’s harm : it is indicated only by Follini (1791), Gruyer (1875) and Cocchi
296

(1901). Nevertheless, these authors dedicate only few words to the plate, and the saint is always described,
repeating older descriptions, as “vestito alla greca” or “di gusto greco”. The exhibition of 1933, focusing on
the precious Florentine reliquaries (Mostra del Tesoro di Firenze Sacra, 1933) doesn’t even mention the plate,
and also the most recent study about relics and reliquary of the Cathedral and the Baptistery (Bicchi Ciandella

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Monachi Archiepiscopi Caesariensis et postea Hierosolimitani patriarchae De expugnata Accone liber tetrastichus seu Rithmus de
expedition Ierosolimitana, Lugduni 1866. The most recent edition is in Benvenuti 2007, pp. 140-148.
While Cocchi writes it is preseved inside R. Biblioteca nazionale Centrale di Firenze, Clas. XXXVIII, n. 144, Canonidis
merges this document with the Passio mentioned above, inside the Archive of the Opera del Duomo Museum.
See 2.4.2 Relics and reliquaries, extant and lost heritage.!
It is not mentioned by Lumachi 1782, Cavallucci 1869, Befani 1884.
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1999) dedicates only few lines to the byzantine plate. Only one specific study about the plate has been
published by Canonidis (1983), re considering some of the material and pictures produced during the
restoration of the plate of 1954.
The plate (fig. d) was never measured; however, it should be about 10 cm long: it is well visible on Saint
Philip’s bone from the glass of its container, sign that with the relocation of the relic in the new setting, the
plate was at least considered . The plate was realized in repoussage and refined by chisel (Canonidis 1983, p.
297

264). The Saint is portrayed standing, in the centre of the plate, however his position is lightly unbalanced,
with the right knee advancing towards the observer as the Saint is ready to move a step. The Saint is blessing
with his right hand and keeps a roll in the left. He wears a tunic with segmentum on the right arm. He is young,
without beard and with curly hairs, and he is described with simple and stylised lines. There are not
landscapes elements around or behind him, but on the two sides of his head it’s written O ΦYΛIΠΠOC O
AΠOς&ΛOS in vertical sense. He is surrounded by a match boarding rib, and on the sides of the plate there
are two bands decorated by a geometric/floral motif made of groups of four lanceolate petals, disposed to
form rhombuses. Inside each rhombus and inside the triangles between them there are small spheres. This
motif is also framed by the match boarding rib. As noticed by Canonidis (1983), the motif is not symmetric,
and it looks like the left side is the continuation of the motif of the right side.
All the sources dealing with the plate (Becherucci Brunetti 1970, Canonidis 1983, Menna 1998, Bicchi Ciandella
1999) date it at the 12 century basing on its style: Menna compares it to the Virgin in gilt-bronze in London
th

(Victoria and Albert Museum), dated at 12 century (Venezia e Bisanzio 1974, n. 40), and with the silver-gilt
th

Virgin orans from the altarpiece of the Cathedral of Caorle: this second comparison is significantly matching
the plate of Saint Philip: the Virgin is dated on the 12 century. Canonidis (1983) also compares the plate with
th

sculptures, steatites and frescoes realized between the end of 11 century and the 13 century: according to
th

th

him, they share with the plate the same tendency towards linearism and abstraction. Particularly significant
are the comparisons with the sculpture of Saint Agatonico in the Caorle Cathedral and with some steatite
plates: one with Saint Panteleimon in Baltimore (Walters Art Gallery), one with Saint Demetrius, Saint George,
Saint Procopius, Saint Theodore in the Louvre, one with Saint George and Saint Theodore in Dumbarton Oaks
Collection (Catalogue 1972), which show the same simplification of the features of the face. All of them are
dated between the end of 11 and the 12 century.
th

th

Canonidis (1983, pp. 271-272) supposes that the plate was not created to fit the bone, basing on some technique
considerations emerged during the restoration of 1954 and on the fact that it was not usual on byzantine relics:
we have few examples of silver plates applied to bones, and they usually carry only the name of the saint, as
in the well known Tuscan example of the arm of Sant’Ermolao in Calci . The author concludes that the plate
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may be part of the original reliquary brought in Florence in 1204, an interesting hypothesis which is impossible
to demonstrate at the moment but which finds few elements of plausibility: the description of spogli strozziani
(Cocchi 1901), which indicates that the reliquary was in silver gilt, exactly as the plate, and the existence of
some examples of silver byzantine reliquaries with the figures of Saints, it’s enough to mention the reliquaries
of Saint Démétrios or the reliquary of Saint John Chrysostom in the Treasury of Santa Maria della Scala.
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The same did not happen to the plate with Saint Panteleimon on the lower reliquary. See catalogue entry n. 2.3, Silver
plate with Saint Panteleimon.!
For Sant’Ermolao’s arm, see Bacci 2004.
For Saint Démétrios reliquaries see Grabar 1950, for Saint John Chrysostom reliquary see L’oro di Siena 1996, pp. 115117.
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Fig. a, b – Reliquaries of Saint Philip’s arm (photo by the author)

Fig. c – Gori’s sketch of the plate (BMFi A CIC.1, fol. 113r)
Detail of fig. 2.19

Fig. d – Plate with Saint Philip the Apostle
(after BECHERUCCI BRUNETTI 1970, fig. 122)
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2 - Silver plate with Saint Panteleimon
Florence, Opera del Duomo Museum
Inv./
Byzantine, 11 - 12 century
Silver-gilt, repoussé
Unknown dimension
INSCRIBED: ? (not readable) On Gori’s sketch it is readable: ΠANΘAEΛEOΣ
PROVENANCE: Baptistery of Saint John (1394?), Opera del Duomo Museum (1954)
CONDITION: The surface is eroded
RESTORATIONS:
EXHIBITIONS:
-! Mostra del Tesoro di Firenze Sacra (Museum of Saint Mark convent, 1933)
ARCHIVES AND INVENTORIES:
BMFi A 199.1, fol. 38v, 105v, 107v, 113r
REFERENCES:
Richa 1754-62, vol. 5, 1757, p. LI; Becherucci Brunetti 1970, II, pp. 242-245; Paolucci 1994a vol.1, p. 550, vol. 2
fig. 918 p. 566; Menna 1998, pp. 113; Bicchi Ciandella 1999, pp. 106-108; Bernabò 2011, p. 17
NOTES:/
th

th

The silver plate is applied directly to the relic of Saint Panteleimon, in the lower part of the reliquary of the
arm of Saint Philip the Apostle (catalogue entry n. 2.2, fig. a). The relic (and the plate) is collocated in
horizontal position, moreover the plate is partly hidden by the gothic frame of the reliquary, therefore it is not
easily visible and it’s not possible to verify its shape, its dimension and eventual inscriptions (fig. a). Also the
sources mentioning the plate are few: among ancient descriptions, only Richa (1757) talks about the plate,
giving a problematic description. According to him, it was applied to the relic of Saint Panteleimon’s skull,
which was inside a small bag dirty with blood. He describes the Saint on the plate as blessing and holding a
book, with some inscriptions around his head. Richa’s informations about the inscriptions are not verifiable
today, as the plate is strongly consumed around the halo. The Saint is visibly blessing, while it’s more difficult
to see the book and even from existing pictures the book is hardly recognizable. However, an unpublished
description of the plate, including also a drawing, was made by Gori in 1720 (Raccolta di antichità sacre
dell’insigne oratorio e Chiesa di San Gio Battista di Firenze fatta da Ant. Fr. Gori prete di detto oratorio il di 23 giugno
1720, BMFi A CIC.1, fol. 107v): both the description and the summary sketch (fig. b) are interesting, as they
show the volume with a cross and the letters.
Becherucci Brunetti (1970) and Bicchi Ciandella (1990) also mention the book: Bicchi Ciandella notice that the
iconography doesn’t correspond precisely to Saint Panteleimon, who is not usually portrayed blessing but
holding a box, however, the letters portrayed in Gori’s sketch could be part of the Greek name of Panteleimon.
The Saint seems quite young, without beard, and wears a stole. He seems surrounded by spiral decorative
motifs, around his right harm and below: sign that probably he was portrayed as a bust since the beginning,
instead of cut afterwards. Also Gori’s sketch (1720) shows a small plate, and a bust figure with decorative
motifs around (fig. c). The style looks different from the plate with Saint Philip in the spelling of facial features
and in general in the figure, less elongated. However, considering the low visibility it’s hard to individuate
the specific characteristics of the plate and to propose a plausible date. Becherucci Brunetti (1970) hypothesizes
the 12 century, Bicchi Ciandella (1999) the 11 .
th

th

Also the story of the relic is very confused, and historical sources are really problematic. The relic is nowadays
preserved inside the hexagonal base of Saint Philip’s reliquary, and it is identified by a cartouche with SANCTI
PANTALEONIS. The box also contains other relics: Saint Stephen’s stone, some wooden fragments of the cross
and some unidentified relics with the cartouche RELIQUIAE SANCTORUM.
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The hexagonal box presents an inscription in gothic letters: HE SACRATISSIME SANCTO, RUM RELIQUIE
MISSE FUERUNT DE CONSTANTINOPOLI TEMPORE MANUELIS PALTOLOGI IMPERATORIS
CONSTANTINOPOLITANI ANNO MCCCLXXXXIIII ET IN PRESENTE VASCULO POSITE DOMINI
MCCCLXXXVIII DE MENSE IUNII. Therefore, we are informed that the reliquary was done at the end of 14

th

century, and its style confirms this date. According to the date of 1394 and to Mariti (1781), the reliquary
contains some of the relics which came to Florence through Grioni’s donation . As the superior part of the
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reliquary was made in 1425 by Antonio di Piero del Vagliente (Becherucci Brunetti 1970), it’s evident that the
two parts were made separately and assembled later. We know from Gori (BMFi A CIC.1, fol. 105v) that the
hexagonal box was added to Saint Philip reliquary in 1723. Before this date, the reliquary had an octagonal
box as a base, containing (according to the inventory written by Gori in 1720, BMFi A CIC.1, fol. 113r) the same
relics that in 1723 were positioned inside the hexagonal base: some unknown relics, Saint Panteleimon relic
and Saint Stephen’s stone. Mariti himself claims that during the translation some confusion was made, and
this becomes evident by the position of Saint Panteleimon’s plate, horizontal instead of vertical. Moreover,
historical sources dealing with the relic intervene to complicate the situation: as first, none of the descriptions
following 1723 talk about the lower part of Saint Philip reliquary. The only exception is Mariti (1781), but
apparently his work is not considered by following bibliography. Furthermore, the majority of these sources
talk about Saint Panteleimon relics as separated from Saint Philip reliquary: the first is Richa (1757), who is, as
already said, the only author mentioning the silver plate. Richa lists the relics existing inside the Baptistery,
and names separately the relic of Saint Philip’s harm, the two relics of the tibia and the skull of Saint
Panteleimon, Saint Stephen’s stone, and other unidentified relics, with the cartouche RELIQUIAE
SANCTORUM, which are “spread outside their boxes and covered in mud” . The author refers to the situation
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of the relics as found by Birindelli after the flood in 1557: however, by the time that Richa writes, the relics
should have already been collocated inside the hexagonal reliquary, at least according to Gori and Mariti.
The following descriptions present the same situation portrayed by Richa: Lumachi (1782, p.48), Follini (III,
1791, p. 84) and Befani (1884, p. 57) not only mention the relics of Saint Panteleimon (tibia and skull) as
independent from Saint Philip’s reliquary, but as contained inside their own silver reliquary: they probably
quote older sources.
Moreover, it’s necessary to mention that also the hexagonal box used as the base of Saint Simeon Stylites
contains two relics of Saint Panteleimon, and the longer bone has two silver plates at its extremities, with
Greek inscriptions and a cartouche with SANCTI PANTALEONE (Bicchi Ciandella 1999, p. 107). Considering
that also all the other relics included in this box have silver collets with Greek inscriptions, Bicchi Ciandella
concludes that Grioni’s Byzantine relics may have ended up inside this second box, and not inside the box
below Saint Philip’s reliquary . In this case, we should think about the existence of more Saint Panteleimon’s
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relics, or we should conclude that the plate was applied to a different martyr bone, or that the Saint portrayed
on the silver plate is not Saint Panteleimon: effectively, there are not iconographic elements confirming its
identification (as restated by Bicchi Ciandella 1999 and Bernabò 2011). Without new data or without opening
the reliquary, the matter is destined to be unsolved.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
For Grioni’s donation, see 2.4.2 Relic and reliquaries, extant and lost heritage.
“Alcuni involti di reliquie (alcuni con scritto RELIQUIAE SANCTORUM), trovati da Berindelli dopo la piena del 1557,
sparsi fuori dai loro contenitori e infangati”.
The situation of the relics included in Grioni’s donation is quite complex: for a deeper analysis, see 2.4.2 Relics and
reliquaries, extant and lost heritage.!
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Fig. a - Plate with Saint Panteleimon (?)

Fig. b - Gori’s sketch of the plate (BMFi A CIC.1, fol. 107v)
Detail of fig. 2. 18
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3 - Mosaic diptych with Cycle of Feasts Days
Florence, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo
N. 87-88 Cat. Poggi
Byzantine, first half of the 14 century, (icon and first frame), 15 century (second frame)
Mosaic on wood: colored tesserae and gilt-copper rods embedded in wax and mastic on wood panel (icon),
silver-gilt stampings and enamel plates (first frame), gilt wood (second frame)
27 x 17,7 cm each leaf (without frame), 37 x 28 cm each leaf (with the frame)
INSCRIBED:
On the left leaf:
1 - O EYAΓΓEΛICMOC (The Annunciation), next to the Angel in two panels O APX(αγγελoς) ΓABPIHΛ
(Archangel Gabriel), next to the Virgin in two medallions MHP ΘY (Mother of God);
2 – H ΓENNHCIC T(oυ) XY (The Nativity of Christ)
3 – H YΠAΠANTH (The Presentation in the Temple)
4 – H BAΠTICIC (The Baptism)
5 – H METAMOPΦωCIC (The Transfiguration), next to Christ in two medallions IC XC (Jesus Christ)
6 – H EΓEPCIC T(o)Y ΛAZAP(oυ) (The Raising of Lazarus), above Christ IC XC
On the right leaf:
1 – H BAÏOΦOPOC (the Entry of Christ into Jerusalem), above Christ IC XC
2 – H C(ταυρ) ωCIC (The Crucifixion), next to the Virgin in two medallions MHP ΘY, next to John in two
panels O A(γιoς) Iω(αvvης) O ΘEOΛOΓO(C) (John the Theologian)
3 – H ANA(σ)TACIC (The Anastasis), above Christ IC XC
4 – H ANAΛHΨIC (the Assumption)
5 – H ΠENTEKO(στ)H (the Pentecost)
6 – H KωMHCIC THC (θεoτo)K(o)Y (the Dormition of the Mother of God), above Christ IC XC
PROVENANCE: Constantinople (?), Nicoletta Grioni, Baptistry of Saint John (1394), Museo dell’Opera del
Duomo (1886?)
CONDITION: Good, few fine cracks and few losses, both from the icon both from the frame.
RESTORATIONS:
- 14/01/02 – 17/10/02 (Pieri, Gigli, Giulietti directed by Clarice Innocenti and Laura Speranza): wooden
support and frame.
EXHIBITIONS:
!Venezia e Bisanzio (Venice, Doge's Palace, 1974)
!Byzantium. Faith and power (New York, MET, 2004)
!Byzantium: 330-1453 (London, Royal Academy of Arts, 2008)
REFERENCES:
Gori 1756, pp. 21-40; Gori 1759, vol. 3, pp. 320-345; Richa 1754-62, vol. 5, 1757, p. XXXII, XLXI; Lastri 1781, p.
43; Mariti 1781, pp. 95-97; Lumachi 1782, p. 59; Follini 1789-1802, vol. 3, 1791, pp. 90-91; Rumohr 1827-1831, p.
304; Gruyer 1875, p. 100; Bayet 1883, p. 150; Cavallucci 1869, p. 15; Labarte 1873, vol. 2, p. 352; Befani 1884, p.
68; Muntz 1886, pp. 233-234; Catalogo di S. Maria del Fiore 1891, n. 87-88, pp. 19-20; Kraus 1891, p. 320; Poggi
1904, n. 87 - 88, p. 41; Lichacev 1906, tav. IV; Venturi 1901-40, vol. 5, 1907, p. 114, fig. 92; Diehl 1910, pp. 530531, fig. 257; Uvarov 1910, pp. 42-43; Dalton 1911, pp. 431-432, fig. 254; Millet 1916, pp. 759-60; Ainalov 1917,
pp. 72-78; Van Marle 1923, p. 242; Wulff-Alpatov 1925, pp. 110-14, 270; Longhurst 1927, p. 48; Muratoff 1928,
p. 157-158, tav. CCXLI; Talbot Rice 1933, p. 266-267; Toesca 1934, p. 83; Lazarev 1937, pp. 249-250; Bettini 1938,
p. 26, fig. 12-13; Bettini 1939, p. 30; Grabar 1953, pp. 190-191; Felicetti-Liebenfels 1956, p. 65, tav. 66-67; Hirmer
Talbot Rice 1959, tav. 36-37; Demus 1960, p. 93, note 20, 95; Beckwith 1961, p. 137; Kitzinger 1963, col. 695;
Rossi 1964, pp. 95-96; Lavarev 1967, p. 368, fig. 489-90; Hutter 1968, pp. 168, 172; Beckwith 1970, p. 145, fig.
274; Becherucci Brunetti 1970, pp. 279-281, tav. 247-251; Chatzidakis 1974, p. 167; Glasberg 1974, n. 72; Venezia
e Bisanzio 1974, n. 92; Grabar 1975, p. 60; Furlan 1979, n. 30, pp. 81-82; Krickelberg-Pütz 1982, pp. 67-68, abb.
36a/36b; Marchini 1972, p. 59; Paolucci 1994a, vol. 1, p. 549, vol. 2, fig. 915-916, pp. 564-565; Cutler 1995, p.
245, 251, 259; LaFontaine-Dosogne 1996, pp. 274-276; Menna 1998, pp. 154-156; Guida Duomo 2000, pp. 138141; Evseeva 2002, p. 77, fig. 52; Byzantium 2006, pp. 209, 219-220; Byzantium 2008, n. 227; Bernabò 2011, p.
17; Bevilacqua forthcoming.
COMPARISONS:
Mosaic technique: mosaic icon with the Crucifixion, Staatliche Museum (Furlan 1978, n. 31), mosaic icon
with Annunciation, Victoria and Albert Museum (Furlan 1978 n. 17)
Style: mosaic icon with Annunciation, Victoria and Albert Museum (Furlan 1978 n. 17), mosaics of Kariye
Camii (for pictures, see Underwood 1966, vol. I-II), Katholikon of Vatopedi (Byzantium 2006, p. 220)
th

th

Even if part of the history of the diptych with the Cycle of Feast Days is still obscure, the diptych can be
considered as a very interesting example of artworks exchange in Medieval Europe. According to historical
sources the artwork was given to the Florentine Church of Saint John (corresponding to the Baptistery, which
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had the dignity of a church) by a venetian woman, Nicoletta Grioni, in 1394, in exchange of a life annuity.
However, some discrepancies about the episode emerge from the sources: the first to mention the mosaic
diptych and to mark this connection with Nicoletta Grioni is Anton Francesco Gori (1756, 1759), who claims
to find this information (and the name of the noblewoman) in the Archives of Arte di Calimala. The icon,
according to Gori, was part of a bigger donation including also several byzantine relics .
303

Before Gori the sources lack of both the name of Nicoletta Grioni and both the mention of the icon, and they
only refer to the relics: Sant’Antonino (Pierozzi 1491, in Bevilacqua forthcoming, p. 2) writes few decades after
Nicoletta Grioni, he mentions the transportation of a group of relics from Venice to Florence and their
“donation” to the Baptistery by a matron. Del Migliore (1684) describes the arrival of the relics together with
a wood piece of the Cross, coming from a noblewoman who was the widow of a Florentine man, waiter of the
Emperor John VI Kantakouzenos, specifying that the relics were taken when the Emperor was overthrown by
John V Palaiologos in 1354. Since this moment, historical sources repeat Del Migliore’s information. However,
even if historical sources have built a strengthened version of the story, the debate about Nicoletta Grioni’s
identity and about her connection with Constantinople and with Florence is still open . Few years later its
304

acquisition by the Baptistery, the icon (fig. a, b) was provided with a new wooden-gilt frame, which shows,
in the back, the eagle symbol of the Arte di Calimala on red field (fig. c). This setting was probably meant to
facilitate the display of the diptych, as it presents on the back of each panel two grooves (16 cm high), part of
a displaying device. In fact, we know from the sources (Becehrucci Brunetti 1970, Menna 1998) that it was
shown to the believers twice a year, during the Feast of Saint John and during the Feast of Perdono. The 15

th

century frame, mentioned by the Catalogo di S. Maria del Fiore (1891) as first, is very high quality, sign that
the icon had a good estimation by then, an estimation which seems to decrease between 17 and 18 century
th

th

when the majority of sources (above) only mention or don’t talk at all about the diptych, even though they
dedicate space to the relics. At the end of 19 century the micro mosaic was transferred to the Opera del Duomo
th

Museum, where it is still preserved with a new display (November 2015).
The icon is still framed by the wooden 15 century frame, and the back panels are exhibited just above. The
th

icon is realized on a poplar wooden support, on a lowered surface (of 6 mm lower) beginning at a distance of
5 cm from the borders, as typical in Byzantine tradition. The icon also has its original setting: each leaf has a
silver-gilt frame, realized in repussage and chisel (fig. d, e). Each side is organised in squares, with small
lozenges filled with blue enamel and enclosing a lily. The squares are distanced by vegetal motifs in chisel.
The squares placed at the corners present a decoration with vegetal motifs filled of blue, green and red
enamels. According to Beceherucci Brunetti (1970) these corner plates substitute the original plates: while
Becherucci Brunetti argue they are Byzantine products, Grabar (1975) retains they are Italian. However, the
documents produced during the restoration of 2002 seem to consider the 8 plates as part of the original setting.
On the right leaf, two of them have been substituted with rough gilt plates, worked in repoussage and showing
rosettes inside polylobes, probably gothic (Becherucci Brunetti 1970). The leaf also has an integrative
intervention in the left upper corner made with the same foil. The left leaf frame instead preserves the four
enamelled corner plates, but also presents integrations in the thin inner frame, made with a silver gilt foil with
a dots and lozenges design, of western production (Becherucci Brunetti 1970). According to Grabar (1975) this
kind of revetment was made of prefabricated plates, series-produced, and then assembled. The recent
restoration has reinforced the structural stability, eliminating the rusted nails which fixed the frame.
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The relics are still preserved inside the Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, even if they have lost their reliquary. For a
deeper analysis see paragraph 2.4.2 Relics and reliquaries, extant and lost heritage.
For the matter of Nicoletta Grioni’s identity and bequest, see pargraph 2.4.2 Relics and reliquaries, extant and lost
heritage. The most recent contribution are in BICCHI CIANDELLA 1999, p. 108 and in BEVILACQUA forthcoming.
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Each leaf presents six of the twelve Feasts, readable in each panel from left to right and portrayed as smaller
independent icons, separated from one another by alternated red and green tesserae, resembling precious
frames. On the left leaf: the Annunciation (Fig. f), the Birth of Christ, the Presentation, the Baptism, the
Transfiguration, the Raising of Lazarus. On the right leaf: the Entry into Jerusalem, the Crucifixion, the
Anastasis, the Ascension, the Pentecost, the Dormition. All the episodes are identified by Greek inscriptions.
Despite the small dimensions, each episode is precisely portrayed, including the details of landscapes and
architectures. The mosaic tesserae are particularly small and dense, a kind of technique which is considered
by Kitzinger (1963) as typical of the first Palaiologan period, and which is used also in other portative mosaics,
such as the Crucifixion of Berlin (Staatliche Museum, Furlan 1978, n. 31) or the Annunciation in London
(Victoria and Albert Museum, Furlan 1978 n. 17), both dated at the late 13 - 14 century. The Annunciation
th

th

mosaic, specifically, shares also some stylistic characteristics with the twelve Feasts panels, as the elongated
and dynamic figures, the incoherence of the spatial disposition, but also the refinement and grace of figures
and gestures: even if the position of the Virgin is different, the architectonic background is almost the same,
and Furlan (1978) mentions the possibility of a production in the same atelier in Constantinople. The palette
of the icon in Florence, with the prevailing tonalities of gold, red, and purple, could be a sign of royalty and
of imperial patronage.
Other mosaics with similar stylistic features are those of Kariye Camii in Constantinople (Underwood 1966),
especially for the mobility of the figures and for the importance of architectures, which are carefully portrayed
but lacking of perspective coherence. According to Ainalov (1917), who was the first to notice this similitude,
and to Bettini (1938, 1939), the Italian stylistic influence is quite evident, both in Kariye Camii, both in the
Florentine icon. These similitudes help, together with the technique, in dating the Florentine Panels during
the Palaiologan age. Bacci (Byzantium 2006) adds a comparison with the Passion cycle of the katholikon of
Vatopedi, made in 1312.
At the beginning of the century the diptych was dated earlier: by Labarte (1873) between 10 and 11 century,
th

th

by Bayet (1884) before the Crusades, by Kraus (1891), Poggi (1904) and Diehl (1910) at the 12 . Dalton (1911)
th

moves the date at the 13 century and Ainalov (1917) at the 14 , basing on the comparison with the Kariye
th

th

Camii. Since this moment, the dating at the 14 century has generally been accepted by critics, who have mainly
th

debated about the beginnings or the half of the century, without crossing the limit of 1354, which, if we take
into account the tradition about the icon, is necessarily the terminus ante quem, as noticed by Demus (1960).
Regarding the site of provenance, some authors (Lazarev 1937, Hirmer-Talbot Rice 1959, Demus 1960, Furlan
1979) suppose that the icon was made in Constantinople, underlying the connection with the imperial
patronage: as already mentioned, the palette and also the tradition about the object (which was, accordingly
to the sources, taken from the imperial palace) seem to confirm this interpretation.
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Fig. a – Mosaic diptych, front, left leaf (after PAOLUCCI 1994a ,vol. 2, p. 564)
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Fig. b – Mosaic diptych, front, left leaf (after PAOLUCCI 1994a, vol. 2, p. 565)
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Fig. c – Wooden-gilt frame (photo by the author)

Fig. d – Silver frame of the left leaf (photo by the Opificio delle Pietre Dure, Gr. 11614/I, n. 49195)
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Fig. e – Silver frame of the right leaf (photo by the Opificio delle Pietre Dure, Gr. 11614/II n. 48346)
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Fig. g - Mosaic diptych, detail of the Annunciation (after BYZANTIUM 2006, p. 220)
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Figures Chapter 2

Fig. 2.1 - Florence, National Archaeological Museum,
Missorium of Ardaburio Aspare, 434 A.D. (after ORI E
ARGENTI 1990, fig. 235)

Fig. 2.2a - Florence, National Archaeological Museum,
golden earrings, second half of the 6th century (photo by
the author)
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Fig. 2.2b,c - Florence,
National Archaeological
Museum,
golden
earrings, back and side
(photo by the author)

Fig.
2.3
–
Representation of
Saint Minias (from
M. Lastri, L’Etruria
pittrice,
Ovvero
Storia Della Pittura
Toscana Dedotta Dai
Suoi
Monumenti
Che Si Esibiscono In
Stampa Dal Secolo
X. Fino Al Presente
2
vol.,
Firenze
1791-95).
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Fig. 2.4 - Florence, Church of San Miniato, Maestro della Sant’Agata (?),
fresco with two female Saints (?), ca. 1250-1260 (after PRATESI 1995,
tav. XXII).

Fig. 2.5 –
Florence,
Museo
dell’Opera
del
Duomo,
Maestro
della
Sant’Agata,
panel with Saint
Agatha, ca. 1275
(after BOSKOVITS
1993, pl. LXVII)
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Fig. 2.6 Florence,
Church of Santa Maria
Novella, Chapel of
Saint Anne, Nardo di
Cione’s
workshop,
Fresco
cycle
with
stories of Saint Anne,
14th century (photo by
the author)

Fig. 2.7 –
Representation of
the Nativity of the
Virgin in the Chapel
of Saint Anne in
Santa Maria
Novella from G. B.
L. G. Seroux
d’Agincourt,
Histoire de l'art par
les monumens, depuis
sa décadence au IVe
siècle jusqu'à son
renouvellement au
XVIe, 6 vol., Paris
1823 (after
SEROUX
D’AGINCOURT ed.
1823, Vol. 5, pl. CIX)
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Fig. 2.8 - Florence, Church of Santa Maria Novella, Chapel of Saint Anne, Nardo di
Cione’s workshop, Nativity of the Virgin, 14th century (photo by the author)

Fig. 2.9 - Florence, Church of Santa Maria Novella, Chapel of Saint Anthony the
great, area covered by the gravestones (photo by the author)
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Fig. 2.10 Representation of the
ancient wall paintings
of Cappella Gondi in
Santa Maria Novella
from J. Corbinelli,
Histoire genealogique de
la Maison de Gondi. Par
Monsieur de Corbinelli,
gentilhomme originaire
de Florence, Paris 1705
(after
BISCEGLIA
2013, fig. 3)

Fig. 2.11a – Florence, Church of Santa Maria Novella,
Gondi Chapel, Byantine or Florentine artist (?), remnants
of the vault with Four Evangelists, ca. 1270 (photo by the
author)
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Fig. 2.11b – Florence, Church of Santa Maria Novella,
Gondi Chapel, Byantine or Florentine artist (?), remnants
of the vault with Four Evangelists, ca. 1270 (photo by the
author)

Fig. 2.12 – Florence, Baptistery of Saint John, Christ of the Final
Judegement, detail (after PAOLUCCI 1994a, vol. 2, fig. 814, p. 487)
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Fig. 2.13 – Florence, Baptistery of Saint John, Final Judegement, detail
(after PAOLUCCI 1994a, vol. 2, fig. 815, p. 489)

Fig. 2.14 – Florence, Baptistery of Saint John, west side, chancel,
triumphal arch, figures of Prophets, detail (after PAOLUCCI 1994a,
vol. 2, fig. 392-397, p. 242)
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Fig. 2.15a,b –
Florence,
Baptistery of Saint
John, West side,
chancel, triumphal
arch,
outer
archivolt
with
figures
of
prophets
(after
PAOLUCCI 1994a,
vol. 2, fig. 370, p.
236, 360-382 p.
238)

Fig. 2.16 –
Florence,
Santa
Maria del Carmine,
Maestro
della
Sant’Agata,
panel
with Madonna del
popolo, ca. 12751280
(after
TARTUFERI
SCALINI 2004, p. 89)
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Fig. 2.17a – Florence, Church of Santi Michele e Gaetano, Antinori Chapel, reliefs from
the lunette of San Michele Bertelde, second half of the 13th century (photo by the
author)

Fig. 2.17b,c – Florence, Church of Santi Michele e Gaetano, Antinori Chapel, reliefs from
the lunette of San Michele Bertelde, details of Saint Peter and Saint Minias, second half of
the 13th century (photo by the author)
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Fig.
2.17d
–
Florence, Church of
Santi Michele e
Gaetano, Antinori
Chapel, reliefs from
the lunette of San
Michele
Bertelde,
detail
of
Saint
Michael,
second
half of the 13th
century (photo by
the author)

Fig. 2.18 – Florence, Palazzo Vecchio, Limestone relief with Saint George
killing the dragon, from Porta di Costa San Giorgio, ca. 1260 (AFTER
TARTUFERI SCALINI 2004, p. 129)
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Fig. 2.19a – Florence, Santa Croce, Cappella Castellani, altar, ca. 1270 (after CERVINI
2007, p. 31)

Fig. 2.19b – Florence, Santa Croce,
Cappella Castellani, altar, detail of
the armour, ca. 1270 (after CERVINI
2007, p. 39)

Fig. 2.20a – Florence, Cloister of
Santissima Annunziata, Cenotaph of
Guglielmo di Durfort, detail of the
rosette, ca. 1289-1290 (photo by the
author)
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Fig. 2.20b – Florence, Cloister of Santissima Annunziata, Cenotaph of Guglielmo di Durfort, ca. 12891290 (photo by the author)

Fig. 2.21 – London, Victoria and Albert Museum, Florentine artist, Sarcophagus of Beata Chiara
degli Ubertini, last decade of the 13th century (?) (after TARTUFERI SCALINI 2004, fig. 21, p. 77)
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Fig. 2.22 –
Florence, Museo dell’Opera del
Duomo,
Reliquary
of
two
phalanxes of Saint John the Baptist,
15th
century
(after
BICCHI
CIANDELLA 1999, p. 94)

Fig. 2.23 – Florence, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Reliquary of two phalanxes of Saint John the
Baptist, detail of the Byzantine lead seal, (photo by the Opificio delle Pietre Dure, Gr 12736, n. 205 )
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Fig. 2.25 – Florence,
Baptistery, reliquary
of the mandible of
Saint John the
Baptist, 16th century
(after BICCHI
CIANDELLA 1999,
p. 108)
Fig. 2.24 – Florence, Baptistery
of Saint John, reliquary of the
finger of Saint John the Baptist,
15th century (after BICCHI
CIANDELLA 1999, p. 108)

Fig. 2.26 – Florence, Baptistery, neck
bone of Saint John inside the
reliquary of Saint Simeon the Styilit
(after BICCHI CIANDELLA 1999, p.
111)
Fig. 2.27 – Florence, Baptistery, neck
bone of Saint John inside the
reliquary of Saint Simeon the Styilit
(after BICCHI CIANDELLA 1999, p.
110)
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Fig. 2.28 – Florence, Marucelliana Library, A 199.1, fol. 126(107v)
Fig. 2.29 – Florence, Marucelliana Library, A 199.1, fol. 139(113r)
Fig. 2.30 – Florence, Marucelliana Library, A 199.1, fol. 142(114v)
Fig. 2.31 – Florence, Marucelliana Library, A 199.1, fol. 147(116v)
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Fig. 2.32 –
Florence,
Marucelliana
Library, A 199.1,
143(115r)

Fig. 2.33 –
Florence,
Marucelliana
Library, A 199.1,
145(115v)
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Fig. 2.34 – Venice, Trasure of Saint Mark’s basilica, mosaic icon with Saint John the
Baptist, ca. 1320 (after RESTITUZIONI 2004, P. 153)
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Fig. 2.35 – Representation of the silver reliquary diptychs from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum
dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum
lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in trestomos divisus, Florentiae 1759 (after MENNA 1998, p. 152)
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3) Florence and Byzantium during Humanism and the Renaissance (1397 - 1527)
3.1) The contacts between Florence and Byzantium
Concetta Bianca, in an essay dedicated to the question of the presence of Greeks in Italy at the end of the 15

th

century, writes:
La chiamata di Manuele Crisolora a Firenze, il concilio di Ferrara-Firenze e la caduta di Costantinopoli costituiscono
le tappe consuete della riflessione storiografica più nota e tradizionale: ognuno di questi punti evoca tematiche più
ampie, ovvero l’apprendimento e la conoscenza della lingua greca, le traduzioni, il rapporto tra dottrine teologiche
ed ecclesiologiche diverse, la diaspora di quelli che sono stati definiti per antonomasia gli Emigrés bizantini .
1

Despite numerous recent studies showing that the presence of Greeks in Italy is not always and only connected
to these events , it is at least significant that two out of the three main events (the first development of Greek
2

studies and the Council) are connected to Florence. Indeed, from the second half of the 14 century, Florence
th

experienced richer and more stables relationships and contact with the Byzantine world .
3

Florence was the first city in Italy to establish a Greek teaching post in 1361. The initial appointment was an
Italian teacher from a former Byzantine territory (Leontius Pilatus), but later the appointed teachers were
Byzantine academics: the first, from 1397 to 1400, was Manuel Chrysoloras (whose arrival is the chronological
threshold of the chapter), followed by John Argyropoulos (from 1458 to 1471) by Andronicus Callistus (from
1471 to 1475) and by Demetrios Chalkokondyles (from 1475 to 1491) .
4

The second half of the 14 century marks the beginning of an extraordinarily intense period of exchange,
th

characterized by the studies of Greek language and Greek literature, that is, classical literature handed down
through Byzantine manuscripts, and Byzantine theological texts. An extremely rich bibliography has dealt
with the matter of the Byzantine contribution to the development of Italian Humanism’s thought and
philosophy, progressively focusing on the importance of the Byzantine influence .
5

Florence was for sure one of the main centres for this philosophical and cultural flourishing, initiated by the
group of Chrysoloras’ pupils (Iacopo Angeli, Roberto de’ Rossi, Leonardo Bruni and Ambrogio Traversari)
devoted to the translation and the recovery of the Byzantine literary heritage. In the second half of the century
the movement continued around the figure of Argyropoulos, leader of an important group of scholars and
translators - including Donato Acciaioli and Alamanno Rinuccini - encouraged by Cosimo the Elder himself
and later by Lorenzo .
6

The exchange was particularly intense: it was not only the case that well-educated Byzantines were present in
the city, but also that numerous Florentines were travelling across the Mediterranean Sea, with the aim of
learning the Greek language and of seizing Greek manuscripts. The most important names are those of
Giovanni Angeli da Scarperia (responsible for Chrysoloras’ arrival), Giovanni Aurispa, Francesco Filelfo,

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BIANCA 2010, pp. 245-246.
See MONFASANI 1994, MONFASANI 2002.
MENNA 1998, pp. 116-117.
About the teachings of Greek in Italy see MONFASANI 1990. About the tenures in Florence see MENNA 1998, pp. 116117. The notes 20-24 at p. 117 contain the bibliographic references about the specific teachers appointed in Florence.
Bibliography is very ample, and has dealt with very specific and detailed subjects. We suggest the most significant and
general titles: KRISTELLER 1966; GARIN 1967; GEANAKOPLOS 1976; KRISTELLER 1979; GENEAKOPLOS 1983;
GENEAKOPLOS 1988; WILSON 1992; HANKINS 2001; MONFASANI 2004; SPERANZI 2011; FUBINI 2013.
About the cultural environment in Florence at the half of 15th century, see VITI 2009, with bibliography. About
Lorenzo’s cultural environment see MARTELLI 1996, with bibliography.
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Giovanni Tortelli, Antonio Cassarino, Rinuccio da Castiglione, Antonio di Massa and Antonio Bartolomeo da
Montepulciano, and they often left descriptions and travel reports .
7

This intense exchange might have encouraged the dissemination of information about some of the decorations
inside the most important monuments in Constantinople. Inside the Chapel of Palazzo Medici Riccardi there
is a porphyry disk, sought after by Cosimo the Elder, which have been connected by bibliography to the rota,
the area that defined the space for the Emperor inside the Imperial Palace of Constantinople , or to the disk
8

that circumscribed the place for the Emperor inside Hagia Sophia . Whichever hypothesis is correct (and this
9

depends on whether we consider the Medici Chapel more as a place for consultations or more as a cult place),
the influence of the Byzantine Imperial Court is evident.
Unfortunately, if we look at the mobile heritage which arrived in Florence during this period, no Byzantine
objects (either extant or lost) can be ascribed with any certainty to the Byzantine intelligentsia nor to their
pupils’ frequent visits to Constantinople. The only exceptions are, of course, Byzantine manuscripts, which
were largely sought after, possibly in an attempt to bring back to Italy as many codices as possible considering
the precarious political situation, dominated by the Turks’ advance . The presence of Byzantine teachers in
10

Florence probably increased the availability of texts and encouraged attempts to acquire more. Menna
underlines that
Negli anni che seguono l’insegnamento del Crisolora a Firenze ci fu una vera e propria gara fra gli umanisti nel
procurarsi i testi greci, fra questi ricordiamo Traversari, Corbinelli, Francesco da Castiglione e soprattutto Niccolò
Niccoli e Poggio Bracciolini; quest’ultimo giungerà a possedere ben 100 codici greci nella sua biblioteca .
11

It is also the case here that a wide bibliography has addressed the question of the collection of Greek
manuscripts, a phenomenon which included both religious and profane texts, and which involved, besides
Niccolò Niccoli and Poggio Bracciolini, other important members of the Florentine cultural life, such as
Tommaso Parentucelli, Palla Strozzi and, most importantly, the Medici family, starting with Cosimo the
Elder .
12

Even though it is plausible that some of the Byzantine objects which entered the Medici collection were
pursued by the Medici’s agents when searching for manuscripts , this hypothetical means of arrival did not
13

leave any trace in Florentine heritage nor in the historical sources.
The second important moment for contact between Florence and Byzantium, for which we have a richer set of
evidence, and which was more important for the transfer of objects and artworks, was a political occasion: the
transfer of the Council from Ferrara to Florence in 1439. The event was of extraordinary relevance . On the one
14

hand, it is necessary to mention the renewed presence of Byzantine theologians and learned men in the city,
including personalities of incredible standing and intellect: not only the Patriarch of Constantinople, Joseph
II, but also, for example, the previously mentioned Argyropoulos, who was to remain in Florence in the
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Also in this case bibliography is huge. See MENNA 1998, pp. 117-119 and notes 25-28 at p. 119, contain the
bibliographic references about specific travels and travellers, and BIANCA 2010, with a bibliographic update.
HATFIELD 1992, p. 229.
CUTLER 1995, p. 260. See also MENNA 1998, p. 120.
CORTESI 2008, pp. 467-468.
MENNA 1998, note 25 p. 119.
See SABBADINI 1905 ed. 1967, pp. 23-71, 85-95; GENTILE 1994; NELSON 1995; CORTESI 2007; BERNABÒ 2011;
BERNABÒ forthcoming.
See chapter 3.2 The Medici collection “Avanti il principato”.
The Council has been widely treated by historiography. Starting at the end of the 19th century (CECCONI 1869), the
most important studies have been carried on by Joseph Gill (GILL 1959; GILL 1964), and, more recently, during the
conferences held for the 550 anniversary of the Council (ALBERIGO 1991; CASTELLI 1992; VITI 1994).
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following years, or the Cardinal Bessarion, an important pro-Union theologian who was to return to the city
after his appointment as Cardinal of the Basilica of Santi Apostoli in Rome (1440) . On the other hand, besides
15

the presence of the most eminent Greek intellectuals and theologians, we should consider the impact that the
three Byzantine delegations arriving in Florence (one headed by Joseph II, one by the Emperor John VIII
Palaiologos and one by his younger brother Demetrios) had upon Florentine viewers:
It would seem to be hard to overestimate the impact that the presence of the Greek visitors would have had on
Florentine life for a greater part of the year. Over five hundred horses were involved in conveying the Greek
patriarch, Joseph II and his entourage of clergy and theologians, with all their belongings, into the city on their
arrival there from Ferrara on 11 February. On entering the city he led this long procession through the streets to the
Palazzo Vecchio, where he was received by the entire Signoria in front of the Palazzo .
th

16

It is likely that the richness and the costumes of the Byzantines made up a deep impression - the Greeks were
ultimately perceived as the “foreigners”, as “other”: according to Nagel and Wood, “visitors from the East
were treated like living relics, indeed like icons. Even the Emperor was perceived as a living antiquity” . The
17

profound visual impression and the perception of their alterity was recorded in several artworks, the first
being the famous medal produced by Pisanello with the profile of the Emperor John VIII on the front and The
Emperor on horseback on the reverse (fig. 3.1). Possibly the first bronze medal realized during the
18

Renaissance, Pisanello produced it during the permanence of the delegations in Ferrara: the coin, together
with some drawings today preserved inside the Louvre and in Chicago, was followed by a “straordinaria
cometa iconografica” , going from Filarete’s bronze reliefs for the door of Saint Peter’s in the Vatican, to the
19

wellknown frescoes by Benozzo Gozzoli in the Medici chapel.
Benozzo Gozzoli’s frescoes are probably the most important visual record of the Council, even though they
were realized 20 years after the event (fig. 3.2). The paintings realized inside the chapel of Palazzo Medici
Riccardi, commissioned by Piero de’ Medici, have always been at the centre of a vibrant historiographical
debate, in particular due to their link with the Council and the message they convey. The pivotal question is
the possibility of recognizing several Florentine and Byzantine personalities in the walls’ portraits: starting
from a guide edited by Marcotti in 1892 , bibliography has supported the thesis of the Byzantine interpretation
20

of the frescoes , but in 1960 Gombrich declared the hypothesis as improbable and as an idea for tourists . From
21

22

that moment, the Byzantine interpretation has been avoided by historians and art historians , who have
23

preferred other kinds of explanations and identifications. Recent works by Ronchey have re-affirmed the
Byzantine hypothesis : the author has convincingly identificated the majority of the personalities on the walls,
24

starting with members of the Medici family (whose identity was already established by the historiographical
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BIANCA 2009.
HETHERINGTON 2008, p. 205. About the impression caused by the Byzantine delegations, see GILL 1959, p. 181;
LAURENT 1971, p. 387; ANGELINI 2014, pp. 51-55.
NAGEL WOOD 2010, p. 101.
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tradition, with the exception of a querelle about the figure of Lorenzo ), passing through the three Magi,
25

recognizable as the three leaders of the Byzantine delegations, which were the main political and religious
authorities of the Empire, the Patriarch Joseph II, the Emperor John VIII (fig. 3.3) and his younger brother
Demetrios, with the addition of the youngest brother Thomas . Furthermore, she hypothetically identified a
26

great number of learned men and clergy participating in the Council, such as Argiropoulos, Isidore of Kiev,
Theodorus Gaza, Bessarion, Niccolò Perotti, Demetrios Chalkokondyles, Gemistus Pletho and the intellectual
entourage patronised by Cosimo the Elder and Lorenzo the Magnificent (Landino, Leonardo Bruni, Tommaso
Parentucelli, Nicola Cusano, Marsilio Ficino, Pulci brothers, Gentile da Fabriano). Finally, some key-figures of
the Italian political scene, of philo-Byzantine tendencies, such as Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Galeazzo
Maria Sforza and important personalities of the Roman scene, such as Platina and, of course, Enea Silvio
Piccolomini. Considering all this material, and the related analysis of the famous painting by Piero della
Francesca with the Flagellazione di Cristo (1453), Ronchey has proposed an overall interpretation of the
frescoes, where the intent was to refer to the “piano occidentale di salvataggio di Bisanzio” , carried out by
27

Pope Pio II with the cooperation of the Cardinal Bessarion. In this sense, the frescoes are related to the
forthcoming Council of Mantua (1459). But according to Ronchey the chapel also “raffigura il ‘passaggio a
occidente’ della tradizione bizantina in tutto il suo splendore culturale e artistico”, and portrays “la lucida e
fastosa allegoria dell’ascendenza bizantina dell’umanesimo italiano” .
28

If Gozzoli’s frescoes constitute the most important visual memory of the Council from a Western point of view,
there is another significant monument which is connected to the Byzantine presence in Florence during the
Council, whose authorship is more uncertain: the funerary monument of the Patriarch Joseph II in Santa Maria
Novella (fig. 3.4 a,b,c,d). Unfortunately, the monument, realized for the Patriarch’s death (10-11 June 1439),
has been profoundly modified: originally placed on the right wall of the eastern nave, in 1572 it was
repositioned in the eastern transept of the church, to leave space for the sepulchre of Giovanni Battista
Ricasoli . The current tomb is composed of a marble structure including a frontal sepulchral case with an
29

inscription supported on the sides by a couple of winged putti, by two columns decorated with shoots and by
a marble arcosolium with a Blessing Christ. At the centre, under the arcosolium, a painting portrays the Patriarch
alive: while the marbles were simply moved, the painting was destroyed and the modern one is a copy of the
original, painted before 1592 . Diana has underlined how the sepulchre, both in the painted and in the marble
30

structure as well as in its entirety, is a perfect mix of Latin and Greek elements : while the structure of the
31

arcosolium and the figure of the blessing Christ, as well as the motif of the winged putti holding the inscriptions,
find comparisons with coeval Florentine monuments (such as the tabernacles of Orsanmichele, fig. 3.5, or the
decoration of the Cassetta Cesarini, fig. 3.6), the typology of the monument, with the insertion of the
representation of the deceased still alive in frontal, axial position, is rare in a Western context. It recalls
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Palaiologan typologies, as the grave of the Great Constable Michele Tornikès at Kariye Camii or the monument
for the Archon Manuel Laskaris Chatzikis inside the pantanassa Church in Mystras (fig. 3.7) . More
32

problematic is the fresco, as we said, a copy of the original made before the end of the 16 century: it appears
th

as a faithful reproduction, especially if we compare the face of the Patriarch with the sketch portrait in Paris
at the Bibliothèque National de France (fig. 3.8), realized, according to Diana, by a Byzantine author strongly
33

influenced by the Latin style. Regarding the clothes, the Patriarch wears “pseudo-orthodox” clothes, but the
angels on his side show the typical stole with black crosses which would have been worn by Byzantine clergy:
some examples of these stoles dating back to the years of the Council are still preserved in Santa Maria Novella
(catalogue entry n. 9). Also in this case, the mixture of Western elements (for example, the presence of the two
angels with a drape, spread in the Florentine and Tuscan figurative manner) and Byzantine elements makes
it difficult to infer the identity of the author: while the first scholars dealing with the monument thought that
the fresco was realized by a Byzantine artist , Diana, supported by Bernabò, affirms that the portrait could also
34

be the work of a Latin painter. Even though it shows a “surprisingly archaic and not a Renaissance style” , in
35

fact, it might have been a deliberate choice to underline the Union, or it may show the respect for the Greek
origin of the protagonist.
The Council of Ferrara-Florence was certainly an occasion for transferring mobile Byzantine artworks, and the
bibliography has widely speculated about the possible means by which they arrived: a significant number of
icons and relics were possibly carried during the rich processions of the Byzantine delegation , or some
36

artworks could have been brought to Florence by the Byzantine clergy: for example, in the case of the Cardinal
Bessarion. A key figure of the Unification of the two Churches and one of the main personalities of the
Byzantine revival in Rome, his role both as a patron and as a collector has been considered crucial by
bibliography . Bessarion was in Florence during the Council and immediately after his return to Italy, before
37

going to Rome. However, Lollini states that “non è noto alcun legame preciso di Bessarione con gli ambienti
artistici nel suo primo periodo italiano, quello trascorso per il Concilio del 1438-1439 tra Venezia, Ferrara e
Firenze” . The only attested connection with the local artistic scene occurs years later, when he commissions a
38

reliquary by Antonio del Pollaiolo, a reliquary that he will gift to the Abbey of San Cristoforo in Urbania in
1472 . Apart from this contact, the information available does not allow to trace back to Bessarion any of the
39

Byzantine objects of Florence, nor there is any mention of the circumstance in the sources. The possible
intervention of the Cardinal opens up an other hypothethical channel of arrival: some Byzantine artworks
might have been carried by prelates and authorities as diplomatic gifts . The phenomenon has been described
40

by Ryder as follows:
It was in this fashion that some of the most important late Byzantine art works found their way to the west; these
objects can be understood as cultural capital, given as present to high-ranking ecclesiastics and royalty, and used as
a practical advantage with which to impress Western Europeans with the technical accomplishment, beauty and
craftsmanship of Byzantine artist. Micro mosaic icons in particular would have been attractive gifts considering
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their rarity in Western Europe .
41

Even though important confirmed cases exist in Western Europe - such as the manuscript of the Theological
writings of Dyonisios the Areopagite, which was presented by Manuel Chrysoloras to the Abbot of Saint Denis
during a mission seeking military help – none of the Byzantine objects existing in Florence can be connected
42

to this phenomenon. As we shall see, the majority of icons appear in the inventories from 1463 onwards, a date
much later than the Council. For example, the micro mosaic icon with Pantocrator in Bargello National
Museum (catalogue entry n. 4) has long been considered as a diplomatic gift offered at the time of the Council
and transported into Florence in 1439; but this provenance is not proved at the moment, and the information
is just the result of the historiographical tradition.
However, during my research, I could read of an object, today lost or not recognizable, which constitutes an
example of a diplomatic gift, and might be considered as the proof that other Byzantine objects possibly had
the same destiny: it is the relic donated by the Patriarch Joseph II to Cosimo the Elder, mentioned by Richa .
43

Even though the reliquary is lost, this case is particularly important, as it is the only confirmation we have up
until now that the practice of bestowing diplomatic gifts was practiced during the Council.
The last event connected to the exportation of Byzantine objects and books to the West, and to Italy, is not
specifically linked to Florence: the fall of Constantinople in 1453. The bibliography implies the presence of
numerous artworks after 1453, and many examples are well known in Europe . However, in the specific case
44

of Florence only one group of objects arriving in the city with the fall of the Empire is still extant today: the
relics brought by Marco di Chestialselim, today enclosed in the Reliquary - cross of the Passion (catalogue
entry n. 10 a,b). Again, the only objects to have survived, and the only registered by the sources, is a relic, a
sacred and cult object: the analysis of the historical sources, in fact, does not help to reconstruct the lost corpus
of Byzantine objects that arrived in Florence during this period: neither coeval nor later sources mention any
other artwork with precision.
It is also useful to remember that the occasions of contact did not end after the fall of Constantinople: Florence,
in fact, had it first diplomatic representation in Constantinople during the Turkish Empire, in 1461, and the
commercial as well as cultural relations continued . The Turkish conquest, at least during the sultanate of
45

Mehmet II and his immediate successors, did not mean the destruction of Byzantine heritage , and many
46

westerners were in Constantinople, ready to seize the objects available on the market. Even thought we do not
know of any specific objects to have arrived in Florence in the years following the conquest, the fact that many
icons appear in the Medici inventory after 1465 (and the majority is registered by the inventory of Lorenzo the
Magnificent in 1492) should at least convince to consider this a possibility.
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RYDER 2007, p. 228.
Ibid.
The relic is treated in paragraph 3.4.1 Relics and reliquaries: extant and lost heritage.
About the fall of Consatninople and the consequent transfer of heritage see at least PERTUSI 1976; RANOUTSKY 2008.
MENNA 1998, p. 116.
See CUTLER 1995, pp. 249-250.
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3.2) The Medici collection “Avanti il Principato”
3.2.1) Sources and problems

Reconstructing the number of Byzantine objects circulating in Florence during this chronological span (from
the mid 14 until the first half of the 16 century) requires us to deal mainly with the Medici collection. Objects
th

th

arriving in the city outside of Medici patronage are in fact extremely rare, and none of them is registered by
historical sources. The only indication is given inside one article by Haftmann , mentioning some interesting
47

archive documents: the inventories collected by the magistrature of Pupilli (an office created in 1393 to protect
the interests of minors, widows and not self-sufficient subjects ). Among the inventories, some register
48

interesting voices. For example, the inventory of Bese Magalotti (1391), lists una tavola di donna grechesca , the
49

inventory of Neri di Sandro dell’Acuto (1402), una tona di nostra donna de figure greche ripiegata a modo di saltero ,
50

the inventory of Bartolo di Jacopo di Banco mentions una tavoletta grecha (1425) , and the inventory of Jacopo
51

di Filippo di Paperino de Guidetti una tavola con nostra donna picchola e alla grecha (1427) . Notwithstanding the
52

terminoligical problem, mentioned afterwards, these lists introduce the possibility that some Byzantine
objects, at least icons, were possessed by Florentine privates and were circulating before 1439 and 1453.
In the same way, the analysis of the heritage to have left the city which is extant today outside of Florene does
not change the situation: the only object which for certain was in Florence during this period is a Byzantine
sardonyx round cup today in the Louvre, which was once owned by Pier Soderini, Gonfaloniere of the
Florentine Republic (1450-1522) . However, considering its similarity to many other Byzantine vases possessed
53

by the Medici, it is possible that the cup was formerly part of their collection.
It is evident that, for the analysis of both the existing patrimony, and the lost heritage, the Medici family and
their collecting attitudes represent the main focus and field for research. Specifically, this chapter addresses
the Byzantine part of the collection “Avanti il Principato”, which precedes the investiture of Cosimo I de’
Medici as Duke of Florence in 1537.
The hypothetical essay entitled “Byzantine objects in the Medici collection” has not yet been written as the
available information is scant. The most important and exhaustive studies in this field have been carried out
by Menna , who mainly concentrates on the Byzantine – Medici heritage still extant, by Fusco and Corti, who
54

consider Medieval and Renaissance objects of the collection , and by Duits , who deals with both the lost and
55

56

the preserved heritage but focuses exclusively on icons. The aim of this chapters is therefore to sketch a general
overview of the issue, and to add some further data and considerations in certain cases.
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The question of the presence of Byzantine objects in the Medici collection – and of their destiny after the
expulsion of Piero de’ Medici in 1494 – is very complex. Firstly, it is necessary to consider the general difficulty
of individuating the items of the collection by using the existing documents, which are often obscure or
incomplete. A great number of studies and researches, starting from the seminal work made by Müntz in 1888
and supported by several exhibitions held in the city of Florence , have succeeded in reconstructing – at least
57

in part – the Medici collection and in understanding the collecting habits of the most important members of
the family: Cosimo the Elder (1389-1464), Piero the Gouty (1416-1469) and Lorenzo the Magnificent (14491492). In the same way, bibliography has sought to reconstruct the trajectories of the patrimony’s disposal
after 1494. However, individuating all the objects and tracing their transfers and repositionings is often
impossible due to the generic and vague descriptions given by lists and records and to the lack of many of the
inventories. Moreover, the huge amount of available archival documents, preserved in the State Archive of
Florence (Mediceo Avanti il Principato) and available also on-line, presents great difficulties for palaeographic
interpretation.
Besides the general problems presented by inventories and documents, the problem of the use of the term
“Greek” is of primary importance.
In some cases, 15 century documents leave little doubt that a specific piece was considered a product of the
th

Byzantine Empire, for example by describing the objects as “lavoro grecho” or “opera grecha”. But some other
expressions are more ambiguous, such as “lavorato alla grecha”: does it mean “Greek” again or is it just a
reference to stylistic or technical characteristics? The ambiguity increases in the face of expressions like “smalto
grecho”: is it an enamel artwork coming from Greece or is this simply an indication of technique?
This problem is also pertinent to a set of objects which are not defined as “Greek” but whose descriptions
suggest their Byzantine provenance: Marcucci in 1958 identified the mosaic icon with Christ Pantocrator today
in Bargello National Museum with a “quadro di musaicho” of Lorenzo’s inventory . The lack of any kind of
58

qualification such as “grecho” o “alla grecha” demonstrates how, even without indications, a Byzantine
artwork might be present . Cutler has hypothesized that, in the case of mosaics, the mere indication “quadri
59

di musaicho” would imply Byzantine provenance . As we shall see, the equivalence is not always verified; as
60

an example some mosaic icons described in Lorenzo’s inventory are known to be local artworks. However,
some particular techniques, typically Byzantine, might function as indications of a possible Byzantine origin:
it is not only the case for mosaics, but also of the “pietra talcho” or “pietra fine”, common names to indicate
the steatite reliefs, peculiar to the Byzantine, or at least Italo-Byzantine, production . In a few cases, the
61

descriptions of jewellery and reliquaries, adorned by pearls and enamels, also seems “Byzantine” .
62
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3.2.2) Byzantine objects of the collection: extant and lost heritage
The collecting attitudes of the forefathers of the family, Averardo di Bicci and his son Giovanni di Bicci, are
unknown . The most ancient preserved inventory, dated to 1417 and describing the Palace of Via Larga, does
63

64

not give any indication about “Greek” artworks. Several tavole dipinte are mentioned, but without any
indication as to their provenance. It might be interesting to consider as an example a panel with una figura di
Nostra Donna e altre figure, anticha described inside Cosimo’s scrittoio, part of his private apartment. The
65

adjective “antique” is significant: as mentioned in the first chapter, the tendency to consider Medieval
Byzantine artworks much more ancient, and to see in Greek panels examples of the Early Christianity, was
widespread and was considered a valuable characteristic. The term could easily be used as a synonym for
“Byzantine”. However, the mere presence of the adjective is not enough to argue a possible Byzantine
provenance of the painting.
The collecting activity of Giovanni’s son, Cosimo the Elder, and of his son Piero the Gouty is better known ,
66

and Piero in particular is the most important collector and patron of the family before Lorenzo the
Magnificent . The three inventories carried out in 1456, 1463 and 1465 convey to us the nature of the collection
67

during Cosimo’s hegemony and immediately after his death. In the list of Piero’s possessions compiled in
1456 , there are not mentions of Greek artworks yet, but we find una tavoletta di pietra fine con reliquie legata in
68

argento : the term pietra fine was often used as a synonym for steatite, thus supporting a hypothetic Byzantine
69

or Italo-Byzantine provenance. Fusco and Corti identify this entry with an artwork similar to the portable altar
preserved inside the Museo degli Argenti (fig. 3.9 a,b), and even with this specific piece . They also identify
70

the piece inside the following inventories, as in 1463 , described as una pietra sacrata di diaspro , in 1465 , (una
71

72

73

pietra sacrata di diaspro, legata in ariento, con reliquie) , and in 1492 , (una chassetta entrovi una pietra sacrata) ,
74

75

76

preserved inside the chapel of Palazzo Medici. The entry never Uses the adjective “Greek”. The identification
is not certain: not only is the material “pietra fine” is different from jasper, but also the term “tavoletta” seems
to refer more to a relief panel than to a “chassetta”. However, the hypothesis of the identification of “pietra
sacrata” of the 1463, 1465 and 1492 inventories with the portable altar is suggestive, especially if we consider
the enormous price, of more than 100 florins, attributed to the artwork inside the inventories.
The section of the 1456 inventory listing jewels, moreover, indicates a numerous series of golden artworks
with enamels, and one of them, described as una Nostra Donna d’oro smaltata con perle e zaffiri could be
77

identified with a jewel that appears in later inventories and is described as “Greek”.
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The inventory of 1463, written on the same manuscript as 1456, is the first to introduce Byzantine objects,
listing 10 tavolette alla grecha . The description lacks any kind of further detail, but it’s important to know that
78

starting at least from this date (therefore, possibly, under the patronage of Piero the Gouty) the collection
included pieces coming from Byzantium (or believed to be so). We find much more information in the
inventory compiled after Cosimo’s death, in 1465. Here there are 12 listed Greek panels , 11 are described as
79

tavola greca and 1 as tavola alla greca. The majority of them were micro mosaic icons (Una tavola greca di musaico
con santo Iohanni Baptista intero ornata d’ariento, una tavola greca di musaico ornata d’ariento col Giudicio, una tavola
greca con due figure ritte di musaico ornata d’ariento, una tavola greca di musaico con una Anuntiata ornata d’ariento,
una tavola greca di musaico con uno santo Niccolò ornata d’ariento, una tavola greca di musaico con uno mezzo santo
iohanni ornata d’ariento, una tavola greca di musaico con uno santo Piero ornata d’ariento), some of them remained
without specifications (una tavola alla greca con una Nostra donna ornata d’ariento, una tavola greca con una ½ figura
del Salvatore ornata d’ariento), but based on a comparison with the 1492 inventory we can infer that they were
also mosaics, and therefore 9 out of 12 were mosaic icons. One was painted (una tavola greca con Nostro Signore
dipinto ornata d’ariento), one was probably a steatite relief (una tavola greca di pietra fine con Nostra Donna et XII
apostoli ornata d’ariento) and one is described as an ebony carving (una tavola greca con uno santo Michele, d’ebano
legata in ariento dorato). This last element is surprising, as the medium is not common in Byzantine art: Duits
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hypothesizes that it might be an icon with an extensive silver cover, where the mentioned “ebony” would only
constitute the support.
The list also includes two panels which are not described as Greek, but the fact that they are mentioned
together with the Byzantine icons is perhaps revelatory: una tavola d’ariento dorato con uno quadro smaltato et
uno tondo niellato and una tavola d’ariento intaglata la Paxione di Cristo .
81

Reading the descriptions, it is evident that the presence of precious metal revetments or frames was considered
of significant value, as they are always present and mentioned with care: a tendency which was to increase in
the 1492 inventory. The prices in florins also help us to understand the evaluation and appreciation of the
objects: the higher sums (from 50 up to 100 florins) are attributed to mosaic icons, which emerge as the most
esteemed category.
The inventory, compiled in 1492 at the death of Lorenzo the Magnificent, is certainly the richest source of
information about Byzantine objects. The first occurrence of the term “Greek” is attributed to a jewel: Un
chompasso d’oro chon un rubinizzo e uno diamante con 5 perle pendenti, smaltato da uno lato una Nuntiata di smalto
grecho e dall’altro una Nostra Donna che allatta il figlio . The subject of the enamel, as well as the presence of a
82

diamond and of pearls, matches with the description of the Nostra Donna d’oro smaltata con perle e zaffiri in the
1456 inventory, but we have already touched upon the difficulty of assessing the meaning of the expression
“smalto grecho”. Lorenzo’s inventory lists several tavole smaltate e dorate with religious subjects, without giving
any detail nor comments about their provenance: could it be taken as the proof that the “Greek enamel” had
instead a Byzantine provenance?
However, the majority of “Greek” artworks are icons. The Medici interests in this kind of objects seems to
grow with Lorenzo the Magnificent. In 1492, twenty-seven years later the previous inventory of 1465, the
number of possible Byzantine icons had increased to 18, and the objects are described with greater attention
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to detail. 12 of the icons are recognizable as those described in Piero’s inventory. The new list rarely specifies
the qualification “Greek”: only in a few cases do we find “lavoro grecho”, “lavorato alla grecha” or with
“lettere greche”. The majority of entries do not present any adjective, but their Byzantine provenance is
confirmed by the previous inventory.
To the 12 masterpieces already part of Piero’s collection, another possible 6 can be added. Two appear as
steatite reliefs (una tavola di mezzo braccio o più chon un quadro in mezo d’una Nostra Donna ritta e uno bambino in
chollo e dua agnoletti e santi dallato, intagliato di mezzo rilievo di thalco una fregiatura intorno a detto quadro con 16
quadratre, intagliatovi drento meze figure e di mezo rilievo, parte di thalco e parte d’ebano e un’altra fregiatura d’ariento
dorata di trafori con otto quadri in luogho di chompassi d’ariento smaltati, dentrovi più santi and una tavoletta larga ¾
di braccio and uno quadro et mezzo di thalco chon 18 quadrature, drentovi intagliato di mezo rilievo la storia di Christo,
una fregiatura introno d’ariento dorato, una allacciatura, compassi et quadri) . They do not present any kind of
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qualification, but they are listed together with the 12 Byzantine icons coming from Piero’s collection.
Moreover, as already mentioned, the material in itself is a strong indication of Byzantine production. The same
is valid for a mosaic icon which is not mentioned in the 1465 inventory, but it is listed together with the “tavole
greche” already owned by Piero the Gouty (un’altra tavoletta tutta d’ariento e smaltata, fregiatura e chompassi, dua
figure in detto fregio, uno san Piero e uno santo Pagholo, una fighura d’uno Christo in mezzo e ritta, di musaicho). Two
other mosaic panels are instead mentioned inside a different room, in few words: dua quadri, uno picholo e uno
grande, entrovi teste dua di Christo, di musaicho . Also in this case the lack of any geographic-stylistic specification
84

does not help to clarify the provenance. However, one of the two panels have been identified by Marcucci as
the Byzantine mosaic icon with the Pantocrator of the Bargello National Museum (catalogue entry n. 4),
85

therefore the other icon is also likely to be Byzantine. Duits has recently connected the Pantocrator to the tavola
greca con una ½ figura del Salvatore ornata d’ariento of the 1465 inventory, thus hypothesizing that it had
belonged to the Medici collection since Piero’s time. Finally, the 1492 inventory is enriched by 2 other painted
icons, described as una tavoletta dipintavi una Nuntiata, opera grecha, and un’altra tavoletta, dipintavi storia di Cristo
di Monte Uliveto.
In comparison with the previous inventory, the inventory of 1492 gives a richer set of information and details,
especially regarding silver or silver gilt frames and decorations. For example, una tavola greca di musaico con
uno santo Niccolò ornata d’ariento of the 1465 inventory can be identified in 1492 as una tavoletta di br. 2/3 chon
una fighura di musaicho drento un santo, una fregiatura atorno d’ariento dorata chon più fogliami e 12 chompassi chon
mezze fighure e di mezzo rilievo di santi. Worth noting is also the steatite relief of the Virgin, whose precious
frame is accurately described in Lorenzo’s inventory: una tavoletta di pietra talcho, intagliatovi nel mezzo una
Nostra Donna chol bambino al chollo, ritta, e una fregiatura intorno in detta pietra, intagliatovi diritto XII apostoli di
mezo rilievo a meza figura e più una fregiatura d’ariento dorato chon più fogliami e trafori e con 4 chompassi di mezo
rilievo ne’ chanti intagliati smalti 4 mezze figure di 4 vangelisti e più storie di Cristo negli altri compassi di detto fregio.
Often, the description of the frame is more detailed than that of the icon.
Besides the “Greek” mosaic icons, Lorenzo’s inventory lists some mosaics which cannot be ascribed to
Byzantine production: firstly, tre quadri di musaicho, entrovi una testa d’uno San Pietro e di uno Sancto Paulo e una
d’uno sancto Lorenzo . The lack of any adjective describing it as “Greek” could be significant in itself. Moreover,
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the panel with Saint Peter can be identified with an icon still extant today, preserved inside the Bargello
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National Museum and attributed to Ghirlandaio’s workshop . A few lines later, the inventory mentions uno
87

tondo di musaicho, entrovi la’mpronta di Giuliano di Lorenzo and uno quadro di musaicho, entrovi una testa di giovane :
88

two subjects which are difficult to attribute to a Byzantine provenance. The presence of mosaic artworks of
Western origin is particularly interesting as a sign of the appreciation for the specific technique of mosaic, and
of the role that Byzantine panels could have had as a model and incentive for modern artists' mosaic
production. The adoption of this technique was in fact encouraged by Lorenzo the Magnificent himself
through his patronage .
89

From the 1492 inventory we can also determine that the majority of mosaic icons owned by Lorenzo were kept
inside the scrittoio, the private study of Lorenzo, which “was the treasure house of the family, home to all their
most valuable objects, including pieces of French medieval goldsmith’s work, antique cameos and priceless
hard stone objects” such as the Tazza Farnese. The only exceptions are the two heads of Christ in mosaic with
90

the set of non-Byzantine panels mentioned just above, which were preserved inside the “camera grande di
Lorenzo” , and the two painted icons, placed inside Piero’s room.
91

Besides icons and jewels, which are the only products to be described with the adjective “Greek”, all three
inventories of 1463, 1465 and 1492 list several objects which might be Byzantine even though they are not
described as “Greek”, especially hard stone objects, such as cameos and vases. For example, a significant
number of Lorenzo’s cameos have Christian subjects, but their provenance is never specified. We know for
sure that some of the vases collected by Lorenzo came from the Byzantine Empire: they are the only objects
still extant, and they are treated in the chapter about existing heritage .
92

3.2.3) Provenance and afterlife
The provenance of the Medici’s Byzantine artworks is unknown. Proceeding in chronological order, the first
acquisition of the collection could have been some pieces deriving from Niccolò Niccoli’s collection. Niccoli
(1365-1437) was a humanist and a book collector inside the circle of Cosimo the Elder and he frequented the
intellectual group that grew up around Chrysoloras and Coluccio Salutati . Despite not being particularly
93

wealthy he was able to collect a good number of objects, which possibly entered Cosimo’s collection after
Niccoli’s death, in 1437 . We have little information about his collection and the information that we do have
94

focuses on the classical manuscripts that he gifted to the Convent of San Marco . However, from several
95

sources we know that he was also interested in ancient statues, hard stone objects, cameos and medals . A
96

useful information is given inside Vespasiano da Bisticci’s Vite di uomini illustri del secolo XV: the author
mentions “molte cose di musaico in tavolette” . Unfortunately, the lack of inventories does not allow us to
97

understand which specific pieces - both hard stone objects and mosaic icons - could previously have been part
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of the Niccoli collection. Moreover, the presence of these Byzantine pieces inside the Florentine collection
owned by Niccoli should also be explained: for certain, Niccoli financed (through Medici’s funds) the
numerous travels of Poggio Bracciolini, in search of manuscripts and rarities, and he was in contact with other
correspondents in search of ancient books. He also travelled to Verona and Venice (centre of the exchanges
with the Byzantine Empire) during the plague epidemic of 1430 . Finally, it is necessary to mention that
98

Cosimo’s inventory of 1456 does not yet record any Greek panel.
Some critics have underlined the role of the Council of 1439, and the bibliography dealing with the mosaic
icon with Pantocrator from Marcucci onwards traditionally repeats this hypothesis, but it has not been proved
yet. Duits stresses that only two or three artworks could possibly have been diplomatic gifts brought to
Florence during the council . The relic gifted to Cosimo the Elder indicated by Richa is a striking example.
99

However, if we consider that the tavole alla grecha firstly appear in the 1463 inventory, 25 years after the
Council, it is likely that the the fall of Constantinople in 1453 and, as suggested by Duits, the fall of Mystras in
1460 , were the major events responsible for the availability of many icons. Duits recalls that on the back of
100

the mosaic icon with the Pantocrator, a 15 century inscription with the name “Jacopo Tedaldi” might refer to
th

a Florentine merchant fighting on Constantinople’s walls, who could have been the person responsible for
bringing the icon to Florence . The good diplomatic and commercial relationships established by the city of
101

Florence with the Sultanate might have fostered the process of acquisition of Byzantine artworks in the years
immediately following the fall of the Empire. Furthermore, the increased number of Byzantine icons in 1492
has been connected by the bibliography to the acquisition of some of the pieces coming from the collection of
102

the Venetian Pietro Barbo, Pope Paul II. Part of his collection was in fact given to Lorenzo by Pope Sixtus IV
as a repayment for papal debts in 1471, even though the existing documents only refer to jewels . Barbo’s
103

collection included 39 icons according to the inventory compiled between 1457 and 1460 by more than one
officer . Duits has compared Barbo’s inventory with the Medici collection: only 2 of the Pope’s pieces can
104

105

match those listed in the 1492 document: a small “head of the Saviour” in mosaic (the second head of Christ
inside Lorenzo’s room, together with the Bargello Pantocrator) and an icon described as miracoli e opera di Gesù.
Morte e sepoltura (ornate in argento dorato), de lapide: it is possible that it corresponds to the steatite icon (di thalco)
with 18 quadrature, drentovi intagliato di mezo rilievo la storia di Christo, una fregiatura introno d’ariento dorato, una
allacciatura, compassi et quadri.
Finally, it is worth remembering that Lorenzo de’ Medici also financed the travels of several intellectuals and
experts in search of manuscripts and ancient objects: for example, one of Lorenzo’s Byzantine vases was
presumably acquired by Poliziano in Venice . Therefore, even if the possibility of trade and purchase
106

(especially from Venice) has not been much explored in the bibliography , this might help us to find the
107

provenance of the other Medici objects.
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If assessing the provenance is difficult, following the disposal of the Medici collection and the trajectories of
the Byzantine artefacts is also complex. The only objects which are today recognizable with any certainty are
those which have remained in Florentine Museums, even after several relocations and transfers: the mosaic
icon with Christ Pantocrator in the Bargello National Museum (catalogue entry n. 4), the corpus of vases
(catalogue entries n. 5-8) and the Venetian portable altar in the Museo degli Argenti (fig. 3.9 a,b).
After 1494, when Piero de’ Medici was expelled from Florence, the Medici’s objects had different destinies.
While some of them were taken by the Medici during their flight, others were confiscated by the government
to fulfil the family’s debts, and others still were retrieved for the Medici family in different ways. Heikamp,
who is the author of the first important study of dispersion of the collection , has individuated three main
108

channels through which part of the Medici heritage was saved: the “Capitoli del Re di Francia” (a convention
created by Charles VIII and the Signoria), the “dote dell’Alfonsina” and the manoeuvres made by the family’s
affiliates , some of whom were appointed as officers to deal with the bankruptcy of the Medici (sindachi et
109

ufficiali sopra i casi e beni di Piero di Lorenzo de’ Medici).
Regarding the Byzantine objects, some would certainly have been confiscated by the Signoria. It is possible
that jewels and silvers were melted down, together with a significant number of the Medici’s precious metal
objects, to refund the sum of the family’s debts . The “sacred stone”, hypothetically identified as the Venetian
110

portable altar, was taken, together with many other hard stone vases and objects, and in December 1495 it was
used to adorn the Chapel inside Palazzo Vecchio .
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It is also possible that some of the Byzantine reliefs and paintings were sold to raise the money necessary to
fulfill the debt and to pay the compensation requested by Charles VIII, fixed at the onerous sum of 120.000
florins. We know from Landucci that three public auctions of the Medici’s goods were held in Orsanmichele
on the 9 of July, the 11 of August and the 14 of November 1495 . The account of the 11 of August is
th

th

th

112

th

particularly interesting, as the author indicates that, together with the velvet blankets and the embroideries,
the “dipinture, quadri e molte belle cose” were also sold. The same information is repeated by Paolo Giovio
113

in his Historiarum and in his Vita .
114

Haftmann, inside an essay written in 1940, indicates that 8 mosaics were given to “Goldschmied
Michelagnioli” for 54 florins: he supposes that the evaluation referred to the silver decoration, and that the
intention was to melting the precious frames . In a note, Haftmann writes that the indication comes from the
115

“inventario per li sindachi de’ Medici 1494/95”. The indication is not repeated by the other sources that
mention the decisions taken by the Sindachi . However, if we consult the Inventario, at the folio 347v , there
116

117

is a line that is difficult to interpret, which matches Haftmann’s description (fig. 3.10). At the folio 347r the
118

name of “Michelangelo horafo” is recognizable: it is likely that it refers to Michelangelo di Viviano da Gaiole
(1459-1528), artisan and father of Baccio Bandinelli, who had a close relationship with Lorenzo de’ Medici. He
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was involved in the committee meetings for evaluating Medici’s artworks, and he was instrumental in
safeguarding Medici valuables . The inventory indicates the metal weight: this element reinforces Haftmann’s
119

thesis that the artworks were considered of value in particular for their precious settings, an element which is
very significant for understanding trends of appreciation, but which also introduces the doubt about the
afterlife of the icons once they were deprived of their ornaments.
However, not all the Byzantine icons had this destiny, and even though we have lost traces of the majority of
them, there are a few that have left some hints about their stories.
One head of the Saviour appears in a series of governmental acts, attesting that it was bought by the
government and earmarked as diplomatic gift. From the records it appears that the Florentine Ambassador
tried twice to present the mosaic, together with a set of coins, to Jean de Ganay, president of the Parliament of
Paris, but he failed both times, because the French politician was absent (the first time in Rome, the second in
Naples ). As the Government only paid 10 florins for the mosaic, scholars have supposed it could be the small
120

panel with head of Christ, registered inside Lorenzo’s inventory. The documents prove that the coins were
brought back to Florence; Fusco and Corti hypothesize that the mosaic also travelled back to Florence, and
they identify it with a head of the Saviour illegally appropriated by the syndic Girolamo Martelli in 1497 . It
121

is worth noting that the document mentions, together with the mosaic with testa di Nostro Signore also two
other quadri di musaicho: a sign that some of the Byzantine mosaic icons owned by the Medici might have
remained in the city. The small head of Christ reappears a few years later, inside the inventory of Lorenzo
Duke of Urbino (1492-1519), son of Piero di Lorenzo and Alfonsina Orsini, drafted in 1516 . The Duke had
122

bought back some of the Medici objects which had been confiscated by the Signoria. The inventory lists several
entries which could refer to the Medici Byzantine icons: 1 imagine con una Vergine maria molto bella cerchiata
d’argento, 2 imagine con 2 Salvatori, 1 imagine di rilievo con una Vergine Maria et dodici figure and altre imagini con
varie figure . Both the heads of Saviour appeared in the 1492 inventory. The first image of the Virgin with silver
123

ornaments could refer to one of the Byzantine mosaics with the Virgin listed in 1492 (tavoletta minore, drentovi
una Nostra Donna ritta di musaicho um pocho guasta, chon fregiatura intorno d’ariento dorata, or una tavoletta di mezo
braccio, drentovi una Nunziata di musaicho con fregiatura atorno d’ariento) while the image of the Virgin in the
relief can be recognised with more certainty in the steatite relief with the Virgin and Apostles of 1492. While
we lose the traces of the steatite relief and of the small head of Christ after this date, we can follow the journey
of the bigger panel with Christ: it can be identified with the Pantocrator of the Bargello. It is mentioned in the
inventory of the Guardaroba of Grand Duke Ferdinand I of 1587 , and in 1589 it is registered inside the Uffizi
124
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Tribune (see catalogue entry n. 4). It is worth noting that in the 1589 inventory, the icon is described as having
an ebony frame: it had lost the silver frame of the 1492 inventory, and this information acquires more
importance if we link it to the intervention of Michelangelo di Viviano: the panel might be one of the 8 mosaic
panels which passed through his hands.
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Later inventories sometimes also offer some hints: the inventory of the Guardaroba of 1553 registers 2 quadretti
di musaico di dua santi con cornice dipinta , but it is likely that they are not Byzantine mosaics, but rather two of
126

the Italian mosaics made by Ghirlandaio: the inventory of the Guardaroba written a few years later, in 156070, in fact, lists due quadri a mosaico con san pietro e san lorenzo del Ghirlandaio . Much more problematic are
127

instead two entries of the inventory of the Guardaroba of 1597: the first mentions n. 1 quadro alto braccia uno
incirca antichissimo, drentovi la testa del Salvatore sino alla cintola, di musaico antico . As we have seen that by 1589
128

the Pantocrator of the Bargello is already inside the Uffizi Gallery, this description could only match the
smaller icon with head of Christ, but no further inventories list the icon again. The second entry is N. 1
Quadretto antico mezzo rotto, la più parte di musaico finissimo entrovi uno Cristo che si vede poco altro che la testa con
dua altre figure, con ornamento di musaico dorato . This description could coincide with only one artwork
129

registered by Lorenzo’s inventory: un’altra tavoletta tutta d’ariento e smaltate, fregiatura e chompassi, dua figure in
detto fregio, uno san Piero e uno santo Pagholo, una fighura d’uno Christo in mezzo e ritta, di musaicho. However, it
is very difficult to explain why this object does not appear in any source either before or after 1597: it is
described as very damaged - might this have been the reason for its disposal?
Duits proposes that also other icons of the Medici family might have remained or come back to Florence after
the disposal, trying to identify some of them in the Uffizi Catalogue written by Zacchiroli in 1783 : a few lines
130

after describing the Pantocrator, in fact, Zacchiroli mentions, according to Duits, “several small Greek mosaic
panels of different sizes, with the images of various saints” . However, I think there is a misinterpretation:
131

Zacchiroli writes “plusieurs petites Tables grecques-mosques d’une grandeur differente, avec les images de
quelques saint” . He doesn’t mention any mosaic; furthermore, the expression Greek-Mosque suggests that
132

here the author refers to the group of late Byzantine and Russian icons which entered the Medici collection in
an unspecified date but for sure before 1761 . Moreover, the panels are mentioned just after the Russian
133

menologium, which was part of the same group. This solution would also explain why the “Greek mosaic
panels” do not appear in other inventories either before or after Zacchiroli, and why they are not preserved
inside Florentine Museums.
No trace has been found of any of the other items. Duits introduces the possibility that the mosaic icon with
134

the Annunciation at the Victoria and Albert Museum (fig. 3.11) was part of the Medici collection: it could be
135

the piece described as una tavola greca di musaico con una Anuntiata ornata d’ariento in the 1465 inventory and
una tavoletta di mezo braccio, drentovi una Nunziata di musaicho con fregiatura atorno d’ariento chon otto compassi di
traforo chon figure di mezo rilievo in the 1492. The icon was purchased in Italy, it entered the Delange collection
in Paris and the Webb collection in 1875 . It is missing the frame, described as a very rich silver work.
136

An other piece which could match those owned by the Medici is the mosaic icon with Saint John today in the
State Hermitage Museum (fig. 3.12). The icon has lost its original setting, therefore it cannot be compared
137
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with the description given in the 1492 inventory: un’altra tavoletta quadra, dentrovi uno san Giovanni Battista di
musaicho fine, fregio atorno di trafori e lettere d’ariento dorato lavorato alla grecha. We know that the icon was
purchased in Paris in 1885, from the Basilewsky collection. The collection is interesting: the Basilewskys
(Aleksandr and his wife Olga) had their vacation house in Florence , and they were able to purchase several
138

pieces in the city.
The connection is very remote, especially because it seems unlikely that such a mosaic could remain inside the
city of Florence without being noticed or mentioned, until the second half of the 19 century. However, the
th

most recent study about of the icon, by Pjatnickij, does not identify any possible origin, and the provenance is
vague enough that it is possible that it came from the Medici collection. Moreover, the analysis made by
Pjatnickij on the restoration of the icon, which was transported from its wooden support to a slate plate by
Alfred Corplet in 1864, allows the author to affirm that originally the wooden support also hosted a silver
frame , thus matching the Medici description.
139

The uncertainty of provenance also occurs in a second case of a mosaic icon, which is necessary to mention. In
the Louvre Museum a round mosaic icon with Saint George slaying the dragon it is preserved (fig. 3.13). An
140

article by Courajod informs us that the panel was purchased in Florence by Charles Davillier (1823-1883),
whose collection was left to the Louvre in 1883 . This news is interesting: even though the icon does not
141

correspond to any of the Medici Byzantine artworks, it is an example of a circulating Byzantine icon not
identifiable in any inventory, document or description of the city, therefore probably connected to private
collections or to the traffic of antiquities. Unfortunately, it is impossible to infer when the artwork arrived in
Florence. The idea that it could be part of a 15 century collection, thus confirming the high esteem that mosaic
th

icons had in this period, is certainly telling. However, it could merely be the result of a casual transaction.

3.3) The problem of the reception of Byzantine art
The question of the reception of, and the attitude towards, Byzantine art in 15 century Florence, as well as of
th

the relationship between Humanistic and Byzantine culture is particularly complex, and has been widely
covered by the bibliography. In particular scholars have tried to find the reasons for a behaviour which
appears sometimes anachronistic or even contradictory. Hetherington has brilliantly summarized the question
in one sentence: according to him, there took place in Tuscany a “paradox whereby an increased interest in,
and access to, Byzantine culture was apparently accompanied by a decrease in the impact that it made on
artistic style and production” . Indeed, while interest towards Byzantine objects (and especially Byzantine
142

manuscripts), increased in line with their availability on the Florentine scene (due to trades, to the Council, to
the fall of Constantinople and to the other factors mentioned above), the influence and the importance of the
Byzantine artistic language seems to decrease. If we consider artworks made by 15 century artists, even those
th

which we would expect to show a stronger Byzantine influence, such as the Chapel realized by Benozzo
Gozzoli, have a style far from the Byzantine stylistic syntax. Ronchey also notices the problem concerning the
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Medici chapel, writing that in the paintings “non c’è nulla di autenticamente bizantino: c’è un orientalismo
fiabesco che è in parte frutto di fantasia e in parte ricalca la tradizione iconografica tardomedievale, soprattutto
per il famoso precedente di Gentile da Fabriano nella Pala Strozzi” .
143

Using Hetherington’s words again, “as far as the style of these paintings is concerned, the Council could have
taken place in a different continent” .
144

We have previously pointed out how, during the 14 century, attitudes towards “Greek art” were
th

characterized by a double perspective: disapproval, but simultaneous recognition of an authority . This
145

tendency also seems to shape the response to the stimulus of Byzantine art and culture during Humanism,
showing a possible and unexpected continuity with the previous centuries.
In the present paragraph, both historiographical opinions emerging from artistic literature and the practical
“use” of the Byzantine mobile heritage, based on the (scant) available information, are taken into account in
order to achieve a deeper comprehension of the phenomenon.

3.3.1) References to “Greek art” in art historical literature
Extant Florentine art historical literature of the 15 - beginning of 16 century is for sure wider and richer than
th

th

the Medieval production, comprising theoretical treatises, technical treatises, Lives of artists, books of
“rimembranze”, travel literature and descriptions of the city, literary and poetic works . However, mentions
146

of and the comments on “Greek” art are not numerous. Specifically, research into Libri di memorie, historical
literature and the descriptions of the city has proved to be fruitless, as very few mentions and references to
“Greek” art or artefacts have emerged . The only reference to a Byzantine object is made by Neri di Bicci (1419147

91), narrating his intervention in the decoration of the armchair which held the Byzantine books of the
Pandectae, the Gospel brought by Marco Castranselmo and the Byzantine lectionary brought to Florence by
Pope Leo X . The Florentine painter defines the manuscripts as the “cose solennissime del popolo di Firenze”
148

and underlines their provenance from Constantinople. The passage is a few lines long, however, the authority
and reliability of Byzantine objects, that we have already noticed during the Middle Ages, is still perceivable.
More useful are the theoretical treatises and the books about the lives of artists, containing some hints about
the perception of Byzantine art during Humanism and the Renaissance.
Some of the themes that emerged in the previous centuries can be found, reinforced, within Humanistic
literature, becoming real topoi of the historiographical tradition; for example, the conviction that the art was
dead after the Antiquity, and that its rebirth was due to Florentine painters, usually Cimabue or Giotto.
If these topics seem perfectly in line with the Medieval tradition, a slightly different approach starts to emerge
in some 15 century authors. In fact, in 14 century literature the neglected period was not a well defined
th

th

“past” , and a neat separation between the “Greeks” and the “moderns” was probably not felt (or at least, was
149

not expressed, as far as we know). The term “Greek” does not appear in any of the considered texts, and,
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repeating Cutler’s words, “non esistono prove per dimostrare che i prodotti di artigiani diversi, e di
provenienza presunta diversa, costantinopolitana o dall’Adriatico settentrionale, o i prodotti di artisti locali
venissero percepiti come diversi” .
150

The 15 century instead marks the beginning of the identification of the neglected artistic past with the Greek
th

artistic tradition. The first source to use the term “Greek” in this sense is Cennino Cennini (1370-1427), who
writes in his Libro dell’Arte (ca. 1400) the well known sentence “Giotto rimutò l’arte del dipingere di grecho in
latino, e ridusse al moderno” . Cennino Cennini is not an isolated example, and other of the analysed authors
151

share the same position. The most incisive in this sense is Ghiberti (1378-1455) in his Commentari, written
between 1447 and 1455 . In his second Commentario, Ghiberti deals with the historical evolution of art,
152

insisting about the distance between the ancient/classic world and the present . Ghiberti’s passages about
153

Greek art are particularly relevant, as they introduce several themes which were to continue in the literature
that followed. Explaining the period after Constantine, Ghiberti writes:
In questo tempo ordinorono grandissima pena a chi facesse alcuna statua o alcuna pictura et cosi finì l'arte statuaria
et la pictura et ogni doctrina che in essa fosse fatta. Finita che fu l'arte stettero e templi bianchi circa d'anni 600.
Cominciorono i Greci debilissimamente l'arte della pictura et con molta rogeza produssero in essa; tanto quanto
gl'antichi furon periti, tanto erano in questa età grossi et rogi .
154

The idea of a neglected period is accompanied by the assumption that the rebirth of art was tentatively
initiated by Greek artists. However, the art of the Greeks was perceived as crude, and it was necessary to go
beyond this kind of art. Also Ghiberti finds the next phase in Giotto’s artworks, saying that the painter
“arrechò l'arte nuova, lasciò la rogeza de' Greci; sormontò excellentissimamente in Etruria” . The concept of
155

the awakening of art starting from the Greeks as well as the idea that Florentine art of the 14 century was able
th

to surpass the Greek manner were also characteristic of Vasari’s theory. It is also striking how the term
introduced by Ghiberti to describe Greek art, “rozza” was destined to have a long life. These concepts also
find expression in another of Ghiberti’swritings:
Fu nella città di Firenze uno grandissimo numero di pictori molto egregij, sono assai i quali io non ò conti, tengo
che'll'arte della pictura in quel tempo fiorisse più che in altra età in Etruria, molto maggiormente che mai in Grecia
fosse ancora .
156

If in these three passages the term “Greek” seems to refer to the art and artists who came from the Byzantine
Empire, other parts of Ghiberti’s treatise show that the meaning of the word “Greek” was half way between
the geographical and the stylistic values. For example, Ghiberti uses the words “Greek manner” to describe
157

artworks by Cimabue, Duccio, Pietro Cavallini: evidently non-Byzantine artists, but whose style was felt to be
closer to that of the Greeks. In the Roman artist Pietro Cavallini, Ghiberti finds only one blemish: that he “tiene
ancora un poco della maniera anticha cioè greca” . The word “Greek” is connected, as in Cennini’s treatise, to
158
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the word “antique” , and they are not referred only to the art which came from Greece, but rather to some
159

stylistic characteristics, present also in Italian paintings, which were perceived as surpassed. The same
meaning of the word is also present in other authors: for example, in the Libro di Antonio Billi (1481-1530) ,
160

where it is associated to Cimabue. In these cases, the semantic field of the word is closer to the stylistic
meaning, however it remains an ambiguous concept. Von Schlosser has defined it as the “periodo Greco
dell’arte italiana”, and has summarized Ghiberti’s vision as follows:
Il precedente periodo “Greco” dell’arte italiana, in cui l’arte era unicamente una delizia degli occhi dei profani, viene
sostituito dallo stil novo di Giotto, il grande suscitatore della vera arte, sepolta per secoli. (…)
Il Ghiberti è giunto anch’egli a questa grande costruzione storica indipendentemente, per quanto ci risulta, dal
Villani: il suo punto di vista è sotto molti riguardi notevole ed efficace. La decadenza, anzi la stasi di ogni arte
comincia coll’epoca di Costantino, che vede la distruzione dei monumenti antichi e della tradizione letteraria
dell’arte. La maniera neogreca (il Ghiberti si riferisce qui soprattutto alla sua Toscana) comincia soltanto con la 382
olimpiade del Ghiberti (circa il 1150), come debole e rozzo principio di un miglioramento, finchè Giotto e la sua
scuola raggiungono nuovamente l’“arte naturale” .
161

According to the Austrian art historian, the pillars of the theory of the surpassing of the antique manner (a
subject that, it is useful to remember, was present in embryonic form also in Medieval literature of the 14

th

century), can be individuated in the texts by Ghiberti, Leonardo, Filarete and Manetti. Their positions are
particularly interesting. We have already seen how Ghiberti identifies the crudeness of Greek art both as the
principle of the rebirth of art itself, and as something that needed to be surpassed by modern artists.
Leonardo’s Trattato della pittura never refers to Greek art or artists as the “old” or as examples to be surpassed,
162

however it is worth noting, among the indications that he gives to young painters, the insistence on the new
values introduced by Humanism artists, as the imitation of nature, the expression of feelings or the variety ,
163

which did not characterize the Medieval tradion. The importance attributed to these characteristics in a work
of art appears clearly in the most renown authors of the time . In Florence, the most important examples are
164

Leonardo (whose text is in fact full of references to the values of variety and of imitation of nature) and
Alberti’s De pictura (1435) .
165

Neither Leonardo nor Alberti ever mention “Greek art” or express any bias against it. However, their
insistence upon characteristics which were not recognized in the “old” style of painting is important.
This position, evidently inherited by the literature of the Late Middle Ages, surfaces also in authors who were
not specifically concerned with the arts, such as Cristoforo Landino (1424-1498) .
166

Among the authors considered by von Schlosser as the cornerstones of Humanism’s artistic conception,
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neither Manetti (1423-1497) nor Filarete (ca. 1400-1469) ever mention “Greek” art . The concept of “surpassing
167

the old style” is in their treatises connected to a different culture, which also assumes negative connotations:
“i Tedeschi”. According to Manetti in fact, after the good art of the Romans, and the brief revival associated
with Charlemagne, art (specifically the practice of architecture) was dominated by the barbarian style of the
Ottonian Empire:
E perché la discendenza di Carlo Magno si distese in pochi gradi di successione, e lo Imperio venne poi nelle mani
de' Tedeschi per la maggiore parte; el modo che era ritornato per mezzo di Carlo, si rismarrì, e ripresono vigore e
modi Tedeschi, e quali durarono insino al secolo nostro, al tempo di Filippo (Brunelleschi) .
168

Filarete also expresses his loathing towards the art of the “Todeschi” in numerous passages of his Trattato di
169

architettura (ca. 1464), using the same scheme that we have already sketched for painting: the stasis of
architecture after Antiquity, the availability of barbarian artists, the rebirth. When referring to the neglected
architecture, he often uses the terms “gross”, exactly as Ghiberti did when referring to Greek painting, and
instead of architects he polemically uses “muratori”:
“Do, per vostra fè, Signore, perchè credete voi che questa scienzia sia venuta così meno e che si sia così intralasciata
l’usanza antica, poich’ell’era così bella?”
“Dirovelo, Signore. Egli è stato per questo: che come le lettere mancorono in Italia, cioè che s’ingrossorono nel dire
e nel latino e venne una grossezza, che se non fusse da cinquanta o forse da sessanta anni in qua che si sono
assottigliati e isvegliati gl’ingegni, egli era, come ho detto, una grossa cosa; e così è stata questa arte, che per le ruine
d’Italia che sono state e per le guerre di questi barbari che più volte l’hanno disolata e sogiogata. Poi è accaduto che
pure oltramonti è venuto molte usanze e’ loro riti, e perchè di questi grandi non si facevano, per cagione che Italia
era povera, gl’uomini ancora non si esercitavano troppo in simili cose. (…) E venuto poi quando per Italia s’è volute
fare alcuno edificio, sono ricorsi quegli che hanno volute far fare a orefici e dipintori, e questi muratori i quali (…)
hanno dato quegli modi che hanno saputo e che è paruto a loro, secondo i loro lavori moderni .
170

It would appear that two parallel narratives developed around the same theme. Within the treatises dealing
with painting, or with the lives of painters, such as Cennini, Ghiberti, and the Libro di Antonio Billi the old and
the negative past assumes the identity of the “Greek art”, both in the modern sense of “Byzantine” and in that
of “Italo-Byzantine” or “Byzantinizing”. On the other hand, in literary works dedicated to architecture,
neglected art is called “German”. While in painting the renaissance takes places starting at the end of the
13 /14 century starting with Cimabue and Giotto, for architecture it is necessary to wait for Brunelleschi.
th

th

Most importantly, in both cases, the art which is condemned is considered as the only extant form of art in
that period.
In this concept of distance there is a significant difference between Medieval artistic literature and the
literature from the 15 century: “Greek art” (together with “German art”) becomes the other. The difference
th

between the Greek/Byzantine tradition and the Latin/Roman tradition is now strongly felt, the new
Florentine art is defined by the negation of the Byzantine artistic values and of the Byzantine identity. The
outcome of this distancing from the formal and visual elements of the Byzantine culture results in the literature
produced in the first half of the 16 century: the author of the Anonimo Magliabechiano (1537-1542 ) talks about
th

171
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Giotto as the first able to “depart” from the “Greek manner” ; but the most convinced detractor of Byzantine
172

art before Vasari is Gelli, who pronounced a violent attack against Greek art. Both in his Venti vite d’artisti
fiorentini and in the Lessons for the Accademia Fiorentina , Gelli does not hesitate to express his loathing of
173

Greek art:
Non si vedevono ancora in que' tempi altre pitture che certe fatte da alcuni Greci, le quali paion fatte tutte in sur
una stampa co' piedi per lo lungho appiccati al muro et con le mani aperte e con certi visi stracicati e tondi con occhi
aperti che parevono spiritati. Et così stettero smarrite queste arti per insino agl'anni, a circa agli anni del Signore
milledugento settanta, nel qual tempo cominciò in Firenze a risucitare l'arte della pittura per le mani di Giovanni
da Firenze cognominato Cimabue .
174

Volendo la natura circa agl'anni del Signore MCCCLX risucitar in Italia l'arte de la pittura, la quale era di già stata
perduta circa DC anni, imperò che se bene erono in Italia alcuni Greci che dipignevono, era la loro maniera più tosto
un modo di coprire una tavola di colorj che di inmitare le cose naturali come debbe far l' arte, e erono le loro fighure
quasi tutte in faccia, come si può ancora vedere in alcune cose che ci restono di loro, et sanza dintorni che
somigliassino il vero et sanza rilievo alcuno, di maniera che più tosto parevano pelle d'uomini scorticati o parte di
panni distesi in sur un muro, che huomini vestiti et con certi visi e occhii spalancati che parevano più tosto di mostri
che di huomini .
175

Gelli’s words sound like the forerunners of Vasari’s, and his dissertation touches upon all the points that were
to be elaborated further by Vasari: the stasys of art after antiquity, the availability of Greek masters during the
middle period, the rebirth starting with Cimabue and Giotto, the rejection of the Byzantine (both in the
geographical and stylistic senses) tradition. In Gelli’s text, the rejection of this tradition is shaped by the
premises which had emerged in Humanistic literature: the lack of verisimilitude with nature and reality, the
stylistic homogeneity.
The perception of distance from Byzantine culture turns into an irrevocably bad judgement of the Greek
manner, which was to weight on Byzantine art for a long time.

3.3.2) The interest in Byzantine art emerging from the practical use of objects
The presence of Byzantine artworks in the Medici collection and other important 15 century collections (it is
th

sufficient to recall Pietro Barbo between Venice and Rome, Ludovico Trevisan in Padua, Francesco Gonzaga
in Mantua , or the smaller Florentine collection of Niccolò Niccoli) has encouraged a lively debate among
176

scholars around the reasons which stand at the base for this interest. The discussion has resulted in different
theories and conclusions, some of them diametrically opposed. For example, while Barucca states that
“Lorenzo (Medici) doveva mostrare poco o nessun interesse per questi manufatti preziosi, ma indubbiamente
di tradizione medievale dall’impronta “greca” che l’arte del Rinascimento stava rinnegando” , recent
177

contributions by Menna and Duits even postulate the existence of an aesthetic appreciation , especially for
178

icons. In this chapter, we will look at the effective practical “use” made of Byzantine artworks in the Medici
collection, and we will try to analyse the reason (or reasons) for this appreciation, based on the existing
hypothesis.
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The inclusion of Byzantine artworks in the collection is an important indication of taste, and there were specific
categories of objects that were particularly well represented in these collections: icons, jewels, reliquaries,
vases. The interest in ivories is at the moment only hypothetic, as they are not registered in inventories, but
179

steatite objects were sought after, objects which could resemble ivory.
Artworks like icons, relics, reliquaries and jewels (by jewels here we mean specifically enamelled precious
plaques with religious subjects, such as the already mentioned chompasso d’oro pendenti, smaltato da uno lato una
Nuntiata di smalto grecho e dall’altro una Nostra Donna che allatta il figlio) might have had a devotional use.
Religious faith has been recognized by Fulton as one of the driving forces behind the Medici’s patronage, as
is evident by the commissioning of several sacred masterpieces and by the donations made to several religious
institutions . A fundamental example involving a Byzantine object, not listed in their collections but which
180

passed through Medici’s hands, is the relic gifted by Joseph II to Cosimo the Elder. The donation of the relic
to the church of Santa Croce, where Cosimo the Elder wanted to build the chapel dedicated to the Saints
Cosmas and Damian, testifies Cosimo’s pious and religious commitment .
181

The Byzantine sacred stone, recognized by Fusco and Corti as the portable Venetian altar inside the Museo
degli Argenti (fig. 3.9 a,b) , might be considered in the same light: not only is it reliably described in all the
182

inventories, with its function as relic container and on its material quality always explained, but we also know
that it was preserved inside the chapel of the Medici Riccardi Palace, a chapel that was used as place of
worship, where daily masses were held . After the disposal of the collection, the altar was chosen to adorn the
183

chapel of Palazzo Vecchio. According to Fusco and Corti, “the importance of the sacred stone cannot be
emphasized enough. In the 1465 inventory, it was estimated at 100 florins, which was higher than the values
of ancient coins, most gems, and the Byzantine mosaics” : it is possible that its cultic value (and the value of
184

the relics it contained) strongly influenced the high esteem in which it was held.
Greek icons of the Medici collection might also be considered as devotional objects. According to Fulton,
The custom of introducing holy icons into private homes dates back to the thirtheen century, when a wave of
popular devotion swept over Italy. Many individuals may have ascribed a talismanic power to icons, which inspired
their placement at besides where they could ward off evil spirits. The 1417 inventory of the casa Medici testifies to
the popularity of household icons, and the 1492 inventory shows that the appeal of this imagery did not wane in
later decades; though it is notable that Lorenzo added few religious works of art to the family collection .
185

The possible devotional aspect of the interest in Greek icons is reinforced by the fact that some of them were
kept inside the private rooms of the family members: the two mosaic heads of the Saviour were inside
Lorenzo’s private room, and the two paintings with una Nuntiata and la storia di Cristo di Monte Uliveto, hanged
inside Piero’s room. Duits has underlined how “the fact that the Medici kept icons in two different camera is
one of the clearest indications that the Byzantine icons may have been used as items of household devotion in
Renaissance Italy – especially the unexpensive Annunciation inside Piero’s room, which is unlikely to have
been purely an objecy of display” .
186

However, some other considerations about Greek icons suggest that their devotional value was neither their
only nor their main purpose. Firstly, as noticed by Duits, the artworks inside the camera were visible only to a
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discrete number of “intimate visitors” and they were probably also selected to impress their audience.
Moreover, the majority of Greek panels were displayed inside the scrittoio, next to medals and cameos . The
187

scrittoio was the private study, and hosted the greatest concentration of the Medici’s antiquities. “It held a vast
quantity of miscellaneous valuables. In addition to antiquities and books, it contained many brooches and
rings, hat badges, girdles, necklaces, and other items of personal adornment. The goldsmith’s and
metalsmith’s works included plaques and boxes, damascened incense burners, jars, lamps, cups, saltcellars,
clocks, inkwells” .
188

In particular, the scrittoio included the most prized objects: gemstones and carved hard stone vessels.
How did Byzantine mosaic and steatite panels fit into this scheme of display? Several scholars have pointed
out the perception of Byzantine icons as exotic curiosities and rarities, associated with great wealth . The great
189

evocative power and the deep suggestive impact that the Byzantine delegations of the Council (1439) had
upon Italian artists as Pisanello or Benozzo Gozzoli might suggest that the perception of the “alterity” was an
aspect of the interest in Byzantium. Moreover, the analysis of art historical literature reinforces the opinion
that Byzantine culture was felt as “the other”, therefore as something curious.
An other possible explanation pertains to their connection with antiquity and with the primitive Christianity.
Two interesting studies made by Nagel and Wood , focusing on the anachronistic aspects of the Renaissance,
190

have tried to demonstrate that Byzantine panels (usually dating to the Palaiologan age) were often considered
much more ancient than they effectively were. They cite different pieces of evidence, starting with the
description of the icons of the Barbo collection made by Ammannati, where the panels are defined as
“Imagines sanctorum operis antique ex Graecia allatas, quas illi iconas vocant” . Here the term “antique” is
191

attributed to Greek panels. Moreover, they cite examples of Byzantine icons whose dating was off by a
thousand years or more: the well known icon in Sassoferrato owned by Perotti (assigned to the 14 century ),
th

192

which has an inscription dating the artwork to the Justinian Age, or the mosaic icon with Christ in Chimay,
probably coming from the Barbo collection , which “soon acquired fame in Chimay as an acheiropoieton” .
193

194

The consideration of Greek icons as acheiropoieton images is an other aspect of their presumed antiquity, and
in this sense the continuity with the Medieval perception is striking: “the Greek icons were at once foreign and
originary. Their strangeness only measured the distance of the modern Western church from a pure and
primitive Christianity. (…) The consciousness of lost continuity governed the Western response to the icons” .
195

However, descriptions of the Byzantine icons of the Medici collection does not help to support this thesis: the
artworks that we have (hypothetically) recognized as Byzantine are never defined as “antique”, and no signs
of their miraculous or acheropoieton value are evident. Moreover, while the 1465 inventory insists on the term
“Greek”, which is attributed to 11 of the 12 possible Byzantine icons, the inventory made on Lorenzo’s death
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shows only one occurrence of the term, with the more ambiguous expressions “lavorato alla grecha” or “con
llettere greche” preferred in many cases . It would be interesting to assess whether the change from one
196

inventory to the other was casual: why does Lorenzo’s inventory does not register this indication? Was it
implied that this kind of icons came from Greece based on typology and techniques, or was it considered not
to have had any influence?
It is likely that this kind of portable panel was thought to be much more ancient, as this confusion continues
to be felt in the 17 and 18 centuries, when many late Byzantine or even post-Byzantine icons were still
th

th

considered as early Christian artworks . Even more interesting, the collocation of the panels all together, as a
197

compact group, inside a private studio, might be a sign that they were considered interesting as a class of
objects generally perceived as “antique”, without any precise distinctions between Early Christian and
Medieval antiquity.
A similar discourse is valid also for Byzantine vases . The general interest in hard stone objects has been
198

connected by Venturelli on one side to the will of recalling the vases collections owned by ancient Eastern
Kings after Alexander the Great and by Roman Emperors: the Medici family, and especially Lorenzo, was
probably well aware of the connection between hard stone artifacts collections and sovereignty . Even more
199

interesting is a recent comment by Luchinat and Scalini:

Si consideri innanzi tutto come, ad esempio, la collezione di vasi e coppe in pietre durelavorate che fu dei Medici, a
partire da Cosimo il Vecchio, ma assunta a notorietà con Pietro, suo figlio, venne formandosi sotto la suggestione
del mito dell’impero universale, credibilmente, non tanto di quello romano, travolto dai secoli e dal papato, quanto
di quello bizantino conosciuto nel suo splendore durante gli anni del concilio del 1439 .
200

Proof can be found in the practice inscribing the letters LA.V.R MED on many of his vases, an habit which was
imitated also by other players on the Florentine political scend, such as Pier Soderini, Gonfaloniere of the
Florentine Republic (1502-1512) . Owning hard stone vessels and carvings was a sign of political power. The
201

Medici family therefore, always kept in mind the aspects “legati alla celebrazione imperiale e al cerimoniale
di corte” , the porphyry disk inside the Chapel, wanted by Cosimo the Elder, is more proof of the political
202

importance of the reference to Byzantium. In this sense, the vases and hard stone objects had the same value
that the relics acquired during the Middle Ages, but also during the Renaissance, as proved by the relics
acquired from Marco di Castranselmo .
203

But while in the case of relics, their Byzantine origin added the value of reliability and illustrious provenance
from the lands of early Christianity, it seems that the possible Byzantine origin of the vases was not considered
important.
In this case the practice of re-appropriation of the Classical past played an important part. Venturelli
underlines how Lorenzo succeeded in giving a new meaning to the hard stone objects collection:
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È però con Lorenzo il Magnifico (1449-1492), figlio di Piero, che la collezione dei vasi medicei assurge a modello e
riferimento per qualità e quantità dei pezzi, scelti per il loro legame con la cultura classica e piena comprensione dei valori
formali, all’interno di quel sensibile e irreversibile mutamento rispetto alla mentalità e al collezionismo di matrice
medievale che ancora andava contrassegnando molte raccolte del tempo .
204

According to Mosco and Casazza interest in this kind of product should be placed within the general climate
of rediscovery of marbles and hard stones from classical antiquity that also involved other exponents of the
Florentine Humanism, such as Poggio Bracciolini, Niccolò Niccoli (whose collection, as we have seen, was
acquired by Cosimo the Elder in 1437), Giannozzo Manetti, Vespasiano da Bisticci . Keeping in mind this
205

connection is important for understanding the place of the Byzantine vases inside Lorenzo’s collection as
samples of antiquity: the question of a lack of distinction between Classical antiquity and Medieval Antiquity
considered by Nagel and Wood is in the case of hard stone vases particularly relevant; none of the inventories
specifies a provenance (or even a supposed one) of not even one of the vases. The term “Greek” that we have
seen appearing, with all the ambiguity it suggests, to describe some of the icons or jewels, is never attributed
to a cup or a bowl. Byzantine vases were probably perceived as generally “antique” and “erano certamente
apprezzati, oltre che per la preziosità del materiale, per le forme e gli elementi di gusto classico che li
avvicinavano ai prodotti di età romana” .
206

Thus, it seems that in the case of vases a neat distinction between “classic” and “medieval” was not perceived
or at least was not considered fundamental, and the same might be said for icons: there was no neat distinction
drawn between “antique” (in this case referring to paleo Christian art and not to classical antiquity) and
“medieval” did not count so much. Hard stone vessels and Greek icons were considered ambiguously and
sufficiently “antique” to be interesting.
In the case of mosaic icons specifically, the medium was also important. According to Nagel and Wood, “the
mosaic medium itself was strongly branded as antique” , as it recalled the big mosaic decorative campaigns
207

of the Early Christian period. Signs of the appreciation for the mosaic technique are manifold. Not only did
Lorenzo the Magnificent own Byzantine mosaics, but he also owned modern mosaic panels. Not all of them
were directly commissioned by him, but in any case they testify Lorenzo’s interest for this kind of product.
For example, the three mosaic heads of Saint Peter, Saint Lawrence and Giuliano de Medici were a gift made
to Lorenzo by Ghirlandaio, as narrated by Vasari:
…e dimorando a Montaione, castello di Valdelsa, per aver quivi commodità di vetri, di legnami e di fornaci, vi fece
molte cose di vetri e musaici, e particolarmente alcuni vasi che furono donate al magnifico Lorenzo Vecchio de’
Medici; e tre teste, cioè di San Pietro e San Lorenzo e quella di Giuliano de’ Medici in una tegghia di rame, le quali
sono oggi nel Guardaroba del Duca .
208

Among these three artworks, the only mosaic still extant today is Saint Peter’s head in the Bargello National
Museum (fig. 3.14) But other portable mosaics were realized in Florence during this time, even though they
were not connected to the Medici collection: inside the Museo dell’Opera it is preserved a mosaic panel with
Saint Zenobius (fig. 3.15), realized in 1505 by Monte di Giovanni del Fora as a trial-run for the competition for
the assignment of the mosaic decoration of the chapel dedicated to the Saint inside Santa Maria del Fiore . The
209
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artwork is interesting also as an episode showing the desire to decorate the main temple of Florence with
mosaics. Apparently, Lorenzo incentivised the realization of mosaics in both the chapel (where he also
involved Domenico and David Ghirlandaio) and inside Brunelleschi’s dome . The Musée National du Moyen
210

Age (Musée de Cluny) preserves a Florentine mosaic panel: it portrays the Virgin with Child and two angels,
and the inscription declares it was made by David Ghirlandaio (fig. 3.16) . The story of this mosaic panel is
211

quite interesting: traditionally believed to have been a commission by Jean de Ganay, president of the
Parliament of Paris and part of Charles VIII’s entourage, Collareta has convincingly demonstrated that the
mosaic was already present in Palazzo Vecchio, and that it was given to De Ganay by the Florentine Republic.
Collareta states that “se le cose stanno davvero così, insomma, anche il “mecenatismo” di Jean de Ganay
rientra nelle più modeste, più prosaiche dimensioni della precoce dispersione del nostro patrimonio artistico.
Il mosaico parigino rimane anche nella committenza un’opera italiana, anzi fiorentina e repubblicana” . A
212

different opinion is held by Ryder, who sees in the transaction a consequence of a personal choice made by de
Ganay:
It is possible that de Ganay have known about the examples of micromosaic and contemporary mosaic devotional
panels that were part of Lorenzo de’ Medici collection; de Ganay might have seen these works being removed from
the Medici Palace in Florence during the course of the famous pillage of November 1494 during which the French
participated with the Florentine mob. De Ganay might have a first-hand impression of some of the Medici
Collection’s mosaic icons, and this might have whetted his appetite for acquiring a large example of this medium .
213

Ryder’s version is strengthened by the fact, not mentioned either by Collareta and by Ryder himself, that the
Florentine Republic tried to send one of the Medici’s Byzantine mosaic icons (the previously mentioned small
head of the Saviour) to the French delegation, and specifically to de Ganay, as a diplomatic gift . It may have
214

been the consequence of a clear preference shown by the president of the Parliament.
Looking at the panels produced in Florence, it would be interesting to understand whether this kind of product
had already begun before the import of Byzantine mosaic icons. Unlike Rome and Venice, which could boast
a solid mosaic tradition during the Middle Ages but lost in the 15 century, Florence had been able to continue
th

with mosaic decoration; it is sufficient to mention Alesso Baldovinetti’s intervention inside the Baptistery in
1453 and 1455 . However, we have no proofs of the production of portable mosaics before the arrival of
215

Byzantine examples, starting with the diptych from Grioni’s donation in 1394 (catalogue entry n. 3).
Demonstrating the dependence of this production on the Byzantine objects would be important in order to
verify that, at least in this field, Byzantine art and artworks worked as a stimulus and incentive for Florentine
art. Ryder wonders if the monument dedicated to Giotto in 1490, realized by Benedetto da Maiano, might be
the proof that mosaic panels were already produced in Florence without the Byzantine supply. The tondo,
realized for Lorenzo de’ Medici’s will, and attesting once more the general interest in the medium of mosaic,
as well as Lorenzo’s personal propensity for it, shows the half figure of Giotto working on a mosaic panel with
the head of Christ . However, “althought Giotto worked in parietal mosaic and was particularly praised for
216

creating the famous Navicella in Saint Peter’s in Rome between 1312-1313, we don’t know of him creating any
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small portable mosaic panels like this one” . Therefore, Ryder tends towards a different interpretation,
217

connected to the propagandistic intent of Lorenzo de’ Medici, who tried to revitalise the ancient technique of
the mosaic, ideologically linked to the grandeur of antiquity.
On the reverse, proving that the production of mosaic panels was interrupted in the West from the time of
classic emblemata onwards would not only demonstrate the influential role of Byzantine products, but would
also justify the interest towards these objects as examples of “something lost”. This theory seems to be
confirmed by a very interesting passage in Filarete’s Trattato: the passage is particularly relevant, as the
attitudes towards mosaic panels in general, and Byzantine mosaic panels specifically, emerge clearly:
“Do, dimi, io ho veduti colori in muro che paiono di vetro”
“Quello si chiama musaico; è di vetro colorato in fuoco”
“E come si fa quello?”
“Bisogna avere I musaichi fatti, ma oggi dì n’è poco uso; anticamente s’usava, ed era degna e bella cosa”
“Do, dimmi, perchè?”
“Perchè era di gran costo di tempo e di material e di magistero”
(…)
Questa arte, come è detto, è perduta, chè da Giotto in qua poco s’è usata. Lui ne fe’: solo a Roma se ne vede di sua
mano la nave di Santo Pietro. E uno Piero Cavallino romano ancora lui ne lavorò ne’ suoi tempi, il quale era
benissimo maestro. Honne veduto ancora in tavola piccolo in Vinegia, venuta di Grecia, fatta molto
solennemente, e molto minuti, i quali dicono essere fatti di guscia d’uova. Se vero è, non so come sieno fatte,
sono degna cosa e degnissimamente fatte .
218

Filarete seems to appreciate the mosaics technique especially for the preciosity of the material and the high
practical skills it required. Moreover, while this “degna e bella cosa” had been common in the past, the
technique had become lost. The only portable mosaics that he mentions is a Byzantine (Greek) panel, that he
was able to see in Venice. It is possible that Byzantine mosaic panels were esteemed and reputed worthy as
refined and high-quality examples of a technique that the West had lost confidence with. The same might also
be true for hard stone carvings: among the reasons for their appreciation (again, the preciosity of material and
the difficulty of working with such a hard medium), the fact of being a “lost art” might have been significant.
This emerges clearly from a passage by Vasari:
Ma prima che io dia principio, mi conviene far un discorso breve sopra questa arte dell’intagliar le pietre dure e le gioie,
la quale, dopo le rovine di Grecia e di Roma, ancora loro si perderono insieme con l’altre arti del disegno (…) e molti anni
si stette persa, che non si trovava chi vi attendesse, e se ben si faceva qualcosa, non erano di maniera che se ne dovessi far
conto; e per quanto se n’ha cognizione, non si trova che si cominciasse a far bene e a dar nel buono, se non nel tempo di
Martino V e di Paolo II .
219

Vasari writes 50 years after our period of interest. However, the admiration inspired by a technique which
had been lost for centuries might have influenced the response both to Byzantine mosaic icons and to hard
stone vases (not only Byzantine, in this case). In both cases, the behaviour of the Medici family, and specifically
of Lorenzo, was focused at the same time on acquiring new pieces for the collection and to promoting modern
realizations through commissions and patronage.
Unfortunately, appreciation for the technique was not the only interest involved. Clear signs, in fact, point
towards the appeal that precious material should had for a Renaissance collector. Vases and hard stone
carvings are the most expensive items in the inventories, but their value increases considerably when they
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have precious settings . The same happens for icons: both the prices and the detailed descriptions of the
220

elaborated frames inside Lorenzo’s inventory (often more detailed than the description of the subjects) imply
that there was a profound interest for this kind of artifact. Moreover, if we consider that after 1494 a significant
number of icons were given to the goldsmith Michelangelo di Viviano da Gaiole to melt the frames , this
221

reinforces the notion that the artworks were considered valuable, at least in part, for their precious settings.
Several details indicate that the eight icons were considered mainly as a stock of precious metal: we have only
to consider the mention of weight in the inventory, and the lack of any indication as to the subjects of the
panels.
Even though the Republic was in a moment of crisis, and was in need of finances to repay the Medici’s debts,
it is hardly credible that icons believed to be particularly ancient, or with “talismanic power” would be treated
with such disregard.
Ryder interprets it as an important status change and wonders if “such a reversal in the status and monetary
value of icons is perhaps an indication of the reversal of interest in works of Byzantine manufactures” .
222

Constructing a response to this question is an interesting exercise. Considering all the different factors
contributing to the attitude towards Byzantine products, it seems that an “aesthetic appreciation” is unlikely.
Duits, considering the presence of the adjective “pulchra” on some of the Barbo’s icons, writes that “all these
phrases give the impression of a discerning eye and a degree of aesthetic appreciation for these Byzantine
works may have been as important a factor in their acquisition as any notion of their antiquity” .
223

The case of 15 century Florence, seems rather different. Byzantine objects, especially icons and vases, appear
th

to be esteemed for their connection with antiquity and for their role as vehicles of techniques and skills which
were “lost”. Techniques and skills that were common in the past, but which had disappeared (at least, in the
eyes of 15 century viewers) during the neglected period of the Middle Ages. The appreciation of something
th

pertaining to the past, lost during the “middle” period immediately recalls the main themes expressed by
coeval literature. It is worth noting that, at the same time that the intellectual and historiographic tradition
was achieving estrangement from the aesthetic canons of Byzantine artistic language, the “practical use” of
Byzantine objects seems to privilege those aspects which could recall the lost classical past. In this sense, theory
and practice are not contradictory: the theoretical refusal was based on the shift from the traditional elements
of medieval representation to a set of new values, such as variety and verisimilitude, which were not satisfied
by Byzantine production. In practice, collectors and patrons showed an appreciation of Byzantine artworks as
examples of a past which had to be recovered and recalled, and not for their stylistic or aesthetic features: in
fact, the artistic elements of Byzantine art were no longer influential to Western artists.

3.4) Byzantine heritage
The Byzantine objects transported into the city during the period under consideration are few. The corpus of
relics, which continued to arrive from Constantinople and the Holy Land, offers the only examples of objects
which arrived in connection with the two important events of the Council (1439) and of the Fall of
Constantinople (1453). With the exception of the relics, as we have seen, all of the Byzantine objects were part
of the Medici collection. Among the icons, the only still exitant piece is the mosaic icon with the Pantocrator
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inside the Bargello National Museum. Another important set of items is the vases of Museo degli Argenti,
which are analysed in the following chapter, as part of a coherent group. I have excluded the portable altar
inside the Museo degli Argenti, as it is mainly considered a Venetian artwork by bibliography .
224

3.4.1) Relics and reliquaries: extant and lost heritage
After Grioni’s donation, the richest collection of relics and sacred objects to have reached Florence during the
Middle Ages , another illustrious Byzantine relic was gifted to the city in 1420 by an important clergyman
225

from Naples: it was the index finger of Saint John the Baptist, which was left to the city of Florence by
Baldassarre Coscia. The relic had reached Italy 60 years earlier, it was donated by the Patriarch Filoteo to the
Pope Urban V, who, according to Lumachi , was so fond of this relic that he never abandoned it during
226

religious functions. The relic was stolen in 1386 and it was acquired by Baldassare Coscia, at that time
clergyman of the Apostolic Camera, paying an amount of 800 florins. Baldassarre Coscia was elected antipope
with the name of John XXIII, and he was deposed during the Council of Constance. After being deposed,
Baldassarre Coscia went to Florence of his own accord in order to obtain the forgiveness of the new Pope
Martin V. He died in Florence on 21 December 1419, and decided to donate the relic to the city . Coscia is
227
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described by Follini as being strongly attached to Florence and to the “Temple” of Saint John, and his close
friendship with Cosimo de’ Medici is underlined by historical sources: the ruler commissioned to Donatello a
worthy cenotaph for Coscia, placed inside the Baptistery . Coscia’s testament is quoted by Richa , who
228

229

considers this relic by far the most important of the Baptistery. This opinion is shared by other historical
sources, starting from Del Migliore: all of them underline that this relic was authenticated by the Patriarch,
showing that, once more, the Byzantine origin was a sign of authenticity. The chroniclers also define the
remains as “the symbol of the Florentine population” and tell of the solemn procession which was organized
to receive this gift with the respect due to it. The relic was placed inside a rich reliquary made by Giovanni del
Chiaro, which was substituted in 1698 by the current one, by an anonymous goldsmith (fig. 3.17) .
230

The Council of Ferrara Florence also brought to Florence an important relic, which is fundamental as an
example of those diplomatic gifts hypothesised by bibliography but never demonstrated: the relic was in fact
donated by the Patriarch Joseph II to Cosimo the Elder. The gift is mentioned by Richa, who is the only scholar
giving information about the reliquary and its origins : he writes that the reliquary, containing the relics of
231

the Saints Cosmas and Damian – relics which were selected with care, considering that the two anargyroi were
the protectors of the Medici family – was decorated by a coin. The coin was supposed to be one of the 30 denars
received by Judas, but Richa continues by saying that “la moneta non è nè ebraica nè romana” , leaving open
232

the possibility that it might be a Byzantine coin. Cosimo the Elder gifted the relic to the church of Santa Croce,
where he wanted to build a new chapel, the Cappella Medici (or del Noviziato) dedicated to Saints Cosmas
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and Damian . Before Richa, the relic is only mentioned by Giamboni, but the author does not provide any
233

indication about its provenance nor about its precious container , while after Richa the relic is not mentioned
234

by historical sources. Aschengreen Piacenti concludes that the reliquary was lost after 1754 : maybe, it could
235

be destroyed during the French invasion of 1799, as it happened to the silver diptychs inside the baptistery.
Aschengreen Piacenti also hypothesizes that the reliquary described by Richa was probably done during
Cosimo’s times, including the ancient coin, therefore the original Byzantine setting was likely to be lost even
before 1754. The author’s reconstruction is reliable. In fact, not only the totality of Byzantine reliquaries which
reached the city during the Middle Ages and Humanism were substituted (and destroyed) once in Florence ,
236

but also the two other important relics which had arrived from the Holy Land to Santa Croce in 1258 through
Louis IX of France, had been repositioned inside new containers: we are talking about the reliquary of the
Holy Wood, placed inside a new reliquary realized by Bertuccio da Venezia around 1300 and the reliquary of
the thorn, placed inside a new precious box in the 14 century .
237

th

Mencherini, who writes in 1929, lists, among the relics of Santa Croce, the bones of Saints Cosmas and
Damian . Also the manuscript inventory of the relics, drafted in the same year, mentions, inside the altar of
238

Santissimo Sacramento in Santa Croce, a relic of the two Saints . Therefore, while the reliquary was destroyed,
239

it is possible that the relics were preserved without any container.
An other possibility is that, when Lorena dynasty became the patron of the Chapel (as indicated by Moisè in
1845 ) the relic was somehow transferred to their private chapel in palazzo Pitti. In the inventory of The Chapel
240

of the Relics drafted in 1753 several relics of Saint Cosmas and Damina are listed, and one voice is particularly
241

interesting: S. Cosimo martire. Un pezzo di osso legato in cima, e in fondo con due fascette d’argento dorato con lettere
greche che dicono in latino De Reliquiis Sancti Viri Cosme . Basing on the available documents, it is impossible to
242

follow more precisely the destiny of the reliquary and of the relics.
Other relics to have arrived in Florence reached the city in 1454: they are the evidence of that famous
“diaspora” of men and objects that happened after the fall of Constantinople. Once again we see a group of
relics and objects which were proposed for sale to Florentine institutions, this time not by an Italian travelling
to Byzantium, but by a Byzantine man: Marco di Castranselmo , for the onerous sum of 900 Venetian ducats.
243

The story can be reconstructed through an archival document by Arte della Lana, preserved in the State
Archive of Florence, containing the decision of the Art , and it is repeated by many chroniclers : this multitude
244

245

of references constitutes proof of the importance of this acquisition for the city. However, we find few
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information in the sources about Catranselmo: he is defined as a “Greek nobleman” who escaped from the
lost city of Constantinople; Petriboni and Rinaldi explain that he was a servant of the Emperor, that he was in
Alessandria during the destruction of Constantinople, and that while on his way to Italy he stopped in the city
to rescue the relics and other precious objects . Bicchi Leoncini writes that he was a domestikos of the Emperor
246

247

Constantin XI. Castranselmo offered to the city of Florence a set of relics of great importance, including a big
piece of the Holy Cross, a piece of the bread of the Last Supper, a piece of the sponge, of the cane, of the purple
dress and of the tunic and a thorn. These remains still survive: the Holy Wood has the shape of a cross, while
the other relics are included in a tiny Byzantine filigree cross (Catalogue entries n. 4a, 4b). These two objects
have ended up, together with the remains of the Chiaramonti donation, inside a big reliquary commissioned
by Maria Maddalena d’Austria in 1620 . The relics probably reached Florence inside their Byzantine original
248

setting: Petriboni and Rinaldi, quoted by Cambi , say that the relics “sono intracchiuse colla detta croce, et poi
249

messa in un’altra croce tutta d’ariento et d’oro con molti balasci e molte pietre et perle di grande valuta”.
Moreover, Cocchi copies a document of Spogli Strozziani, describing a procession that took place in 1455, in
250

which the Archbishop Antonino Pierozzi carried a big cross in silver and crystal containing a small cross made
with the Holy Wood. This big cross with gems was possibly the Byzantine staurotheke, today lost. The first
source to carefully describe Castranselmo’s relics is Minerbetti : his account is particularly significant as he
251

insists on their Byzantine provenance, mentioning their authentication by the Patriarch Gregory and
underlining how the relics were slowly collected by the Byzantine Emperors and kept inside the monastery of
Saint Sylvester the Philantropos. As noted by Krause , the reference to Byzantine emperors collecting the relics
252

is a widespread literary topos to reinforce the Byzantine origins and therefore the authenticity of the remains.
Also the reference to a specific geographic place (which could be imaginary according to Bernabò ) can be
253

interpreted in the same way.
Together with the relics, Marco di Castranselmo sold a 11 century Gospel book which is nowadays preserved
th

in the Laurentian Library : it was acquired by the Signoria, and it immediately became a symbol of the ancient
254

Christianity as a legend spread affirming that it had been written by John the Apostle himself . Bernabò has
255

256

recently detailed the history of the manuscript after its acquisition: it was kept inside Palazzo della Signoria,
in a! wooden, painted tabernacle in the Sala dell'Udienza made by Neri di Bicci in the same year as the
acquisition - defined by Bernabò a real Sancta Sanctorum - together with the famous codex of the Pandectae,
and with the Cassetta Cesarini, containing the decrees of the Ferrara-Florence Council . In the 16 century an
257

th

other 11 century Byzantine lectionary, brought to Florence by Pope Leo X, was placed inside the tabernacle .
258

th

In 1782 the Gospel Book was transferred to the Laurentian Library on the request of the Library’s prefect,
Angelo Maria Bandini, who wrote an essay in which, for the first time, the manuscript was attributed to the
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11 century and not to the age of Constantine as had been stated in earlier literature . The sequence of Palat.
259

th

Med. 243 is significant for further reasons: firstly, it is an other tangible example of “lost heritage”: the
manuscript possessed a very rich cover which was lost through the centuries. This cover was described in the
1458 inventory and it was mentioned by chroniclers as a “libro adornato molto maravigliosamente et
260

ricchamente con gran quantità di perle et balasci et caffini et più altri colori, conmesse et leghate a oro, molto
notabile” . The precious cover was still present at the mid of the 18 century, as Gori and Assemani were able
261

th

to see it, according to the testimonies of Bianchini and Lami . But before reaching the Laurentian Library the
262

artwork was melted at the mint, as Bandini discovered and complained about in his Rappresentanza umiliata al
Trono di S. A. R. il Serenissimo Arciduca, Granduca di Toscana Ferdinando III dal canonico Angelo Maria Bandini .
263

Once more, the “container” was not considered important enough, and the case is peculiar, as in the 18

th

century a consciousness and a curiosity about these ancient artworks was developing .
264

Secondly, the important place which was reserved for the Gospel book after the acquisition – the sancta
sanctorum of Palazzo della Signoria – corresponds to the solemn space dedicated to the relics inside the Dome
of Florence: they were in fact put in a tabernacle of the major altar, realized with a significant expense for the
Opera del Duomo . Fabbri
265

266

has given significance to the role of Sant’Antonino in the acquisition of

Castranselmo’s lot: the Archbishop had considerable influence in the decision made by the Arte della Lana
and by the Signoria to acquire the relics and the Gospel Book. According to Fabbri, Sant’Antonino was
concerned with enforcing the faith and the liturgy through the increase of sacred objects and furniture. For
example, just a few decades before this transaction, he commissioned the realisation of a new marble altar to
keep the relics of the Chiaramonte donation in 1439 . He saw Santa Maria del Fiore as a centre of popular
267

devotion because of the presence of revered images and relics, and tried to stress this role. In this sense, the
act of buying Castranselmo’s relics and manuscript can be interpreted as an unmistakable act of power
affirmation made by Florence, just as the Byzantine empire was collapsing: a power which was both spiritual
and political, and which found in these Byzantine objects important symbols.

3.4.2) Byzantine relics, Byzantine vases and the donation made by Pope Clement VII to San Lorenzo
Among the objects that most attracted the interest of the Medici family, vases and hard stone objects had a
particular role. Vases and cups had been collected by the Medici from the beginning, and they are mentioned
inside the inventories from the time of Cosimo the Elder: the 1456 inventory lists, under the category of “gioie
e simili cose”, 7 crystal or jasper cups with precious settings (“leghato in ariento”) . If the 1463 inventory seems
268

to repeat more or less the same number and the same descriptions of the vases , the inventory of 1465 shows
269

how much the collection had grown up in just a few years, with a list of 16 precious cups and vases, mainly in
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crystal and jasper, that, together with a set of silver gilt glasses, came to the sum of 4580 florins . Already from
270

this list it would seem apparent how the precious setting plays an important role in the definition of the value
of the object: the highest price in fact (700 florins) is attributed to a crystal glass with a golden setting, including
enamelled figures, pearls, sapphires and rubies.
The collection was consistently enlarged by Lorenzo the Magnificent: the 1492 inventory records double the
number of hard stone vases, again adorned by very rich settings, placed inside the “schrittoio” of the Medici
palace in Via Larga . We have already dealt with the importance of Byzantine vases in connection with
271

classical Antiquity and the confusion about the Classic and the Medieval.
The difficulty in defining the provenance and the chronology of the vases is still a problem today; the majority
of the Medici’s vases are kept inside the basilica of San Lorenzo (the crystal containers, which are used as
reliquaries), in the Museum of Mineralogy and Lithology of Università degli Studi of Florence and in the
Museo degli Argenti of the Pitti Palace. A good number is also in Paris, in the Musée du Louvre. The only
vases more or less unanimously recognized as Byzantine are preserved in the Museo degli Argneti and they
are in total 11, 4 of which (catalogue entries n. 5-8) can for certain be ascribed to Lorenzo’s collection. None of
these four vases preserves the original setting, as they were substituted with Florentine artworks pieces during
the 15 century. Moreover, Kris believes that some of them could have been restored or rearranged during
th

Lorenzo’s time by Tagliacarne . Two of them (catalogue entries n. 5-6) have been debated by scholars, as they
272

might be Byzantine or ancient Roman vases, or imitations of ancient models made at the court of Frederick II.
Three vases (catalogue entries n. 5,6,7) show the engraving LAV.R. MED on the surface, an unmistakable
273

sign of their provenance.
According to Heikamp, and supported by Menna , another 5 of the 11 Byzantine vases (catalogue entries n.
274

11-15) are likely to have been part of Lorenzo’s treasure. However, they are clearly recognizable inside
inventories and catalogues only afterwards, starting from the 16 , 17 and even 18 centuries: that is why they
th

th

th

will be analysed in the following chapter, which looks at the Medici collection during the Grand Duchy of
Tuscany. To this list we they may add other possible Byzantine vases. The first is a double cup, with a shape
similar to n. 787 (catalogue entry n. 8), which is known through a drawing dated at the end of 15 century (fig.
th

3.18), and is mentioned inside the sources and the inventories until 1785 , when it was probably lost. The other
275

problematic piece is a Byzantine sardonyx round cup today in Paris, Museé du Louvre, which shows the
inscription IVST. VS VT PAL FLO (fig. 3.19): it was owned by Pier Soderini, Gonfaloniere of the Florentine
Republic (1502-1512), and it was bought by Louis XIV between 1684 and 1701 . Menna , considering the
276

277

similarity to other vases from Lorenzo’s collection, hypothesizes that the cup might have formerly been part
of his collection, and Cutler also stresses the presence of Soderini’s motto, which imitated Lorenzo’s custom
of engraving LAV. R. MED on many of his vases . Moreover, it is necessary to mention a group of jasper cups,
278

some of them lost and known only through drawings and some of them transferred to the Mineralogy and
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Lithology Museum in Florence and in Museé du Louvre , which are very difficult to define. Recent
279

bibliography generally tends towards a non-Byzantine provenance, but the matter remains unresolved and
new evidence could change critical opinion.
Notwithstanding the uncertainties, it is evident that the corpus of Byzantine vases extant today and that were
in the possession of Lorenzo the Magnificent, was probably more numerous during Lorenzo’s time. The
provenance of the Byzantine hard stones is not known. Piacenti Aschnegreen briefly touches upon the
possibility that some of them were carried during the Crusades or arrived via Venice after the Crusade of
1204 . Menna also agrees with the Venetian theory and mentions a letter published by Müntz and written by
280

Poliziano to Lorenzo the Magnificent in 1491. Poliziano writes from Venice, where he is searching for pieces
suitable for his master’s collection, and he indicates a beautiful vase for the Florentine palace. The vase is
defined as “vaso di terra antiquissimo (…), el quale nuovamente di Grecia gli è stato mandato” . Once again,
281

the terms “antichissimo” and “Grecia” are ambiguous, as it is impossible to assess whether Poliziano implies
that it is a classical (antichissimo) vase, sent to Venice from Greece, or whether antichissimo and Grecia
together are synonyms for Byzantine. The answer might not be so fundamental, as in any case the value of the
Byzantine vases seems to rest on their resemblance to antique (classic) vases.
Moreover, as in the case of relics, Venice confirms its role as a channel for incoming Byzantine objects.
As already stated, the bare indications given by inventories, merely listing the material of the vases, is the
cause of our difficulty of recognizing the extant pieces in the 15 century descriptions. If instead we consider
th

the destiny of the vases (and specifically of the Byzantine vases) after 1494, the situation is even more
complicated, as they were also part of the traumatic disposal of Lorenzo’s collection.
Nevertheless, the paths taken by some of the pieces have been reconstructed thanks to the copious number of
studies and analyses of the corpus of the Medici’s hard stones, which have succeeded in following the troubled
vicissitudes of the objects after the exile of Piero the Unfortunate . Here we will simply outline the events in
282

order to trace the trajectories of the 4 Byzantine vases included in the catalogue: they have been identified in
ancient sources, and their story is well known. Initially, hard stone objects were sent to the San Marco and
Murate convents, but in 1495 the Signoria required some of them to be sold in order to fulfil the family’s debts.
While a small group attracted the interests of Gonzaga family, and was later acquired by Tano Merli in
Florence , the majority of them was rescued by the Tornabuoni family, and before the end of 1495 they were
283

legally transferred from Florence to Rome. Heikamp mentions some important documents in the State Archive
of Florence which allow a reconstruction of the journeys of the hard stone vases: from San Marco convent to
the newly created office of “sindachi et uficiali”, which had to deal with the disposal of the Medici treasure, and
from the office to Lorenzo Tornabuoni, to cover part of the Medici bank’s debts . There were 27 vases that
284

ended up in Tornabuoni’s hands, and they were valued at 5600 florins. A sum which was well below their
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price in Lorenzo’s inventory. Some of the descriptions given in the documents might match the existing
Byzantine vases, such as n. 428 which could be identified with the object described in the “Nota di gioie e vasi
preziosi” received by Lorenzo Tornabuoni at n. 18, “una coppa di disapro rosso con due manichi e col
coperchio della medesima pietra, ghuernito orlo e pié d’ariento” .
285

Once in Rome, the vases entered the collection of Cardinal Giovanni de’ Medici, later Pope Leo X (1513-1521).
Giovanni de’ Medici, son of Lorenzo the Magnificent, had bought some relics in Greece and Constantinople,
and he decided to donate some of the relics, enclosed in four vases made up of crystal, amethyst and jasper,
to the Basilica of San Lorenzo in Florence, together with other precious objects and textiles . It is worth
286

underlining that the first Medici Pope revealed a certain interest towards the objects and the holy relics coming
from Byzantium, especially those connected to Tuscany: for example: not only he gifted the Byzantine
Lectionary preserved in the tabernacle of Palazzo Vecchio, but he also encouraged the veneration of the
Staurotheke of Cortona .
287

His gesture of gifting vases as relics-containers was repeated by his successor (after Adrian VI), Clement VII,
the second member of the Medici family to be elected to the pontifical throne in 1523, until 1534. The Clement
VII donation was more important: it included 41 vases used as reliquaries (45 with the four gifted by Leo X),
the majority of which was comprised of the vases owned by Lorenzo and transferred to Rome thanks to
Tornabuoni’s intervention. The vases were positioned inside a new tribune projected by Michelangelo
between 1525 and 1532, placed in the counter-front of San Lorenzo . The Pope had been planning this gift,
288

and the tribune destined to house the vases, since 1525, but his intentions were evidently postponed by the
traumatic sack of Rome of 1527. This event left a trace also on the Byzantine relics: some of them were
deposited in a secure place, probably in Castel Sant’Angelo, but others were probably damaged, and retrieved
by the Pope himself after the sack, when the relics were finally placed inside the vases of his collection: a
consequence of this moment might be the loss of some of the relics’ cartouches, making it impossible to
recognize them (for example, the contents of the vase n. 582 were unknown) . The donation took place during
289

the first days of December 1532. The most important document about the event is the papal bull, dated 16
November 1532, indicating the conditions for the donation and the lists of relics and reliquaries . Moreover,
290

the donation is mentioned, with slightly different particulars, by the most important historical sources dealing
with the basilica of San Lorenzo .
291

Recent bibliography has stressed the importance of the donation as a political act, through which the Medici
Popes tried to enhance San Lorenzo’s role as a dynastic temple and to strengthen its prestige. They were
attempting to “fare di San Lorenzo la Chiesa principe, dopo la Cattedrale e il Battistero, per l’abbondanza delle
sacre spoglie” . The importance of the donation lies evidently in the relics, and not in the vases. Once more,
292
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On the 6th of February 1516 the Pope issued a Papal bull conceding some indulgencies for the cult of the
relic: see MORI 1993, p. 153; FLAMINE 2012, p. 284.
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as emerging in the chapters on Byzantine relics , the holy remains become the symbol and the vehicle of a
293

political power, this time in connection with the Medici family. Also in this case, their provenance from the
Byzantine Empire might be recognized as a proof of authenticity, reinforcing their preciosity and their value.
It is worth noting that all the historical sources that dealt with the donation stress the origins of the relics,
rescued by the Pope during the Turkish invasion of Constantinople. Del Migliore emphasises how the relics
had been collected by Byzantine Emperors , exploiting again a literary topos that we have mentioned in the
294

previous chapter. Moreover, also in this case it is evident how historical sources, starting with Cambi (14851535) and ending with Richa (1757) mainly focus on the relics rather than on the reliquaries: the story of the
arrival and of the donation of the holy bones has been given much attention in dissertations, as well as the
description of the Feasts when they were exhibited and of the strict rules imposed by Clement VII for their
preservation . Richa is a significant example: even though he writes that “i vasi sono ricchissimi, e di
295

maraviglioso lavoro” , when he comes to the listing, he does not mention the cups but only their content.
296

Richa writes in 1757, a sign that the religious significance of Clement VII donation was, as in the other
considered cases of Florentine relics, long lasting; on the contrary the historical and artistic significance of the
container was never mentioned. For example, between 1797 and 1799, one of the crystal containers gifted by
Leo X was destroyed: according to Moreni , it was partly melted and the precious stones were sold, exactly as
297

the Byzantine reliquaries of Santa Maria del Fiore or Saint John Baptistery had been disposed of.
The general situation of the vases after their donation to San Lorenzo can be gleaned from a manuscript kept
in the National Library of Florence, named Disegni dei vasi and dated to the end of the 16 century : here, all
th
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the objects are represented with accuracy, and the relative relics are listed. The four Byzantine vases are
recognizable in the drawings: all of them were complete with precious lids (see catalogue entries n. 5-8), by
silver gilt settings or by handles, that today are lost. The content of n. 582 was already unknown in that epoch.
Comparing the number of vases which were rescued by Tornabuoni (27) with the number of vases of the
Clement VII donation (41), it is evident that some objects were added during the papacies of Leo X and
Clement VII. Even if we hypothesise that other pieces were retrieved by the Medici’s partisans and consigned
to the Popes, it remains possible that some were commissioned directly by Leo X or Clement VII. An important
source adds some information: Vasari, in his Life of Valerio Vicentino, affirms that:
[Valerio Vicentino] Condusse ancora a papa Clemente molti vasi di cristalli, quale parte donò a diversi principi, e parte
fur posti in Fiorenza nella chiesa di San Lorenzo, insieme con molti vasi che erano in casa Medici, già del Magnifico Lorenzo
e d’altri di quella illustrissima casa, per conservare le reliquie di molti Santi che quel pontefice donò per memoria sua a
quella chiesa, che non è possibile veder la varietà de’ garbi di que’ vasi, che son parte di sardoni, agate, amatisti,
lapislazzari, e parte plasme et elitropie e disapri, cristalli, corniuole, che per la valuta e bellezza loro non si può desiderar
più .
299
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See chapter 2.4.2 Relics and reliquaries: extant and lost heritage and 3.4.1 Relics and reliquaries: extant and lost
heritage.
DEL MIGLIORE 1684, p. 172.
According to the Bulla, the conditions were very strict: once a year the relics had to be exhibited to the public, during
Easter. In this occasion, the redeem of sins was granted. The names of the relics had to be placed inside the Tribuna, and
in front of the Tribuna a perpetual light should be on. Moreover, the Tribuna should be closed with three keys, owned by
the firstborn of the Medici family, by the Prior of San Lorenzo and by the Prior of Ospedale degli Innocenti. The relics
could not be removed from their container for any reasons, could not be exchanged or gifted to Popes or Princes. In the
case of violation of this agreement, to the Prior would be forbidden the access to the church and canonicals would be
excommunicated. The Bulla had to be read every year to the reunion of the Capitolo. The bulla also stated that the relics
shouldn’t be shown if not during Easter. However, several exceptions were made to this rule, issuing specific bulla by the
Popes: as an example, Sisto V in 1588 allowed the exhibition of the relics to Juan de Velasco, delegate of Philip II of Spain.
RICHA 1754-1762, 5, p. 46.
MORENI 1817, 2, p. 186.
BNFi, Cod. Palatino C. B. 3, 27.
VASARI ed. 1878-1885, vol. 5, p. 367.
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It is possible that Valerio Vicentino, besides restoring and rearranging the vases as relic-containers (as an
example, adding lids or handles ), also made some new pieces. However, Vasari was well aware that the
300

majority of the hard stones was part of the collection of the ancestors of Leo X, and reputed them to be classic
vases.
Evidently, the idea that some of the artworks of inestimable beauty were made during the Middle Ages was
unacceptable in Vasari’s vision. As we have seen, the skill of carving hard stones was completely lost in those
centuries, and it was only in the 15 century that this skill was rediscovered, through authors like Valerio
th

Vicentino. Nevertheless, Vasari is the only author to take into account the artistic importance of the vases.
Later bibliography, probably copying from Vasari and misunderstanding his text, referred all the vases to
Valerio Belli’s production: Del Migliore and Richa , for example, state that the vases of San Lorenzo were
301

made in Rome by Valerio Vicentino. And yet Pelli Bencivenni, analysing the treasure of San Lorenzo in order
to transfer part of it to the Uffizi Gallery, writes “che fra questi vasi vene sieno di veramente antichi non ne
sono persuaso, e sarebbe difficile il provarlo perchè non trovo regole sicure per rintracciarlo” . It is striking
302

how, in the fluctuating story of the attribution, the vases go from being considered classical to being ascribed
to the 15 century production.
th

When Pelli Bencivenni writes, at the end of the 18 century, it is at a time of great change in the evaluation of
th

these artworks. An increased artistic and historical interest in the hard stone objects of San Lorenzo begins to
be felt, and the immediate consequence is their removal from Michelangelo’s Tribuna to be repositioned inside
the Uffizi Gallery. This passage, and the new evaluation of the vases, will be analysed in the chapter 5.2 New
objects and new displays in Medici collection.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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VENTURELLI 2009, p. 32.
DEL MIGLIORE 1687, p. 172; RICHA 1754-1762, 5, p. 46.
ASF. I. e R. Corte, filza 1052, ins. 10, doc. 92. The document was published by Heikamp (HEIKAMP 1974, p. 193).
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Catalogue entries
4 - Mosaic icon with Christ Pantocrator
Florence, Bargello National Museum, Ivories room
Inv. 3 MO
Byzantine, second half of 12 century (icon); Tuscan, 16 century (frame)
Mosaic on wood
54 x 41 cm
INSCRIBED: IC XC (in the tiles on the sides of the halo), EΓ# (E)IMI (Ф#C) T(OY) KOC(MOY) O
A(KOΛOY)Θ(#)N EM(OI) OY (MH) (Π)EPIΠA(THCH) EN (TH) ΣKOTI(A) (AΛΛ'E) ΞEI (TO ФΘC THC Z)
#HC. I#(ANNHC) (John, VIII,2)
PROVENANCE: Unknown Provenance, Medici collection (before 1465?), Tribune of the Uffizi Gallery
(before 1589), Room of ancient paintings of the Uffizi Gallery, (1782), Bargello National Museum (1865)
CONDITION: Good, the mosaic lost some tesserae from the book, the halo, the left shoulder and from the
golden surface on the right side: in some case the wax layer is visible.
RESTORATIONS: /
EXHIBITIONS:
.! Tresors d'Art du Moyen Age en Italie, (Paris, Petit Palais, 1952).
th

th

!

.! Masterpieces of byzantine art (Edinburgh, Royal Scottish Museum-London, Victoria and Albert Museum,
1958).
.! Venezia e Bisanzio (Venice, Doge's Palace, 1974).
.! Eredità del Magnifico (Florence, Bargello National Museum, 1992)
.! Byzantium: 330-1453 (London, Royal Academy of Arts, 2008)
.! Torcello. Alle origini di Venezia tra Occidente e Oriente (Venice, Museo Diocesano, 2009-2010)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES
ASF, Mediceo Avanti principato, filza CLXIII, c. 61v
ASF, Mediceo Avanti il principato, filza CLXV, c. 14
ASF, Mediceo Avanti principato, filza LXXXII, ins. 41, cc. 168v-169
ASF, Guardaroba Medicea, CXXXII, c. 128
BSFi, Ms. 71, c. 30
Catalogo dimostrativo di Giuseppe Bianchi (in Barocchi 1986, p. 1170, 1174)
REFERENCES:
Zacchiroli 1783, vol. 3, p. 102; Gotti 1872, p. 328; Campani 1884, p. 91; Müntz 1886, p. 234; Müntz 1888, p. 63;
Uvarov 1910, pp. 42-43; Van Marle 1923, p. 242; Muratoff 1928, p. 92; Kondakov 1929, III, p. 31; Rossi 1932, p.
23, img. p. 76; Peirce Tyler 1926, pp. 55-56, tav. 97; Talbot Rice 1933, p. 85; Bettini 1938, p. 30, fig. 16; Bettini
1939, II, p. 30; Demus 1947, abb. 9; Myslivec 1947, p. 16, taf. 5; Demus 1949, p. 393; Tresors 1952, n. 153; FelicettiLiebenfels 1956, pp. 63-64, tav.71; Marcucci 1958, p. 79-80, n. 25; Masterpieces 1958, n. 218; Demus 1958, p. 24;
Hirmer-Talbot Rice 1959, n. 169; Beckwith 1961, p. 123, fig. 163; Weidlé 1962, n. 9, 17, tav. LXVI; Talbot Rice
1963, pp. 121-122, tav. 111; Capizzi 1964, p. 256, n. 249 ; Lange 1964, p. 69; Talbot Rice 1964, p. 233. Abb. 211;
Rothemund 1966, p. 190, abb. S 192; Schiller 1966-1980, III; (1971), p. 232. Abb. 658; Wessel 1966, I, 1021; Lazarev
1967, p. 203; Fischer 1969, n. 87; Elbern 1970, n. 13; Glasberg 1974, n. 72; Venezia e Bisanzio 1974, n. 36;
Chatzidakis 1976, p. 184 ; Velmans 1976, p. 217; Furlan 1979, pp. 53-55; Krickelberg-Pütz 1982, pp.21, 62, 73,
74, 77-8, 84, 92, 103, 108, 110, 111, 126, 130-131; Lazarev 1986, vol. 1, p. 97, 226, n. A 75; vol. 2, tav. 321; Bertelli
1988, p. 160; Demus 1991, pp. 34-38; Eredità del Magnifico 1992, n. 117; Acidini Luchinat 1997, p. 41, fig. 2 p.
36; Gaeta Bertelà 1997, p. 42 ; Menna 1998, pp. 154-156; Splendore dei Medici 1999, p. 39; Fileti Mazza,
Tomasello 2004, p. 299; Popova 2005, p. 57; Byzantium 2008, n. 225; Bernabò 2009, p. 128, fig. 2; Torcello 2009,
p. 72, p. 166, nr. 23; Nagel-Wood 2009, p. 60, fig. 2; Duits 2013; Furlan 2013, pp. 53-55; Moretti 2013, p. 1002;
Nelson 2013, pp. 330-331, fig. 137; Paolozzi Strozzi 2014, p. 96, Ryder 2007, pl. 4.8
COMPARISONS:
Mosaic icon of Christ Pantocrator in Berlin, Bode Museum: Furlan 1978, n.4
Mosaic icon of the Vergin, Chilandari: Furlan 1978, n.7
Mosaic icon of the Vergin, from Sinai: Furlan 1978, n.8
Mosaic Icon with Transfiguration, Louvre: Furlan 1978, n.9
Novgorod Mandylion, Tretjakov Gallery: Felicetti Liebenfels 1956, tav. 43
Christ in Saint George Chapel, Kalyvia-Kouvara: Chatzidakis 1967, p. 66, fig. 10
Polylobe squares on enamels and jewellery: Wessel 1967, n.10, n.18
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The icon shows Christ Pantocrator, with one hand blessing and the other bearing a book (fig. a). The imagine
is well preserved, with the exception of some areas on the halo, on the left shoulder and on the golden surface,
which have lost the tesserae. Also the book presents some gaps, but the inscription is still readable: “I am the
light of the world. Whoever follows me will never walk in darkness, but will have the light of life” (John VIII,
12). The Pantocrator is at the centre and he is frontal, on the two sides of the head there are two polylobe
squares with the letters IC XC. He has an elongated face, with a long, straight nose, almond-shaped eyes with
long eyelids ending on the temples. The eyebrows are curved and high, connected through a severe shadow
on the nose. The face presents pink cheeks, the beard is rigidly divided into two pointy extremities and the
hairs are described through parallel lines. The clothing is characterized by a brown dress with crysography
and a blue mantle. The Pantocrator of Florence is close to representations of Christ dated at the 12 century,
th

the most convincing comparisons are those with the mosaic icon of Pantocrator in Berlin, Bode Museum –
Museum für Byzantinische Kunst (Furlan 1978, n. 4), which shows a similar rendering of eyes, nose and hairs,
and with the Novgorod Mandylion in Moscow, Tretjakov Gallery (Felicetti Liebenfels 1956, tav. 43), which
presents very similar eyes, nose and the same severe expression. Similar-sized tesserae can be found in the
portative mosaic with the Transfiguration in the Louvre, which also shows the decoration with a Greek-crosses
motif at the edges (Byzantium 2008); while a similar decoration of the halo’s border can be found in a mosaic
icon with the Virgin, dated at 1200 (Furlan 1978, n. 8), which also shares with the Pantcrator the shape of eyes,
eyebrows and nose. Furlan (1978) noticed the similitude with enamels of 11 century, and the two polylobe
th

squares remind to examples of jewellery of 10 and 11 century (Byzantium 2008, see Wessel 1967, n.10, n.18).
th

th

These elements and the insistence of the decorative characteristics, such as the meander and the zig zag in the
halo can be interpreted, according to Bacci, as an imitation of the metal revetments of precious icons
(Byzantium 2008).
The icon is inside an ebony frame probably realized in Tuscany in the 16 century, which helps to identify the
th

icon inside historic description of the Uffizi Gallery.
According to Chatzidakis (1976), the dimension of the icon and the inscription on the book show that the
Pantocrator was part of an iconostasis. The ways of arrival of the icon in Florence are uncertain, Marcucci
(1958), followed by later bibliography, supposes that it arrived through the Ferrara-Florence Council.
Recognized inside Lorenzo de’ Medici collection (Marcucci 1958), Duits thinks to individuate it already in the
1465 inventory, written at the death of Cosimo the Elder (Duits 2013, pp. 164-165). The inventory adds the
information that it had a “Silver gilt revetment”, which was lost with successive translations. In 1516, after the
disposal of Medici’s collection, it appears in the inventory of Lorenzo Duke of Urbino, the nephew of Lorenzo
the Magnificent (Duits 2013, p. 183). In 1589 the icon was moved and displayed inside the Tribune of the Uffizi
Gallery (BSFi, Ms. 71, c. 30, mentioned also by Gotti 1872) (fig. b) but it was placed in the Room of Ancient
Painting during the new display wanted by Lanzi and Pelli Bencivenni (Zacchiroli 1783). It was moved inside
Bargello National Museum in 1865 (Marcucci 1958), where it had several different collocations, from the
Majolics room (Campani 1884), to the Chapel (Rossi 1932), to the actual display inside the Ivories room (fig.
c).
The icon has a long story of attributions, both in chronological and geographical terms. Particularly vivid was
the discussion about its provenance, always half way between a Western and a Byzantine origins: the debate
started already in the Renaissance, in fact on the back side of the ebony frame we find the writing “Jacopo
Tedaldi”, mentioned by Marcucci (Marcucci 1958, p. 79), who assigns the writing at the 16 century and
th

interprets it as an attribution to Jacopo di Frate Francesco, author of a mosaic in the Baptistery of Florence in
the 13 century. According to Duits (Duits 2013, p. 172 and note 63 p. 172) instead, the inscription refers to the
th
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Florentine merchant fighting on the walls of Constantinople in 1453, possibly the responsible of the transfer
of the icon to Florence.
The attributions to Italian painters have success and, while all the descriptions of the Uffizi Gallery mentioning
the icon simply describe it as an “antique mosaic”, without specifying any provenance (Zacchiroli 1783, Gotti
1872), Campani in 1884 attributes it to the Italian medieval painter Gaddo Gaddi (Campani 1884). Muratoff
retains the icon as a Byzantine production, a typical example of Macedonian Renaissance (10 century), and
th

few years later Rossi underlines the Eastern origin, dating the icon at 11 -12 century. At the end of the 30ies
th

th

Bettini (Bettini 1938, Bettini 1939) goes back to the theory of Italian production, hypothesising a Venetian
maker of 13 century, by confronting the icon with the mosaics of Saint Mark in Venice, of Monreale in Sicily
th

and with fragments realized by venetian artists in Rome in 1218. Demus (1949) compares again the Pantocrator
with Sicilian mosaics, this time with the Pantocrator of the apse in Cefalù, which he attributes to Byzantine
authors: starting from this moment, the Byzantine hypothesis prevails, and the catalogue of the exhibition
held in Paris in 1952 states polemically that “the Western elements of the icon seem not existent” (Tresors
1952). Also the following critics reaffirm the eastern provenance (Felicetti-Liebenfels 1956, Marcucci 1958,
Masterpieces 1958, Hirmer-Talbot Rice 1959, Beckwith 1961, Capizzi 1964), basing on the comparison to the
mosaic icon with Christ Pantocrator today in Berlin-Bode Museum, and to the mosaics in Daphni, realized in
Komnenos age. The Western theory is instead supported again by Lazarev (1967), who concludes that while
the mosaic of Berlin is from Constantinople, the linear style of the Pantocrator in Florence is sign of its
provincial production, as in the icon with the Virgin from Chilandari (Furlan 1978, n. 7). Furlan (1978) retains
the icon as a Byzantine artwork, but he moves the date towards the 13 century, for the compresence of
th

Komnenos and pre-Palaiologan characters and for the decorative attitude, similar to artworks realized few
years before and after the Crusade of 1204. He compares the icon to a Christ head in Saint George Chapel in
Kalyvia-Kouvara (Chatzidakis 1967) and to the mosaic icon with the Virgin from Sinai (Furlan 1978, n. 8). The
most recent critics are inclined to a Byzantine origins and a dating at the second half of 12 century (Popova
th

2005, Byzantium 2008), while Ryder (2007) proposes a date around 1200. Starting from the exhibition held in
Florence in 1992 (Eredità 1992), bibliography have also addressed the matter of the icon’s appreciation inside
Medici collection and of its significance in stimulating Florentine Renaissance culture (Cutler 1995, Menna
1998, Bernabò 2009, Duits 2013, Ryder 2007, pp. 245-246).
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Fig. a – Mosaic icon with Christ Pantocrator (after EREDITÀ DEL MAGNIFICO 1992, n. 117)
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Fig. b – Giuseppe Bianchi, Catalogo Dimostrativo (1768), Tribune of Uffizi Gallery (after BAROCCHI 1986, p.
1170)

Fig. c – Florence, Bargello National Museum, actual display of the icon (2015).
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5 - Jasper Cup
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 428
Cup: Late roman (?) Egyptian or Byzantine (?), 10 - 11 century
Setting: 15 century
Red Jasper (cup), silver gilt and enamels (setting)
cm 21,5 (height) x 26 cm (diameter)
INSCRIBED:
On the cup: LAV.R.MED
On the setting: SEMPER
PROVENANCE: Lorenzo the Magnificent collection, Clement VII collection, Basilica di San Lorenzo (1532),
Gabinetto delle Gemme, Uffizi Gallery (1785), Niobe’s Room, Uffizi Gallery (1861), Gabinetto delle Gemme,
Uffizi Gallery (1880), Museo degli Argenti (1921)
CONDITION: Medium. A piece of the edge was broken and repaired with greek pitch.
RESTORATIONS:
#! Cosimo Siries, 1787
#! g.r. 8197 a-b-c-d, 1979, Frizzi, Naldini, Burgalassi.
EXHIBITIONS:
-! Mostra Medicea, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1939)
-! Il Tesoro di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1972)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
ASF – Mediceo Avanti il Principato, filza LXXXII, n. 119, c. 351, n. 18
Disegni dei Vasi (BNFi, Cod. Palatino C. B. 3. 27, f. 40)
Bullarum Laurentianum (in Heikamp 1974, p. 186, n. 40)
BdUFi, Nota dei Vasi, “Giornale della Galleria” (1785), n. 7
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825), vol. 11, cl. 6, n. 29
REFERENCES:
Bocchi Cinelli 1678, p. 554; Richa 1754-1762, vol. 5, 1757, p. 51, n. 40; Holzhausen 1929, pp. 114; Kris 1929, n.
428/100; Rusconi 1935, p. 6; Mostra Medicea 1939, p. 96 F; Middledorf 1940; Morassi 1963, pp. 12-13, tav. 10;
Aschengreen Piacenti 1967, n. 23 p. 132; Hanhloser 1971, p. 4; Hahnloser 1971a, p. 165; Hanhloser 1973, p. 157;
Heikamp 1974, pp. 143-144 n. 42; Gasparri 1979, p. 7; Collareta 1987; Liscia Bemporad 1988; Massinelli Tuena
1992, p. 37; Liscia Bemporad 1996; Mosco Casazza 2004, fig. 5-6 p. 34, p. 37; Venturelli 2009, fig. 4 p. 30, n. 8 p.
39
COMPARISONS:
Jasper cup n. 436 (catalogue entry n. 6)
th

th

th

The red jasper cup (fig. a,c) was part of Lorenzo the Magnificent collection, as shows the inscription LAV.R.
MED on the surface. Moreover, Mosco and Casazza (2004) propose to individuate the cup in the voice of 1492
inventory, described as “rinfrescatoio di diaspro grande con due manichi”. As the inv. N. 436, 582 and 787 it
ended up inside Leo X and Clement VII collection, and it was gifted by Clement VII to the Basilica of San
Lorenzo as a relics container: the drawing on Disegni dei vasi (fig. b) shows that it contained the mandible and
some hairs of Mary Magdalene and shows that it had two handles and a very rich lid, which was lost
afterwards. In general, this cup is one of those with the richest settings: the foot (fig. a), which is the only
remaining part, is in silver gilt, with relieved lobes alternatively plain and decorated with vegetal motifs. The
base is decorated by a set of collets, alternatively round and oval. The oval ones host an enamel decoration in
violet, yellow and green on a blue background, with vegetal motifs. The round one are instead filled with the
red balls of the Medici emblem and the letters of the word SEMPER. On the upper part, the foot presents a
knot decorated by blue enamels and filigree applications. Also the lid presented a very complex
ornamentation, with precious stones on the lower part. The upper part showed instead a different decorative
pattern, made of rings with diamond-shaped ending intertwined to laurel branches: an allusion to the name
of Lorenzo. The setting has been attributed to different environments: to Giusto da Firenze (Liscia Bemporad
1988), to a venetian goldsmith (Liscia Bemporad 1996), to a manufacturer from Milan but working in Florence
(Venturelli 2009).
Even more complex is the matter of the attribution of the cup: smooth and with large diameter, it is in red
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jasper with yellow nuances (fig. c). It is generally well preserved, but it presents a wreckage at the edge which
was repaired with Greek pitch. It’s not possible to infer if the vase was damaged during the removal of the lid
(when it was transferred to the Uffizi Gallery in 1785) or if it was already broken before.
The cup is very similar, for shape and material, to Inv. n. 436 (catalogue entry n. 6), and similar analysis have
been formulated: as their shape recalls the ancient roman vases, the main problem have been and is is to assess
if the cups are ancient (Roman) manufactures, or if they are imitations, and to establish where these imitation
could possibly have been made. The first scholar studying the cup, Holzhausen (1929) judged the vase as
Fatimid, while Kris (1929) retains these cups “probably ancient” or Fatimid copies of ancient cups. Lamm
(1930) objects that the two cups cannot be ancient Roman samples because of the roughness of their surface,
and tends for Egyptian or Byzantine copies of ancient models, made between the 9 and the 11 century.
th

th

Morassi (1963) and Piacenti (1967) have re-introduced the possibility of the two cups being ancient artworks,
while Hahnloser (1971a) thinks about a Venetian production of the 14 century. Heikamp (1974) tends towards
th

a Medieval Western production. Gasparri (1979) agrees, introducing the hypothesis of a Sicilian imitation of
an ancient model, made during Frederick II Reign, and also Mosco-Casazza (2004) define the cup as a late
Roman or Medieval manufacture, without specifying its provenance. Venturelli (2009) assigns the cup to the
10 – 11 century, but doesn’t give any indication about its provenance. It is very difficult, at the moment, to
th

th

assess the origins of this cup and of the cup n. 436. As all the other vases from Lorenzo’s treasure, the cup was
moved from San Lorenzo to the Uffizi Gallery in 1785, and after a short permanence into Niobe’s room, it was
placed inside the Silvers Museum (1921).

Fig. a - Jasper cup N. Inv. 428, detail of the foot (photo by the author)
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Fig. b - BNFi, Cod. Palatino C. B. 3. 27, f. 40 (after MOSCO CASAZZA 2004, fig. 6, p. 34)

!

!
!

!

Fig. c – Jasper cup N. Inv. 428 (after MASSINELLI TUENA 1992, p. 37)
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6 - Jasper Cup
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 436
Cup: Byzantine (?), 10 - 11 century
Setting: Florentine, 15 century
Red Jasper (cup), silver gilt (setting)
cm 19, 5 (height) x 24,8 cm (diameter), 0,4-0,9 cm (thickness), 2875 gr (weight)
INSCRIBED:
On the cup: LAV.R.MED
PROVENANCE: Lorenzo the Magnificent collection, Clement VII collection, Basilica di San Lorenzo (1532),
Gabinetto delle Gemme, Uffizi Gallery (1785), Niobe’s Room, Uffizi Gallery (1861), Gabinetto delle Gemme,
Uffizi Gallery (1880), Museo degli Argenti (1921)
CONDITION: Medium. A piece of the edge was broken and repaired with a different jasper, fixed with
Greek pitch.
RESTORATIONS:
-! Cosimo Siries, 1787
-! Exhibition “Die Staufer und Italien” 2010: reintegration of the rift and cleaning
-! Project arcus s.p.a. 2013, Jennifer Di Fina, Martina Fontana, Mari Yanagishita
EXHIBITIONS:
-! Mostra Medicea, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1939)
-! Il Tesoro di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1972)
-! Gli Svevi e l'Italia - Tre regioni innovative nell'Europa Medievale, Musei Reiss-Engelhom,
Mannehim (18 September 2010 - 20 February 2011)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
Disegni dei Vasi (BNF, Cod. Palatino C. B. 3. 27, f. 3)
Bullarum Laurentianum (in Heikamp 1974, p. 186, n. 3)
BdUFi, Nota dei Vasi, “Giornale della Galleria” (1785), n. 9
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825), vol. 11, cl. 6, n. 36
REFERENCES:
Bocchi/Cinelli 1678, p. 554; Richa 1754-1762, vol. 5, 1757, p. 48, n. 3; Holzhausen 1929, pp. 114, p. 122; Kris
1929, n. 428/100; Lamm 1930, vol. 1, tav. 85/1; Mostra Medicea 1939, p.96 C; Morassi 1963, pp. 12-13, tav. 8;
Aschengreen Piacenti 1967, n. 125 p. 132; Schmitt 1968, p. 580, n. 380; Hanhloser 1971, p. 4; Hahnloser 1971a,
p. 166 nota6; Hanhloser 1973, p. 157; Heikamp 1975, p. 145, n. 43, fig. 84-85; Gasparri 1979, p. 7; Massinelli
Tuena 1992, p. 37; Mosco Casazza 2004, fig. 7-8, p. 35; Venturelli 2009, fig. 6 p. 30, n. 7 pp. 38-39; Die Staufer
und Italien 2010, vol. 3, C.3, p. 75
COMPARISONS:
Jasper cup n. 428 (catalogue entry n. 5)
th

th

th

The cup has a long and complex history: owned by Lorenzo de Medici, as the presence of the inscription
LAV.R.MED reveals, after the expel of Medici family from Florence (1494) it ended up in Rome as a possession
of Leo X Medici. After the Sack of Rome it was donated by the Pope Clement VII Medici to the Basilica of San
Lorenzo, in the attempt of confirming its value as a dynastic church (Liscia Bemporad 1993, p. 105). From the
drawings of the manuscript book “Disegni dei Vasi” (fig. a) and from the list included in the Bullarium
Laurentianum (Moreni 1817) it’s possible to understand that during Clement VII times it was a double cup with
two handles, used as a reliquary and containing the relics of Saint Andrew, Saint Procoro, Saint Eudochino
and Saint Erina (Venturelli 2009, fig. 6, p. 30). It was described by Bocchi/Cinelli (1678) as “vaso di diaspro di
due manichi alquanto capace col coperchio dorato”. Still mentioned inside the Tribuna of San Lorenzo by
Richa (1757), the cup was moved to the Gabinetto delle Gemme inside the Uffizi Gallery in 1785 (“Giornale
della Galleria” 1785, in Heikamp 1974, pp. 196-197), from there it was provisionally moved inside the Niobe’s
room in 1861 and finally in the Silvers Museum in 1921 (Venturelli 2009).
The cup (fig. b) has a large diameter and it is made of a quality of red jasper with white and light yellow
shades, very similar to the stone used for the cup n. 428 (catalogue entry n. 5) assigned by Venturelli (2009) to
the 10 - 11 century. The surface is smooth and the write LAV.R. MED. is engraved. The cup is well preserved,
th

th

however there is a visible patching on the border, which was repaired through a different kind of jasper. It’s
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quite difficult to establish the moment of the restoration: the vase could be already damaged before reaching
Lorenzo’s collection, during Lorenzo’s possession or maybe during its translation to Rome. Kris (1929)
mentions the possibility that some vases were rearranged by Tagliacarne in Lorenzo’s time, and for sure the
cup was restored by Cosimo Siries in 1785, who fixed again the patches (Heikamp 1974, p.196): in this occasion,
coinciding with the translation to the Uffizi Gallery, the upper part was separated (Heikamp 1974, pp. 37-40).
Regarding the provenance and the date of the cup, different hypothesis have emerged: while Holzhausen
(1929) talks about the Fatimid sphere, Lamm (1930) defines the cup as Fatimid or Byzantine. Morassi (1963)
and Piacenti Aschengreen (1967) use the general term of “antique”, while Heikamp (1974) inserts the cup
between the Medieval and Renaissance vases. Gasparri (1979) also believes the cup to be an imitation of an
antique model, possibly made at the Sicilian court of Frederick II. Massinelli Tuena (1992) assign the cup to
the environment of late Medieval Europe for its simple shape and the finishing of the edge, Mosco-Casazza
(2004) ascribe it to the Venetian production together with the exhibition Die Staufer und Italien (2010,
303

catalogue entry by Irmgard Siede), while Venturelli (2009) to a Byzantine manufacture of 10 -11 century.
th

th

The setting is instead in silver gilt, with a chiselled foot with vegetal motives. It is unanimously assigned to
Lorenzo’s times: considering the drawing included in “Disegni dei vasi” (fig. a) the setting consisted of a
complex structure on the edge and on the lid, with double handles in the shape of dragons. Considering the
whole setting, Heikamp (1974) and Venturelli (2009) have proposed a comparison with the silver cross of Saint
John’s altar, in the Museo dell’ Opera del Duomo, by Pollaiolo’s workshop. Liscia Bemporad (1996), even
though she doesn’t talk specifically about n. 436, have faced the matter of the vases’ settings in many
contributions: she proposes to individuate their date of execution between 1487 and 1492, by a foreign artist
working in Florence, close to Giusto da Firenze’s style.
The last restorations of the cup were conducted in 2010 and in 2013 with the Arcus Project. In 2010 the occasion
was the exhibition “Gli Svevi e l'Italia - Tre regioni innovative nell'Europa Medievale”: the intervention is
described as a general cleaning and the reintegration of the rift .
304

Fig. a - BNFi, Cod. Palatino C. B. 3.27, f. 3 (after MOSCO CASAZZA 2004, fig. 7, p. 35)

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Also Menna, talking about medicean vases, hypothesizes that many of them could have venetian provenance, even
though she does not mention specifically n. 436 (MENNA 1998, p. 131).
Scheda OA, preserved at the Museo degli Argenti.!
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Fig. b - Jasper cup N. Inv. 436 (photo by the author)
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7 - Sardonyx Cup
Florence, Museo degli Argenti,
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 582
Cup: Byzantine (?), 10 - 12 century
Setting: Florentine, mid of 15 century
Sardonyx, silver gilt
cm 23 (height) x cm 18 (diameter), cm 0,9-1,6 (thick), gr 2560 (weight)
INSCRIBED:
On the cup: LAV.R.MED
PROVENANCE: Lorenzo the Magnificent collection, Clement VII collection, Basilica di San Lorenzo (1532),
Gabinetto delle Gemme, Uffizi Gallery (1785), Niobe’s Room, Uffizi Gallery (1861), Museo degli Argenti
(1921)
CONDITION: Medium, it presents several fractures, the edge was scraped of 2 cm during the restoration of
1785. There is a lacuna filled with stucco. The silver of the foot was oxidised, but with recent restoration it is
back to a bright gold colour.
RESTORATIONS:
-! G.r. 8197 d, 1979, Frizzi, Naldini, Burgalassi
-! Project arcus s.p.a. 2013, Jennifer Di Fina, Martina Fontana, Mari Yanagishita
EXHIBITIONS:
.! Il Tesoro di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1972)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
Disegni dei Vasi (BNFi, Cod. Palatino C. B. 3. 27, f. ?)
Bullarum Laurentianum (in Heikamp 1974, p. 287, n. 41)
BdUFi, Nota dei Vasi, “Giornale della Galleria” (1785), n. 8 (in Heikamp: ASGF, non BdU)
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825), vol. 11, cl. 6, n. 188, n. 191
REFERENCES:
Richa 1757-1762, vol. 5, 1757, p. 51, n. 41; Gotti 1872, p. 426; Holzhausen 1929, p. 114 e pp. 120-123 ; Morassi,
1963, tav. 14; Aschengreen Piacenti 1967, n. 128 p. 136; Hahnloser 1971a, p. 166 nota 6; Heikamp 1974, n. 18;
Massinelli Tuena 1992, p. 34; Alcouffe 2001, p. 91, fig. 25b; Mosco Casazza 2004, fig. 11-12, pp. 37-38;
Venturelli 2009, p. 31 fig.7, p. 38 n. 6
COMPARISONS:
Jasper Cup n. 436 (catalogue entry n. 6)
Chalice of Saint Mark’s Treasury (Hahnloser 1971, pp. 58-59, n. 40)
Chalice of Saint Mark’s Treasury, metal sheets (Hahnloser 1971, pp. 59-60, n. 41)
Chalice of Saint Mark’s Treasury (Hahnloser 1971, pp. 67-68, n. 59)
Cup of Louvre (Alcouffe 2001, n.25, pp. 91-92)
th

th

th

The sardonyx cup (fig. a,b) has a smooth surface, with the engraving LAV.R.MED (fig. a), and a very simple
and traditional form (Morassi 1963). Scholars have indicated few different hypotheses about its provenance:
While Holzhausen (1929) inclines for the imitation of an antique cup, Morassi (1963) is the first to consider the
cup as a Byzantine production of 10 – 11 century. The Byzantine origin is shared also by Hahnloser (1971),
th

th

for its steep and high structure, similar to the cup inv. n. 436 (catalogue entry n. 6) and to a sardonyx chalice
in the Treasury of Saint Mark in Venice (Hahnloser 1971, n. 59), both dated at 10 -11 century. Also Massinelli
th

th

Tuena (1992) tend for the Byzantine provenance, even though they anticipate the date to the 7 -8 centuries,
th

th

while Mosco and Casazza (2004) return on the idea of a Byzantine manufacture of the 11 century. The
th

geographic provenance and the date seem to be confirmed by comparisons, especially with a few cups inside
Saint Mark’s Treasury, assigned to Constantinople, 10 -11 century (Hahnloser 1971, n. 40 and n. 59). Similar
th

th

is also the cup today in Paris (Louvre) but also coming from Florence, from Pier Soderini (Alcouffe 2001, n. 25,
pp. 91-92, fig. 3.19).
Part of the setting, including the thin sheets running on the cup can be considered of Byzantine provenance
according to bibliography, and also in this case we can mention a comparison with the sheets of a cup of Saint
Mark (Hahnloser 1971, n. 41). The foot was instead made in Florence in 15 century (Heikamp 1974, Venturelli
th

2009), it presents a protruding collar with moulding and a foot with a relief twine motif. This setting was part
of a much richer complex, including a silver lid with the symbols of the intertwined roses and laurels, and of
the diamond-shaped ring with feather bunches (fig. c, d). The symbols have been analysed by Heikamp (1974)
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and Venturelli (2009): the rose with the laurel was used by Lorenzo after his marriage with Clarice Orsini
(1460), and also the diamond shaped ring with feather bunches was used by both Lorenzo and Leo X, but in
this case it is missing of the galero or the papal tiara; it’s therefore possible that it is referred to Lorenzo
(Venturelli 2009).
The cup, as we have seen, was part of Lorenzo the Magnificent collection. Entered in Leo X’s hands, it was
donated back to the Church of San Lorenzo in Florence by Clement VII, as a reliquary. The sources (Bullarum
Laurentianum, Richa 1757) do not recall which relics were placed inside the cup. Richa (1757) writes that the
cup contains the heads and the bones of several Saints, which were deprived of their ornaments by the heretics
during the Sack of Rome (1527), therefore it’s impossible to know exactly which relics they are. He also
mentions the presence of the gridiron of Saint Lawrence. This relic did not appear in the Bullarum
Laurentianum, we can therefore presume that it was added later on, probably in the 16 century (Venturelli
th

2009). In 1785 the cup was moved in the Gabinetto delle Gemme, inside Uffizi Gallery (Heikamp 1974), its lid
and the superior ring were removed, causing an abrasion which is still visible today, and the final parts of the
byzantine sheets, now too long, were bended inside the cup (Venturelli 2009). In 1921 it was placed inside the
Museo degli Argenti. It seems that, before this last translation the cup was stolen during the night between 17

th

and 18 December 1860, together with other rings, vases and cameos: in fact, n. 582 corresponds to the
th

description of one of the stolen vases, given in a document published by Gotti (1872, p. 229, p. 426).

Fig. a - Sardonyx cup N. Inv. 582, detail of the engraving (photo by the author)
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Fig. b - Sardonyx cup N. Inv. 582 (after MOSCO CASAZZA 2004, fig. 11, p. 37)

Fig. c, d - BNFi, Cod. Palatino C. B. 3.27 (after MOSCO CASAZZA 2004, fig. 12)
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8 - Carnelian Cup
Florence, Museo degli Argenti
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 787
Cup: Venetian - Byzantine, 10 - 12 century
Setting: Italian, second half of 14 century
Carnelian (cup), silver gilt (setting)
cm 8,5 (height) x 4 (width) x 4,6 (diameter)
INSCRIBED:
On the pave: S.IO.B.N° VI
PROVENANCE: Lorenzo il Magnifico collection, Clemente VII collection, Basilica di San Lorenzo (1532),
Gabinetto delle Gemme (Uffizi Gallery, 1785), Museo degli Argenti (1921)
CONDITION:/
RESTORATIONS:
-! Project arcus s.p.a. 2013, Jennifer Di Fina, Martina Fontana, Mari Yanagishita
EXHIBITIONS:
.! Il Tesoro di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1972)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
Disegni dei Vasi (BNFi, Cod. Palatino C. B. 3. 27, f. ?)
BdUFi, Nota dei Vasi, “Giornale della Galleria” (1785), n. 19
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825), n. 398
REFERENCES:
Bullarium Laurentianum, in Heikamp 1974, p. 186, n. 6; Richa 1754-1762, vol. 5, pp. 48-53, n. 6; Aschengreen
Piacenti 1967, n. 193 n. 1319; Heikamp 1974, n. 13; Venturelli 2009, n. 9, p. 40.
COMPARISONS:
Chalice of Saint Mark’s Treasury (Hahnloser 1971, p. 63, n. 47)
Chalice of Saint Mark’s Treasury (Hahnloser 1971, p. 65, n. 53)
Double Cup from “libro dei Vasi” (Heikamp 1974, p. 112, n. 14)
Foot: Saint Isidore Reliquary (Hahnloser 1971, p. 184-185, n. 180)
Foot: Bottle in the shape of ampoule (Heikamp 1974, p. 118-119, n.22)
Foot: Double cup (Heikamp 1974, p. 157-158, n. 60)
th

th

th

The cup (fig. a) is in carnelian, it is small and it has a round profile, with maximum diameter in the centre,
smaller in the edge. The edge is smooth, it was probably polished when the setting was removed, in 1785
(Heikamp 1974). The colour is peach with grey spots. The foot is in silver gilt, it is high and has a polylobed
shape, with an ornament in the shape of a rope. It presents an inscription: S.IO.B. N VI and a hole for an
application today lost. The cup was donated by Clement VII to the Basilica of San Lorenzo and it contained
the relics of Saint John the Baptist (Bullarum Laurentianum): it was described as a carnelian vase with a square
gem on top. The gem on top is also described in Richa (1757): it is possible that when the cup was placed in
Michelangelo’s tribune it was a double cup, similar to an other example today lost but presented in a drawing
of “Libro dei Vasi” (fig. 3.18) (Heikamp 1974, n. 14, fig. 31). In 1681 the relics were extracted, as Cosimo III
decided to take some relics for his private chapel. Today they are preserved in a crystal vase (Heikamp 1974,
n. 35): they are 6 fragments, as it is indicated on the inscription on 787 foot (S.IO.B N. VI: Saint John the Baptist
n.6). In 1785 the vase was brought to the Uffizi, in Gabinetto delle Gemme, it was deprived of its lid and the
edge was polished. It ended up in the Museo degli Argenti in 1921.
The cup is considered by Heikamp (1974) among the “Byzantine and Sassanid vases”: it is similar, in the shape,
to two Byzantine vases in Saint Mark’s Treasury (Hahnloser 1971, p. 63, n. 47, Hahnloser 1971, p. 65, n. 53),
dated at 10 and at 12 century. The foot is instead considered venetian by Heikamp, on the base of the
th

th

comparison with other vases of Lorenzo the Magnificent collection (Heikamp 1974, p. 118-119, n. 22; Heikamp
1974, p. 157-158, n. 60) and with the foot of Saint Isidore reliquary (Hahnloser 1971, p. 184-185, n. 180).
According to Heikamp’s interpretation, it is possible that the cup had a silver setting with vegetal motifs,
exactly as n. 22 and 60 of the collection.
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Fig. a,b – Carnelian cup N. Inv. 787 (photo by the author)
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9 – 38 stoles
Florence, Archive of Santa Maria Novella
Inv./
Byzantine, before the first half of 15 century
Beige linen, black silk
Dimensions are slightly variable 3,5-5,5 x ca 230 cm (including the fringes)
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: Constantinople, carried by Byzantine clergymen during the Council (1439), Archive of
Santa Maria Novella (?), 1 stole was transferred to Lecceto between 1953 and 1967
CONDITION: Generally good, some of them present frayed threads, holes or spots.
RESTORATIONS: /
EXHIBITIONS:
-! L’uomo del Rinascimento. Leon Battista Alberti e le arti a Firenze tra ragione e bellezza, (Firenze,
Palazzo Strozzi, 2006)
ARCHIVES AND INVENTORIES: /
REFERENCES:
Luchinat Morolli 2006 p. 113 (catalogue entry by R. Lunardi)
th

The archive of the Convent of Santa Maria Novella preserves a group of 38 stoles. A handwritten note inside
the box where they are contained (fig. a) tells us that originally they were 39, but one was given to the Convent
of Lecceto between 1953 and 1967. The tradition establishing that they came through the Orthodox clergymen
during the Ferrara-Florence Council in 1439 is oral and not attested by any document. However, according to
Lunardi (2006), who was the first mentioning and observing the stoles, the tradition was faithfully passed on
and it is trustworthy.
The stoles are probably made in linen and silk , they are about 230 cm long, while their width varies from 3,5
305

to 5,5 cm (fig. b). The stoles were produced with a loom a tavoletta, using threads of different material and
306

tones, which allow the insertion of the decorations: the background is in beige colour, while the decorations
are realized in a black silk thread. The decoration consists of two borders running on the whole length of the
stoles, and of crosses: they are 7 in total, 2 at the edges and 5 distributed at a regular distance (ca. 35 cm) in the
middle of the stoles. Their harms are decorated by geometric symbols, which vary on different stoles (fig. c).
The two crosses realized at the edges, just above the fringes, are bigger than the others and are framed by a
double row of rhombus below and a single row of rhombus above. On the upper part, they are also framed
by a double row of squares (fig. d,e). A similar kind of decoration, with crosses, is presented in the fresco
which portrays the Patriarch Joseph II, part of his sepulchre in Santa Maria Novella (fig. 3.4a). The stoles are
in good conditions, even though the silk thread is often lost and the colour has faded, thus damaging the
decorations. In few cases, stoles have holes and spots (fig. f,g).

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lunardi indicates whool and linen. However, some experts analysing the stoles with me, have affirmed that the
material is more likely linen, and the decoration are made with a silk thread. Only laboratory analyses could confirm the
supposition.
I tried to understand if the stoles have two different sizes. However, the width differences seem to be casual.
305
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Fig. a – Hand-written note on the box of the stoles

Fig. b – One of the stoles (after LUCHINAT MOROLLI 2006, p. 113)
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Fig. c - One of the crosses weaved on the stoles

Fig. d,e – The crosses weaved at the edges, back side and front side
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Fig. f – Stole with damaged silk thread

Fig. g – Stole with a hole, spots and damaged silk thread
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10! - Artworks inside the cross-reliquary of the Passion

307

10a) Golden cross with gems
Florence, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo
Inv./
Byzantine, 11 -14 century (?)
Golden filigree, 8 pearls, 4 gems
5,5 x 4,5 cm, 1 cm thick
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: Constantinople, Santa Maria del Fiore cathedral (1454), Museo dell’Opera del Duomo (19
century)
CONDITION: /
RESTORATIONS: /
EXHIBITIONS:/
ARCHIVES AND INVENTORIES:
ASF, Arte della Lana, CCI, c. 235-236 (in Poggi 1909, pp. 239-240)
AOSMF, II.1.93, Delib. 1454-1459, c.36 (in Poggi 1989, n. 1864)
AOSMF, VIII.5.1, pp. 95-103 (Inventory of Opera del Duomo 1645)
AOSFM, II.2.25, pp. 47-51 (Holzman’s restoration, 1700)
AOSMF, XI.8.1, fasc. B (without date)
AOSFM, XI.8.1, fasc. C (without date)
AOSFM, XI.8.2, Inv. 1818, fol. 193-194, n. 2028
REFERENCES:
Minerbetti 1615 (in Richa, vol. 6, 1756, p. 189-196); Del Migliore 1684, p. 31; Cocchi 1901, pp. 41-47; Poggi 1909,
p. CXXI, doc. 1203 pp. 239-240; Paatz III, 1952, p. 383; Becherucci Brunetti 1970, pp. 257-258; Menna 1998, p.
122; Bicchi Ciandella 1999, pp. 91-93 ; Bicchi Leoncini 2012, pp. 66-69; Fabbri 2012, pp. 505-507; Sacri Splendori
2014, pp. 134-136.
COMPARISONS:
Frame of the Mandylion of Genova (Mandylion 2004, pp. 155-164)
Revetment of the Icon with the Virgin Hodegetria in Vatopedi Monastery (Hetherington 2008, XIV, p. 11)
Palaiologan filigree revetments (Bank 1970, pp. 348-353)
th

th

th

!

The small cross is included in the cross-reliquary of the Passion (fig. a), a golden cross which was donated by
Maria Maddalena of Austria and her husband Cosimo II (Becherucci Brunetti 1970, p. 91) in 1620 (the date is
engraved on the cross itself). It is placed inside the superior compartment of the reliquary and it is a golden
filigree cross , with the filigree obtained through a twisted thread designing floral motifs (fig. b). At the centre
308

of the cross the motif is disposed inside a circle, placed at the crossing of the arms. The vertical lower arm is
longer then the others, having a sector decorated by filigree, while the other arms have only the space for
pearls and gems decoration. Each arm present 2 pearls and a collet with a precious stone, red on the horizontal
arms (according to Cocchi 1901 they are rubies) and blue on the vertical ones. It’s actually very difficult to
define a precise date for the artefact, Menna (1998) thinks it could be made in 11 -12 century. However, the
th

th

most convincing comparisons are with the frame of the Mandylion of Genova, which presents a similar filigree
motif disposed in circles. The frame was probably made during the Age of Palaiologos dynasty, specifically it
is dated by Hetherington at the half of 14 century (Mandylion 2004). Bicchi Leoncini (2012) also propose a
th

comparison with the Icon of the Virgin Hodegetria in the Monastery of Vatopedi, which is also similar to the
Mandylion of Genova (Hetherington 2008, XIV, p. 11). However, the motifs of the frame of the Vatopedi icon
are not precisely matching those of the cross, and only a general similitude can be identified, as well as a
general similarities can be seen with other filigree works of Palaiologan Age, such as the revetment of the icon
of the Virgin in Liège, 13 -14 century (Bank 1970, p. 348). The mentioned examples show that the most similar
th

th

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
For the cross-reliquary of the Passion see Becherucci Brunetti 1970, pp. 257-258; Bicchi Ciandella 1999, pp. 91-93, Sacri
Splendori 2014, n. 15, pp. 134-136.
Its current position and the existing pictures don’t allow a good visibility of the cross.!
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examples of filigree works are those made in Palaiologan Age, so the date proposed by Menna could be
cautiously postponed.
The cross contains several relics (a piece of the brad of the Last Supper, a piece of the sponge, of the cane, of
the purple dress and of the tunic and a thorn) and it was part of a relic trade which happened in 1454, when
Marco di Castranselmo brought from Constantinople to Florence a set of objects: not only the mentioned relics,
but also a relic of the holy cross, which is nowadays preserved in the same reliquary Cross of the Passion (see
below) and a Greek Gospel Book decorated by gold and precious stones, which was bought by the Florentine
Republic and kept inside Palazzo dei Priori (Fabbri 2012). According to the sources, it was Antonino Pierozzi
to intervene and conclude the transaction: while the Municipality brought the manuscript for 400 golden
florins, the Arte della Lana was convinced to buy the relics for Santa Maria del Fiore cathedral. The account
of Castranselmo’s transaction is narrated in all the most important historical chronicles of Florence, from
Buoninsegni (1637) onwards . After the acquisition, the relics were put inside the major altar of the cathedral
309

(Poggi 1909, doc. 1203).
The first to mention specifically the gemmed cross is Minerbetti in 1615 (in Richa 1756): in his Relazione delle
Sante Reliquie, che sono nella Metropolitana Chiesa di Firenze, fatta da Cosimo Minerbetti Arcidiacono Fiorentino e
Vescovo di Cortona, al Serenissimo Granduca di Toscana Cosimo Secondo, he tells us that the small cross contains
many different relics, impossible to take away as they would be strongly damaged. He reports the story of the
transaction and adds the information that the provenance of this group of relics was confirmed by the Cardinal
Isidore and the Patriarch Gregory, whose certifications were also preserved in Florence Cathedral: according
to them, the relics were collected by the Emperors of Constantinople and kept inside the monastery of Saint
Sylvester, also said Philantropos .
310

Minerbetti also talks about the other relics which were going to be placed inside the new reliquary cross
wanted by Maria Maddalena of Austria together with the gemmed cross: it’s a group of relics which was
brought in Florence by the Chiaramonti family during the Council of Ferrara/Florence in 1439 . According to
311

Minerbetti, this second group is very similar to the one of 1454: a piece of the Holy Cross, a thorn, a nail, a
piece of the cane and a part of the purple tunic of Christ.
When Del Migliore (1684) describes the relics, they had already been repositioned all together inside Maria
Maddalena’s cross: the gemmed cross in the superior part, where it still is, and the wooden cross coming from
Constantinople in the main compartment, surrounded by the relics brought by Chiaramonti. However, in his
description he does not mention the gemmed cross.
Neither Cocchi (1901) mentions the gemmed cross, but reports a deliberation of the Opera about the
restoration of the reliquary cross made by B. Holzman in 1700 (and in fact on the base of the cross the date of
1700 is engraved, AOSFM, II.2.25, pp. 47-51), which describes again all the relics. The descriptions coincide
with those made by Minerbetti one century before .
312

Most recent bibliography (Becherucci Brunetti 1970, Menna 1998, Bicchi Ciandella 1999) repeat the provenance
of the relics through Marco Chestialselim, but dedicates only few words in describing the cross; Bicchi
Leoncini (2012) adds some interesting considerations: the authors suppose that the wooden cross today in

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
See Fabbri 2012, note 54 at p. 507.
See 2.4.2 Relics and reliquaries, extant and lost heritage.
About Chiaromonte’s donation see Böninger 1995.
Bicchi Ciandella mentions several documents, from 1697 to 1700, regarding Holzman’s restoration (see Bicchi Ciandella
1999, n. 125, 126, 128, 130, 131 pp. 132-133).
309
310
311
312
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Santa Maria del Fiore, in the sacristy, was the first artefact where the relics coming from Constantinople were
placed after they were removed from their Byzantine setting , before being put in Maria Maddalena’s cross.
313

10b) Cross relic of the Holy Cross
Florence, Museo dell’ Opera del Duomo
Inv./
Byzantine, 11 -12 century
Wood, golden filigree ferrules.
On the front: Sardonic Cameo
On the back: Enamel
13,5 x 13 cm, 1 cm thick
INSCRIBED: IC XP (on the enamel)
PROVENANCE: Constantinople, Santa Maria del Fiore cathedral (1454), Museo dell’ Opera del Duomo (19
century)
CONDITION: /
RESTORATIONS: /
EXHIBITIONS:/
ARCHIVES AND INVENTORIES:
ASF, Arte della Lana, CCI, c. 235-236 (in Poggi 1909, pp. 239-240)
AOSMF, II.1.93, Delib. 1454-1459, c.36 (in Poggi 1989, n. 1864)
AOSMF, VIII.5.1, pp. 95-103 (Inventory of Opera del Duomo 1645)
ASF, Spogli Strozziani, Fatti e memorie dell’Arte dei Mercatanti (da Cocchi 1901, pp. 57-58, Bicchi Ciandella
1999, p. 91)
AOSFM, II.2.25, PP. 47-51 (Holzman’s restoration, 1700)
AOSMF, XI.8.1, fasc. B (without date)
AOSFM, XI.8.1, fasc. C (without date)
AOSFM, XI.8.2, Inv. 1818, fol. 193, n. 2028
REFERENCES:
Minerbetti 1615 (in Richa, vol. 6, p. 189-196); Buoninsegni 1637, p. 110; Del Migliore 1684, p. 31; Cocchi 1901,
pp. 41-47; Poggi 1909, p. CXXI, doc. 1203 pp. 239-240; Paatz III, 1952, p. 383 ; Becherucci Brunetti 1970, pp. 257258; Menna 1998, p. 122; Bicchi Ciandella 1999, pp. 91-93; Bicchi Leoncini 2012, pp. 66-69; Fabbri 2012, pp. 505507; Sacri Splendori 2014, pp. 134-136
COMPARISONS:
Filigree: reliquary with the Virgin and the Anastasis of Siena’s Treasury (L’oro di Siena 1996, pp. 118-120),
icons with the Virgin and Christ said “Jouets de Theodora” (Grabar 1975, n. 32 pp. 60-61, fig. 68-69), icon of
Saint John the Theologian (Grabar 1975, n. 33 p. 62, fig. 71-72), icon of Trinity from Vatopedi (Grabar 1975, n.
38 pp. 66-67, fig. 81-82), Frame of the Mandylion of Genova (Mandylion 2004, pp. 155-164)
th

th

th

The cross is made with fragments of the wood of the Holy Cross. It has a golden filigree ferrules on each arm
and it presents, at the intersection of the arms, on one side, a rectangular cameo with Christ blessing and
holding a book (fig. c,d). On the opposite side it has an enamel with the letters IC XP (fig. e,f). The cross was
314

part of the relics brought by Marco di Castranselmo, together with the gemmed cross and ended up inside the
reliquary cross of the Passion (see above), in the central and bigger compartment.
The cross appears in a description made by Sant’Antonino in 1455 (Bicchi Ciandella 1999, p. 91): it was brought
in Procession inside a big silver staurotheke, which may be the cross where the relics were placed as soon as
they arrived in 1454, as described by Minerbetti (Minerbetti 1615, in Richa 1756). According to Bicchi Leoncini
(2012), the cross was after placed in the wooden cross of the Museo dell’ Opera del Duomo and finally in Maria
Maddalena’s Passion reliquary (see above). Minerbetti’s description is interesting also because it describes the
cross as “del legno sopra il quale il figliol di Dio sostenne morte, e che ha con lettere greche scrito il suo nome”,
no other sources talk about the letters, nor they are visible today (although according to Bicchi Leoncini 2012,
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See 2.4.2 Relics and reliquaries: extant and lost heritage.
Also in this case the cameo and the enamel are not easily visible.!
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the mentioned letters are those present on the enamel). After the new placement inside the Passion reliquary,
the cross was described again for Holzman’s restoration of the Passion Reliquary (Cocchi 1901, p. 47).
Becherucci and Brunetti (1970) date the cameo and the enamel at 11 -12 century, while Bicchi Leoncini (2012)
th

th

date the filigree at 12 century, and Sframeli (Sacri Splendori) again at the 11 -12 . However, also in this case
th

th

th

the most similar examples are dated a bit later: the filigree decoration is comparable to that of the reliquary
with the Virgin and the Anastasis of Siena’s Treasury (L’oro di Siena 1996), but also, its circular shape
containing heart-shaped decorative elements can be found in some 14 century icons’ revetments, as the two
th

icons with Virgin and Christ said “Jouets de Theodora” (Grabar 1975, n. 32 pp. 60-61, fig. 68-69), the icon of
Saint John the Theologian (Grabar 1975, n. 33 p. 62, fig. 71-72), which has the closest decorative motifs, or the
icon of Trinity from Vatopedi (Grabar 1975, n. 38 pp. 66-67, fig. 81-82). Also the Mandylion of Genova shows
a similar decorative pattern (Mandylion 2004, pp. 155-164). !!

!

!
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Fig. a – Reliquary cross of the Passion (photo by the Archivio dell’Opera del Duomo)

!
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Fig. b – Golden cross with gems (photo by the Archivio dell’Opera del Duomo)

!
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Fig. c – Cross relic of the holy cross (photo by the Archivio dell’Opera del Duomo)

!
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Fig. d - Cross relic of the holy cross, detail of the cameo (photo by the Archivio dell’Opera del Duomo)

Fig. e - Cross relic of the holy cross, back side (photo by the Archivio dell’Opera del Duomo)

!
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Fig. f - Cross relic of the holy cross, back side, detail of the enamel (photo by the Archivio dell’Opera del
Duomo)

!
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Figures Chapter 3

Fig. 3.1 Florence,
Bargello
National
Museum,
Pisanello, Medal of
John VIII Palaiologos,
1438-39
(after
LUCHINAT
MOROLLI 2006, n.
34, p. 106)

Fig. 3.2 - Florence, Medici Riccardi Palace, Benozzo Gozzoli, frescoes of the
Cappella dei Magi, east wall, 1459 (after MACCAFERRI 2012, p. 101)
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Fig. 3.3 Florence, Medici
Riccardi
Palace,
Benozzo Gozzoli,
frescoes of the
Cappella
dei
Magi, south wall,
detail of John VIII
Palaiologos 1459
(after
MACCAFERRI
2012, p. 105)

Fig. 3.4a Florence, Church of
Santa Maria Novella,
Funerary Monument
of
the
Patriarch
Joseph II, 1439 (photo
by the author)
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Fig. 3.4b Florence, Church of Santa Maria
Novella, Funerary Monument of the
Patriarch Joseph II, detail of the
blessing Christ, 1439 (photo by the
author)

Fig. 3.5 - Florence, Orsanmichele,
Donatello, Blessing Christ, 1415-17
(after DIANA 2012, fig. 15)

Fig. 3.4c Florence, Church of Santa Maria
Novella, Funerary Monument of
the Patriarch Joseph II, detail of the
inscription, 1439 (photo by the
author)

Fig. 3.6 Florence,
Laurentian
Library,
Cassetta Cesarini, 1439 (after
DIANA 2012, fig. 13)
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Fig. 3.4d Florence, Church of Santa Maria
Novella, Funerary Monument of
the Patriarch Joseph II, detail of
the Patriarch, 1439 (photo by the
author)

Fig. 3.7 – Mystras, Pantanassa Church,
Monument of Manuel laskaris Chatzikis,
after 1444 (after DIANA 2012, fig. 17)

Fig. 3.8 – Paris, Bibliothèque
Nationale de France, sketch of
the Patriarch Joseph II, before
1530 (after DIANA 2012, fig. 3)
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Fig. 3.9a – Florence, Museo degli Argenti, Portable altar, 14th century (photo by the author)
Fig. 3.9b –
Florence, Museo degli Argenti,
Portable altar, detail of the
miniatures, 14th century (photo by
the author)

Fig. 3.10 –
ASF, Mediceo Avanti principato, filza
CXXIX, fol. 347v (from the on-line
inventory
http://www.archiviodistato.firenz
e.it/asfi/index.php?id=76)
consulted on 14/09/2016
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Fig. 3.11 –
London, Victoria and
Albert Museum, Mosaic
icon
with
the
Annunciation, ca. 1320
(after BYZANTIUM 2004,
fig. 7.3, p. 211)

Fig. 3.12 –
Saint
Petersburg,
State
Hermitage Museum, Mosaic
icon with Saint John the
Baptist, 14th-15th century
(after PJATNICKIJ 2015 , fig.
2, p. 51)
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Fig. 3.13 – Paris, Musée du Louvre, Mosaic icon with Saint George Slaying the
Dragon, early 14th century (after BYZANTIUM 2004, n. 137, p. 230)

Fig. 3.14 –
Florence, Bargello
National Museum,
Ghirlandaio,
Mosai c icon with
head
of
Saint
Peter,
1480-85
(after EREDITÀ
1992, n. 118)
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Fig. 3.15 –
Florence,
Museo
dell’Opera
del
Duomo, Monte di
Giovanni del Fora,
Mosai c icon
with
Saint Zenobius, 1505
(after BECHERUCCI
BRUNETTI 1970, vol.
2, fig. 256.

Fig. 3.16 –
Paris, Musée National
du
Moyen
Age
(Musée de Cluny),
Ghirlandaio, Mosaic
icon with Virgin and
Child with Angels,
15th century (after
CADOGAN 2000, fig.
167)
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Fig. 3.18 –
BNFi, Cod. Palatino C. B. 3. 27, f. 40,
sketch of a lost double cup (after
HEIKAMP 1974, fig. 31)

Fig. 3.17 –
Florence, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo,
Reliquary of the index finger of Saint John the
Baptist, 1698 (after BICCHI CIANDELLA 1999,
p. 112)

Fig. 3.19 – Paris, Museé du Louvre, Sardonyx cup owned by Pier Soderini (after
ALCOUFFE 2003, n. 25)
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4) From Vasari to the end of the Medici dynasty (1150-1737)
The period under investigation starts with the most significant judgement ever expressed about Greek art,
formulated by Vasari in his two editions of Le Vite, in 1550 and in 1568. Greek art is said to embody the “worst
possible” in art, the “neglect phase” of art history, and the consequences of this damning opinion were deep
and long lasting, retraceable in art historical literature until the well known Giudizio sul Dugento by Longhi in
1948 .
1

This chapter analyses the effects of Vasari’s position on the Byzantine artistic tradition both in terms of
Florentine historiography and in terms of the history of collecting.
The influence Vasari had on art historical thought has been dealt with by an extensive bibliography, but never
with a specific attention towards the mentions of “Greek” and “Greek manner” . The analysis points out how
2

“Greek art” becomes one of the subjects for the parochial dispute, thus becoming an important pivot of the
emerging, and still partially subconscious discussion about the cultural identity of Italian art and specifically
of Tuscan art. Moreover, even though Vasari’s evolutional construction of art development and its
chronological structure was to have a long-lasting effect upon art historical literature, it is surprising that his
negative judgement of Greek art was not always adopted as a dogma by following historians: while his
immediate successors (such as Bocchi ) tend to totally embrace Vasari’s vision, often exactly repeating his
3

words, some original elements of reflection start to emerge in 17 century literature.
th

The consequences of Vasari’s pronouncement upon collecting attitudes have instead been considered rather
less by the bibliography , especially in the case of Greek objects. Few Byzantine objects that certainly arrived
4

during this period are kept inside Florentine Museums. Almost all of them come from the Medici collection,
which also in this case constitutes the privileged field of research for its richness and the availability of
documents and publications. Not all the pieces included in the catalogue demonstrably entered the collection
during the time span considered here. The catalogue entries in fact, also include some pieces, such as the ivory
casket with Deisis and Saints or the cameo with the blessing Christ, which are only recognizable in Medici
inventories drawn up after the end of the dynasty, but which are very likely to have been collected during this
period.
The study of the numerous private collections of the wealthy Florentine families proves more problematic,
and the data regarding possible Byzantine objects are rare. If we consider the Medici properties and aristocratic
collections as a whole, we see that the aesthetic condemnation of Greek art might have affected collecting
tendencies: icons, paintings and mosaics, which were one of the most cherished Byzantine objects during the
Renaissance, completely lose their appeal during the 16 and 17 centuries, and no new pieces are added to
th

th

Florentine collections. The only exception is the mosaic with Vergine Regina from the oratory of John VII in
Rome, which was gifted to Antonio Ricci archbishop of Arezzo and arrived in Florence in 1609 (catalogue
entry n. 21). However, its importance does not lie on its presumable realization by Byzantine artists but rather
on the supposition that it is a relic of primitive Christianity. The other Byzantine pieces entering in Florence
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LONGHI 1948. The essay was reprinted in R. Longhi, Edizione delle opere complete, 7, Firenze 1974.
About the “maniera greca” in Italian historiography, see note 52, chapter 2 Florence and Byzantium during the Late
Middle Ages (1204/1205-1397). A recent contribution addressing the use of the term “Greek” in Vasari’s text is SPARTI
2013, however, the greatest attention is paid to classical “Greek”. About Vasari’s conception of Greek art see as last
BICKENDORF 2002.
BOCCHI 1591.
The most important studies are: BAROCCHI 1979, GOLDBERG 1988; DE BENEDICTIS ed. 1998; GAHTAN CECCHI
2014. About the Uffizi Gallery display and historiography from Vasari onwards, see BAROCCHI 1983. About the
relation between Cardinal Leopoldo collection activity and Baldinucci, see BAROCCHI 1976.
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in this period are instead tied to a specific interest in certain classes of objects, in continuation with the
Renaissance past, such as hard stones and cameos. However, also in this case the main focus is on classical
antiquity, as is evident for example from the collection accumulated by cardinal Leopoldo de’ Medici (16171675). A lesser interest is reserved for Christian vestiges, and the presence of Byzantine pieces appears as a
mere accident. For example, the interest in ancient ivories, especially Imperial effigies and consular diptychs,
which was to expand during the next century , brings as a consequence the inclusion of some Byzantine objects
5

in Florentine private collections. Unfortunately, the majority of the objects outside the Medici collection has
been disposed of and has left Florence, and this heritage is today recognizable inside some of the most famous
European Museums. The chronological threshold of this chapter is the extinction of the Medici lineage at Gian
Gastone’s death in 1737, not only as a political turning point but also for its importance in the history of
collection, thank to the Patto di Famiglia, sought after by the Elettrice Palatina in 1737 and reiterated in her
testament on 5 April 1739 . With this brave act, which constituted “il primo rilevante testamento a destinazione
6

pubblica della storia”, Anna Maria Luisa de’ Medici (1667-1743) secured a great part of Medici’s heritage to
the city of Florence. The Patto di Famiglia is therefore the reason why, notwithstanding that the Asburgo-Lorena
were the new Grand Dukes of Tuscany, the Medici collection, including its few Byzantine pieces, is still in
Florence.

4.1) References to “Greek art” in the sources from Vasari onwards
The weight and the longevity of Vasari’s interpretation of Greek art in artistic historiography has been welldocumented by bibliography. In the previous chapter we have analysed Vasari’s forerunners and we have
verified how the most important themes to mark out his discourse were already present in the literature of the
15 and 16 . Vasari is the author who “esplode tutte le sue munizioni contro i Greci ed eleva Firenze al vertice
th

th7

delle arti” and, as is explained by Pace, his negative judgement is based on a “sentimento fiorentino a dir poco
‘leghista’, sia per l’orgoglio della sua coscienza civica (benché nativo di Arezzo), sia per disprezzo di quanto
fiorentino non fosse” . His disapproval of “Greek art” is irrevocable, as is expressed in the Proemio, where he
8

formulates his historiographical construction, starting from the distinction between “antico”, meaning all the
arts produced before Constantine, and “vecchio”, meaning the period from Saint Sylvester onwards .
9

According to his vision, after the epoch of Constantine the only existing artists were Byzantine, or better, “i
Greci vecchi e non antichi” . The words he dedicates to these artists are wholly negative: he writes that their
10

artworks were “poste in opera da un certo residuo de Greci, i quali più tosto tignere che dipignere sapevano”,
he defines their paintings as “non altro che le prime line in un campo di colore” and, almost perfectly quoting
Gelli , he describes their figures as “con occhi spiritati e mani aperte, in punta di piedi” and “così goffe e sì ree
11
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See chapter 5.2.2 Byzantine objects in private collections.
About the Patto di Famiglia, see as last CONTICELLI 2006; VALENTINI 2006; MENICUCCI 2014.
See chapter 3.3.1 References to Greek art in art historical literature.
PACE 2015, p. 745.
The choice of Constantine, and especially of Saint Sylvester as a chronological threshold is interesting by itself,
especially for the introduction of Christianity as an element of break. Also in this case, Vasari repeated a chronological
distinction already used by previous literature, for example Ghiberti in his Commentari. About the distinction betweeen
“maniera greca vecchia” and “maniera greca antica” in the 16th and 17th century, see HETHERINGTON 2008; SPARTI
2013, pp. 216-219.
VASARI ed. 1878-1885, vol. 1, Proemio, p. 242; VASARI ed. 1967, vol. 1.2, Proemio, p. 29.
See chapter 3.3.1 References to Greek art in art historical literature.!
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e tanto malfatte di grossezza e di maniera ch’e’ par impossibile che imaginare peggio si potesse ”. The field of
12

sculpture is no better: in the Proemio to his 2 volume, in fact, Vasari writes:
rd

Questo medesimo dico de la scultura, la quale in quella prima età della sua rinascita ebbe assai del buono, perché,
fuggita la maniera goffa greca, ch’era tanto rozza e che teneva ancora tanto più della cava che dell’ingegno degli
artefici, essendo quelle loro statue intere senza pieghe o attitudine o movenza alcuna e proprio da chiamarsi statue .
13

However, Vasari’s point of view is not straightforward and some elements are deeply contradictory . Firstly,
14

in his general rejection of the Greek artistic tradition he can not deny the role that Greek artistic tradition
assumed in revitalize the Western capabilities: as already assessed by Vasari’s forerunners, during the period
between Constantine and Cimabue the only existing artists and art were the Greeks; therefore, they were the
only ones carrying artistic customs and practices. Also in the Vita di Cimabue, that we already mentioned
talking about the Gondi Chapel in Santa Maria Novella , Vasari assigns to Greek artists the role of “teachers”:
15

teachers of a bad manner, but always starting points of the Florentine revolution. This contradiction, based on
the necessity of affirming the leading role of Florentine artists as innovators and pioneers of the “modern
manner”, has had the consequence of spreading that “epidemic” interpretation of Byzantine art well explained
by Pedone and already mentioned in the chapter about the Middle Ages : the Byzantines were the vehicle
16

through which Western art re-appropriated the classical past.
Secondly, the contradiction emerges once we look at the critic judgement of the art preceding and
contemporaneous with Cimabue, as indicated by Pace:
Quel che peraltro deve destare attenzione è la confusione con cui Vasari affastella opere diversissime, giudicate bene
se credute di referenza cimabuesca (per via della necessaria sequenza teleologica Cimabue - Giotto), male invece se,
senza la stampella attributiva a Cimabue, vengono ritenute di maniera greca. Ne deriva un atteggiamento di
“contradditorietà” o, meglio, di ‘ambiguità’” .
17

This attitude, and this confusion, emerges clearly when we look at the examples of Greek art that Vasari cites.
In the first edition of Le Vite, in the Proemio, he lists, as episodes of Byzantine art, Saint Mark’s Basilica in
Venice, the Duomo di Pisa and the Florentine monuments already analysed in the first chapter . Apart from
18

Saint Mark Venice, the other examples do not seem connected to the effective presence of Byzantine artists.
Moreover, the list becomes even longer and more problematic in the edition of 1568: for example, he attributes
to Greek artists the relief of Constantine’s arch made during Constantine’s time, the mosaics inside the
churches of Santa Prassede and Santa Pudenziana, Santa Maria Nuova (Santa Francesca Romana), the mosaics
inside the apses of Sant’Agnese, Santa Maria Maggiore and of Saint John Lateran . Not only are none of these
19

artworks Byzantine, but the juxtaposition without differentiation of monuments dating from the 4 century to
th

the Carolingian times, to the 13 century is striking . As noted in bibliography since the edition of Vasari made
th

20
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Byzantine artists in Pisa, see 2.2.1 Byzantine artists in Florence, notes 64-65.
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by Milanesi in 1846 , Vasari’s melting pot is justified by his necessity of condemnation (and the reason for
21

condemnation was being “Greek”) of all the art preceding Cimabue. In this attempt, it is probably he never
even saw an example of what we would today call “Byzantine art” . The confusion is evident also on a
22

terminological level. The monuments mentioned in the Proemio are particularly relevant because they are the
only evidently attributed to “artisti greci”. In all the other cases, Vasari uses “greco”, “alla maniera greca” or
“lavorato alla greca” in a way which is always halfway between the geographic provenance and the stylistic
23

meaning, as his predecessors had done. Considering that the text is full of such instances, here I will give just
one example: writing about Margaritone d’Arezzo, Vasari writes that in his paintings “erano molte figure
piccole e grandi, e comechè fussero lavorate alla greca, si conosceva non di meno ch’ell’erano state fatte con
buon giudizio e con amore” . Further, many other artists, such as Ugolino da Siena, Cimabue, Andrea Tafi,
24

Gaddo Gaddi, Pietro Cavallini become examples of the “maniera greca”: in all these cases Vasari is evidently
referring to stylistic features. In his creation of a historiographical timeline, Vasari is evidently not interested
in a precise definition of “Greek” in the sense of Byzantine and “Greek” in the sense of style, and he is not
interested because he does not need this distinction to accomplish his vision: it is enough to have a counterpart
to modernity and to what he deems good art, counterpart which he identifies in Greek and also in Gothic art .
25

Vasari’s ideas, his blurred and brutal conception of Greek art and his evolutionary timeline of art history leave
a deep mark in the literature that followed. Even though “il Vasari non trovò immediati successori nel corso
del XVI secolo ” and the abundance “lives” only takes off in the following century, his stance found a
26

continuation in different kinds of scripture: a dialogic composition about arts written by Borghini in 1584 and
a large art historical city guide written by Bocchi in 1591 , on the model of Albertini (1510).
27

Even though the two publications are fundamental sources about the most important monuments, palaces
and collections of Florence, references to Greek art are not numerous. Borghini’s references are completely
based on Vasari: he embraces the theory of the Greek masters of Cimabue, masters that he “di gran lunga
trapassò, e quella roza antica maniera de' Greci di quei tempi migliorò grandemente” . According to Borghini,
28

therefore, Cimabue is the pioneer of a new way in art. It is worth underlining that Vasari’s discourse is not
adopted only in his content, but it is followed through the same artistic episodes, such as the Cappella Gondi,
where Cimabue meets and learns from the Greek masters, or the panel with Saint Francis realized in Pisa,
where he uses a manner, different from the Greek, which had never been used before in Italy . Bocchi’s text
29

has very few references to Greek artists, but he also recalls Vasari’s theory by defining Greek art as “rozza e
goffa” and by describing the intervention of a Greek master, Apollonio Greco, in the mosaic dome of the
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Quoted in PACE 2015, note 11.
BERNABÒ forthcoming, PACE 2015, p. 748. About the ambiguity of Vasari’s position, see also PREVITALI 1964, p. 7
and following; PREVITALI ed. 1989 p. 7 and following, and BELLOSI 1998, p. 10.
Licia Sparti counted that Vasari used the term “maniera greca” referring to Byzantine art about 30 times. The term
referred to the “vecchia maniera greca” (which is the classical Greece) are only 3 (SPARTI 2013, p. 216).
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Baptistery , which was to become another cornerstone of the Greek narrative in Florence for the following
30

centuries , based on Vasari.
31

But the most important author to support Vasari’s approach lived and worked in the following century. He is
Filippo Baldinucci (1624-1697), whose treatise declares the adherence to Vasari starting with the title: Notizie
dei professori del disegno da Cimabue in qua . Baldinucci embraces and enlarges Vasari’s formulation: once more,
32

Cimabue is credited with surpassing the Greek manner, and also for Baldinucci the most important examples
of the Greek presence in Florence are the Gondi Chapel and the mosaic of the Baptistery, realized by Apollonio
Greco and Andrea Tafi. Particularly violent are the words that he reserves for the mosaic vault of Saint John
Baptistery, that can be appreciated only for its big dimension and as a good example of the mosaic technique,
which had just been introduced by Apollonio Greco from Venice. But with regards to the aspects of “disegno,
colorito, e ad ogn'altra buona qualità dell'arte appartiene, si possa con verità dire, ch'ella non abbia in sé parte
alcuna, che buona sia, né che punto si discosti da quella goffa, e al tutto spiacevole maniera de' Greci” . As
33

Vasari, Baldinucci too does not make any distinction between the term “Greek” referring to artworks directly
attributed to Byzantine authors (as the mosaic of the Baptistery and the frescoes of Santa Maria Novella) and
the term “Greek” or “Greek manner” in its stylistic acceptation, ascribed also to Italian artists. However, in
contrast to Vasari, he specifies his awareness about the fact that not all the the mass of artworks preceding
Cimabue can be in the same way defined as “Greek”, as some of them were realized by Italian imitatori. For
example, in the Notizie about Giovanni de’ Cimabuoi, he writes an interesting passage:
Aveva fino da gran tempo avanti, e molto più in quei medesimi tempi, la venuta in Italia de' pittori Greci fatto sì,
che altri pure inclinati a quell'arte ad essa attendessero. Fra quelli ebbe la città d'Arezzo un tale Margaritone, che fu
anche scultore, e architetto. Similmente la città di Roma, Venezia, Siena, e Bologna, anzi, per quanto pur io medesimo
ho veduto non dubito punto di affermare che quasi ogni città nutrisse i suoi pittori; ma però senza che mai si
scorgesse in quegli alcun meglioramento dal goffo modo, che i Greci tenevano; ed è certa cosa, che e' non vi fecero
allievi, che punto valessero, onde a gran ragione l'antica, e la moderna età solo a Cimabue, che tanto l'arte megliorò,
comunicandola anche ad altri, che poi eccellentemente la professarono, ha data la prima lode .
34

Thus, he clarifies that the all-encompassing term “Greek” includes both the original Byzantine masters and
their Italian followers, and so in this sense the art of all Europe was homogeneous, in Italy as in France: in the
“greca e gotica maniera” . Moreover, Baldinucci reiterates the concept by saying that even before the arrival
35

of the Greeks, Italian and Tuscan artists were present, though they all painted in the same universal manner:
Avanti Cimabue la nostra Toscana avea pitture e pittori; ma in quelle ed in questi non era punto dissimile all’altre
provincie, perché tutti i pittori dipignevano alla greca…fra i nostri e gli stranieri fu, come è solito, qualche piccola
differenza nel modo particolare e privato del pittore, ma non nella bontà dell’operare, né tampoco nell’universal
maniera greca .
36

Baldinucci gives Vasari’s position an update: not all the art in Italy before Cimabue was produced by Greeks,
but also by Italians working as Greeks. This position arises from the necessity of replying to artistic treatises
carrying other important cities’ pride, for example the Felsina pittrice by Malvasia (1616-1693) , published in
37
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Bologna in 1678, but also Le Maraviglie dell’Arte by Carlo Ridolfi (1594-1658), published in Venice in 1648.
Malvasia and Ridolfi, in fact, “had documented artistic activity in Venice and Bologna before the Cimabuan
rebirth” . Even though Ridolfi, following the same line as Vasari, had attributed the rebirth of the artistic
38

activity to the Greek artists working in Saint Mark’s basilica, he underlines that the Venetian painters had
continued the tradition, achieving the renewal well before the Florentines . Therefore, the Vasari argument of
39

Cimabue being the first Italian artist after generations of Greek masters does not stand up.
Baldinucci’s starting point is the same as Vasari’s: both the positions come from the necessity of underlying
the fundamental role of Cimabue and Giotto in the renewal of the art not only in Florence and Tuscany but
throughout the Western world: this parochial attitude is the basis for deepening and detailing Vasari’s theory.
Indeed, Baldinucci’s vision is expressed in a chapter tellingly named Apologia dell’Autore a pro delle glorie della
Toscana per l’assertiva di Giorgio Vasari Aretino, ed onore di Cimabue e Giotto Fiorentini, where he directly attacks
Malvasia’s opinion by saying that “resterà tuttavia a gloria della Toscana il vivo testimonio dell'opere di
Cimabue, e di Giotto, dalle quali, e da quelle goffissime de' moderni Greci, e loro imitatori da esso addotte,
che pur ancora vivono, potrà chiunque abbia occhi eruditi al bisogno restar difeso dall'erroneità di così nuova,
e così strana opinione” . In his Notizie, Baldinucci even tries to amend Vasari, explaining what he meant when
40

he ambiguously said that only Greek artists were working in Italy. Indeed, he defends his mentor by writing:
“non è vero, che il Vasari tenesse giammai, che al tempo di questi due, e innanzi ancora stesse il Mondo senza
pitture, e Pittori, come in moltissimi luoghi dell’Opera di lui si riconosce, ne la Cristiana Religione mai fu senza
le immagini da venerarsi” . The matter is dealt with again in an other literary work by Baldinucci: La Veglia.
41

Dialogo di Sincero Veri, a pamphlet in quarto published in 1684 . The pamphlet is again the result of the attempt
42

to defend his own thesis from possible attacks: this time the dispute is domestic, as Baldinucci’s detractor is
the Florentine erudite Leopoldo del Migliore. Therefore, in La Veglia, Baldinucci is embodied by a character,
Amico, who justifies and defends from possible attacks the opinions expressed inside the Notizie in front of an
other character, Publio, who embodies the public . Some of the text’s passages go back to the Greek question,
43

offering more cogent explanations. In first place, Amico reaffirms the existence of non-Greek painters in Italy
before Cimabue, such as Margaritone d’Arezzo or Tafi. In the second instance, he reflects on the reasons which
brought these painters to adopt and use the Greek manner, introducing the matter of what they were used to
see and of how the taste was shaped:
Ma con tutto ciò poco poteva egli (Andrea Tafi) profittare, mentre non pure i popoli di quei tempi avvezzi a non
vedere altro modo, che quel goffissimo, che allora per ognuno si teneva, ma eziando gli stessi professori non
passando più la coll’ingegno di quello a che arrivava la rozza mano, s’eran formati un gusto tanto infelice, quanto
dimostrano oggi le poche loro pitture, che sono rimaste, credendosi, che ne più, ne meglio si fosse potuto fare .
44

After this specification, Baldinucci needs to find a solution for another important paradox which could weaken
Vasari’s and his own thesis: if Florentine artists before Cimabue existed, why the city had to call Greek masters,
and why was Cimabue learning from them? In this matter, Baldinucci gives some explanations which today
are not totally convincing, but which open up interesting interpretations. Firstly, he claims that probably the
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decision of Cimabue’s apprenticeship with Greek masters was the result of a personal inclination of his father.
He continues by introducing an important reflection:
Io che so, che l’onor della nostra Patria non comincia nel Maestro di Cimabue, ma in Cimabue medesimo: non istimo
più un quattrino, che egli avesse I principj da’ Greci, che dipignevano come i Fiorentini, o da’ Fiorentini che
dipignevano come i Greci, di quello ch’io stimerei, se io sentissi dire, che Cimabue fosse stato discepolo d’uno, che
avesse avuto nome Cesare, o d’un altro, che si fosse chiamato Niccolò; mentre tanto gli uni, che gl’altri non potevano
comunicargli più scienza di quella, ch’egli medesimo co’ proprj studj si procacciò; e questa fu la Gloria della nostra
Patria .
45

Even though this sentence affirms that it does not matter whether they were Greeks or Florentine, as all of the
artists were the same before Cimabue, the consciousness of there being two different categories (Greeks who
painted like Florentines and Florentines who painted like Greeks) is noticeable. It is certainly a small step, but
it may be the first step towards a more coherent distinction between “Greek” in geographical and in stylistic
terms. Finally, Baldinucci tries to explain the presence of Byzantine artists together with local artists through
a comparison with the modern art history: for example, even though in Rome Raphael was the best artist,
foreigners were called in the city anyway. In the same way, in Medieval Florence, notwithstanding the
availability of local painters, foreigners (Greeks) were also called upon for artistic commissions. His reasoning
ends by defending one of the most important pillars of Vasari-Baldinucci’s construction: Gondi chapel in Santa
Maria Novella. This matter is quite fundamental, as the claim that Cimabue learned from Greek masters is
entirely based on their presence inside the church before the artistic maturity of Cimabue. Baldinucci’s rivals
maintain that the contrary is true, based on the problem of dates: if the Church’s construction started in 1279,
and Cimabue was already a master by 1260, it is impossible to claim his artistic formation was
contemporaneous with the decoration of Gondi’s chapel. In a long historic digression, Baldinucci
demonstrates that the Chapel was erected before the construction of the new church of Santa Maria Novella,
and it was preserved during the building campaign of 1279. Of course, the purpose of this exhaustive historical
reconstruction is not to defend the importance of the Byzantine masters’ role, but rather to support Vasari’s
credibility. It is interesting to notice how, in Publio’s speech, Baldinucci precisely quotes the lines of his real
adversary, Del Migliore: speaking of the chronological problem of the Gondi Chapel and going against the
Vasari and Baldinucci position, in fact, Del Migliore resentfully argues that “questi sono gli errori che non
meritano scuse appresso di noi” .
46

Ferdinando Leopoldo Del Migliore (1628-1696) was the most important and fiercest Baldinucci’s opponent.
His treatise, Firenze città nobilissima illustrata, was published in 1684 and represented an attempt at
demonstrating the superiority of Florence, and specifically, at demonstrating how the city’s greatness was due
to the Florentine aristocracy, of which the Del Migliore family was a part . Even though he had a parochial
47

scope similar to Baldinucci’s, Del Migliore is highly polemic with his compatriot, and the skirmish uncovers
two important matters related to Greek artists: the previously mentioned Gondi chapel, and the existence of
Italian artists before Cimabue. Regarding the Gondi Chapel, Del Migliore is particularly vehement:
La seconda ragione, più potente della prima, è che come potrà essersi dato il caso, che Cimabue imparasse i primi
precetti dell'arte da que’ Maestri, supposti Greci dal Vasari, stati chiamati in S. Maria Novella a dipjgnervi la
Cappella di S. Luca, sé a quel tempo, nel quale egli la’ mparò, non v’ era la Chiesa, non che la Cappella con quelle
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pitture, la quale venne fatta nella nuova fabbrica (…) Questi sono errori che non meritano scusa appresso di noi…

48

His intent is to discredit Vasari and to reveal his patent mistakes. The same happens with Vasari’s assertion
that no artists except the Greeks existed in Florence before Cimabue (a thesis that, as we have seen, had to be
corrected even by Vasari’s champion, Filippo Baldinucci):
Per quello non ci pare credibile che la Città nostra così abbondante di Pittori, si riducesse in quel tempo sì che ella
si presume così in colmo a mendicar l' arte dalla Grecia; lo disse il Vasari e la sua asserzione (ardimmo senza tema
di riportarne biasimo) rigettarla con ragioni, che scopron l’equivoco preso da lui e da chi l’a seguitato non con
miglior notizia (…) Egli pensò che Firenze fosse in quel tempo, Città talmente Spogliata di maniera e, d’uomini
professori di quella bell'arte, che costretto il Senato da necessità di chi dipignesse per adornamento di essa, a
chiamarvi i Greci e questo disse non perché vedesse mai un Decreto di quella Signoria, che, deliberasse sopra di ciò,
ma per essergli paruto greco il modo e la maniera del dipignere de’ nostri Pittori.
(…) ancor' oggi benissimo si riconosce quella differenza, che passa fra la maniera Greca e la nostra di Firenze, a chi
bene osserva certe qualità di cose, stimate minuzzie, che son segni certissimi delle pitture greche, fatte di propia
mano da professori di quella nazione, come, lettere dei lor caratteri scritte dall' uno e dall' altro lato delle Diademe
tonde alle fronti de' Santi, da loro quasi sempre figurati fino alla cintura, per una certa lor modestia, gl’ abiti; oltre
ad esser quasi sempre ornati di certi lavori all’usanza del lor paese, son anche tirati a una foggia differente alla
nostra. In Roma, in Venezia, in Milano, ed in altri luoghi d’Italia e particolarmente in Messina, son molte pitture
greche, esemplificate dal P. Sampieri gesuita, che paragonate colle nostre antiche si confesseranno adistar di quelle,
cioè tirare alquanto a quella maniera, ma non in tutto, per il qual si smarrisca e perda la differenza che passa tra
gl’uni e gl’altri professori .
49

In this case, Del Migliore’s dissertation is fundamental in the context of the reflection on Greek art. While
affirming that Florentine artists existed, in fact, Del Migliore proposes a first, embryonic distinction between
“Greek” and “Italian” art , equipped of some basic element to distinguish the two branches, such as the
50

presence of Greek inscriptions (significantly, in the descriptions of Greek artworks in Medici inventories, we
read “con llettere greche”), or the shape of the clothes. He also records where genuine Greek paintings can be
found, such as in Rome, Venice, Milan, and in particular Messina. It is difficult to infer what kind of artworks
Del Migliore had in his mind, as it is difficult to assess whether he ever even saw a real Byzantine painting.
We also see this in his treatise: while he affirms with certainty the possibility of distinguishing Greek from
local artists, the rest of the text does not give any example of this clear distinction. Even the terminology is
again anchored to Vasari’s use, where “Greek” and “Greek manner” are applied indifferently to a large variety
of artworks, most of them in fact being Italian. Just one example – though there are many more – would be the
Dossale di San Zanobi, today preserved inside the Museo dell’Opera del Duomo and attributed to Maestro
del Bigallo , which is considered by Del Migliore a typical example of “maniera greca” (fig. 4.1 a,b) . The
51
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majority of artworks defined as Greek or in the Greek manner are described as “dipinti sull’asse” and “con
fondo d’oro”, making of symmetry and golden background two other distinguishing elements.
Moreover, even if Del Migliore supports the evolutional path from Cimabue to Giotto first posited by Vasari
and corroborated by Bocchi, Borghini and Baldinucci, the words he dedicates to Greek art manifestation are
not so violent: he defines Greek art as “principio e fondamento dell’Arte” , and in a very interesting passage
53

about Ugolino Sanese he even seems to understand and justify the style and modalities of this art:
(…) anche per la maniera molto differente al giudizio de' professori, non si giudica etiamdio quella, che oggi vi si
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vede d' Ugolino , essendo quello un modo di fare praticato assai più nell’ antico, di forte che da' delineamenti della
figura, che molto s'accosta alla maniera greca, se dir non volessimo tutta essere a quella corrispondente, talmente
che essendo rozza e goffa, torna bene il dirsi esser più atta a far miracoli più le brutte, che le belle pitture de’
Santi, per la ragione addotta dal Nivizano nel trattato de Nnptiahbus, mediante, che la mente, dice egli, non
venendo a distrarsi nel contemplarne l'artifizio, la fede si riduce più gagliarda alla produzione del miracolo, e
ne riporta l’esempio di San Gregorio, in aver fatto levar di Roma molte Statue antiche, acciocchè la devozione dei
pellegrini, non venisse superata dalla soverchia curiosità in rimirarne la bellezza .
54

Del Migliore’s assertion, even if marked by old prejudices about Greek art, sounds almost modern: the stylistic
features of Greek art (or of the Greek manner) are fitting for a religious and mystic content.
The last antagonist to Baldinucci and Del Migliore was the doctor Giovanni Cinelli (1625-1706), who received
a solid education in Florence, became passionate about literary entrepreneurship and decided to work on the
translation and adaptation of a wide range of literary works . For our purposes, the most important texts are
55

his edition of Bocchi’s Bellezze di Firenze, 1677, and the anonymous treatise Anonimo d’Utopia a Filalete, which
was never printed. Cinelli’s references to Greek art are not numerous, however they are relevant: in his
opposition to the his hated Filippo Baldinucci, in fact, “il Cinelli non si contenta, come farà di lì a poco il Del
Migliore, di mostrare che anteriormente a Cimabue esistevano artisti, cerca perfino di sostenere che essi non
erano affatto “goffi” . Previtali quotes a few, perhaps surprising, lines of the Anonimo d’Utopia:
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E se I pittori greci venuti nel 1250 a Firenze eran goffi e malamente dipingevano, non è perciò che in Grecia nel
tempo istesso non potessero essere e non fossero uomini accreditati e valenti nel dipingere…
57

However, after this innovative assertion Cinelli does not show a better knowledge than Baldinucci and Del
Migliore of Greek art, giving questionable examples, and showing a certain confusion also about the artworks
by Cimabue and Giotto .
58

Cinelli’s innovative view of Greek art also emerges inside the Bellezze, in the dispute about the Gondi Chapel
in Santa Maria Novella. He completely embraces the information given by Bocchi in 1591, and believes in the
presence of Greek masters, teaching to Cimabue. He is also the first to describe the figures of the Evangelists
as the remnants of the Greek decoration:
La volta di questa cappella è dipinta a fresco di maniera greca molto antica, ed ancorchè in questo tempo tali pitture
sieno rozze, sono nondimeno tenute in pregio per esser di mano di quei Greci che di qua passarono dopo che la
pittura era rimasta perduta affatto per lo spazio di 500 anni, da quali Cimabue, e da lui Giotto, impararono la
maniera, e rimessero la pittura in piedi .
59

Cinelli still holds the view of Greek art as something old and surpassed by Cimabue, but instead of adopting
the vehement language used by Vasari and his immediate followers, he introduces the concept of the frescoes’
importance from an historical point of view, as proofs of the Greeks’ intervention in Florence.
In different ways, Vasari’s successors during the 17 century, while promoting a negative perception of Greek
th

art and the evolutional conception of art history, introduce new important themes: for example, the timid
distinction between Greek and Italian (that is, between Byzantine in geographic terms and Byzantinizing as a
stylistic attribute), or the historical evaluation of Greek art attestations.
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4.2) Byzantine heritage in Florence
4.2.1) New objects and new displays in Medici collection
Considering the extreme richness of the Medici collections during the Grand Duchy (1569-1737), very few
Byzantine objects extant today in Florence can be attributed with certainty to the collecting activity of this
period. Moreover, notwithstanding the large number of studies and publications on Medici’s property, the
lack of references to possible Byzantine objects is almost surprising, especially if we compare the situation
with that of the Medici collection Avanti il Principato. The taste for paintings moved in a direction which
favoured the Genre paintings, the Florentine paintings of early 16 century, and the schools of Venice and
th

Bologna over Greek panels. Based on the inventories, the letters and the documents collected and published
60

by Barocchi and Gaeta Bertelà, going from Cosimo I (1519-1574) to the Reign of Cosimo III (1642-1723) till
1675 , not even one Greek painting or mosaic panel was added to the collection. As seen in the previous
61

chapter, the only Greek panels which are mentioned can be recognized as those already owned by Lorenzo
the Magnificent: the inventory of the Guardaroba of 1597 mentions n. 1 quadro alto braccia uno incirca
antichissimo, drentovi la testa del Salvatore sino alla cintola, di musaico antico , which could match the small icon
62

with head of Christ offered to the French delegation, and a Quadretto antico mezzo rotto, la più parte di musaico
finissimo entrovi uno Cristo che si vede poco altro che la testa con dua altre figure, con ornamento di musaico dorato ,
63

whose description is quite problematic . The mosaic icon with Christ Pantocrator of Bargello (catalogue entry
64

n. 4), instead, ended up inside the Uffizi Tribune in 1589 . The fact that, up of 17 Greek icons owned by
65

Lorenzo, only 3 of them survived in the following century, and only one is still extant today, is already
significant by itself. It is true that the mosaic icon with the Pantocrator was placed inside the Tribuna, the
special octagonal room created inside the Uffizi by Buontalenti for Francesco I (1541-1587) to house the most
precious Medici’s artworks, the real Sancta Sanctorum and Wunderkammern of the Medici’s treasure - but to
66

understand the reason for doing so is complex. If the mosaic had been present inside the Tribuna since 1589,
it is more difficult to identify its position: the first inventory mentions the icon after the 6 arch, together with
th

a Virgin by Parmigianino and a painting by Giorgione . But it probably changed location after a certain time:
67

a drawing coming from the “Catalogo Dimostrativo” by Giuseppe Bianchi (1768) and first published by
Heikamp (catalogue entry n. 4, fig. b) shows the icon hanged just above the studiolo grande, next to the Tondo
68

Doni by Michelangelo, with a painting by Leonardo da Vinci on the opposite side. The studiolo, traditionally
assigned to Ferdinand I even though a recent study has demonstrated that it had already been commissioned
by Francesco I , was located inside a niche in the wall opposite to the Tribune’s entrance. In 1627 the mosaic
69

portrait of Ferdinand I, who wanted to impose his imagine above that of his older brother, was collocated
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above the niche, and in 1677 the Tondo Doni was placed inside the niche, above the studiolo. It is possible that
during the years of this arrangement the Byzantine mosaic was also located here: the icon and the painting by
Leonardo appear to be hanged inside the niche, in the space between the studiolo and the Tondo Doni. Its
display was therefore quite illustrious, next to a masterpiece by Michelangelo and close to the portrait of the
new patron of the Tribune, a portrait which shared the same artistic technique as that of the icon . This
70

connection might in part explain the interest of the mosaic icon: the portrait of Ferdinand I was for sure a
“patronage sign” upon the well known studiolo, but “la sua permanenza tra i tesori e le rarità della Tribuna
potè essere determinate anche dalla sua natura di mosaico a tessere, genere artistico che per la corte medicea
costituiva una rarità” . Once again, as had happened during Lorenzo’s time, the appreciation of the Byzantine
71

icon (and of Ferdinand I’s portrait) rests on the technique, which was unusual, more than on the provenance
or the artistic style.
However, it is difficult to assess when exactly the display took place: other representations of the niche
including the studiolo grande, made few years before Giuseppe Bianchi’s, such as those by Sir Roger Newdigate
(fig. 4.2), a painting by Giulio Pignatti (fig. 4.3) and an anonymous sketch of the 18 century (fig. 4.4), do not
th
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represent either the mosaic icon nor the symmetric angel by Leonardo. Is it a sign that they were placed in this
position only after or rather they were not sketched because they were in the intern walls of the niche and
using a prospective representation they were not visible?
Inside the Tribune there was also the collection of hard stone objects, and here we find other Byzantine pieces
still recognizable today: the vases. Among the hard-stone vessels today preserved in the Museo degli Argenti,
7 have been recognized as possibly Byzantine. According to bibliography, 5 of them (catalogue entries n. 1115) were probably part of Lorenzo de’ Medici’s collection, even though they don’t present the inscription
LAV.R.MED.: if this is the case, they followed a different (and unknown) path than those which were rescued
by the Medici’s partisans, sent to Rome and then gifted by the Medici Popes to San Lorenzo . This corpus of 5
73

vases, which probably never left Florence, has been included in this chapter because the vases are recognizable
inside the inventories only during the Grand Duchy, even though they might be part of the collection Avanti
il Principato. N. 599 (catalogue entry n. 13) is recognizable inside the Tribuna since the first inventory written
in 1589: the two armari of the Tribune exhibited crystal and hard stone vases, glasses and bowls which were
displayed according to the criteria of showing variety and an exhaustive sampling of materials. The cases
included fifty-six crystal vessels and seventy-seven in hard stones . The inventory of 1638, written after the
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reorganisation of the Uffizi Gallery which took place between 1632 and 1640, registers an increase in the hard
stone pieces, which passed from 203 to 364, a result of the transfer of the collection owned by Cristina di
Lorena (1565-1637) to the Tribune . From 1638 the vase n. 751 (catalogue entry n. 15) is recognizable inside
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the Tribune, even though also in this case the bibliography has proposed a possible provenance from
Lorenzo’s collection.
The other three vases that may have been part of Lorenzo’s collection (catalogue entries n. 11, 12, 14) are
recognizable in the inventories of the Tribune from 1704 onwards. From 1704 two other Byzantine or Russian
pieces (catalogue entries n. 16, 17) were added to the collection, and they are generally considered to be
unrelated to Lorenzo’s collection. Even though we have no information about their provenance, it is necessary
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pp. 75-87.
VENTURELLI 2009, Cristina di Lorena a Firenze. La pregiata dote e la stanza di Madama, pp. 108-113.
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to mention one of the most important enlargements of the Medici collection before this date : the addition of
76

the objects collected by Cardinal Leopoldo (1617-1675), which included a large number of ivories, cameos and
hard stone vessels. The Byzantine vases are not recognizable in the huge inventory written at Leopoldo’s death
and published by Fileti Mazza , because the objects are listed with characteristics too generic to allow
77

convincing identifications. However, the collection owned by the Cardinal is particularly significant, because
as we shall see the only Byzantine object which was acquired with certainty during the Medici Grand Duchy
entered through Leopoldo de’ Medici.
Cardinal Leopoldo was the most significant collector in the Medici family during the 17 century, and his
th

collecting attitudes have been widely studied: he had a profound interest for drawings and for paintings,
especially those from Bologna and Venice, and a peculiar interest in small portraits (ritrattini) . He was also
78

engaged in the pursuit of antiquities, especially cameos, carvings, medals, hard stone objects. In this case, as
is well evidenced by the huge amount of evidence collected by Barocchi, the privileged market was Rome .
79

Among the letters he received from Rome, his agent Leonardo Agostini in 1665 proposed the acquisition, from
Antonio Bancherotto, of a cameo fatto da’ greci della primitiva Chiesa, whose subject was the Saviour . A few years
80

later, in 1668 Leonardo Agostini proposed again a cameo with the Volto Santo, antico Greco della primitiva
Chiesa . Barocchi has hypothesized it might be a new proposal of the same piece, as in 1665 no documents
81

confirm that the transaction took place . The piece is plausibly identifiable with a cameo today preserved in
82

the Museo degli Argenti, a jasper with Christ Emmanuel (catalogue entry n. 19), whose high quality stone
responds well to the description given by Agostini in 1668, of pietra bellissima. Cameo n. 989 is recognizable
inside the inventories only starting from the Catalogue made by Pelli Bencivenni in 1786 , however, the
83

identification is almost certain, through the analysis of the available inventories: the cameo, in fact, is not
present in the first inventory of Leopold’s cameos, written in 1662. Here we find two heads of the Saviour, one
in yellow jasper (whose colour does not match that of our brown-green jasper), which might be identified with
the cameo n. inv. 102 (fig. 4.5), and a Salvatore in granato, which is instead recognizable with the cameo n.
84

inv.104 (fig. 4.6). Cameo n. 989 is not recognizable in the collections which were added to the Medici’s
85

between 1668 and 1786: the most important moments were the acquisition of the collection of gems owned by
Leonardo Agostini himself in 1671 , the acquisition of the engraved gems owned by Pietro Andrea Andreini
86

by Gian Gastone in 1731 , the addition of cameos and engravings owned by Maria Luisa de’ Medici in 1732
87

88

(mainly newly commissioned artworks), and the 19 engravings from the Galluzzi collection in Volterra in
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VENTURELLI 2009, Tra Sei e Settecento. Da Cosimo II al granduca Pietro Leopoldo, pp. 137-152.
FILETI MAZZA 1997.
See at least MELONI TRKULJA 1975; OMAGGIO 1976; MOSCO 1982; BAROCCHI 1987-2000; BAROCCHI-GAETA
BERTELÀ 2002-2011, vol. 4, Il Cardinale Leopoldo e Cosimo III, 1667-1675. About the gems, see CASAROSA 1976;
CASAROSA 1997; CASAROSA 2010. About the drawings, see as last FILETI MAZZA 2009.
BAROCCHI 1987-2000, vol. 3, Rapporti con il mercato romano.
ASF, Carteggio d’Artisti, XVII, Lettera di Leonardo Agostini a Leopoldo de’ Medici, carta 598, 13 ottobre 1665.
Published in BAROCCHI 1987-2000, vol. 3, doc. 246.
ASF, Carteggio d’Artisti, XVII, Lettera di Leonardo Agostini a Leopoldo de’ Medici, carta 91, 13 ottobre 1668. Published
in Ibid., doc. 245.
Ibid., pp. 72-73.
BdUFi, ms. 115 (1786), vol. II c. 98.
GENNAIOLI 2007, n. 435, p. 337.
Ibid., n. 417, p. 327.
An important document about Agostini’s pieces was his publication about ancient gems with representations,
published in Rome in 1702 (AGOSTINI 1702). A recent contribution about his collection is VAIANI 2001, with the
publication of Agostini’s testament, preserved in Rome, State Archive.
About Andreini collection, see CASAROSA 1990; BATTISTA 1993.
FILETI MAZZA 2010. About the legacy of the Elettrice Palatina in general, see CASCIU 2006.
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1768 . It is therefore plausible that the Byzantine cameo actually preserved inside the Museum is exactly the
89

one acquired by Cardinal Leopoldo in 1668.
It is possible that the cameo with Christ Emmanuel was not the only Byzantine cameo of the collection to
arrive during this period: in the Museo degli Argenti an other Byzantine piece is present, which has not been
published until now (catalogue entry n. 20) . It shows the Pantocrator standing, holding the Book in one hand
90

and blessing. It is recognizable inside inventories at least since Pelli Bencivenni’s catalogue of 1786. It is
mentioned, together with n. 989, also in the last catalogue of the Medici’s gems written before the modern
inventory and compiled by Migliarini between 1837 and 1838 . It includes several Christian cameos, mainly
91

listed under the category of Intagli moderni. 4 artworks are catalogued as opera greca or di scuola greca: 2 are
recognizable as n. 989 and n. 1811, the other two cameos are instead recognizable in the modern collection,
but nowadays they are not considered to be Byzantine productions .
92

Even though 2 Byzantine cameos were added to the Medici collection during the 17 century, the situation
th

portrayed by Migliarini’s catalogue, as well as the heritage today preserved inside the Museo degli Argenti,
highlight how the Christian component was minor. The main interest, in fact, was not not in Christian cameos,
but rather in classic pieces. The main publications of the time, such as the Gemme antiche figurate by Leonardo
Agostini, dedicated to Cardinal Leopoldo and including pieces from different collections, or the first two
volumes of Museum Florentinum (the monumental catalogue of the Medici’s antiquities written by Anton
Francesco Gori), which were dedicated to gems , do not show any Christian subject. If the interest in Christian
93

pieces was low, it is clear how the presence of Byzantine cameos was merely accidental, and not caused by a
specific attention paid to the Greek provenance. Even the short description given in Agostini’s letters to
Leopoldo treats the Greek cameo as a rarity, curious as an example of the primitiva Chiesa but not particularly
relevant or worthy. Also in this case, as in many others already mentioned, the only value of “being Greek”
seems to be the proof of a supposed “antiquity”, or association with early Christianity.
The same accidental occurrence of Byzantine pieces regards ivories. The catalogue of the existing heritage, in
fact, includes a well known ivory casket with Deisis and Saints in the Bargello National Museum, which have
been traditionally considered as part of Lorenzo’s collection (catalogue entry n. 18) . However, recently
94

Schmidt has underlined how “among the works of art assembled by the Medici in the fifteenth century, ivories
are extremely rare” . In Lorenzo’s inventory written in 1492, in fact, “the only ivory objects mentioned are a
95

few utilitarian pieces (such as two fork handles), a crucifix, two pax tablets, and a diptych with the Crucifixion
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FILETI MAZZA 2010.
The only reference available about the cameo is the on- line catalogue entry,
http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/invgemme/scheda.asp I thank Riccardo Gennaioli for the indication.
Biblioteca Soprintendenza Archeologica della Toscana, ms. 194.
One, (n. 988), is a cameo with a blessing Christ, considered by Gennaioli as a French workshop’s production
(GENNAIOLI 2007, n. 415). The second (n. 1605), is a sardonyx cameo with Saint John the Baptist, published by Wentzel
and considered as a Western gothic cameo (WENTZEL 1956, n. 1605 p. 263). It is important to remember that the Museo
degli Argenti also hosts two other possible Byzantine cameos, which have entered after the time span considered in the
present research, n. inv. 2440 and 2443. The cameos are currently unpublished, the only available sources are the on-line
catalogue entries: http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/invgemme/scheda.asp and
http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/invgemme/scheda.asp Even though in the catalogue they are considered as a
European (n. inv. 2440) and a Venetian piece (n. inv. 2443), they might be a Byzantine production, as suggested by
Gennaioli during a conversation.
AGOSTINI 1702; GORI 1731-32.
MENNA 1998. The author writes that “gli avori bizantini non sono ricordati negli inventari (referring to the inventories
of the family until Lorenzo the Magnificent). Al Museo del Bargello è però custodita una cassettina in avorio che
proviene dalla collezione medicea, dove è probabile fosse presente fin dal Rinascimento (pp. 127-129). However, it’s not
possible to establish if this ivory was already part of Lorenzo’s collection or not. Menna also writes that the ivories kept
inside Florentine private collections and mentioned by Gori (GORI 1759), which are analysed in paragraph 4.2.2 Private
collectors of Byzantine objects: lost and extant heritage and 5.2.2 Private collectors of Byzantine objects: lost and extant
heritage, were probably part of the collections since 1400. But also in this case, the supposition is not ascertainable.
SCHMIDT 2008, p. 159.
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on one side and a Madonna and Child with Saint John and Saint James on the other” (fig. 4.7). Supino, in his
96

catalogue of the Bargello National Museum, writes that the casket was originally preserved inside the
Guardaroba of Palazzo Vecchio, and in 1777 it was transferred to the Uffizi Gallery and finally, in 1879 it was
placed in the Bargello. Supino’s indication are partially confirmed by the fact that the first mention of the ivory
is inside the Descrizione dei bronzi della Galleria , written in 1776. But surprisingly, the ivory does not appear in
97

any of the available inventories of the Guardaroba before 1776 , therefore understanding and tracing its
98

provenance is, as things stand, impossible. If in 1776 it came from Palazzo Vecchio, it was plausibly part of
Medici collection. However, if it had already been present by Lorenzo’s time, it is hardly likely that it was
never mentioned inside inventories and documents between the 15 century and the end of the 18 . Schmidt
th

th

has analysed which were the main moments of interest towards ivories inside Medici family, starting with the
Cardinal Ferdinand I (1549-1609). Ferdinand I started to collect ivories following his stay in Rome, and they
appear inside Medici’s inventories from 1570. Schmidt also underlines how, being a Cardinal, Ferdinand I was
particularly attracted by sacred objects, specifically by crucifixes. However, he seems to privilege the ivory
works realized in his own time, and even more important, he appears to be more interested in the possibility
of using them as gifts rather for collecting . After Ferdinand I, important opportunities for the acquisition of
99

ivories was through Maria Maddalena d’Austria (1589-1631) and her sons, Mattias (1613-1667) and the
previously mentioned Cardinal Leopold. Maria Maddalena and Mattias in particular collected and
commissioned modern ivories: in the documents published by Schmidt, the notes of entries and exits from the
Guardaroba during Maria Maddalena’s time, none of the pieces is recognizable as the Byzantine ivory casket .
100

Moreover, modern turned ivories, followed a different museological path, ending up inside the Museo degli
Argenti .
101

Cardinal Leopold too was a passionate patron of modern ivory carvers . However, he also had a profound
102

interest in antiquities, and the ivory casket might have been one of his acquisitions on the antiquarian market.
In fact, we know that his transactions also included ancient ivory pieces: for example, in 1671 an ancient ivory
leaf available on the Roman market was proposed by Francesco Cammelli, antiquarian of Christina Queen of
Sweden, to the Cardinal, through the mediation of Ottavio Falconieri . The ivory was described as una tavola
103

di avorio representing a magistrate che presiedeva ai giuochi circensi, and can be recognized by the leaf of the
Consul Basilius today preserved in the Bargello National Museum (fig. 4.8), considered to be a Roman
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Ibid. This last ivory was acquired by Basilewsky and it is today preserved inside the Ermitage: a destiny that was
shared also by other Florentine ivories, such as the Pixys with stories of Jonah, see 4.2.2. Byzantine objects in private
collections: extant and lost heritage. About the ivory, see the catalogue entry by R. Gennaioli in DIAFANE PASSIONI
2013, pp. 80-81.
BdUFi, Ms. 44. The document is reported in COLLARETA 1990, pp. XX-XXI. About the Catalogue of ancient bronzes by
Lanzi, see ZACCAGNINO 2010. About the following story of the casket, see 5.2.1 New objects and new displays in
Medici collection.
1560-1570 (BAROCCHI-GAETA BERTELÀ 2002-2011, vol. 1, pp. 200-219); 1595-97 (BAROCCHI-GAETA BERTELÀ
2002-2011, vol. 1, pp. 451-464); 1618-1624 (BAROCCHI-GAETA BERTELÀ 2002-2011, vol. 2); 1624-1658 (BAROCCHIGAETA BERTELÀ 2002-2011, vol. 2, pp. 314-320); 1637 (BAROCCHI-GAETA BERTELÀ 2002-2011, vol. 2, pp. 446-448),
In the same way, the casket does not appear in the available inventories of the Uffizi Gallery preceding 1776: Giornale
della Galleria 1646-1688 (BdUFi, ms. 62), Inventory of 1635 (BdUFi, ms. 75), 1638-1654 (BdUFi, ms. 76) (1638 - 1654), 1704
(BdUFi, ms. 82), 1716-1723 (BdUFi, ms. 79).
SCHMIDT 2008, pp. 160-161.
ASF, Guardaroba Medicea, 348; ASF, Guardaroba Medicea, 423, published in Ibid., pp. 173-176. About the ivory
patronage by Mattias de’ Medici, see ASCHENGREEN PIACENTI 1989; CASAZZA 2004.
MOSCO CASAZZA 2004.
About Leopold ivories collection and commissions, see ASCHENGREEN PIACENTI 1963; ASCHENGREEN
PIACENTI 1991; MOSCO 2004.
ASF, Carteggio d’Artisti, XI, Lettera di Ottavio Falconieri a Leopoldo de’ Medici, carta 337, 6 giugno 1671. Published in
BAROCCHI 1987-2000, vol. 3, doc. 131.
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production of the 6 century . However, the leaf was not acquired, and it ended up among the property of
th

104

Apollonio Bassetti, secretary of the Grand Duke Cosimo III de’ Medici. It entered the Medici collection only
afterwards, in 1699, through the bequest of Bassetti: it was registered inside the gallery for the first time in
1704 . Even though it was not acquired by Cardinal Leopoldo, the fact that it was proposed to him underlines
105

the interest that Cardinal may have had in this kind of objects. The indications given by Falconieri might also
help to understand why pieces of this kind were considered worthy: Falconieri writes in fact “è una tavoletta
d’avorio da me sommamente stimata per l’erudizione che può cavarsene intorno all’abito del magistrato”. It
is striking how its main value did not lie in the artistic quality of the object, but in its being an historical
document about the past, recalling the position expressed by Cinelli in his update of Le bellezze della città di
Firenze.

4.2.2) Byzantine objects in private collections: extant and lost heritage
During the second half of the 16 and 17 centuries, Florentine private collections acquired importance, and
th

th

even though they didn’t reach the prestige and the richness of coeval Roman collections, they represented the
authority and reputation of the main Florentine families . In 1991 Cristina De Benedictis wrote that “è assai
106

difficile abbozzare e delineare la fisionomia del collezionismo fiorentino poiché gli studi si sono di fatto
concentrati esclusivamente sulle imprese e sulle realizzazioni medicee, lasciando in ombra il peso culturale, la
consistenza e la configurazione delle raccolte delle grandi famiglie” . Even though in the last decades the
107

studies about the collections owned by the most important Florentine families, and about their relations with
the model of the Medici collection, have multiplied , the work of the reconstruction of the collections housed
108

in palaces and villas is still difficult, and the information about possible Byzantine objects are not numerous.
Among them, the any signs of the appreciation of Byzantine artefacts are practically non-existent.
It is also the case with private collections, as in the Medici collection , that the interest in Byzantine objects
109

seems inconsistent or marginal, a mere consequence of the interest in some specific categories of objects. The
main erudite and collecting efforts, strongly influenced by the Medici family’s choices, are directed towards
marbles and statues of classical antiquity , paintings of the Renaissance and contemporary artists , drawings
110

111

– especially starting from the famous Libro de’ disegni by Vasari and from the rich collection owned by
112

Leopoldo de’ Medici - and Etruscan objects . Towards the end of the 17 century and the beginning of the 18
113

th

th
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CAMPANI 1884, p. 110. About the diptych, see as last the catalogue entry by S. Martinelli in LUCCA E L’EUROPA
2010, n. 24 pp. 39-41 and the catalogue entry by B. Chiesi in DIAFANE PASSIONI 2013, n. 8, pp. 90-92, with
bibliography.
BdUFi, ms. 82, n. 821. DIAFANE PASSIONI 2013, p. 92. The leaf was not the only ivory piece entering Medici collection
through Bassetti: a gothic diptych leaf with Nativity and Crucifixion arrived through Bassetti’s bequest (see the
catalogue entry by B. Chiesi in DIAFANE PASSIONI 2013, pp. 82-83.
DE BENEDICTIS 1991 ed. 1998, p. 85.
Ibid., p. 56.
About the collections of the main Florentine families in general the most important studies are still those made by
Barocchi and especially by De Benedictis (BAROCCHI 1979; DE BENEDICTIS 1991 ed. 1998). In the last decades the
studies about specific collections have developed, such as about the collections owned by Gaddi (BARLETTI
MORROGH 2011), Salviati (FAZZINI 1993), Vecchietti (CARRARA 2006). Bibliography is quite rich, and other studies
concerning some sepcific collections will be mentioned afterwards.
About the relations between Medici collections and private collections, see PEGAZZANO 2014.!
See CRISTOFANI 1980; CRISTOFANI 1981.
BAROCCHI 1979, p. 33; DE BENEDICTIS 1991 ed. 1998, p. 85.
About the Libro de’ disegni, see the rich bibliography by L. Collobi Ragghianti, especially COLLOBI RAGGHINATI
1974. About the private collections of drawings, see COLLOBI RAGGHIANTI 1977; BAROCCHI 1979, p. 25, BELLUZZI
2010.
About the rediscovery of the Etruscan past, see the important study by Cristofani (CRISTOFANI 1983) and, as last,
BRUNI 2016, with bibliography.
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the interest in Etruscan culture – which was find its peak during the 18 century – and towards the medieval
th

past of Tuscany increased , and relations with the Roman market improved , which was the main centre for
114

115

the supply of antiquities, as already mentioned in relation to the Medici collection.
The most important historical sources do not help in reconstructing the Byzantine corpus in the main private
collections of the time. There are numerous texts rich with information about the private palaces and galleries.
Specifically, the conversation about the arts written by Borghini in Il Riposo (1584), but also the exhaustive
guides of the city written by Bocchi in 1591 and enlarged by Cinelli in 1677, by Del Riccio in 1597, and by Del
Migliore in 1684 can be considered as a real treasure trove of information about the collections owned by the
116

Florentine families. These guides, analysed in detail by all the scholars trying to reconstruct the properties of
the most important collectors, do not mention any “Greek” objects. It is plausible that among the “anticaglie”
which are generally mentioned in the “armari” and the “studioli” of the aristocratic residences, including
bronzes and silvers, hard stone objects, cameos and medals, some pieces from the Byzantine Empire were
included, but the descriptions are too general for a precise identification. The only exception is the description
of Palazzo Medici Riccardi by Del Migliore in 1684, only few years after the Riccardi’s acquisition of the palace
from the Grand Duke Ferdinand II, in 1659. Describing the new arrangement of the Palace, Del Migliore writes:
Da questa Famiglia adunque è stato non solamente restaurato, e ridotti gli appartamenti alla moderna, come
s'accennò di sopra, ma rifiorito ancora d'un'arredo ricchissimo, non men forse importante e di valuta dell'antico, di
Statue e Pitture di valent' Uomini, andandovisi preparando una Galleria da collocarvisi massime i Vasi di cristallo,
l'Agate, i Diaspri, i Cammei, e le Medaglie con due Tavolette stimate per l'antichità, una Reliquia, che in una son
intagliate l'effìgie di S. Pietro, e di S. Andrea con Lettere Greche, stata dell'Imperator Costantino e nell’altra
l'Imperatrice Irene in maestà, con due Aquile da' lati, e nel petto l’effigie di Carlo Magno .
117

The two tavolette can be identified as two ivories which were part of the Riccardi collection, one of the most
important private collections in Florence and certainly the most prominent collection of ancient ivories, whose
importance surpassed even the Medici collection . The most profound moment of interest of the Riccardi in
118

ivories was during the 18 century, when Gabriello Riccardi acquired several pieces . Moreover, they were at
119

th

the centre of the scholars’ attention: they were mentioned by Lami (1743) , and they were studied and
120

reproduced by Gori in his Thesaurus (1759) . However, the beginning of the interest in the ivories and of their
121

collecting sequence can be dated between the 16 and 17 centuries, when the main erudite and collector in
th

th

Riccardi’s family was Riccardo Romolo Riccardi (1558-1612) . A man of great culture, Riccardo Romolo was
122

educated by Pietro Vettori in Pisa. He was charged with several institutional roles and was employed as an
emissary by the Medici family. He acquired the Palace and the Orto of Gualfonda, where he displayed ancient
marbles and statues, and he set up the the library and started to collect the artworks, both contemporary and
“anticaglie”, especially bronzes, cameos and gems, ivories. The first mention of the ivories described by Del
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About the interest towards Christian antiquity and the Medieval past, see GALLO 1986.
DE BENEDICTIS 1991 ed. 1998, p. 59.
!BOCCHI 1591; DEL RICCIO 1597 ed. 1996; BOCCHI CINELLI 1677;!DEL MIGLIORE 1684 ed. 1968.!
DEL MIGLIORE 1684 ed. 1968, p. 204.
Riccardi collection have been deeply studied. About the most important sections of the collection, see at least
MALANIMA 1977, MINICUCCI 1981, DE JULIIS 1978, DE JULIIS 1981, DE JULIIS 1984, GUNNELLA 1985, SALADINO
1996, GUNNELLA 1998, SALADINO 2000, VAIANI 2009. About the disposal, MINICUCCI 1987.
The 18 century ivories core of Riccardi’s collection and the figure of Gabriello Riccardi will be analysed in the
following chapter, 5.2.2 Byzantine objects in private collections: extant and lost heritage.
LAMI 1743.
GORI 1759. About Gori’s reproductions, VISCONTI 2012.
About Riccardo Romolo Riccardi, see TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014, p. 307.
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Migliore in 1684 is in fact in the testament by Riccardo Romolo Riccardi, written in 1611-12 . Here the two
123

tavolette are listed as: una tavoletta in avorio nella quale è intagliata l’effige di S. Piero e di S. Andrea, di bassorilievo
con lettere greche, alta 2/5 di braccio e larga 1/5, quale si dice essere stata dell’imperadore Gostantino and un’altra
tavoletta d’avorio nella quale è intagliata in maiestà l’immagine dell’imperatrice Irene con due aquile, una per canto, e
nel petto l’effige dell’imperadore Carlomanno in tocco d’oro, alta 1⁄2 braccia e larga 1⁄4. The two ivories were kept
inside the stanza dello studio of Gualfonda Palace. The same inventory also lists another piece in a different
location: in the gallery, in fact, we find Una tavoletta d’avorio intagliatovi un angelo, che tiene in mano un aovato
entrovi una testa con lettere attorno . The three pieces, portrayed for the first time by Gori in the following
124

century (fig. 4.9, 4.10, 4.11), can be identified with existing artworks: the first is a Byzantine 11 century leaf
125

th

showing Saint Peter and Saint Andrew, it is nowadays preserved in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna
(fig. 4.12), and it was part of a group including a leaf with Saint John the Theologian and Saint Paul in Venice’s
Museo Archeologico (fig. 4.13), and a leaf again with Saint John the Theologian and Saint Paul in Dresden,
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen . The second tavoletta, with the supposed Irene and Charlemagne’s portrait,
126

corresponds to the leaf also kept in Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna (fig. 4.14). It was first identified as
the representation of the Empress Ariadne by Delbrüeck in 1929 . The ivory is dated to around 500. The last
127

ivory is instead recognizable as the anterior leaf of the diptych of the Consul Basilius, today preserved inside
Castello Sforzesco in Milan (fig. 4.15): it represents a winged Victory holding a clipeo with the portrait of the
Consul . It was paired with the leaf mentioned above, which entered the Medici collection in 1699 and is today
128

kept in the Bargello National Museum. The two ivories have traditionally been considered as a Western
production, while the identity of the Consul and the precise date of the artwork is still under discussion,
ranging between the end of the 5 century (if the Consul is identified as Basilio, Consul in 480) and the first
th

half of the 6 century (in this case corresponding to Anicio Fausto Albinio Basilio, Consul in Constantinople in
th

541). After Riccardo Romolo’s testament, the two ivories with Ariadne and with Saint Peter and Andrew also
appear in the “inventario in adempimento del testamento”, written in 1627 , among the “anticaglie nominate
129

in specie nel testamento”, together with a “sardonio” with Saint Paul and Saint Peter and a cameo mounted
on a golden ring, which had been possessed by the Emperor Augustus. They appear again in the inventory of
1642 , again as “anticaglie” which are worthy of mention, and in the inventory of 1657 , from which we learn
130

131

that they had been transferred into the Guardaroba. The leaf of the Consul Basilius, on the other hand,
disappears from the inventories, maybe because being inside the gallery it wasn’t registered among the
antiquities or because, differently from the other two pieces, it did not boast a very illustrious past. It is
mentioned again only in the inventory of 1671 , the first inventory written after the transfer of the collections
132
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ASF, Riccardi 294, ins. 30, c. 20 v. It’s possible to consult some Riccardi’s inventories also on Memofonte website:
http://www.memofonte.it/ricerche/inventari-e-documenti-di-oggetti-darte.html. The inventory is mentioned in DE
JULIIS 1978, p. 145.
De Juliis, followed by later bibliography, writes that this ivory is recognizable inside the inventories only starting from
1673 and attributes it to Francesco Riccardi’s collection activity (DE JULIIS 1978, p. 147). However, I think that the
description of the ivory in 1612 inventory does not leave any doubt about its presence inside the collection since
Riccardo Romolo’s time.
GORI 1759, vol. 2, pp. 136-137, tab. XXI, pp. 259-266, tab. VIIII, vol. 3, pp. 243-251, tab. XXIX.
About the ivory see Glory of Byzantium 1997, n. 89 A, pp. 141-142, with bibliography. The three ivories are supposed to
be part of a Deesis, and they are also related to a fourth leaf with the enthroned Christ former part of the Hirsch
collection in Switzerland (GOLDSCHMIDT WEITZMANN 1930-1934, 2, n. 41 p. 54).
DELBRÜECK 1929, pp. 206-208. About the ivory, see as last BYZANTIUM 2008, n. 24 p. 384, with bibliography.
About the dyptich leaf see the catalogue entry by S. Martinelli in LUCCA E L’EUROPA 2010, n. 24 pp. 39-41 and the
catalogue entry by B. Chiesi in DIAFANE PASSIONI 2013, n. 8, pp. 90-92, with bibliography.
ASF, Riccardi 259, cc. 37-38.
ASF, Riccardi 260, cc. 34-36.
ASF, Riccardi 263, cc. 25-27.
ASF, Riccardi 266.
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to Palazzo Medici Riccardi. Here all three ivories are listed, the plaque with Ariadne was considered as the
figure of the Salvatore scolpita alla greca sedente sotto il baldacchino, and the figures of Saint Peter and Saint
Andrew on the other leaf had turned into Saint Peter and Paul. De Juliis introduces the possibility that the
ivories were bought by Riccardo Romolo Riccardi in Venice, where he had important commercial contacts, as
demonstrated by a letter written by Camillo degli Albizzi, his correspondent from Venice in 1585 .
133

Summing up, three of Riccardi’s ivories were in the collection at least since the beginning of the 17 century.
th

Two of them, the leaf of the diptych with Ariadne and the leaf with two Saints, were Byzantine. The collection
also included a non Byzantine piece, the leaf of the Consul Basilius. It is true that this last piece does not seem
to enjoy the same favour as the two Byzantine ivories. However, the inferior attention paid to the Western
piece and the importance of the Byzantine leafs does not seem to lay on their different provenances, but rather
on their presumed antiquity: the description, both given by Del Migliore (and it is worth noting that these are
among the few objects specifically listed by the author) in the inventories, point out how the two artworks
were valued for the connection they had with the Emperor Constantine and the Empress Irene, esteemed as
an element of great prestige. This fact of underlying the possession by the Emperor connects the two tavolette
with the cameo traditionally owned by Augustus, which was also included in the “most valuables antiquities”.
In this context, the “Greek” provenance (shown by the mention of the presence of “Greek letters”) plays the
only role of strengthening the reliability of the antiquity and of the illustrious past, similarly to what happened
to relics during the Middle Ages: being Byzantine was the equivalent of being “original”.
The two ivories, therefore, were not specifically cherished for their provenance. They are only accidentally
Byzantine, while the main interest was reserved for a class of objects (ivories) regarded as “antique”. The
different values placed on the two Byzantine pieces from the leaf of the Conusl Basilius might also lie in the
different artistic styles, as the Greek ivories are carved in a more classical language, while the Western ivory
evidently adopts a more schematic and rigid syntax, which presumably did not live up to the tastes of the
time.
One other possible Byzantine piece appeared in the Riccardi collection, whose identification is today
impossible: the testament of 1612 mentions Una Madonna con collanine dorata alla greca. And there are several
Quadri antichi con ornamenti dorati that might correspond to icons of Eastern provenance.
However, during this period ancient icons and panels do not seem to have attracted the same attention as in
the previous century, and the presence of Byzantine objects is connected to the acquisition of ivories, hard
stone objects and cameos. Unfortunately, as already said in reference to Medici possessions, for many of these
objects the descriptions in archive documents do not specify a provenance. The inventories of the Riccardi
family mention a great number of cameos and gems, some of them with a Christian subject, such as the sardonio
with Saint Peter and Saint Paul listed together with the tavolette, but it is not possible, by the moment, to
identify the pieces or to understand their origin. The same is the case for the majority of contemporary
Florentine collections, and the only artworks which are recognizable today are the ivories.
The Riccardi, in fact, were not the only family to have ivories in their collections. A 16 century drawing
th

preserved in Hamburg, Kunsthalle Kupferstichkabinett (inv. n. 21205, fig. 4.16) and recognized by Pauli in
1927 as the representation of some pieces of Gaddi’s collection, shows, among other objects, two figures
134

which correspond to those of Asclepius and Hygieia on a diptych today in the National Museum of Liverpool
(4.17). The diptych, dated to 400 and considered to be a Roman product , had therefore probably been part of
135
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DE JULIIS 1978, p. 146.
PAULI 1927, pl. 15.
About the diptych, see GIBSON 1994, pp. 10-15 and, as last, BYZANTIUM 2008, n. 16, p. 382, with bibliography.
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the Gaddi collection since the 16 century. The Gaddi family by that time owned one of the richest collections
th

in Florence, which even anticipated the Medici collection in the creation of an ambient destined as a Gallery.
The main collecting figure of the family was Niccolò di Sinibaldo Gaddi (1537-1591) , who, “ben introdotto
136

nella corte medicea, ebbe modo di ricevere incarichi politico-diplomatici di rilievo, nonchè di ricoprire
importanti ruoli istituzionali nell’ambito della macchina burocratica dello stato” . Niccolò Gaddi was also
137

passionate about the arts and a fine collector of “anticaglie” and drawings, especially architectural drawings.
The collection and its display inside the Gaddi Palace has been reconstructed thanks to the testament left by
138

Niccolò (1591) and to the descriptions of the residence left by numerous observers, such as Giuliano de’ Ricci
139

in Priorista (16 century), Scipione Ammirato, inside a letter written to Ferdinando de’ Medici in 1583, Ulisse
th

Aldovrandi in his Itinerario fiorentino (1586), Del Riccio in his Storia delle pietre (1597), Bernard de Montfaucon,
in the Diarium Italicum (1702), and Giovanni Targioni Tozzetti (Notizie de’ progressi delle scienze Fisiche in Toscana
durante il regno del Serenissimo Granduca Ferdinando I raccolte dal Dott. Giovanni Targioni Tozzetti, 1753) . Even
140

though the information collected is numerous, none of them refers specifically to the ivory diptych, and it is
therefore impossible to determine when it was acquired and where. The diptych remained inside the Gaddi
collection until the mid of 18 century, when the collection was partially dispersed. By 1800 it was owned by
th

Felice Caronni (1747-1815), who sold it to Count Mihaly Wiczay of Hédervàr .
141

Towards the end of the 17 century and the first half of the 18 century, the interest in ivories in general, not
th

th

only Byzantine, seems to increase. By the last decades of the 17 century an important Western ivory diptych
th

is registered in the Buonarroti collection. The most important figure of erudite and collector of the family was
Filippo Buonarroti (1661-1733), who lived in Rome from the end of 1670 and came back to Florence, recalled
by the Grand Duke Cosimo III (1642-1723) in 1699 . Filippo Buonarroti is a fundamental figure of Florentine
142

antiquarian culture across the two centuries: his contacts with the erudite environment in Rome, where he had
relations with the circle of the Giornale de’ letterati, with the entourage of Christina Queen of Sweden, and
became the keeper of the Library and the Museum of the Cardinal Gaspare Carpegna, attracted the attention
of Filippo towards the medieval and Christian past. He followed Fabretti and Ciampini in the exploration of
the catacombs, where he practiced about the interpretation of epigraphy. He became a member of the Bosco
Parrasio under the name of Lico Mantineo and in 1698 he published his book Osservazioni Istoriche sopra alcuni
Medaglioni Antichi, dedicated to the Grand Duke of Tuscany. Once in Florence, Filippo Buonarroti moved back
to Casa Buonarroti, where he inherited the Gallery, the Library and the Museum left by his famous ancestors,
Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-1564) and Michelangelo il Giovane (1568-1646) , adding the small collection
143

that he had formed in Rome . In 1716 he published Osservazioni sopra alcuni frammenti di vasi antichi di vetro
144

ornate di figure trovati nei cimiteri di Roma , including a smaller chapter named Osservazioni sopra tre dittici antichi
145

d’avorio. The essay deals with some ivories preserved in Florence, and analysed the use and the origins of the
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About Niccolò Gaddi, see ARRIGHI 2010.
BARLETTI MORROGH 2011, p. 467.
About the collection, see VALONE 1977, ACIDINI LUCHINAT 1980, BARLETTI MORROGH 2011.
ASF, Ospedale degli Incurabili, Testamenti e Donazioni dal 1542 al 1756, filza 9, inserto 8. The testament was partially
published in ACIDINI LUCHINAT 1980 and in BARLETTI MORROGH 2011.
The lines referring to Niccolò Gaddi and to his collection have been published in BARLETTI MORROGH 2011, pp. 494504.
GIBSON 1994, pp. 14-15.
About the figure of Filippo Buonarroti as erudite and antiquarian, see PARISE 1972, GALLO 1986, pp. 9-31.
About the collection of Casa Buonarroti, especially including early Michelangelo’s artworks, but also various kinds of
“anticaglie” as epigraphs, medals, coins, gems, see PROCACCI 1967, DE TOLNAY 1970, PARISE 1972. About the
Gallery, VLIEGENTHART 1976.
Gallo 1986, p. 16, note 97 p. 27.
BUONARROTI 1716.
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ancient diptychs. One of the artworks was preserved inside Buonarroti’s Museum, the Dittico di Rambona ,
146

ordered by the Abbot Odelrico between the end of the 9 and the beginning of the 10 century (fig. 4.18).
th

th

Buonarroti’s treatise is dated to 1716 and Cracco Ruggini writes that the piece entered Buonarroti collection at
the beginning of 18 century. However, it is recognizable even before then: the description of Casa Buonarroti
th

made by Michelangiolo di Leonardo di Buonarroto Buonarroti in 1684 mentions, in the room number four, on
one of the armchairs, altre anticaglie, come medaglie messe per ordine, monete papali e de’ nostri principi, varj lavori
d’avorio, e un dittico sacro antico d’avorio dato in luce e spiegato . It is therefore plausible that the diptych reached
147

the collection even before Filippo. It remained in Casa Buonarroti for a brief period, as in 1741 it was bought
by the Vatican for the Museo Sacro of the Vatican Library . Buonarroti also describes the leaf of the Consul
148

Basilius owned by the Medici cited above and an ivory leaf with the apotheosis of Romulus , which was
149

owned by the Counts Gherardesca. The ivory is recognizable as the leaf representing an Emperor (whose
150

identity is not certain, even though recently Zanker proposed Antoninus Pius ) seated on a chariot drawn by
151

four elephants, and the same Emperor being carried up to Heaven in the upper part of the leaf (fig. 4.19, 4.
20). The ivory is today preserved in the British Museum, dated to the 5 century and considered to be Roman.
th

As far as we know, the Gherardesca’s Museum also included another ivory piece, this time of Eastern
provenance: it was presented by Anton Francesco Gori during a reunion of the Accademia “La Colombaria”
in 1735, year of foundation of the same Accademia, and again in 1738 . The object was an ivory pyxis decorated
152

with stories of Jonah, dated to the 6 century (fig. 4.21). The pyxis ended up in the Basilica of Sant’Ambrogio
153

th

in Milan, and it was later acquired by Basilewsky . It is currently preserved inside the Hermitage Museum. It
154

is instead impossible to determine when the ivory entered in Gherardesca’s possession, a generic terminus ante
1735 is the only existing element. The pyxis is not the only object from Gherardesca Museum to have first
entered the Basilewsky collection and later the Hermitage: two golden Christian glasses shared the same
path : both the Buonarroti collection and the Gherardesca collection demonstrated interest in this kind of Early
155

Christian artefacts, mainly coming from catacombs and Christian cemeteries of Rome.
Summing up, during the 16 and 17 centuries, the Byzantine objects circulating in Florentine private
th

th

collections were few, and they were collected by mere chance, as the main interest was directed towards a
different class of objects, such as hard stone vessels, gems, ivories. The only Byzantine objects recognizable
today are: the ivory leaf with Saints and the ivory leaf with Ariadne in the Riccardi collection and the pyxis
with Jonah in the Gherardesca collection. All the other pieces seem to have a Latin provenance. None of the
artworks has remained into the city.
In a few cases, such as the leaf diptych with Saints in the Riccardi collection, the Greek provenance is
considered of value, but only as a guarantee of antiquity and authenticity.
The Florentine collections of the first half of the 18 century, opening up to early Christian and Medieval
th

objects, as well as the figure of Filippo Buonarroti, who was the most erudite antiquarian in Florence, and the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BUONARROTI 1716, pp. 257-283. About the diptych see as last UTRO 2005, CRACCO RUGGINI 2006, the catalogue
entry by S. Martinelli in LUCCA E L’EUROPA 2010, n. 73 pp.150-152 and the catalogue entry by S. Günnewig in
DIAFANE PASSIONI 2013, pp. 84-86, with bibliography.
PROCACCI 1967, p. 228.
CRACCO RUGGINI 2006, note 2 p. 82.
BUONARROTI 1716, pp. 236-245.
About the ivory, KITZINGER 1955, pp. 13-16, pl. 6; VOLBACH 1976, s. 52, n. 56, taf. 28; ZANKER 2004, pp. 62-63, abb.
29.
ZANKER 2004, abb. 29.
VISCONTI 2012, p. 224, note 23-24 p. 268.
About the pyxis, VOLBACH 1976, n. 175 pp. 110-111; AGE OF SPIRITUALITY 1979, n. 385, p. 427, VISCONTI 2012, n.
26, p. 263.
VOLBACH 1976, p. 110
VATTUONE 1998.
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teacher of a new generation of connoisseurs, such as Anton Francesco Gori and Sebastiano Bianchi, constitute
a direct link to the new Florentine erudition of the second half of the century. In the 18 century Medieval art,
th

culture and objects attracted new attention, bringing along the question of the perception and interpretation
of “Greek” art.
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Catalogue entries
11 - Sardonyx Cup
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 556
Cup: Byzantine (?), 9 - 11 century
Setting: Byzantine (?), 9 – 11th century
Brown Sardonyx (cup), silver gilt (setting)
16,8 cm high, 13,9 cm (dia), 0,6-0,8 cm thick
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: Lorenzo the Magnificent collection (?), Tribuna of Uffizi Gallery (1749), Gabinetto delle
Gemme (Uffizi Gallery, 1785), Museo degli Argenti (1921)
CONDITION: Good, it has a long crack
RESTORATIONS:
-! Project arcus s.p.a. 2013, Jennifer Di Fina, Martina Fontana, Mari Yanagishita
EXHIBITIONS:
-! Il Tesoro di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1972)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
BdUFi, ms. 82 (1704), n. 2319
BdUFi ms. 95 (1753), n. 2099
BdUFi, ms. 98 (1769), n. 1431
BdUFi ms. 113 (1784), n. 310
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825) vol. 11, d. 6, n. 156
REFERENCES:
Holzhausen 1929, pp. 128; Morassi 1963, tav. 15; Aschengreen Piacenti 1967, n. 108 p. 135; Aschengreen
Piacenti 1969, p. 24; Hahnloser 1971a, p. 106 nota 1; Heikamp 1975, p. 113 n. 15, fig. 32; Firenze dei Medici
1998, pp. 30-40; Splendore dei Medici 1999, p. 39-40; Venturelli 2009, n. 116, p. 244
COMPARISONS:
Byzantine cup in Saint Mark’s Treasury (Hanhloser 1971, pp. 64-65, n. 51)
Tassilo chalice (Haseloff 1951)
Setting: cups in Florence, Museo degli Argenti (Heikamp 1975, n.16 and n.19; Venturelli 2009, n. 119, 120)
th

th

The cup (fig. a) is in brown sardonyx with grey spots. It presents a vertical fluting with not parallel grooves.
The lower sector of the cup (ca. 1/5), separated from the fluting by a horizontal groove, is smooth. It has a
silver gilt setting, at the edge it is decorated by a silver gilt foil with milling. The foot is in silver gilt, it is high
and smooth but it presents a ribbed knot.
According to Holzhausen (1929), the cup and the setting are coeval. He suggests they could be Byzantine, as
the cup is similar to some Byzantine examples in Saint Mark Treasury (Venice), especially to n. 51. Moreover,
the milled crosses appear in Western production appear only in 14 century, while the cup is dated at 9 -10
th

th

th

century: a Byzantine origin is therefore more probable. However, the shape of the cup is present in the West
since the Early Middle Ages, such as the Tassillo chalice (9 century, Haseloff 1951). With the hypothesis of the
th

Byzantine provenance also agree Morassi (1963) Piacenti (1967) and Hahnloser (1971), who compares the cup
to a sample in Copenaghen, National Museum. Also Heikamp (1975) includes the cup between the Fatimid
and Byzantine objects, and mentions an other supposed Byzantine cup of the Museo degli Argenti with similar
setting, n. 586 (Heikamp 1975, n. 19, Venturelli 2009 n. 120, catalogue entry n. 12). Also the cup n. 806
(Venturelli 2009, n. 119, catalogue entry n. 16) shows a similar foil at the edges and a similar foot. The date of
9 -11 century is generally shared by bibliography, except by Piacenti Aschengreen (1969) who indicates the 7
th

th

th

century.
Piacenti (1967, 1969) mentions the possibility that the cup was part of the Lorenzo the Magnificent collection,
despite of it doesn’t present the inscription LA.V. MED. The hypothesis is repeated by Heikamp (1974) and
Venturelli (2009). However, it is possible to identify the cup in the inventories of Tribuna of Uffizi Gallery,
wanted by Ferdinand I and opened in 1589, only since 1704 (Heikamp proposes an identification already for
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1638 inventory, but Venturelli disagrees), and the cup remained inside the Tribuna till 1785, when it was
transferred to the Gabinetto delle Gemme. Finally, in 1921, it ended up in the Museo degli Argenti (Venturelli
2009).

Fig. a – Sardonyx cup N. Inv. 556 (after SPLENDORE DEI MEDICI, p. 40)

!
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12 - Agate Bowl
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti (fig. a)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 586
Cup: Byzantine (?), 9 – 10 century
Setting: Byzantine (?), 9 – 10 century
3,5 cm high, 4,5 cm (diam)
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: Lorenzo the Magnificent collection (?), Tribuna of Uffizi Gallery (?), Gabinetto delle
Gemme (Uffizi Gallery, 1785), Museo degli Argenti (1921)
CONDITION: good
RESTORATIONS:/
EXHIBITIONS:
Il Tesoro di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1972)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
BdUFi, ms. 82 (1704), n. 2612
BdUFi, ms. 95 (1753), n. 1955
BdUFi, ms. 98 (1769), n. 1481
BdUFi, ms. 113 (1784), n. 51
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825) vol. 11, d. 6, n. 195
REFERENCES:
Holzhausen 1929, p. 128; Aschengreen Piacenti 1967, p. 191, n. 1276; Heikamp 1974, n. 19, pp. 115-116;
Venturelli 2009, n. 120, p. 246
COMPARISONS:
Setting: Nikolayeva 1968, tav. 45, 48, 55
Setting: Venturelli 2009, n. 119 (inv. 1921, n. 806, catalogue entry n. 16)
th

th

th

th

Even if this bowl was considered by Heikamp (1974) as part of Lorenzo the Magnificent collection and
displayed at the exhibition about his treasure in 1972, we have evidences of its existence in the Medici
collection only starting from 1704, when it is mentioned in the inventory of the Tribune.
It is a very small bowl, only 3,5 cm high, made of grey agate with white veining (fig. b,c). It has a silver gilt
foot and the edge is decorated by a silver foil, with battlements in the ending part and a grating-shaped motif
in the central bend. The kind of setting can be compared with those of n. 806 (Venturelli 2009, n. 119, catalogue
entry n. 16) and n. 556 (Venturelli 2009, n. 116, catalogue entry n. 11). The presence of the setting is important
for the date of the bowl, as the bowl in itself is atypical (Heikamp 1975): Holzhausen (1929) dates the setting
to the 9 -10 century, followed by Hanhloser (in Heikamp 1975, p. 116) and Venturelli (2009). Heikamp (1975)
th

th

also mentions the similarity of some Byzantine-Russian examples dated to the 15 century (Nikolayeva 1968,
th

tav. 45, 48 for the grating-shaped motif and tav. 55 for the battlements): they could be later elaborations of a
previous Byzantine model, represented by the bowl 586. However, the match isn’t so close and regards objects
different than vases settings.
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Fig. a – Agate bowl N. Inv. 586, current display in the Museo degli Argenti (photo by the author)

Fig. b, c – Agate bowl N. Inv. 586 (after VENTURELLI 2009, n. 120 and photo by the author)
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13 - Sardonyx Cup
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 599
Cup: Byzantine (?), 9 - 11 century
Setting: Florentine (?) 18 century
Sardonyx (cup), silver gilt (setting)
9, 9 cm (height) 9, 8 cm (diam) 0, 5 cm (thickness)
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: (?), Uffizi Tribune (1589?), Gabinetto delle Gemme (Uffizi Gallery, 1784), Museo degli
Argenti (1921)
CONDITION: good
RESTORATIONS: /
EXHIBITIONS:
-! Il Tesoro di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1972)
-! Specchio del tempo. L’uomo e il suo mondo in sei secoli d’arte italiana attraverso le collezioni dei
musei di Stato fiorentini, Beijing World Art Museum (2006)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
BdUFi, ms. 71 (1589), c. 35 n. 19
BdUFi, ms. 76 (1638), c. 26v, n. 19
BdUFi, ms. 82 (1704), n. 2366
BdUFi, ms. 95 (1753), n. 2175
BdUFi, ms. 98 (1769), n. 1564
BdUFi, ms. 113 (1784), n. 79
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825), vol. 11, cl. 6, n. 208
REFERENCES:
Holzhausen 1929, p. 128; Aschengreen Piacenti 1967, n. 134, p. 1326; Hahnloser 1971a, p. 166 note 1;
Heikamp 1974, n. 16; Specchio del tempo 2006, fig. 1 p. 42, n. 2 pp. 60-61; Venturelli 2009, n. 37, p. 90
COMPARISONS:
Cups n. 556 and 751 in Florence, Museo degli Argenti (catalogue entries n. 11, 15)
NOTES:
foto BAS 40 8305
th

th

th

The cup is in light grey sardonyx, with brown spots. It has the shape of a chalice and it shows a high foot in
silver gilt (fig. a,b). The surface is ribbed by subtle vertical fluting, crossed by horizontal grooves in the lower
part and at the superior edge. Already Holzhausen (1929) noticed the similitude of the fluting with those of
other cups of the Museo degli Argenti, such as n. 751 and n. 556 (catalogue entries n. 11, 15). This last sample
also shares with n. 599 the shape of a chalice. Holzhausen retains the three samples as Western Medieval
productions, while Piacenti Aschengreen (1967) writes they are “maybe Byzantine”, and Hahnloser (1971),
Heikamp (1974) and Venturelli (2009) agree. Also the catalogue of the exhibition in Beijing (Specchio del tempo
2006) defines it as a “liturgical Byzantine chalice”. The silver gilt foot is instead modern, datet by Heikamp
(1974) at the 16 century and by Venturelli (2009) at the 18 : in the back there are inscribed some inventory
th

th

numbers (2366, 79). The cup was not part of Clement VII donation, and it appears in the Medici collection for
the first time only in the inventory of the Uffizi Tribune in 1589; however it is considered by Heikamp (1974)
as part of Lorenzo the Magnificent collection.
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Fig. a, b – Sardonyx cup N. Inv. 599 (photo by the author)
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14 - Chalcedony bowl
Florence, Museo degli Argenti
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 677
Bowl and setting: Byzantine (?), 9 - 12 century
Chalcedony, silver gilt
Cm 4,1 (height), cm 4,5 (diam)
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: (?), Uffizi Tribune (1704), Gabinetto delle Gemme (Uffizi Gallery, 1784), Museo degli
Argenti (1921)
CONDITION: /
RESTORATIONS: /
EXHIBITIONS:
Il Tesoro di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1972)
Out of the Opulent past: Italian treasures from the Etruscan Age to the Renaissance (Grey Art Gallery and
Study Center, New York University, June 16-August 1, 1992)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
BdUFi, ms. 82 (1704), n. 2621
BdUFi, ms. 95 (1753), n. 2039
BdUFi, ms. 98 (1769), n. 1502
BdUFi, ms. 113 (1784), n. 337
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825), vol. 11, cl. 6, n. 287
REFERENCES:
Aschengreen Piacenti 1967, n. 1297 p. 192; Heikamp 1974, n. 20; Massinelli Tuena 1992a, n. 241, p. 222, tav.
241; Venturelli 2009, p. 246, n. 121
COMPARISONS:
Setting: Venturelli 2009, n. 120 (inv. 1921, n. 586, catalogue entry n. 12)
th

th

The cup is in grey Oriental chalcedony, it presents a smooth surface and a peculiar shape with the edge slightly
turning outwards. Its shape and its silver gilt foot, decorated by a metal ring with incisions and millings , is
156

compared by Heikamp (1974) to the cup inv. n 586 (catalogue entry n. 12). According to Heikamp, this cup
shows a silver gilt setting which is similar to some examples of Russian jewellery and both n. 586 and n. 677
could be the Byzantine prototypes of the Russian objects. However, in the catalogue by Nikolayeva mentioned
by Heikamp, it’s very difficult to recognize a similarity between Russian jewellery and the vase’s setting.
Bibliography generally agree upon the date to the 9 – 11 century, even if Massinelli Tuena (1992a) dates it at
th

th

the 16 century, probably by mistake.
th

Heikamp includes the cup in Lorenzo the Magnificent’s treasure, however it is recognizable in the inventories
only starting from 1704, exactly as n. 586: they were placed in the Uffizi Tribune, in 1784 they were moved to
the gabinetto delle Gemme and finally to the Museo degli Argenti.
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!The catalogue of the exhibition Out of the opulent past, 1992, also mentions the presence of enamels, but they are
hardly visible.!
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Fig. a – Chalcedony bowl n. 677 (after VENTURELLI 2009, n. 121)
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15 - Onyx Cup
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 751
Cup: Byzantine (?), 9 - 11 century
Setting: Florentine (?) 15 century, foot: end of 18th century
Onyx (cup), silver gilt (setting)
cm 8, 5 (height), cm 14, 6 (diam), cm 0, 4-0, 5 (thickness)
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: (?), Uffizi Tribune (1638), Gabinetto delle Gemme (Uffizi Gallery, 1784), Museo degli Argenti
(1921)
CONDITION: Good. It presents some cracks
RESTORATIONS:
-! Project arcus s.p.a. 2013, Jennifer Di Fina, Martina Fontana, Mari Yanagishita
EXHIBITIONS:
-! Il Tesoro di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Palazzo Medici Riccardi (1972)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
BdUFi, ms. 76 (1638), c. 33v, n. 15
BdUFi, ms. 82 (1704), n. 2404
BdUFi, ms. 95 (1753), n. 2204
BdUFi, ms. 98 (1769), n. 1489
BdUFi, ms. 113 (1784), n. 82
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825), vol. 11, cl. 6, n. 362
REFERENCES:
Holzhausen 1929, p. 228; Aschengreen Piacenti 1967, n. 226, p. 140; Hahnloser 1971a, p. 166 note 1; Heikamp
1974, n. 17; Venturelli 2009, n. 117, p. 245
COMPARISONS:
Fluting: Venturelli 2009, n. 116 (inv. 1921, n. 556, catalogue entry n. 11), Venturelli 2009, n. 37 (inv. 1921, n.
599, catalogue entry n. 13)
th

th

th

The onyx cup has a peculiar shape, with a large diameter (fig. a, b). The surface is decorated by vertical
grooves, even though a small circle near the foot is smooth. At the edge it presents a silver gilt foil with
incisions and a decoration made by a sequence of coils. The foot is also in silver gilt. The fluting is similar to
those of other cups inside the Museo degli Argenti: n. 556 and 599 (catalogue entries n. 11, 13), which have
been considered as Byzantine manufactures of 9 -11 century. While n. 556 still preserves its original setting,
th

th

the setting of n. 751 is modern: it is dated by Heikampo (1974) and by Venturelli (2009) at the 15 century,
th

probably made in Florence. The two authors have instead different opinions about the foot: while Heikamp
thinks that it was made during the 16 century, Venturelli demonstrates that it appears in the descriptions of
th

the inventories only by 1784, therefore it was probably added to the cup at the end of the 18 century The cup
th

was preserved inside the Uffizi Tribune, it is mentioned for the first time in the 1638 inventory (Venturelli
2009).

!
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Fig. a, b – Onyx cup N. Inv. 751 (photo by the author)

!
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16 - Agate Cup
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 806
Byzantine (?), 9 - 11 century
Agate (cup), silver gilt (setting)
5, 8 cm (height) 4, 1 cm (diam)
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: (?), Uffizi Tribune (1704?), Gabinetto delle Gemme (Uffizi Gallery, 1784), Museo degli
Argenti (1921)
CONDITION: good
RESTORATIONS:
-! Project arcus s.p.a. 2013, Jennifer Di Fina, Martina Fontana, Mari Yanagishita
EXHIBITIONS:
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
BdUFi, ms. 83 (1704), n. 2308
BdUFi, ms. 95 (1753), n. 2075
BdUFi, ms. 98 (1769), n. 1444
BdUFi, ms. 113 (1784), n. 347
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825), n. 417
REFERENCES
Venturelli 2009, n. 119, p. 245
COMPARISONS:
Setting: Venturelli 2009, n. 120 (inv. 1921 n. 586, catalogue entry n. 12)
Setting: Nikolayeva 1968, n. 45, 48, 55
Cup: Venturelli 2009, n. 118 (inv. 1921, n. 814, catalogue entry n. 17)
th

th

The small sardonyx cup has a chalice shape and a smooth surface (fig. a). It was published only by Venturelli
(2009), who retains the cup a Byzantine manufacture of 9 – 11 century. The setting should be coeval: it is in
th

th

silver gilt, and it is composed by a high conic foot with a matchboarding knot and by a foil on the border. The
foil is quite large, it is chiselled and it has battlements in the ending part and a grating-shaped motif in the
central bend. The setting is deeply close to the one of the cup n. 586 (catalogue entry n. 12): similar
considerations about date and production are therefore valid. The cup is instead very similar to n. 814
(catalogue entry n. 17), even if their setting is different. The two cups were in fact often listed together in the
inventories: they are recognizable inside the Tribune of Uffizi Gallery since 1704, inside the Gabinetto delle
Gemme since 1784 and finally they reached the Museo degli Argenti in 1921. It is worth noting that nobody
ever noticed or published the two small cups before 2009.
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Fig. a – Agate cup N. inv. 806 (photo by the author)

!
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17 - Agate Cup
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 814
Cup and setting: Byzantine (?), 9 - 11 century
Agate, silver gilt
Cm 5,8 (height), cm 4,8 (diam)
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: (?) Uffizi Tribune (1704), Gabinetto delle Gemme (Uffizi Gallery, 1784), Museo degli
Argenti (1921)
CONDITION: /
RESTORATIONS:
-! Project arcus s.p.a. 2013, Jennifer Di Fina, Martina Fontana, Mari Yanagishita
EXHIBITIONS:
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
BdUFi, ms. 83 (1704), n. 2308
BdUFi, ms. 95 (1753), n. 2075
BdUFi, ms. 113 (1784), n. 334
BdUFi, ms. 183 (1825), n. 425
REFERENCES:
Venturelli 2009, n. 118, p. 245
COMPARISONS:
Cup: Venturelli 2009, n. 119 (inv. 1921 n. 806, catalogue entry n. 16)
th

th

The cup (fig. a) is very similar to n. 806 (catalogue entry n. 16) for the small dimensions, the chalice-shape and
the material, treated as a smooth surface. The silver gilt setting, which is considered by Venturelli (2009) coeval
to the cup (9 -11 centuries) is quite different instead, as n. 814 presents a not decorated foot. Also the foil at
th

th

the edge shows a different decorative pattern, with a star-motif enclosed by matchboarding lines. It is
identifiable inside the Tribune starting from 1704, and in the inventories it was often coupled with the cup n.
806.
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Fig. a – Agate cup N. inv. 814 (photo by the author)
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18 – Ivory casket with Deisis and Saints
Florence, Bargello National Museum, Ivories room
Inv. 11A, Inv. Generale n. 12196, Inv. n. 2255, 1825
Byzantine, 10 - 12 century
Ivory on a wood core
12 x 49 x 15 cm
INSCRIBED:
on the lid:
A Iω - ΠPo∆P (Saint John Prodromos), on the sides
A Iω – o XP(chrsimon)YCoCToMo (Saint John Chrysostom) on the sides
MP - θY (Virgin) on the sides
IC - XC (Christ) on the sides
On the long side:
A θω - MAC (Saint Thomas) on the sides
A ΦIΛIΠ – ΠOC (Saint Philip) on the sides
A CIMω – oZHΛωT (Saint Simon the Zealot) on the sides
A ÏAKωBoC – o ?EBE∆ ?(Sainton James, son of Zebedee), on the sides
A AN∆PEAC (Saint Andrew) on the sides
On the long side:
A Iω o θE – oΛoΓoC (Saint John the Theologist) on the sides
A MATθAIOC (Saint Matthews) on the sides
A ΛoYKAC (Saint Luke) on the sides
A MAPKOC (Saint Mark) on the sides
A BAPθoΛoMAOC (Saint Bartholomew) on the sides
On the short side:
A ΠE - TPOC (Saint Peter) on the sides
A ΠAY – ΛOC (Saint Paul) on the sides
On the short side:
A CEPΓIoC (Saint Serge) all in one line, above the head
A BAKXOC (Saint Baccos) all in one line, above the head
PROVENANCE: Constantinople (?), Medici Collection, Guardaroba di Palazzo Vecchio, Uffizi Gallery (before
1776), Regio Museo di fisica e storia naturale (1796), Bargello National Museum (1879)
CONDITION: Medium. The wood is exposed in some parts and the ivory plaques present cracks and
fractures.
RESTORATIONS:
-! 13/12/1979-25/11/1982, Opificio Pietre Dure (gr. 8485)
EXHIBITIONS:
-! Masterpieces of Byzantine art (Edinburgh International Festival, 1958)
-! Venezia e Bisanzio (Venice, Doge's Palace, 1974).)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
Bdufi ms. 98, c. 231
BdUFi ms. 105
BdUFi, ms. 234, 235
REFERENCES:
Lanzi 1776 (in Collareta 1990, pp. XX-XXI); Marchissi 1776 (in Zaccagnino 2010); Westwood 1876, p. 377;
Schlumberger 1896, I, p. 69, fig. 73; Supino 1898, p. 367; Graeven 1898-1900, vol. II, n. 55; Strygowsky 1901, p.
125; Venturi 1902, p. 592, fig. 418-421; Diehl 1910, p. 624, fig. 315 p. 625; Peirce Tyler 1926, tav. 95; Goldschmidt
– Weitzmann 1930-1934, vol. 1, p. 56, n. 99, tav. LVIII-LIX; Talbot Rice 1935, p. 154, pl. 31; Masterpieces 1958,
n. 82; Hirmer Talbot Rice 1959, n. 160-161; Beckwith 1961, p. 77, fig. 185; Catalogue 1972, pp. 74-76, pl. L-LI;
Venezia e Bisanzio 1974, n. 23; Williamson 1982, p. 28; Gaborit Chopin 1988, pp. 28-33; Menna 1998, pp. 128129; Cutler 1994a, pp. 124, 137, 173, fig. 137, 193
COMPARISONS:
Ivory casket with Apostles and Saints in the Dumbarton Oaks collection: Catalogue 1972, pp. 73-77
Ivory plaque with Saint John the Baptist and other Saints in Victoria & Albert Museum: Williamson 2010, n.
24
Veroli casket in Victoria & Albert Museum: Williamson 2010, n. 15
Ivories of Romanos group: Flamine 2010
th

th

The casket, today inside the Bargello National Museum, was part of the Medici collection. Its story is not easy
to reconstruct, and it is at the moment unknown when exactly the casket had entered the Medici collection.
According to Supino (1989), it was inside palazzo Vecchio until 1777, when it was moved to the Uffizi.
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However, it does not appear in the inventories of Palazzo Vecchio preceding 1777 . The casket is recorded for
157

the first time in the inventory of the Uffizi gallery written between 1769 and 1784, where it is described as Una
scatola di legno ornata di bassi rilievi in avorio. Vi è figurato Gesù Cristo, e Maria Vergine con gli apostoli, e con alcuni
Santi prelati, e Martiri della Chiesa Greca, ciascuno coll’iscrizione in quella lingua (BdUFi, ms. 98, c. 231). It was
positioned inside one of the armchairs (the number 14) of the Room of Ancient Bronzes: the position is
confirmed by Lanzi’s catalogue of Ancient Bronzes (BdUFi ms. 105, Collareta 1990; Zaccagnino 2010),
furnished of a book of drawings by Marchissi (BdUFi, ms. 234, 235; Zaccagnino 2010), which include the first
graphic representation of the casket (fig. a,b). Marchissi’s sketch is very accurate, both in the figures and in
the inscriptions. However, it does not represent the cracks, the lacks, and the irregularities of the ivory plaques,
especially those composing the rosette frame. Nevertheless, the disposition of the plaques is the same of today.
The artwork is a high quality example of a rosette casket: made in wood, it is covered by ivory plaques framed
by ivory strips with rosettes, a kind of production which was typical of the Byzantine Empire between the 10

th

and the 12 century (The Glory 1997, pp. 222-223). The casket has rectangular shape with flat lid, and the
th

plaques present the busts of Apostles and Saints. Specifically, on the lid there are four plaques with Saint John
the Baptist, Saint John Chrysostom, Christ and the Virgin (fig. c,d). The long sides are instead covered by five
plaques each, presenting on the one side the four Evangelists and Saint Bartholomew (fig. e), and on the other
Saint Thomas, Saint Philip, Saint Simon the Zealot, Saint James and Saint Andrew (fig. f). The short sides
present two couples of Saints: Paul and Peter (fig. g), and two warrior Saints, Sergius and Bacchus (fig. h). All
the figures are represented under an arch supported by spiral columns with leaves capitals. Also the arch is
decorated by a vegetal motif. The name of each saint is inscribed at the sides of the bust, below the arch,
partially in horizontal and partially in vertical position. The only exceptions are the two plaques with the
warrior Saints, which have the inscriptions above the heads, outside the arch: the difference is due to the
presence of the casket lock on this side, which causes an asymmetry: the two plaques lack of the superior
central corner, and appear compressed. The arch are shorter, and shorter is the distance between the halo of
the Saints and the niche. The Saints all present the same halo, but they have slightly different renderings of
the drapery, different gestures and different attributes. For example, Christ, the Evangelists and Saint John
Chrysostom hold codices, while Saint John the Baptist, Saint Paul and the Apostles hold a scroll. The warrior
Saints hold a cross. Peter and Paul are blessing, but other Saints are characterized by different gestures.
All the plaques are framed by strips with rosettes inside medallions, between the circular medallions there are
stylized leaves. The rosettes are of two kinds: the sides of the casket show simpler rosettes, with eight loopshaped petals, while the lid has more complex rosettes, with eight petals in the form of horseshoes and a flower
with four horseshoes petals in the middle. Furthermore, the lid presents, on the long sides, an other narrow
strip with a palmette frieze.
The lid is particularly important, for its richest decoration and for the relevance of the figures portrayed: the
four figures have often been interpreted as the representation of the Deisis, and some scholars have underlined
the possibility that the plaques were moved from their original positions, which should comprise Christ
between the Virgin and Saint John (Venezia e Bisanzio 1974, Gaborit Chopin 1988). However, the frontal
position of the Virgin and Saint John, together with the Virgin represented as an horans instead of interceding,
introduce some doubts about this interpretation.
Among the rosette caskets, only two other offer the same subject , one in the Metropolitan Museum in New
158
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See chapter 4.2.1 New objects and new displays in the Medici collection.
The rosette caskets mainly present secular subjects or biblical subjects. The most complete studies about the ivory
caskets is the one by Goldschmidt and Weitzmann (GOLDSCHMIDT WEITZMANN 1934, vol. 1).
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York and one in the Dumbarton Oaks collection (Catalogue 1972), and both of them have the Deesis on the
lid, with the figures placed in the usual position. Moreover, they have the figures of Archangels instead of
Saint John Chrysostom. His presence on the Florentine lid is hardly explainable: the casket is characterized by
a noticeable iconographic irregularity. From the iconographic point of view, the Washington casket (fig. i) is
really close to the Florentine sample, and the Dumbarton Oaks Catalogue of 1972 argues that likely the
Florentine casket was the model (they present almost the same figures and almost the same gestures).
However, the two caskets are stylistically different.
The Florentine figures are refined and elongated, with small heads (Cutler 1994a), and the ivory has been
identified as part of the Romanos group (Catalogue 1972, p. 76), a group of ivories dating back to the period
between the 10 and the 11 century . Indeed, the grace and proportions of the figures recall the elegance of
th
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th

the Romanos ivories, and in particular the plaque with the Saints Peter and Andrew of Vienna
(Kunsthistorisches Museum, fig. 4.12), and the two plaques with Saint John the Theologian and Saint Paul in
Venice’s Museo Archeologico (fig. 4.13), and in Dresden, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen. The three panels are
supposed to be part of a same artefact, dated at the 11 century (Glory of Byzantium 1989, pp. 141-142).
th

Stylistically, the ivory closest to the casket is the plaque with Saint John the Baptist and four Saints in London,
Victoria & Albert museum (fig. l): the similarity between the two pieces, already noticed and mentioned by
Beckwith (1967) and Gaborit Chopin (1988) is particularly relevant if we compare the two figures of Saint John,
present in both the masterpieces: they have the same drapery, and a very similar face with elongated noses
and almond-shaped eyes. Also the treatment of the halos is the same in the two caskets. The ivory of V&A is
dated at the late 10 century and it is supposed to have been part of a Deisis (Williamson 2010).
th

The Florentine casket has been assigned to different periods: Venturi (1902) proposed the 12 century, based
th

on the complex shape of the rosette on the lid, which might be sign of an evolved stage in the production of
caskets. However, complex rosette shapes can be found also on ancient ivory caskets: for example, on the
renown Veroli casket, dated at the second half of the 10 century (Williamson 2010, n. 15, fig. m). Diehl (1910)
th

tends for a period going from the 9 and the 13 century, while Goldschmidt and Weitzmann, in their analysis
th

th

of the ivory caskets, propose the 12 century, followed by later bibliography (Hirmer Talbot Rice 1959,
th

Beckwith 1967, Gaborit Chopin 1988), with the only exception of the exhibition Venezia e Bisanzio (1974),
supporting the late 10 century: a date between the 10 and the 11 century seems appropriate, especially taking
th

th

th

into account the similarities to the already mentioned ivories of the V&A, dated to this period. With the
exception of Hirmer Rice (1959), signalling the stylistic proximity to Sicilian mosaics and considering the
casket as a Sicilian product, the ivory is considered by bibliography as a Constantinopolitan masterpiece,
connected to the court for its high quality.
The casket is in medium conditions: in some areas the wood is exposed and the plaques present cracks and
lacks. The composition of the plaques is irregular, and some patterns are asymmetric. For example, the rosette
frame above the head of Christ presents on the corner a specular vegetal motif between the rosettes (fig. d). If
this element could be considered as a peculiar decoration of the corner, it is worth noting that it does not
appear in other corners, while it appears in the middle, above the plaque with Saint John the Chrysostom.
In this case, as in the case of the possible Deisis on the lid, it is impossible to infer if the collocation of the
plaques is original, whether the plaques were re-arranged during the centuries.
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About the Romanos group and their chrnology, see as last FLAMINE 2010.
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Fig. a,b – Sketches of the casket by Marchissi (after Zaccagnino 2010)
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Fig. c – Ivory casket, lid (after CATALOGUE 1972, pl. L)

!

!

Fig. d – Ivory casket, lid, detail of the plaque with Christ (photo by the Opificio delle Pietre Dure, Gr 8485, n.
6797)

!
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Fig. e – ivory casket, long side (after CATALOGUE 1972, pl. LI)

Fig. f – ivory casket, long side (after CATALOGUE 1972, pl. LI)

Fig. g – Ivory casket, short side (after CATALOGUE 1972, pl. L)
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Fig. h – ivory casket, short side with the lock (photo by the Opificio delle Pietre Dure, Gr 8485, n. 6799)

Fig. i – Washington, Dumbarton Oaks, Ivory casket with Apostles and Saints, second half of the 10 century
(after CATALOGUE 1972, pl. XLV)
th
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Fig. l – London, Victoria and Albert Museum, ivory plaque with Saint John the Baptist and Saints, late 10
century (after WILLIAMSON 2010, n. 24)

th

Fig. m - London, Victoria and Albert Museum, Veroli casket, second half of the 10 century, detail of the lid
(after WILLIAMSON 2010, n. 15)
th
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19 - Cameo with Christ Emmanuel
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti, mezzanine, Cammei room
Inv. Gemme 1921, n. 989, General Catalogue n. 00228385
Eastern Europe (?), 12 - 13 century (?)
Red-brown jasper with green veining (cameo) and metal gilt (setting)
30 x 25 mm, 11 mm thick
INSCRIBED: IC XC
PROVENANCE: Medici Collection (Cardinal Leopoldo, 1668?)
CONDITION: Good, it is slightly chipped around the edges
RESTORATIONS:
-! Cleaning, June 1974
EXHIBITIONS: /
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
CATALOGO PELLI BENCIVENNI, BdUFi, ms. 115 (1786), vol. II c. 98, n. 1475
CATALOGO MIGLIARINI, BSATo, ms. 194 (1837-38), n. 479
REFERENCES:
Wentzel 1956, n. 989; Piacenti Aschengreen 1967, p. 195, n. 1389; Mc Crory (OA) 1979; Fileti Mazza 19872000, 3, p. 72, doc. 245 p. 342 and 246 p. 308; Gennaioli 2007, p. 327, n. 416
COMPARISONS:
Cameo with blessing Christ, Vatican Museum (Righetti 1955, tav. XI, n. 4)
Cameo with Christ Pantocrator (quality of jasper, Byzantine Antiquities 2013, n. 28 pp. 204-205)
Pendent steatite icon with Christ Emmanuel (Byzantium 2006, n. 146, p. 238)
Painting of Vladimir-Suzdal (Antonova 1963, n. 6, p. 65, fig. 22-25)
th

The cameo has oval shape, it is in red-brown jasper with green veining and it portraits the bust of Christ
Emmanuel, in frontal and central position (fig. a). Christ is represented according to the Emmanuel
iconography, appearing with frequency from the 11 century onwards: young, beardless, with curly locks
th

pushed behind his ears, a high forehead . He shows the right hand in the act of blessing in the Greek manner,
160

and the left holding the Gospel. His head is surrounded by the cruciform nimbus and on the sides by the
inscription IC XC. The cameo is placed inside a metal gilt setting, with two hooks. The relief of the cameo is
high, and the Christ presents a large face with big eyes on a minute body, with narrow shoulders:
characteristics which appear in cameos of 12 and 13 century, as in one example preserved in the Vatican
th

th

Museum (Righetti 1955, tav. XI, n. 4), which also shows a similar treatment of the clothes and of the halo.
Finding striking comparisons is difficult, as the iconography of Christ Emmanuel on cameos is quite rare. One
example is preserved at the Metropolitan Museum in New York, a small steatite pendant icon with Christ
Emmanuel (Byzantium 2006, n. 146, p. 238). However, the treatment of the halo, of the clothes and the facial
features is not close to the Florentine sample, whose characteristics resemble instead those appearing on a
Russian painting representing the youthful Christ between two angels, attributed to the Vladimir-Suzdal
painting school, 12 century (Antonova 1963, n. 6, p. 65, fig. 22-25), and today preserved in the Tretyakov
th

Gallery. The Florentine cameo and the painting share the same hairstyle, the same big eyes almond-shaped,
the straight nose and the small mouth.
Wentzel has hypothesized that the cameo might be a Western imitation of a Byzantine model, while McCrory
introduced the possibility of the production by a “Greek school”. Finally, Gennaioli regards the piece as an
original Byzantine cameo for its correspondence to the Byzantine iconography, its simplified carving
technique and the high quality of the stone: the colour and the veining find a close comparison with a cameo
with Christ Pantocrator inside the Kremlin Museum, dated at the 10 -11 century (Byzantine Antiquities 2013,
th

th

n. 28 pp. 204-205), coming from Constantinople.
The cameo could be connected to the collecting activity by Cardinal Leopoldo (1617-1675): we know, in fact,
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See Types of Christ, in The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, New York 1991, vol. I, p. 438.
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that for sure one cameo with the Saviour was acquired for the Cardinal by Leonardo Agostini from Antonio
Bancherotto in Rome (Fileti Mazza 1987-2000, 3, p. 72). The letter by Leonardo Agostini describes the cameo
as “fatto da’ greci della primitive Chiesa”. The short description that he includes is not enough to be secure about
the identity of the piece, however, the comparison between the existing cameos and the inventories makes it
plausible the identification (Fileti Mazza 1987-2000, 3, doc. 245 p. 342 and 246 p. 308). However, the document
161

testifies that similar cameos were acquired during Leopoldo’s time on the Roman market.

Fig. a – Cameo with Christ Emmanuel N. Inv. 989 (photo by the author)
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See chapter 4.2.1 New objects and new displays in Medici collection.
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20 - Cameo with blessing Christ
Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti, Storage
Inv. Gemme 1921, n. 1811, General Catalogue n. 00643462
Eastern Europe (?), 13 century (?)
Basanite, silver (setting)
26 x 17,5 mm
INSCRIBED: IC XC
PROVENANCE: Medici collection, Uffizi Gallery (ante 1786), Museo degli Argenti (1921)
CONDITION: /
RESTORATIONS: /
EXHIBITIONS: /
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
CATALOGO PELLI BENCIVENNI, BdUFi, ms. 115 (1786), vol. III, c. 69, n. 739
CATALOGO MIGLIARINI, BSATo, ms. 194 (1837-38), n.?
REFERENCES:
Unpublished
Polo Museale Fiorentino catalogue entry: http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/invgemme/scheda.asp#
COMPARISONS:
Cameo with Christ Pantocrator (Byzantine Antiquities 2013, n. 28 pp. 204-206)
th

!

The cameo is in basanite, it has oval shape and it’s placed inside a silver setting with one hook on the top (fig.
a, b). On the stone, it’s carved the figure of Christ Pantocrator standing, in frontal position, sided by the
inscription IC XC. Christ is holding the Book in one hand and blessing with the other. The blessing hand is
covered by the himation: a kind of iconography which recalls classical prototypes, and which is spread after
the iconoclastic period . The carving is unrefined, the facial features are asymmetric, with elongated nose. The
162

figure is somewhat squat in its proportion, the head is large and the drapery of the garments is rich and
voluminous. The general treatment of the figure reminds to examples dated at 12 -13 century, such as to the
th

th

Cameo with Christ Panocrator standing in Kremlin Museum (Byzantine Antiquities 2013, n. 28 pp. 204-206).
The catalogue entry provided by Polo Museale Fiorentino inclines for a Byzantine attribution, and a date in
the 13 century: this hypothesis is compatible with the stylistic features of the cameo.
th

The history of acquisition is unknown: the first appearance of the cameo is in Pelli Bencivenni’s catalogue of
1786 (BdUFi, ms. 115) but it’s difficult to establish when it entered the Medici collection. Migliarini (BSATo,
ms. 194) in 1837-38 describes the cameo as “opera greca ma non molto antica”.

Fig. a, b – Cameo with blessing Christ (photo by the author)
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See BYZANTINE ANTIQUITIES 2013, p. 208.
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21 - Mosaic with Vergine Regina
Florence, Basilica di San Marco
Byzantine (?), 8 century, Tuscan, 17 century (frame)
Detached mosaic, marble and glass tesserae
3,49 m x 1,36 m
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: Rome, Oratory of John VII (beginning of 8 century), Florence, Basilica di San Marco (1609)
CONDITION: The mosaic has been deeply reworked and restored. Part of the dress has been retouched in
ancient times, while the hands and the gold background have been added after the placement in Ricci’s
chapel (1609). Also the majority of the podium is not original. Large cracks in the halo and the diadem are
filled with new tesserae. The recent restoration has achieved the reinforcement of the mortar, the addition of
the lost tesserae and the cleaning of the surface.
RESTORATIONS:
- g.r. 10927, 22/09/1995 G. Raddi, A. Giusti
EXHIBITIONS: /
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
Grimaldi 1612 (BAV, Barb. Lat. 2732; Barb. Lat. 2733; Vat. Lat. 11988; G 13)
Grimaldi 1618 (BAV, Arch. Cap. S. Pietro, H3)
REFERENCES:
Del Migliore 1684, p. 211; Del Buono 1689, p. 20; Richa 1754-62, VII, pp. 138-139; Gori 1759, vol. 3, part 4, pp.
21-23, tav. 5; Fantozzi 1844, p.430; Müntz 1877, p. 145; Garrucci 1878, p. 39; Cocchi 1894, p. 63; De Rossi 1899,
23; Wilpert 1916, 1, p. 388, 3, fig. 1-3 p. 113 and 2 p. 114; Toesca 1927, pp. 222-223; Kitzinger 1934, pp. 15, 20,
39; Nordhagen 1959; Breckenridge 1962; Nordhagen 1965, pp. 124-127, 145-153, 165-166; Oakeshott 1967, p.
156; Matthiae 1967, pp. 215-224; Andaloro 1987, p. 251; Andaloro 1989; Van Dijk 1995; Giusti-Raddi delle
Ruote 1997; Monciatti 2000b, pp. 887-890, in particular p. 888; Pogliani 2002; Oriente e Occidente 2004, pp.
26-27; Presepe figurato 2007; Ballardini Pogliani 2013, pp. 204-213; Ballardini 2016; Pogliani 2016
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The Mosaic is inside the church of San Marco, above the altar of Ricci chapel. It was formerly part of the
Oratory built in Rome, Saint Peter, by John VII, Pope between 705 and 707. John VII had Greek origin (he was
born in Rossano and was the son of a Byzantine functionary), and decided to dedicate an Oratory to the Virgin
in 707. The studies by Ballardini and Pogliani (Ballardini Pogliani 2013, Ballardini 2016, Pogliani 2016) have
reconstructed, basing especially on the manuscript by Grimaldi preserved in the Vatican Library , the original
163

shape of the Oratory. The Virgin was the main figure of the dedicatory panel, the central and biggest figure of
the whole composition, and originally the panel included also the portrait of Pope John VII kneeling down on
the left side of the Virgin. The Blachernitissa was inside a niche, covered by a system of curtains supported by
two black columns on the sides (fig. a).
The mosaic of the Virgin was detached on the 22 of February 1609, when the Oratory was destroyed together
nd

with the ancient façade of Saint Peter. It was gifted by the Cardinal Paltotto to Antonio Ricci, archbishop of
Arezzo, who destined the mosaic to the family chapel in San Marco. The Virgin was not the only fragment to
survive, but other important pieces remain, which can be compared to the Virgin in the artistic and stylistic
analysis, such as the portrait of the Pope, today in the Vatican, or the Adoration of the Magi today in the
sacristy of Santa Maria in Cosmedin .
164

The mosaic was collocated inside the niche of the Ricci Chapel in 1609, surrounded by a frame painted with
small squares to imitate a mosaic surface. The frame represents Saint Dominic, Saint Raymond and venerating
angels. On the top of the panel there is a band with the inscription MATER MISERICORDIAE, while in the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BAV, Barb. lat. 2732; Barb. Lat. 2733; Vat. lat. 11988; G 13. The description of the church made by Grimaldi, and his
drawings, were published in 1972 (G. Grimaldi, Descrizione della basilica antica di S. Pietro in Vaticano, codice Barberini
Latino 2733, edited by R. Niggl, Città del Vaticano 1972.
For all the existing fragments, see Andaloro 1989.
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lower part an inscription recalls the provenance of the mosaic, the moment of the translation and the devotion
165

towards this figure. The inscription shows a mistake in the date of the Oratory, indicating 703, when John VII
was not Pope yet, instead of 707. The error was firstly noticed by Del Migliore (1684), who attributed the
mosaic to John VI, followed by Del Buono (1689) Richa (1754-62), and Gori (1759, fig. b) . Del Migliore was
166

the first to mention the mosaic, 17 and 18 century sources tend to repeat Del Migliore’s lines, always
th

th

underlying the devotional importance of the mosaic.
The mosaic visible today (fig. c) is the result of many restoration interventions, some of them made in antique
times, when the artwork was still in Rome, and some made after the transfer, which strongly damaged the
mosaic: the last restoration (Giusti-Raddi delle Ruote 1997) has reconstructed that the mosaic was cut into two
halves and transported through two wooden cases, which were included inside the wall of Ricci Chapel and
joined through an iron bar, which runs at the half of the figure, at the height of the hips (fig. d). During the
detachment, the hands were probably cut out of the figure and they were totally remade once in Florence.
Also the gold background and the pedestal were remade after 1609. Notwithstanding the heavy alterations,
some stylistic and iconographic considerations are possible.
The Virgin is standing and frontal on a small pedestal, she is in the position of worship with open arms, and
she wears the Byzantine court costume and diadem. This combination of the Virgin orans and Vergine Regina
is uncommon.
The dress consists of tunic, dalmatic and trabea. The tunic is of purple colour, and it presents rows of pearls
on the sleeves. Above the tunic, the dalmatic and the trabea, with a long hanging lap bordered by pearls, are
visible, fixed by a belt. The belt is gold and decorated by pearls, it is ornate by a circular buckle with a central
red gem, and it creates vertical folds in the breast area. On shoulders are large orbiculi of red and blue jewels
framed in gold, surrounded by pearls. These precious decorative motifs seem to be part of the trabea, as it
happens for the icon of the Vergine Regina in Santa Maria in Trastevere (Nordhagen 1965). The Virgin also
wears a collar (fig. e), made of two rows of pearls framing a central row of blue jewels set in gold, with
pendants of large, drop-shaped jewels alternatively red and white, each with small golden pendant. The
diadem presents a structure similar to the collar, with two rows of pearls alternated to a central row of blue
gems. Above, the diadem ends with three triangular points, with three jewels (one blue and two red) set
between pearls. Side points end in large rubies, the central in a trefoil made of pearls. A similar shape of
diadem is found in some Empresses portraits of the 4 and 5 centuries, when the fashion introduces very
th

th

elaborated hairstyles (Baldini Lippolis 1999, p. 58, fig. 36 and 42).
The face of the Virgin is sided by the rich pearls perpendulia of the diadem. The head is surrounded by the
golden nimbus, bordered by a black line. The facial features are defined by very strong contours, and the
whole mosaic is characterized by a very linear rendering and flat colours. The Virgin has big eyes, a long
straight nose and a small mouth. The eyebrows, the nose and the oval contour of the face are signed by
shadows. The mosaic was realized combining two different kinds of tesserae: the flesh is obtained through
different kinds of marble, from pale-grey to blue-grey for the shadows. The hands are totally remade in stone
tesserae, but possibly they were in marble tesserae as well. The stronger outlines of features and the contours
are instead in glass tesserae. Garments and jewels are generally realized with glass tesserae. The tesserae also

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
VETUSTA HAEC DEI GENITRIS IMAGO IN VATICANA BASILICA SUPRA PORTAM SCAM ORATORIO OLIM A
IOHANNE VII PONT. MAX. SAL. ANNO DCIII (sic) CONSTRUCTO DIU SERVATA ATQ AD HUNC DIEM
RELIGIOSISSIME CULTA, CUM IAM TEMPLUM ILLUD IN AUGUSTIOREM FORMAM REDIGENDUM
DETURBARETUR, E RUDERIBUS ERUTA EST ET NEQUA AUT SALTEM MINIMA IN EAM DEVOTIONIS IACTURA
FIERIT IN HANC ARAM ROMA TRANSLATA MDCIX. From Nordhagen 1965, p. 127.
See also 5.2.2 Byzantine objects in private collections: extant and lost heritage.
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present different dimensions: those of the flesh areas are from a quarter to half the size of those of the garments.
They are set deeply into the plaster setting, that the plaster often lies flush with the mosaic surface, and they
are placed with large interstices.
Bibliography have debated about the Byzantine component of John VII’s Oratory, and in general of John VII’s
commissions for long. Toesca sees the Oratory as the intervention of a young school of Roman mosaic-makers,
that “sul finire del secolo VIII e nella prima metà del IX, pur con grande rozzezza, creò qualche opera d’una
propria originalità” (Toesca 1927, p. 222). The first analytic study, taking into account the stylistic and material
characteristics of the mosaic, was made by Nordhagen (1965). The author underlined that the technique of
mixing marble and glass tesserae, as well as using tesserae of different size and the isolation of the tesserae
inside the plaster is basically unknown in Roman examples chronologically close to the Oratory (such as the
apse mosaic of Saint Agnes, the small apse of Santo Stefano Rotondo or che chapel of Saint Venantius in the
Lateran Baptistery), and it is derived from the Byzantine tradition. Following Nordhagen, later bibliography
have supported the hypothesis of Byzantine artists, specifically from Constantinople, interpreting the Oratory
as a provincial reflection of the art of the Byzantine capital (Oakeshott 1965, Matthiae 1967, Andaloro 1989) .
167

A different thesis have been introduced by Van Dijck (1995): criticizing those supporting too convincingly the
Byzantine interpretation for the scarcity of the existing artworks from the East pre dating the iconoclasm, the
author bases her considerations on the iconography, and specifically on the combination between the two
subjects of the Virgin orans and the Vergine Regina. Van Dijck notices that even though Maria Orans was known
into Roman art a long before the beginning of the 8 century, no examples of this representation inside an apse
th

is known, with the exception of the Chapel of Saint Venantius in the Lateran Baptistery, dated between 640
and 648 (Popes John IV and Theodore I), and one only example from Chyprus is preserved in the Byzantine
territory (Panagia tis Kyras near Livadia, 7 century). However, in the Byzantine domain, the representation
th

becomes more common after the iconoclasm, probably in connection with the cult of the Virgin in the
monastery of Blachernai. The author concludes that the few pre-iconoclastic examples might derive from the
original apse of the Church of Blachernai in Costantinople. On the contrary, the success of the iconographic
type of Maria Regina is related to Rome, where several examples before 900 are known. The author concludes
by saying that the representation is a perfect combination of two different artistic traditions.
The most recent contributions have reintroduced the Byzantine hypothesis, basing on the system of image
creation through sails of colour, similar to the frescoes of Santa Maria Antiqua: Pogliani (2002; 2016) identifies
the same hand, probably from Constantinople.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Different hypothesis have been proposed also about the other important commission by John VII: the frescoes in Santa
Maria Antiqua. As an example, Avery retains the frescoes as the reflection of the art from Alexandria (M. Avery, The
Alexandrian Style at Santa Maria Antiqua, Rome, in “Art bulletin” 7, pp. 131-149), Grabar as influenced by Palestinian art
(A. Grabar, Martyrium. Recherches sur le culte des reliques et l’art chrétien antique, Paris 1946, p. 103, 243, 253, 311), while
according to Kitzinger and Lazarev the source is the Constantinopolitan figurative culture (E. Kitzinger, Byzantine Art in
the Making: Main Lines of Stylistic Development in Mediterranean Art 3 -7 century, Cambridge 1977, p. 119; V. Lazarev,
Storia della pittura bizantina, Torino 1967, pp. 68-70, n. 8).
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Fig. a – Sketch from BAV, Barb. Lat. 2732 (after BALLARDINI 2016, fig. 7, p. 224)

Fig. b – Sketch of the mosaic with Vergine Regina from Gori, A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum dyptichorum,
consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in trestomos
divisus, Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 3, part 4, tav. 5)
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Fig. c – Mosaic with Vergine Regina (after ANDALORO 1989, fig. 16, p. 77)
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Fig. d – Mosaic with Vergine Regina, detail of the juncture (after GIUSTI RADDI DELLE RUOTE 1997, fig. 3,
p. 187)

Fig. e – Mosaic with Vergine Regina, detail of the head (after GIUSTI RADDI DELLE RUOTE 1997, fig. 1, p.
100)
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Figures Chapter 4

Fig. 4.1 a Florence,
Museo
dell’Opera
del
Duomo, Maestro del
Bigallo, Dossale di
San Zanobi, ca. 12201230
(after
BARTOLOZZI
SANTACESARIA
2006), p. 275.
Fig. 41 b –
Detail of San Zanobi
(after
BOSKOVITS
1993, pl. XIV, 6)

Fig. 4.2 Warwick, Warwick Record office, Sir
Roger Newdigate, sketch of the Uffizi
Tribune, 1659 (after HEIKAMP 1983,
fig. 22)
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Fig. 4.3 Norfolk, Norfolk hall,
Giulio
Pignatti,
Andrew Fountaine e i
suoi
amici
nella
Tribuna, beginning of
the 18° century (after
HEIKAMP 1983, fig.
5)

Fig. 4.4 –
Florence, Gabinetto
di disegni e stampe
degli
Uffizi,
anonymous author,
sketch of the tribune
(after
HEIKAMP
1983, fig. 24)
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Fig. 4.5 –
Florence, Museo degli Argenti,
cameo in yellow jasper with Head
of the Saviour, N. inv. 102 (after
GENNAIOLI 2007, n. 435)

Fig. 4.6 –
Florence,
Museo
degli
Argenti, cameo with Head
of the Saviour, N. inv. 104
(after GENNAIOLI 2007, n.
417)

Fig. 4.7 – Saint Petersburg, State Hermitage Museum, Ivory diptych with the Crucifixion
and the Virgin with Child, 14th century (after DIAFANE PASSIONI 2013, n. 4)
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Fig. 4.8 – Florence, Bargello National Museum, Leaf of
ivory diptych with the Consul Basilius, 541 (after
DIAFANE PASSIONI 2013, n. 8)
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Fig. 4.9 – Representation of the ivory diptych leaf with Saints from A. F. Gori,
Thesaurus veterum dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus
eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in trestomos divisus,
Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 3, tab. XXIX)
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Fig. 4.10 –
Representation of the ivory
diptych leaf with Empress
from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus
veterum
dyptichorum,
consolarium et ecclesiasticorum:
tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris
cum aliorum lucubrationibus
inlustratus ac in trestomos
divisus, Florentiae 1759 (after
GORI 1759, vol. 2, tab.VIIII)

Fig. 4.11 –
Representation of the
ivory diptych leaf of the
consul Basilius from A.
F.
Gori,
Thesaurus
veterum
dyptichorum,
consolarium
et
ecclesiasticorum:
tumdivisus
eiusdem
auctoris cum aliorum
lucubrationibus
inlustratus ac in trestomos
divisus, Florentiae 1759
(after GORI 1759, vol. 2,
tab. XXI)
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Fig. 4.12, 4.13 – Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum; Venice, Archaeological Museum, Two
ivory leafs with Saints, 11th century (after THE GLORY 1997, fig. 89 a,b)

Fig. 4.15 –
Milan, Castello Sforzesco, ivory leaf of
the Consul Basilius, 541 (after DIAFANE
PASSIONI 2013, n. 8)
Fig. 4.14 –
Vienna,
Kunsthistorisches
Museum,
Ivory leaf with Empress Ariadne, 6th
century (after BYZANTIUM 2008, n. 249)
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Fig. 4.12, 4.13 – Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum; Venice, Archaeological Museum, Two
ivory leafs with Saints, 11th century (after THE GLORY 1997, fig. 89 a,b)

Fig. 4.16 – Hamburg, Kunsthalle Kupferstichkabinett, drawings of the objects inside Gaddi
collection (inv. n. 21205), ca. 16th century (after GIBSON 1994, pl. 6b)
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Fig. 4.12, 4.13 – Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum; Venice, Archaeological Museum, Two
ivory leafs with Saints, 11th century (after THE GLORY 1997, fig. 89 a,b)

Fig. 4.17 – Liverpool, National Museum, Ivory diptych with Asclepius and Hygieia, 400-430
(after GIBSON 1994, pl. 5)
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Fig. 4.18 – Rome, Vatican Museums, Rambona diptych, 9th – 10th century, (after DIAFANE
PASSIONI 2013, n. 6)
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Fig. 4.19 –
London, British Museum, Ivory leaf with the
Ascension of an Emperor, end of the 4th
century (after APOTEOSI 2014, p. 43)

Fig. 4.20 –
Representation of the ivory leaf
from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum
dyptichorum,
consolarium
et
ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem
auctoris cum aliorum lucubrationibus
inlustratus ac in trestomos divisus,
Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759,
vol. 2, tab. XIX)

Fig. 4.21 –
Saint Petersburg, State Hermitage
Museum, Ivory pixys with Story of
Jonah, 6th century, (after AGE OF
SPIRITUALITY 1979, n. 385)
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5)! Connoisseurship and the interest in Byzantium (1737-1803)
The second half of the 18th century is particularly significant for the appreciation and reception of Byzantine
artworks in Florence. Once more, the few objects extant today (the steatite icon in Fiesole, catalogue entry n.
22 and the icon with Koimesis in the Uffizi Gallery, catalogue entry n. 23) do not adequately reflect a situation
which was by far richer and more articulated. The period under investigation starts with the Patto di Famiglia
(1737) by Anna Maria Luisa de’ Medici and the death of the grand Duke Gian Gastone (1737), which marks
the beginning of the Lorena dynasty in Tuscany, and ends with the Napoleonic occupations (the first of 1799
and the second between 1800 and 1803) . This event represents a break both in the historiographical tradition
1

2

and in the physical management of the Medici heritage: well known is the decision made by the director of
the Uffizi Gallery, Tommaso Puccini, to send the most important artworks to Palermo between 1800 and 1803.
The period under consideration is characterized by a vivid intellectual and historiographical production and
by the flourishing of antiquarian studies. The most important cultural phenomenon, in connection with the
problem of the reception of Byzantine art, is the re-evaluation of the Primitives, influenced and stimulated by
the presence of foreign collectors, erudite and merchants in Florence . The interest in the Primitives finds
3

echoes in the artistic literature of the period, but also in the acquisitions and in the display choices of the Medici
collection, made by a series of illusrious directors, such as Antonio Cocchi (1738-1758), Raimondo Cocchi
(1758-1775) and Giuseppe Pelli Bencivenni (1775-1792), and in the composition of the numerous private
museums.
However, the rediscovery and the appreciation of the Primitives (often happening more on the historical then
on the aesthetic level) did not result in a parallel re-evaluation of Greek art: this difference is perceptible from
the ambiguous, confusing and often contradictory references to and considerations of Greek art and artworks
made by the scholars, a confusion which continued to be both critical and terminological, as in the previous
century. The “official” displays inside the Uffizi Gallery also revealed a bivalent approach: alleged Byzantine
artworks (or at least, the supposed ones) were sought after and even acquired, but they seem serve as mere
examples of the principles of modern art.
It is on the other hand particularly interesting the analysis of the private collections: even though the studies
are still developing and many collections are yet to be reconstructed and examined, the existing material
reveals that private collectors were interested in early Christian and Byzantine objects, maybe for the close
bound with the artistic market, where the Old Masters and Byzantine paintings were widely sought for . For
4

example, the case study of the Gori collection, which has been analysed in depth, shows that the number of
Byzantine artworks in his possession was greater than expected. Furthermore, the fragmentary archive
information available about other collectors allows us to conceive that the number of the Byzantine artworks
circulating in Florence was actually much higher. Unfortunately, private collections often suffered rapid
changes and moved around with greater frequency, and the majority of the Byzantine objects is today lost.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Concerning the napoleonic occupation, see DONATI 2008.
See, for example, FERRETTI 2013. The change in the 19th century concerned also the historiography on Byzantine art,
both in Italy and in Europe: see the sinthesis made by Moretti (MORETTI 2014, pp. pp. 177-190).
The bibliography on the fortune of the Primitives is rich, and will be mentioned throughout the chapter. Among the
most recent contributions about the subject between 18th and 19 th century is TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014.
See COPPI 2006.
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5.1) References to “Greek art” in the sources: art history treatises and antiquarian studies
Analysing the use of the term “Greek” in 18th century literature, as well as the ideas and the interpretations
circulating about Greek art is particularly complex, as the material is extremely rich and diversified .
5

The production of exhaustive guide-books about the city or about specific monuments, full of useful anecdotes
and information, continued throughout this century, and it is worth mentioning at least the descriptions of
Florence written by Richa (whose text enters in the tradition of the “erudizione sacra”) and published between
1754 and 1762 as well as the guide by Follini and Rastrelli (1789-1802) . Artistic literature in the form of
6

biographies and collections of Lives, which could count on the illustrious precedents of the previous centuries,
found a further development. The genre was especially favoured by the amateurs, that is non-professional
artists, as it “garantiva una certezza metodologica di fondo, su cui era possibile innestare variatio pur restando
all’interno di un tracciato scandito da partiture cronologiche precise e da schemi di racconto approvati” : the
7

main example is probably Gabburri, with his Vite di Pittori (ca. 1730-1742), even though it was never published .
8

At the same time, a more specialist and thoughtful approach to the history of art was proposed inside projects
of wider scope, which deviated from the narrative form of the artists’ lives, on Vasari’s model, to assume a
chronological and geographical (the “Schools”) development: this is the case of the Storia pittorica by Luigi
Lanzi (1792) or, to give a less structured example, the Lettere Sanesi by Guglielmo Della Valle : these treatises,
9

half theoretical and half based on the know-how of the connoisseur, were important for the reflection on
Medieval art and artists, influenced also by the studies by Mabillon, Montfaucon and Muratori, which had
achieved the recovery of the Medieval past at least in the historical perspective . This approach and
10

rediscovery of the Middle Ages, which was still partially associated, as in the previous century, with the
parochial disclaims (at least in Italian literature), allowed an “avvicinamento, spesso ancora confuso, alle opere
d’arte bizantina” . The “avvicinamento” is even more tangible when we consider the production of the class
11

of erudite and scholars who were the real protagonists of the Florentine culture.
The 18 century saw the blossoming of the erudite and antiquarian studies, whose premises had already been
th

established since the beginning of the century, as in the case of Buonarroti’s Osservazioni (1716), mentioned
above . The development of the erudite context, characterized by the rich exchange among scholars and
12

connoisseurs of different cities throughout Europe and by the deep connection with the flourishing of the socalled Accademie, both botanical and antiquarian , carries consequences and reflections which are significant
13

to our concern. The erudite and antiquarian knowledge found an important expression, in fact, inside the
specialist literature often promoted by the Accademie, as an example through the publication of books of
“Annali” and “Memorie”. For example, Among the most important Accademie founded in this period, it is
important to remember at least the Accademia Etrusca in Cortona, 1727, animated by the Venuti brothers, and
the Accademia Colombaria in Florence, 1735. During the reunions (adunanze) of the Accademia Colombaria,
some Byzantine objects were presented and discussed. The Adunanze were recorded by Andrea da Verrazzano

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
For an overview on the 18th century literature and its protagonists, see PELLEGRINI 2006.
RICHA 1754-1762; FOLLINI RASTRELLI 1789-1802.
PELLEGRINI 2006, p. 98.
BNFi ms. Palatino E.B.9.5, I-IV. A transcription is available on
http://grandtour.bncf.firenze.sbn.it/Gabburri/consultazione.html (from now on GABBURRI 1730-1742). About
Gabburri, see STUDI DI MEMOFONTE 2008; in particular TOMASELLO 2008 and CECCONI GELLI NASTASI VIALE
2008.
LANZI 1792 ed. 1968-1974; DELLA VALLE 1782-1786.
MORETTI 2014, pp. 99-100.
Ibid. On the parochial instances of Italian literature, see GRASMAN 2000.
Chapter 4.2.2 byzantine objects in private collections.
See CRISTOFANI 1981; FILETI MAZZA TOMASELLO 1996, pp. XVI-XXIII; ERMINI 2003, especially chapter 2.
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(Tarpato) between 1735 and 1753: the Spogli del Tarpato, still available in the archive of the Accademia
Colombaria, are a very rich and precious source of information . Indeed, many “Greek” objects are recorded,
14

leaving the impression that many more Byzantine artworks than what we can suspect today were circulating
in Florence. For example, in the first volume of the Spogli, we find: L’Adescato fa vedere una tavola alta mezzo
braccio in cui su tela riportata sull’asse è dipinta da Pittor Greco Nostra Signora, che tiene il divino figlio in collo, che lei
abbraccia. Il campo della tavola è inargentata, e con artificiosa mestura è fatto somigliare all’oro. Vi si leggono queste
lettere intorno al capo e lato di Nostra Donna Μ"Ρ Θ"Υ si nota che nel manto di Maria Vergine nella spalla sinistra è
dipinta una stella dorata

.!!

15

The Accademie promoted also the publication of periodical literature, containing dissertations about specific
pieces and objects. The two most important titles taken into account are the Novelle Letterarie, published in
Florence by Tartini and Franchi starting from 1740, which had important directors, such as Giovanni Lami,
Anton Francesco Gori, Giovanni Targioni Tozzetti , and the Giornale dei Letterati, published in Florence by
16

Fabroni from 1742 to 1745, and in Pisa from 1771 to 1796, updated on the European Enlightenment culture .
17

In this kind of production we find the first essays specifically dedicated to Byzantine pieces, as an example the
two articles on the Novelle Letterarie (1743 and 1753) dedicated by Lami to the ivories of the Riccardi collection .
18

These pieces were often considered as the glories of the local collections, that is why they could become the
subject of erudite disquisitions, it is enough to mention the well known Osservazioni by Buonarroti (1716),
about three reknown Florentine ivory panels, or the attention paid by Filippo Venuti to the ivory staurotheke
in Cortona, possibly the first monograph ever written about a Byzantine artefact (1751) . Cutler connects this
19

phenomenon, that he calls “examples of local history”, to the need of the objects’ owners to authentic these
pieces; a mutual beneficial relationship between patrons and scholars which was rooted in the Renaissance,
starting from Lorenzo de’ Medici : “learned men, men who were primarily philologists and secondarily
20

archaeologists, in the service of dynasties or at least individuals who understood that the possession of
artefacts and the sponsorship of research on their collections redounded to their glory” . This link is
21

particularly significant in the city of Florence, where the collection of the Medici family, bound to the city
through the Patto di famiglia and visible in the Uffizi Gallery, opened to the public since 1769, offered an
enormous possibility of study, research, and systematization of knowledge, also through the reorganization
of the collection display .
22

The availability of this huge and exhaustive heritage, together with the encyclopaedic tendencies emerging
from the scientific branches and developed inside the Accademie , and together with the specialist knowledge
23

and connoisseurship attained by Tuscan scholars, brought to the cataloguing efforts of the “musealizzazione

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
On the Accademia Colombaria and the Spogli del Tarpato, see at least DORINI 1936; SPAGNESI 1985; SORBI 2001.
AACFi ms. 15, c. 318.!Another example is in VISCONTI 2012, pp. 224-225. The artworks mentioned in the Spogli del
Tarpato are really numerous, including gems, ivories, painted icons, Greek inscriptions: I am currently working on this
topic together with Abra Visconti, and just only the first volumes of the Spogli have revealed an enormous amount of
material. I thank Abra Visconti who gave me precious indications about the Spogli and about Gori collection.
FILETI MAZZA TOMASELLO 1996, note 41 pp. XVI-XVII, PELLEGRINI 2006, p. 106. About the publication of
periodicals during Pietro Leopoldo’s years, see CAPRA CASTRONOVO RICUPERATI 1976, pp. 282-297.
FILETI MAZZA TOMASELLO 1996, note 42 p. XVII, GAUNA 2003, pp. 63-70.
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per verba” : the Museum Etruscum and the Museum Florentinum curated by Gori in collaboration with
24

25

Buonarroti are the main examples. Gori was also the author of an other encyclopaedic editorial enterprise,
which was continued and published posthumously in 1759 by Passeri: the Thesaurus veterum dypticorum
consularium et ecclesiasticorum , a collection of learned dissertations about all the ivory panels that Gori could
26

track in the most important collections of the time, which is still a precious source of information today,
especially for the ivories preserved in Florentine collections. The same is true for the most illustrious
forerunner of Gori: Sebastiano Donati, who wrote De’ dittici degli antichi profani, e sacri .
27

The value of this kind of literature lies in the fact that, for the first time, the authors include, often after archive
research, the information available about the provenance of the pieces, details which had never been included
before: “where before the presence of relics and their containers had been treated as apodictic, requiring, that
is, no further scrutiny or explanation, by the seventeenth century they were things demanding a history if not
a justification” . Thus, these exercises of erudition based on specific pieces or aiming at the cataloguing of
28

specific categories of objects are not particularly important when examining the theoretical approaches to
Byzantine art, but they are valuable as sources of material about their provenance.
The majority of the authors was responsible for different kind of texts: for example Gori, who was able to
produce his refined classification of the ancient inscriptions of the Museum Etruscum but at the same time was
the author of a descriptive and more local essay as the description of the Chapel of Sant’Antonino , or Lanzi,
29

who collaborated in the publication of periodicals such as the Giornale de’ letterati and at the same time
conceived a large-scale project as the Storia pittorica or the language essay Saggio di lingua etrusca e di altre
antiche d’Italia .
30

This is why the same author might express different ideas of “Greek”, ranging from a more traditional - Vasari
style approach within determined typologies of text (such as the collections of Lives) to deeper and more
modern visions inside erudite texts.
Several authors tend to simply repeat what had already been established by the literature of the previous
centuries, starting with Vasari or before, without addingany original material. Even when the
historiographical position had been updated, the tendency to rely on the tradition remains strong. 18 century
th

literature has assumed, following the scholarship of the previous century, that not all art produced in Italy
before Cimabue was “Greek”, but often this premise does not lead to a further reflection and there often
remains a certain level of confusion, both in a theoretical/terminological and practical sense. A good example
might be the city guide-books. The main text describing Florence is the volumes written by Richa , an example
31

of “erudizione sacra” with the intent of bringing together notable, ancient documents about the history of the
32

city. In this context, the historical perspective, “secondo il principio, che nel mondo colto si era già andato
affermando nella prima metà del secolo, che le opere per l’antichità considerabili vadano rispettate e
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conservate in quanto tali, come testimonianze storiche, anche se di “goffa maniera”, senza valore artistico
intrinseco” , leads to a weak re-evaluation of Medieval art. Richa shows himself to be aware of the problem of
33

distinguishing Greek art from Italian Medieval art when, describing a painting inside the Church of San Pier
Maggiore, he writes that “Questa fu creduta pittura greca fatta in tempo del Concilio Generale, ma io la stimo
Fiorentina, rimettendomi ad una mia lezione, in cui assegnerò le regole sicure per giudicare una pittura antica
se opera sia di Greco, o Fiorentino pennello” . However, this statement does not find an application inside is
34

own text, as it is not followed by any terminological reflection and the author continues to use indiscriminately
“greco” or “di maniera greca”. Moreover, a summary examination of what he considers as “greco” is enough
to realize that, notwithstanding his self confidence in the practice of recognizing Greek from Italian art, his
ideas are quite confused. He mentions in fact several “Greek” mobile artworks, in particular painted panels,
which were almost certainly made by “Fiorentino pennello” owing to the presence of Latin inscriptions or
local Saints. His use of the term Greek and his evaluation of Greek characteristics is therefore still traditional:
it is enough that a painting is symmetrical (“dipinta sull’asse”) or with gold background for it to be defined
“Greek”. The same is also valid for the other descriptive text of the city by Follini (1789-1802) .
35

It is the same case for those monuments which had became the corner stones of the narrative about Greek
artists in Florence, monuments which are wearily mentioned as something traditional and taken for granted.
For example, the collaboration between Andrea Tafi and Apollonio Greco, a Byzantine artist coming from
Venice, for the mosaics of the Baptistery vault : it is mentioned by Gabburri , but also by Richa and Follini,
36

37

who quote Baldinucci’s words verbatim . The only divergent voice is Lami, who introduces some doubts as to
38

the reliability of Vasari’s words, in his text Dissertazione del dott. Giovanni Lami, relativa ai pittori e scultori che
fiorirono dal 1000 al 1300, written in 1757 and published posthumously in 1792, inside the edition of Leonardo’s
Trattato della pittura made by Della Bella. The surprising conception of Greek art expressed by Lami in this text
will be analysed more fully later; for now it is sufficient to mention his articulate opinion about the Baptistery
mosaics: “donde il Vasari desumesse che Andrea Tafi lavorò i mosaici di S. Giovanni unitamente ad Apollonio
Greco non so rinvenirlo. Una tal arte già si esercitava in Italia da Artefici Italiani prima assai che nascesse il
Tafi, né si ha alcuna notizia altronde di questo Apollonio” . Lami’s voice is a real unicum: even though
39

historiography by the 18 century had generally contradicted Vasari and agreed about the existence of Italian
th

artists before the advent of the Greeks and Cimabue, mosaic was still strongly associated with the Byzantine
presence. Even those texts not specifically mentioning the vault of the Saint John Baptistery still seem to regard
mosaics as a technique undoubtedly introduced by the Greeks, as is the case for Lastri, quoted by Moreni ,
40

when analysing the frescoes of the San Minias church. Thet are the only two authors to take into account the
paintings inside the church, one of the cases of the presence of Greek artists in Florence described by Vasari,
which went strangely unnoticed before Lastri . The painting is considered by Lastri as an example of the Greek
41

“bad manner”, and the author affirms that the only field where the Greeks could show their superiority above
Italian makers was that of mosaics:
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Si vuole che i Greci, i quali da Costantinopoli ci ricondussero le Scienze e le Lettere nel Secolo XV, ci abbiano ancora
verso il fine del Secolo XII ricondotto le Belle Arti. Giorgio Vasari ed i molti suoi seguaci anno stabilito questa
opinione, gliela impugnano i moderni più sensati, ed al più concedono ai Greci, che essi prevalessero ai nostri
Artefici nell’ Opera dei Mosaici, e che a quest' oggetto fossero chiamati a Roma, ed in altre parti d'Italia. Comunque
siasi, il vero si è che mentre dipingevano, un Andrea Tafi da Firenze, un Guido, ed un Diotisalvi da Siena, un Giunta
Pisano, ed un Buonagiunta da Lucca, i Greci che qua lavoravano intorno agli stessi tempi non si mostravano punto
superiori ai medesimi nell'eccellenza dell'Arte. (…)
Il Vasari stesso, il quale, come si è detto, sostiene che i Pittori Greci furon chiamati per rimettere in Firenze la pittura
piuttosto perduta, che smarrita com’ei dichiara nella vita di Cimabue; in quella di Andrea Tafi dice in generale de'
medesimi, che le loro pitture erano meschinissime, e che il loro fare più a quel dei tintori, che a quel dei pittori
assomigliavasi .
42

According to Lastri, Italian artists are superior to the Greeks, with the only exception being in the mosaic
technique. Lastri here is being openly polemical with Vasari, the motive for which had already emerged in 17

th

century literature : how could those Masters be the teachers of the new generations of Italian painters, when
43

their painting was so inadequate?
The same question animates the debate around the Gondi chapel and the intervention of Greek masters in
Santa Maria Novella. We have seen that by the 17 century two divergent hypothesis hade emerged: the first
th

supporting Vasari and individuating the intervention of the Greeks in the modern Gondi Chapel; the second
introduced by Del Migliore, individuating the Greek contribution in the underground area of the church,
based on chronological considerations . During the 18 century the second interpretation prevails: only
44

th

Gabburri seems to defend Vasari’s indication , while the majority of scholars follow Del Migliore and maintain
45

that the Greek paintings are placed in the underground chapel of Saint Anne or in the underground chapel
46

of Saint Anthony the Great . Few authors, such as Pelli Bencivenni, prefer to remain neutral, adopting the
47

tradition of the Greek masters without specifying the exact status of the frescoes in Santa Maria Novella .
48

The matter may seem of secondary importance, but it is fundamental, as these frescoes become the pivot upon
which different theories of the evolution of art are based. In particular, they become the pivot of the reflection
about some long-lasting problems, especially around the figure of Cimabue and his role in the innovation of
art, once more in connection with the parochial dispute. Those authors who support Florentine’s art hegemony
generally accept Vasari’s traditional thesis, even though they need to justify and explain its dependence from
the Greeks. Those authors claiming the importance of other artistic schools, mainly Pisa and Siena, as in the
case of Della Valle but also Pelli Bencivenni, Lanzi and Lami , are more reluctant to support Vasari.
49

Particularly interesting is the position emerging from Della Valle , whose opinion is sometimes contradictory.
50

Even though he participates in the discovery of the frescoes in Saint Anthony Chapel after the fall of the
plaster, in some passages of his Lettere Sanesi he comes back on the matter, and reflects more deeply, arguing
that a solution cannot be found:
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Dubito che Vasari, e conseguentemente gli altri che dopo di Lui scrissero esser stati Greci i Maestri di Cimabue,
siansi ingannati. I Greci che si suppone abbiano dipinto in S. Maria Novella, che non esisteva ancora, quando
Cimabue era giovinetto (…) recano non poca confusone nella Storia, e rendono sospetto ciò, che il Vasari scrive
intorno al risorgimento della pittura (…); perché quantunque i Domenicani avessero prima una Chiesa in Firenze,
e quantunque in essa fossero fatte le pitture, che Vasari attribuisce ai Greci Maestri di Cimabue, pure è certo che
quella Chiesa non era di S. Maria Novella, il quale aggiunto le fu dato appunto, cred' io, per la nuova fabbrica di Fra
Ristoro, fatta in luogo della Vecchia, supposto però che ella fosse nel medesimo luogo, e che la Cappella de' Gondi
entrasse nel nuovo disegno della Chiesa. Per me non vedo la via da uscirne .
51

Della Valle seems to find difficulty in assigning a precise role to Greek art: on the one hand he needs to confront
a secular tradition that retains the Byzantine artworks as the starting point for art’s rebirth. On the other hand
he wants to attribute a chronological priority to the Schools of Pisa and Siena, thereby rendering the Greeks
redundant as precedents of the Florentine Cimabue. Consequently, while he re-evaluates several Tuscan
primitive paintings , he is unable to give full credit to Greek art for influencing Cimabue. His judgements
52

about Greek art are often severe and caustic, and here it will be enough to mention the words that he dedicates
to the frescoes of Santa Maria Novella, today sounding almost flippant:
Le figure colà dipinte sono così informi, e malfatte, che non mi maraviglio più della speranza di ottima riuscita
nell'arte concepita da quei Greci medesimi, al vedere che essi fecero, le bambinaggini, e i scarafaggi, di Cimabue. In
fatti le teste di tali figure sembrano tante Zucche, nelle quali un chiodo fitto orizzontalmente tiene luogo di naso, e
una rozza fessura quello della bocca; una linea grossolana, descritta da uno stecco verisimilmente più che da
pennello ne forma tutto l’artificio de’ contorni .
53

In his evolutional path of art history, Greek artists are superior to Italians till the 7 century, because they
th

remain in contact with the classical monuments of Greece, and with the Roman art brought to Constantinople
by Constantine : this is evident by observing the few ancient Greek artworks existing, for example in the
54

Museum owned by Agostino Mariotti in Rome .
55

But after the Early Middle Ages, Greek art rapidly declines, to the extent that Della Valle challenges Vasari’s
assumptions, and thus introduces the hypothesis that the rebirth of art was due to Sienese painters. This point
of view is evident in several passages, and here I will mention a selection:
Ciò non ostante, siccome dopo il decimo secolo l'arte universalmente diede l'ultimo crollo, e siccome le pitture fatte
dai Greci dopo quest' epoca in Italia, sono veramente infami, e hanno una distanza assai grande da quella di Guido
da Siena, e di altri, perciò non posso indurmi a credere che il risorgimento della nostra pittura si debba a quei Greci
Maestri, come accenna il Vasari, venuti a noi verso il fine del secolo XII.
56

Ora non saprei perché piuttosto di accordare, che Vasari qualche volta errò, come pure errarono gli uomini anche
più grandi, si voglia fargli un torto molto maggiore. È egli presumibile, che uno scrittore così erudito, come il Vasari,
che un Toscano, e un viaggiatore così perspicace come egli era, racchiudesse non solamente la Toscana, ma l'Italia
tutta in Firenze? E se fuor di Firenze eranvi pittori senza fallo migliori di que' Greci, che dipinsero in S. Maria
Novella, come può credersi che fossero essi chiamati per introdurre la pittura in Toscana? Gingilli veramente
scolastici.
57

Lastly, he affirms that Cimabue was possibly a pupil of Giunta Pisano, “per la qual cosa Vasari avrebbe fatto
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un grave torto non solamente alla Toscana, ma all’Italia tutta, derivando in essa la pittura dai Greci, i musaici,
e le pitture de’ quali fanno paura, e compassione” . At other moments however, perhaps realizing the
58

revolutionary nature of his position, opposing to Vasari’s authority, Della Valle tries not to wholly deny the
role of Greek painters, but reverses the order of influence, inserting the Sienese and Pisan school between the
Greeks and Cimabue: in this way he can preserve the role of Greek art and at the same time assert the
importance of the other Tuscan cities:
Intendo solamente di dire, che erasi perduto il bel meccanismo dell’arte, e la viva voce del Maestro, che l’insegnasse.
Ad ogni modo adunque, ossiachè i Sanesi andando per le Crociate in Oriente, ossiachè dai Greci venuti in Italia essi
appreso abbiano il detto meccanismo, non dobbiamo essere ingrati ai Greci, i quali benché meschinissimi, pure
furono per avventura i primi Maestri dell'arte risorgente. Ma ciò è dubbio ancora .
59

The final “ciò è dubbio ancora” expresses the confusion and the work-in progress about the place that Greek
art deserves in the development of Italian art. Della Valle’s progression Greeks - Sienese school – Cimabue
will not last for long, but the author touches upon two other important topics: the first one is the distinction
between art produced by the Greeks and art of the “Greek manner” produced by Italian artists. As we have
seen, 17 century literature had already pointed out that not all of the art preceding Cimabue was made by
th

Greek artists. In his attempt to demonstrate the superiority of Italian (in this case Sienese) art over Byzantine
figurative culture even before Cimabue, Della Valle is compelled to distinguish the two traditions clearly:
I Greci sempre appongono il nome del Santo all'immagine che il rappresenta, e sono così contrarj ai Latini, che
ricusano di adorare la stessa immagine del Redentore, se essa è segnata con lettere (…) I Latini talora costumano
non apporre il nome del Santo alle loro immagini ec., Dal che si può raccogliere, che le tavole antiche, le quali hanno
delle parole latine sono sicuramente di pennelli Italiani, o almeno fatte in Italia, e che l'apporre sempre i nomi alle
loro Pitture, che facevano i Greci, pare dimostri la loro inferiorità nell' arte; poiché (…) chi mai dubitò, che i Cattolici
al primo aspetto, e senza vederne il nome non conoschino Gesù Cristo, la B. Vergine, e la maggior parte dell'altre
Immagini de' Santi? Nella Galleria di Firenze, e nella collezione del Sig. Avvocato Mariotti in Roma si distinguono
dalle Latine le pitture greche non solamente per le diverse lettere o greche, o latine appostevi, ma ancora per la
maniera totalmente diversa .
60

Even though he does not yet indicate in which sense the two manners are different, it is worth underlining
that he mentions a criterion which is partially valid even today: the presence of Greek letters. Not only this,
Della Valle, in his confused idea of Byzantine art, is the first to introduce what we may call a terminological
reflection:
Nella Storia dell'arte si addottarono certi nomi, e certe espressioni non so se inventate dagli scrittori per dire qualche
cosa, oppure se da essi addottate per servire all'uso, ed intelligenza della moltitudine. Siccome nell'architettura
costumossi chiamare Gotico quello stile caricato che si introduce nelle fabbriche del medio Evo (…) così quando si
volle indicare una pittura prima del secolo decimoquarto, e significarne il valore, e la maniera, si costumò chiamarla
greca e vecchia. (…) in fatti però tra la Greca, e la Sanese maniera vi è una differenza notabile, e se si somigliano in
alcune cose, ciò deriva specialmente dall'affinità, che fra di loro hanno le opere mediocri, ed una certa uguaglianza
di gusto, che regna fra gli uomini, che vivono la stessa età, e commerciano insieme .
61

The appearance of this reflection on terminology, in a less conscious way, also characterizes the work of other
authors, for example Marco Lastri, the writer of Etruria Pittrice . Not being an expert, his Etruria Pittrice is not
62

the result of rigorous scolarship, however this is a text of new conception. The monuments are explained and
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commented through engravings, on the example of Seroux d’Agincourt, more than simply described and
explained through the erudition. His position on Greek art is not new, as Lastri’s main intent is to bring
together the historiographical line Vasari-Baldinucci with the new discoveries on the Tuscan primitive art
brought out by Della Valle and Da Morrona . We have already seen how he is preoccupied with finding a
63

solution to Vasari’s contradiction (the rebirth of art proceeding from Byzantine artists, whose manner is
nevertheless completely unsophisticated). In this process, Lastri attributes to the Greeks the revitalizing the
mosaics, while he embraces Della Valle’s idea of the importance of masters like Giunta Pisano or Buonagiunta
da Lucca . However, Lastri’s more original opinions about Greek art emerge from another text, connected to
64

the descriptive itineraries of the city by Richa or Follini: the Osservatore fiorentino (1776) . In the first place,
65

Lastri introduces what may appear to be the beginning of that “epidemiological paradigm” underlined by
Silvia Pedone : in his attempt to trace the evolution of art and to define the role of Greek art, he regards the
66

Byzantine tradition as the catalyst for the rediscovery of classical art:
Vi abbisognava però delle forti scosse per farla risorgere; e queste accaddero appunto circa l'undecimo secolo
dell'era volgare. La nuova forma di governo, che quasi tutte riacquistarono le Città Italiane; le lettere e le scienze che
cominciarono a ricomparire sul nostro orizzonte e la venuta de' Greci artisti in Firenze ed in Roma, fecero fermentar
gli ingegni nell'amore delle Belle Arti, studiar le opere quelle poche che avean potuto sottrarsi al furor de' Barbari,
e far degli sforzi per copiarle e imitarle .
67

In his evolutional sketch, Lastri proposes a terminological distinction which, for the first time, also tries to
separate on the lexical level the “Greek” art of the classical past from the “Greek” Medieval art from
“Modern” Italian art:

Succedette all'Antico il Gotico moderno, Greco Italico, così detto dal Professore Ciampi , ed introdotto dopo il
dominio dei Goti, e dei Longobardi, dai Greci venuti allora in Italia, e dagli Italiani recatisi in Grecia per le crociate:
questo stile prevalse fino al XIV secolo, e precisamente fino ai felici tentativi del Brunellesco, che ebbe la gloria di
far risorgere il Greco Romano.
68

69

Antico – Greco Italico – Greco Romano: this is the terminological distinction adopted by Lastri. His viewpoint
is mainly historical, his treatment of style being only marginal. Indeed he makes no distinction between Greek
art and Italian art in the Greek manner. Much more precise is Giovanni Lami’s Dissertazione (1757), which
constitutes the first treatise specifically about Medieval artists . It is also the first real acknowledgement of
70

Greek art, or we might even say of “Byzantine art” in a modern sense because, even though Lami does not use
this word, his awareness of the difference between “Greek” in the meaning of “made by Byzantine artists”
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the 14th century in Pisa and in Firenze, see for example CIAMPI 1810. About Ciampi, see CACCAMO 1980 and
PELLEGRINI 2008, pp. 217-220. It is worth noting that Pellegrini has signalled some documents (a letter to Francesco
Longhena) attesting that Ciampi was also a collector (PELLEGRINI 2008, p. 218).
Ibid., Vol. 7, pp. 22-23.
PREVITALI 1964, p. 88; PREVITALI ed. 1989, p. 85.
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and “Greek” in the sense of the Italian - Greek manner is surprisingly clear. Lami starts with some
considerations about the use of the term “Greek” made by Vasari and his successors:
E giacché della maniera Greca torna qui in acconcio il parlare, mi si conceda il riflettere che il Vasari, più per
opportunità di causa che secondo la verità, pretese avanzare che tutte le pitture e sculture anteriori a Cimabue
fossero sfatte e cattive, dileggiandole con dire: erano esse di maniera Greca: Il gusto era Greco; dalle quali frasi
probabilmente nacque allora il proverbio che dice è fatta alla Greca per dinotare una cosa malfatta e deforme. Questa
foggia di parlare a me sembra non dissimile da quella con cui suol dirsi: la tale Architettura è alla Gotica, benchè i
Goti non abbiano mai saputo nulla d' essere inventori d'un genere d' Architettura, che cominciò in Italia e altrove
sul finire del secolo Xll, ed il tale è carattere Gotico o Longobardo, quando nè i Goti, né i Longobardi non ebbero
mai un carattere che fosse loro più proprio che de' Latini di que’ secoli .
71

He continues by saying that Vasari and Baldinucci were mistaken when they asserted that all the art before
Cimabue was Greek, and proceeds by demonstrating that no documents exist which can prove Vasari’s
assertion, especially concerning the most famous cases that he mentions: the presence of Apollonio Greco and
the Byzantine painters in the Gondi Chapel. He concludes by saying “Si esaminino però meglio l’ epoche, si
confronti la narrazione del Vasari, o per dir meglio di quel buon Frate che somministrò a lui materia per
iscrivere tante vite, e vedremo che i da esso immaginati Greci dipingenti in Italia sono affatto ideali e
chimerici” . Thus, Lami first specifies the difference between Byzantine and Italo-Byzantine, and after he limits
72

the existence of real Greek artworks in Italy and in Florence. But he goes further, developing an unexpected
re-evaluation of Byzantine art:
Sono queste tutte falsità nate da errori popolari; perché in quanto a me ho vedute pitture e sculture veramente
Greche fatte dopo il mille, le quali sono assai pregevoli o si riguardi il disegno, o la vivezza e nobiltà de’ colori. Le
miniature Greche del secolo lo XI che si vedono nei Codici manoscritti della Sacra Scrittura, tanto nella Biblioteca
Mediceo-Laurenziana, quanto in quella delia nostra Badia ed altrove, sono forse migliori di quelle di Oderigi da
Gubbio, e di Franco da Bologna che fiorirono sul principio del secolo XIV, e che son celebrati dal nostro Dante,
Appresso i Sigg. Marchesi Riccardi vi sono alcuni Dittici Greci d'avorio che hanno bassi rilievi assai stimabili, e vi è
un basso rilievo esprimerne un S. Stefano in Bronzo, parimente Greco, il quale è assai bello, e per quanto si può
giudicare, con la loro antichità non oltrepassano il mille. I Greci artefici dunque non furono si rozzi e goffi, quali ce
gli vuol far credere il Vasari, che forse mai non vidde l’opere loro, giacché quelle che ci rimangono appresso gli
amanti di tali antichità non hanno certo che invidiare a Giovanni Cimabue .
73

Significantly, Lami underlines that Vasari talks about Greek art probably without having ever seen an original
Byzantine piece, while, instead, the examples which Lami mentions are effectively Byzantine products,
specifically the ivories possessed by the Riccardi family, to which he also dedicates two contributions inside
the Novelle Letterarie .
74

Lami’s position, as the first to fully restore the value of Byzantine art, is accepted by the publisher of his
Dissertazione, Francesco Fontani, who adds some glosses to Lami’s text in his edition of 1792: in one of the
footnotes Fontani describes two Byzantine painted panels, again owned by the Riccardi family , and adds that
75

“pel tempo in cui furon dipinte son certamente tali da non invidiare i tempi di Cimabue e di Giotto e senza
dubbio migliori” . However, in his Elogio storico about Leonardo da Vinci, Fontani seems to rely on a more
76

traditional vision of the development of art:
Questa divina arte s'era perduta affatto, non che in Firenze, in tutta l'Italia, nei secoli della barbarie; e Cimabue,
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dietro la scorta di quei primi Greci che vennero qua e che gli furon maestri, lasciò molto da desiderare nella
perfezione, benché non avesse poco sopravanzati i propri suoi precettori. La goffa maniera di quegli però fu viepiù
esattamente osservata, ed in gran parte corretta da Giotto .
77

These traditional opinions are repeated also in his Viaggio pittorico, published between 1801 and 1803, for
example when talking about the mosaics made by Apollonio Greco, where he directly quotes Baldinucci . This
78

is also why Lami’s assertion seems modern and isolated, especially considering that he wrote already in 1757.
No other texts of the period support his same vision of Greek art, not even those written by Lanzi, which are
characterized by a profound understanding of art history and and by a clear outline of the development of
Medieval Italian art . Notwithstanding the innovative method, Lanzi does not take a clear position on Greek
79

art. Lanzi is ready to admit that, while the revolution happened through Cimabue and Giotto, incontrovertibly
the artists responsible for stimulating this renewal in art, the chronological record is entitled to Pisa, as “Essi
insegnarono al rimanente degli artefici a scuotere il giogo de' moderni greci e a prender norma dagli antichi” .
80

He calls the Byzantines “moderni greci”, as opposed to the “antichi”. However, the relationship between the
Greek masters and the artists from Pisa and Siena is unresolvable. Lanzi is well awareof the problem: he
underlines that Italian artists existed in the centuries preceding Cimabue, but he is unable to deny absolutely
the contribution from Greek artists. Moreover, he does not even try, as Richa or Della Valle had done, to
indicate a means by which to distinguish Byzantine artworks from artworks in the Italian – Greek manner:
L'origine della Scuola senese si è cercata o fra le crociate in Oriente, d'onde qualche pittor greco fosse condotto a
Siena; o in Pisa, che di Grecia ebbe, come dicemmo, i primi maestri. Ciascuno in sì fatta quistione giudichi a suo
senno; a me pare di non aver dati da risolverla. So che mai non mancarono alla Italia pittori né miniatori; e che da
questi, anco senza opera di Greci, ebbe origine qualche Scuola d'Italia .
81

Tutte [le opere] però sogliono, qual più qual meno, saper del disegno greco, o fosse che i nostri originalmente fossero
istruiti da' Greci sparsi per la Italia, o sia che riguardando i greci esemplari non osassero molto più oltre.
Adunque poteron quelle tavole esser fatte da un greco, o da uno scolare o imitatore almeno di Greci. Donde o
quando venisse, se fosse il primo a recar l'arte, se dipingesse quelle tavole in Siena o le mandasse d'altronde, chi può
spiarlo? Ciò che sembra certo è che fra' Senesi la pittura allignò ben presto, e mise radici e moltiplicò germi
rapidamente .
82

Lanzi’s position can be interpreted on the one hand as the sign of the higher grade of consciousness about the
difficulty of distinguishing Italian and Greek artworks only on a stylistic base. On the other hand, Lanzi
continues to rely on the traditional evolutionary vision of art history, without deeper reflections. This position
clearly emerges from his intervention in the reorganisation of the Uffizi Gallery and from the brief
83

introduction that he writes on the newly arranged Gabinetto delle Pitture Antiche, where he adopts what we
may call a typical Vasari approach:
Sotto questo nome non intendiamo solo quelle [pitture] di antichità più rimota (…), ma quelle ancora, che si fecero
dà Greci, o dagl'italiani prima che l'arte del disegno fosse condotta alla sua perfezione. Ed è veramente un diletto il
conoscere da quali principi movesse in Italia, e specialmente in Toscana, l'idea di scuotere la barbarie;
84

Lanzi’s words, together with the fact that his other major writings do not propose any further reflection about
85
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the Greek issue, may show that with the decline of the parochial polemics the matter of the Greeks’ role loses
importance. For example, the Taccuino di Roma e Toscana (1778-1789) mentions very few Byzantine artwork
86

(specifically, the ivory diptych leaf of the Fiorentini collection in Lucca, fig. 5.1) , which had already been
87

treated by Donati (fig. 5.2) and Gori , and the terms “Greek manner” and “Greek taste” are mainly associated
88

89

to the artworks of classical Greece, which remain the focus of interest.
The same is valid for an other important figure of connoisseur, Giuseppe Pelli Bencivenni, director of the Uffizi
Gallery from 1775 to 1793 : his wide literary production seldom offers reflections on Greek artworks. The most
90

complete formulations are those – in complete adherence with the traditional view - expressed inside his
biographies of Cimabue and Giotto inside the Elogj . His only references to Byzantine objects are found in the
91

Saggio istorico and the Catalogo delle pitture della Regia Galleria , and are linked to the “Greek” artworks existing
92

inside the Uffizi Gallery. As we shall see in the next paragraph about the new displays of the former Medici
collection, Pelli Bencivenni’s opinions reveal a certain confusion about Greek art.

5.2) Byzantine heritage in Florence
5.2.1) New objects and new displays in the Medici collection
The approach to the art of Primitives during the second half of the 18 century finds a natural reflection in the
th

Medici collection, bound to the city of Florence from 1737, under the management of the Asburgo-Lorena
dynasty. The innovations were accelerated by the advent of Pietro Leopoldo di Lorena (1765) , who re-founded
93

the Accademia di Belle Arti, provided of a Gallery in 1784, and stimulated the transformation and
reorganization of the collection, especially inside the Uffizi Gallery. The gallery was converted from a sort of
Wunderkammern based on 17 century models into a museum responding to the modern criteria of taxonomy
th

and completeness. The desire to document all the periods of art history and to offer examples of the beginnings
of Tuscan art to a vast public played an important role in the increased attention towards the art of Primitives .
94

The rehangings that the gallery underwent during this period, which are traceable through the guides and
catalogues published by the Real Stamperia , have been widely analysed by bibliography, publishing a rich
95
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GORI 1759, vol. 3, pp. 142-152.
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N.A. 1050), unpublished but available on the web site http://pelli.bncf.firenze.sbn.it. About the Efemeridi, see PICCOLO
PACI 2001.
PELLI BENCIVENNI 1779; PELLI BENCIVENNI 1775-1792 ed. 2004.
On Pietro leopoldo, see WANDRUSZKA 1968.
On the attention paid to the Primitives inside the Uffizi Gallery, GAUNA 2003 pp. 75-84; FILETI MAZZA 2007; FILETI
MAZZA 2014.!
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set of archive documents and facing the specific contributions given by different directors : the
96

transformations often had important consequences for the Byzantine objects of the collection, both in terms of
new acquisitions and in terms of relocations within the Gallery.
The first director to introduce important changes was Raimondo Cocchi (director between 1758 and 1775),
with the collaboration of Giuseppe Querci and Sebastiano Bianchi: new collections were acquired, in order to
fill gaps in the Gallery. “La politica degli accrescimenti che si stava delineando in questi decenni”, in fact, “era
caratterizzata sostanzialmente dalla tendenza a colmare quei vuoti tipologici e settoriali di un patrimonio
organizzato invece, fino a quel momento, in maniera casuale e caotica, nell’assenza di un programma
storiografico ”. While the new collections are not relevant to our investigation here - as their main focus was
97

far away from ancient Christian objects or Primitive paintings - more interesting are the numerous transfers
98

of objects and artworks which happened between the Uffizi Gallery and the Medici residences. Querci selected
all the artworks which were considered worthy of being displayed in the Uffizi, in particular from the Palazzo
Pitti and the Palazzo Vecchio, often to the discontent of the Guardaroba , but also from the country villas .
99

100

Among the objects selected by Querci, in a document of 1771 they appear due tavole con pitture di santi in piccolo
Greco mosche and diversi quadretti con pitture di santi Greco mosche in tutti in numero di 63 di diverse grandezze from
palazzo Vecchio: they are identifiable with the Menologium (fig. 5.3) and the core of the Russian icons
collection still preserved inside the Uffizi . In 1772 a smaller group of icons is sent to the Gallery from Palazzo
101

Vecchio, through the mediation of the Guardaroba of the Palazzo Pitti, Carlo Gilles . Other icons might have
102

arrived from Palazzo Pitti: one panel was found by Giuseppe Querci inside the Archivio segreto, described as
Uno (quadretto) senza cornice, con pitture e caratteri greci del genere dei dittici, molto pregevole and some maybe
103

from the Guardaroba Lorenese, as hypothesized by Luisa Marcucci . Finally, two icons have been identified
104

inside the inventories of the Cappella delle Reliquie in Palazzo Pitti . It is rather complex to infer when exactly
105

the Russian icons had entered the Lorena collection. However, analysing the group, Ekaterina Gladyseva,
Levon Nersesjan and Aleksandr Preobrazenkij have underlined some characteristics and advanced some
hypotheses. The group is in fact the most ancient collection of Russian icons outside the Orthodox world, it is
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Ibid., pp. 50-63.
About the transfers, see BAROCCHI 1983, pp. 90-91; GREGORI 1983, pp. 378-379; FILETI MAZZA TOMASELLO 1999,
pp. 35-40, 47-52, 56-57; CONTICELLI 2007, pp. 94-95.
BdUFi, filza III, 1771A, insert 27 c. 1r and c. 17v (CONTICELLI 2014, note 7-8 p. 190). The icons, partially catalogued by
Marcucci (MARCUCCI 1958) were analysed in detail for the first time by a team of Russian art historians in occasion of
the exhibition of 2004 (ORIENTE E OCCIDENTE 2004). They have been shown again in a temporary exhibition in the
Uffizi (COLLEZIONE 2014), with the intent of being definitively displayed in the renewed path of the Gallery. Both the
catalogues contain the catalogue entries of the icons.
BdUFi, filza V, 1772, ins. 1. CONTICELLI 2014, note 11 p. 191.
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MARCUCCI 1958, pp. 89-90; CONTICELLI 2014, p. 187.
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notably homogeneous and complete, including 81 icons realized in the same artistic centre, for popular and
domestic devotion . Therefore, it is presumable that the icons arrived all together in the same occasion.
106

The only exception is the icon with Koimesis (catalogue entry n. 23), which was part of the group but is now
understood to be a Byzantine icon of the 14 century.
th

The icons are known to have been in the Lorena collection until 1761, in the inventories of the Guardaroba,
but already Marcucci has mentioned the possibility of identifying them in the inventories as early as 1743 . As
107

some of the icons are dated to 1723, 1728 and 1733, it is possible to narrow the period of arrival to within a few
decades, between 1733 and 1761. Gladyseva, Nersesjan and Preobrazenkij suppose that the group might be
the gift of a Russian diplomatic, an unofficial gift with the aim of illustrating the entire array of imagines used
in Russian daily life . Scholars underline that, even though the chronological bounds would allow the
108

presence of the icons inside the collection at the time of the last Medici Grand Duke, Gian Gastone (1671-1737),
the lack of Russian-Tuscan relations in those times makes it more likely that the icons arrived under the first
Lorena Grand Duke, Francesco Stefano (1708-1765), in office from 1737: he married Maria Teresa d’Asburgo,
and Austrian-Russian relations were instead stable. Scholars hypothesize that the icon collection passed
through Vienna, and reached Florence between 1737 and 1740, when Francesco Stefano and Maria Teresa were
only Grand Dukes and not yet the sovereigns of Austria. The verisimilitude of this path (Russia-ViennaFlorence) is confirmed also by the presence in Florence of 88 medals sent by Catherine the Great, Empress of
Russia (1729-1762) to Vienna and then transferred to Florence . Conticelli has recently introduced an other
109

possibility: based on the inscription appartiene alla Trinità present on the back of one of the icons, the scholar
thinks it might be an indication of the provenance from the Greek-Orthodox church of Trinità in Livorno,
founded between 1757 and 1760. Moreover, the Russian fleet, transporting gifts for the Orthodox community,
was hosted in Livorno’s harbour during the war against Turkey : the icons might have arrived in Pietro
110

Leopoldo’s hands through the Orthodox community of Livorno.
Even more important than the modality of acquisition is the reception of the icons and the reason why they
were, in 1771, considered important enough to be transferred from the Guardaroba to the Uffizi Gallery.
Gladyseva, Nersesjan and Preobrazenkij write that “la collezione della Galleria dell’Accademia è forse il primo
esempio di un grosso complesso di icone russe che, capitate in un contesto culturale e confessionale diverso,
hanno perduto la loro funzione di culto e in tal modo hanno putuo prendere il nome di “collezione” a pieno
diritto, cioè sono diventate una raccolta basata sull’interesse scientifico ed estetico del proprietario” . It is
111

worth noting that, according to the authors, the interest of the artworks lies in their perception as a
“continuation” of the ancient Eastern Christian tradition, or as curiosities: precisely the same reasons had
already emerged in the appreciation of Byzantine icons of Lorenzo’s collection during the Renaissance . Their
112

perceived connection with the Christian past is possibly the reason why the icons were brought to the Uffizi:
they were meant to be placed in the room dedicated to ancient paintings. This gabinetto, effectively realized
only in 1780 , had already been proposed by Giuseppe Querci in 1773, who tried to display inside the Uffizi
113
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the Tuscan Medieval paintings owned by the Camera di Commercio and by other administrative offices of
Florence . It is therefore possible that the icons, seen as Primitive paintings, were thought suitable for this new
114

arrangement, which Querci did not have the chance to organize . The new arrangement of the Uffizi Gallery
115

was effectively realized a few years later, between 1778 and 1783, by Giuseppe Pelli Bencivenni (1729-1808),
director from 1775, and his collaborator Luigi Lanzi (1732-1810). The years following Pelli Bencivenni’s
assignment were characterized by great ferment and numerous transfers of artworks to and from the country
residences. The new project of the gallery display, presented to Pietro Leopoldo by Pelli Bencivenni and Lanzi
in 1780, responded to the exigencies of filling the gaps of the collection and following a taxonomic criteria of
disposition, adopting cataloguing methods which had been introduced by the studies and the reflections of
foreign scholars in Florence, especially Winckelmann and Mengs . The changes were relevant, as an example
116

the creation of the Etruscan section, or the transfer of the natural curiosities and the scientific instruments to
the Imperiale e Reale Museo di Fisica e Storia Naturale . However, the most important innovation regarding
117

Byzantine art was the creation of the already mentioned Gabinetto delle Pitture Antiche. The room was
intended to collect and exhibit the “starting point” of Tuscan painting. It is worth remembering that initially
Lanzi had planned a different solution: his numerous travels to Rome, in fact, brought him in contact with the
several “Museo Sacro” which had been created in the city, the main examples being the Museo Sacro owned
by the Cardinal Stefano Borgia , the rich Museum of Agostino Mariotti, mentioned above, and the Museo
118

Sacro of Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, inaugurated in 1756 : his idea was therefore to group “le icone
119

bizantine tolte dal Guardaroba, qualche immagine e oggetti sacri in avorio e in altri materiali di epoca molto
antica che riteneva necessario salvare. Ma nello stesso contesto egli vedeva anche i quadri già previsti della
primitiva scuola fiorentina” . Pelli Bencivenni did not agree to Lanzi’s initiative, and the divergences between
120

the two are indeed well documented . However, the project by Lanzi (as well as the previous one, by Querci)
121

helps to define the perception and the function of the Russian icons: “Simili opere, tenute fra quadri e fra
sculture di buon gusto, guastano in certo modo la beltà di queste; collocate separatamente danno idea dello
stile del loro secolo e servono alla storia delle arti” . The same approach is evident in the definitive
122

arrangement of the Room of Ancient Paintings, described for the first time by Lanzi in the Giornale de’ letterati
in 1782 . Together with the Russian icons , the only Byzantine panel preserved in the collection was hanged:
123
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FILETI MAZZA TOMASELLO 1999, pp. 24-28.
The Cardinal Stefano Borgia, member of the Accademia Etrusca in Cortona and of the Accademia Colombaria, was one
of the most important collectors of Christian antiquities in Rome. About his Christian collection, see TIBERIA 1982; DE
CASTRIS 2001, TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014, pp. 147-164. Important information about his interests have emerged also in
SPALLETTI 2000, which concern Borgia’s attempts of acquiring Christian antiquities in Florence (see 5.2.2 Byzantine
objects in private collections: extant and lost heritage.
References about the Vatican Museo Sacro are mentioned in notes 258 and 259.
GREGORI 1983, p. 390.
The problems between Lanzi, intellectually and culturally superior, and Pelli Bencivenni, have been richly analysed.
For the most up-to-date account see TOMASELLO 2010.
BdUFi, ms. 38, published in BAROCCHI 1983, p. 105.
LANZI 1782, p. 67. The few lines of introduction have been mentioned above, in 5.1 References to “Greek art” in the
sources: art history treatises and antiquarian studies.
It is difficult to interpret an annotation made by Pelli Bencivenni in his Efemeridi: in 1781, in fact, he writes: “Sono stato
stamane a visitare per una circostanza il dottor Targioni Tozzetti ch'è leggermente incomodato, ed ho veduto nelle sue
camere un buon numero di pitture antiche curiosissime, e belle. Fra queste vi sono due pezzi greco-moschi acquistati
dalla Real Guardaroba che dovettero far parte della serie ch'è in Galleria” (Efemeride, S. 2, vol. IX, c. 1511v, 4 gennaio
1781). We should therefore presume that two icons of the collection were sold to Targioni Tozzetti before this date. Pelli
bencivenni’s note was unnoticed by the catalogues about the Russian collection.
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the mosaic icon with the Pantocrator, which was removed from the Tribuna and placed in the Gabinetto . It
125

is significant that when Vasari's theories were adopted in the museological practice, the Pantocrator was
moved from the room of “precious artworks” to the room of the "beginnings of modern art”, the room of those
paintings which were considered “utili per la storia delle arti anche se non pregevoli per la qualità artistica” .
126

It would be interesting to understand whether the Byzantine panel was perceived as the same as the Russian
icons, but the available information are contradictory: in Lanzi’s description of 1782, the mosaic icon is not
mentioned, while the Russian panels are described as “greco-mosche”. However, this might not be a stylistic
indication, but an element based on the presence of Cyrillic inscriptions. Lanzi does not give any indication
about a possible date, and he stresses the importance of the two panels comprising the Menologion (fig. 5.3):
the favour attributed to this piece, not only by Lanzi but also in suceeding descriptions and guides, is an
interesting element of taste, and again the influence of the Roman context is striking. The Menologion in fact
achieved success due to the presence, inside the Museo Sacro of the Vatican, of another Menologion,
previously owned by Gregorio Capponi and illustrated in the text Kalendaria Ecclesiae Universae by Giuseppe
Assemani, 1755: a text which would certainly have been known to Lanzi . A sign of the difficulty in evaluating
127

the Russian icons comes from Pelli Bencivenni: in his Saggio Istorico of 1779 (written when the icons were
already present but not yet definitively placed inside the Cabinet), he talks about 80 pitture greche antiche ,
128

without realizing the provenance of the group. It is likely that, after reading Lanzi’s description, repeated by
Zacchiroli in 1783 , he corrects his words inside the Catalogo, writing tavole greco-mosche piccole di varie grandezze
129

con sacre immagini di quel medesimo genere che si vedono tuttavia nei templi delle case russe . The Byzantine mosaic
130

icon is instead described by both Zacchiroli and by Pelli Bencivenni as mosaico antico, without any qualification
as “Greek”: the differentiation between tavole Greco-mosche and mosaico antico makes it plausible that the
stylistic difference was perceived, even if accompanied by a certain historiographical uncertainty.
The creation of the Gabinetto was not the only change in the Uffizi involving Byzantine pieces: Lanzi, in fact,
also decided to reorganize the collection of ancient bronzes, creating a specific Cabinet divided into two rooms,
realized by 1776 . Some of the armchairs of the Cabinet also preserved ivories (X, XI, XIV) , and among them
131

132

the fourteenth armchair included “immagini sacre non men di avorio, che di bronzo e lucerne figurate e fatti
del Vecchio Testamento e del Nuovo, settore che costituiva un saggio di quel Museo Sacro che egli avrebbe
voluto realizzare in galleria su esempio romano, che era stato tanto avversato dal Pelli” .
133

Lanzi’s Descrizione dei bronzi della Galleria, written in 1776, indicates that the ivory casket with Deesis and Saints
from the Bargello National Museum, hypothetically identified in the previous chapter as a Medici piece and
before preserved in Palazzo Vecchio, was placed in this armchair . Its first representation was in fact made by
134

Francesco Marchissi in ink and graphite, in the two volumes conceived as the illustrative section of Lanzi’s
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The first description to register the change is ZACCHIROLI 1783, vol. 3, p. 102.
GREGORI 1983, p. 390.
PARENTI 2014, p. 192. About the interest in Christian antiquity and Byzantine objects in Rome, and the figures of
Capponi and Assemani, see MORETTI 2014, pp. 100-102.
PELLI BENCIVENNI 1779, vol.1, p. 451, note b; vol. 2, p. 303.
ZACCHIROLI 1783, vol. 3, p. 102.
PELLI BENCIVENNI 1775-1792 ed. 2004, pp. 299-300.
GREGORI 1983, pp. 367-368; SPALLETTI 2010, p. 93.
See as first the description of the Gallery made by Lanzi himself in 1782: it is noticeable that inside the case n. XI, Lanzi
describes “gli avorj scritti, siccome il dittico spiegato dal gran Buonarroti” (LANZI 1782, p. 62). The diptych is
identifiable with the leaf of the Consul Basilius, see 4.2.1 New objects and new displays in the Medici collection.
SPALLETTI 2010, p. 93.
BdUFi, ms. 105. The document is reported in COLLARETA 1990, pp. XX-XXI. About the Catalogue of ancient bronzes
by Lanzi, see ZACCAGNINO 2010. The casket also appears in the inventory of the gallery made in 1769-1784 (BdUFi,
ms. 98, c. 231).
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catalogue (catalogue entry n. 18, fig. a,b). However, after Lanzi and Marchissi, the ivory is not specifically
135

mentioned by any of the Uffizi guides, which give only a general account of the objects preserved inside the
Christian armchair, privileging for example the description of the ivory ship with Saint Peter .
136

It is likely to be for the same reason – namely, being displayed as Christian rarities – that in 1777 some wooden
reliefs of Monte Athos were sent from the Guardaroba to the Uffizi. The documentation preserved in the
Historical Archive of the Gallerie Fiorentine (fig. 5.4, 5.5) allows us to recognize some pieces of a group of
137

orthodox reliefs today kept in Palazzo Pitti, inside the Museo degli Argenti, few of thrm in the storage and
some displayed . The wooden reliefs of Palazzo Pitti include three crosses: one with an octagonal base, which
138

is the only published object (fig. 5.6 a,b) two other smaller crosses, one with scenes from the Old Testament
139

on one side and scenes of the life of Christ on the other (fig. 5.7 n. inv. 2250) and one with figures of saints (n.
inv. 2249). The group also includes three low reliefs, one with Saint John the Baptist (fig. 5.8 n. inv. 2294), one
with the Virgin and Child (fig. 5.9 n. inv. 2257), one with twelve medallions (fig. 5.10 n. inv. 2279), and finally
one medallion with filigree setting, including four low reliefs of sacred scenes (n. inv. 2253). The provenance
of the objects is unknown. However, a crocellina di bossolo tutta intagliata alla greca, con ghirlanda di fiori di seta di
più colori is mentioned inside the inventory of Palazzo Pitti of 1675-76 : a sign that some of these objects were
140

possibly already part of the Medici collection. The wooden pieces are not described in any guide of the Uffizi,
however a letter sent in 1879 by Luigi Pigorini to the Ministro della Pubblica Istruzione mentions some crosses
in carved wood inside the room of cameos and hard stone objects, and so by 1879 the artworks were collocated
in this room. Pigorini proposed the relocation of the pieces to the National Museum of Bargello, the space
dedicated to applied arts, and the transfer was to happen few years later, as is confirmed by their appearance
in the Bargello catalogue written by Supino in 1898 .
141

The last important change involving Byzantine objects was the decision of realizing, in the former Gabinetto
di Madama, the Gabinetto delle Gemme: many of the pieces previously displayed inside the Tribuna,
including the Byzantine vases, were grouped in this ambient, reshaped by the architect Zanobi Filippo del
Rosso from a square into an oval room . The objects were transported between 1780 and 1782 . In those same
142

143

years, it was ended the transfer of the hard stone vases which were part of Lorenzo the Magnificent’s collection
and had been turned into reliquaries, kept inside San Lorenzo . A set of letters written by Giuseppe Pelli
144

Bencivenni, collected and published as first by Heikamp , informs us about the willingness to transfer the
145

precious objects and the procedure which was used: it was in fact necessary to abolish the Bulla promulgated
by Clement VII and the Basilica of San Lorenzo was compensated through the gift of more than 100 reliquaries
from the Cappella Palatina . Via different routs, all the Byzantine vases of the Medici collection ended up in
146

the same room. The transfer from San Lorenzo is particularly significant, for different reasons. On the one
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BdUFi, ms. 234, 235. The drawings are entirely reproduced in ZACCAGNINO 2010.
LANZI 1782, p. 64; ZACCHIROLI 1783, vol. 3, p. 123; DESCRIZIONE 1794, p. 239.
ASGFi, filza X c. 55, 16/6/1777.
The Objects which are described in the document of the transfert from the Guardaroba to the Uffizi are the three
crosses, the wooden panel with Saint John the Baptist and the medallion.
PONTANI 1997.
ASF, Guardaroba Medicea 826, c. 25.
SUPINO 1898, p. 356. The catalogue entries of the Bargello inform us that the reliefs were finally brought to Palazzo
Pitti in 1916.
On the decoration of the Gabinetto, see HEIKAMP 1974, pp. 39-42, VENTURELLI 2009, pp. 150-151.
Bibliography about the story of the Medici vases under Lorena dinasty is reach. See at least CASAROSA 1973;
HEIKAMP 1974, pp. 37-47; GENNAIOLI 2007, pp. 91-94; VENTURELLI 2009, pp. 136-164; FILETI MAZZA 2010.
About the transfer, see HEIKAMP 1974, pp. 31-32; VENTURELLI 2009, pp. 149-152; GENNAIOLI 2014, pp. 61-62;
NARDINOCCHI 2014.
HEIKAMP 1974, pp. 31-32, doc. XXIX-XXX.
On the transfers, see GENNAIOLI 2014, pp. 61-62; NARDINOCCHI 2014.
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hand, it is the sign of a profound change in attitude towards the relics, consequent to the laical values of the
Enlightenment : for the first time, the aesthetic esteem of the vases counted more then their sacred contents.
147

On the other hand, the repositioning was seen as an occasion to deprive the vases of their precious settings,
which were melted and substituted by others made of less prestigious materials. The destruction, which was
common to many other Medici pieces, such as the metal of the Armeria, is punctually reported by Pelli
Bencivenni inside his “Efemeridi” .
148

The display of Byzantine and Russian objects resulting from Lanzi and Pelli’s reassessment did not last for
long. Already in 1783 Lanzi, unsatisfied with the Cabinet of Ancient paintings, proposed to thin out the
number of Russian icons, since at any rate the main focus was the paintings of the Tuscan Primitives. A group
of 10 icons was therefore sent back to the Guardaroba, and placed inside the storage, where they lay unnoticed
until 1872 . Other changes happened with the arrival of a new director of the Gallery, Tommaso Puccini . The
149

150

new director is known especially to be the one packing and sending a great number of the Uffizi’s masterpieces
to Palermo, in order to save them from the French invasion . However, the most important changes were
151

happening even earlier: in the few years preceding 1799, he brought about the transformation of all the
corridors and 9 rooms, in order to display the artworks based on the “Schools” and on a more rigid
chronological sequence. The new Gallery “presentava una progressione dichiaratamente storica a partire dai
dipinti più antichi, ora collocati accanto alla porta d’ingresso, in una dimostrazione visiva delle Vite vasariane
ma anche dell’Etruria pittrice del Lastri” . Following this perspective, by 1796 the Cabinet of ancient paintings
152

was dismantled, and all of the Russian icons, with the only exception being the Menologion and the icon with
Saint Catherine (which were put into storage in the Uffizi) were sent back to the Guardaroba and chosen to
decorate Villa di Castello . But Puccini’s interventions also brought about the acquisition of new pieces: he
153

was responsible for the arrival, in 1799, of a Cretan Madonna by Andrea Rico da Candia, coming from the
church of San Girolamo in Fiesole (fig. 5.11). The icon had already been noticed in 1768 by Pelli Bencivenni
154

when it was inside the convent: the scholar transcribed his visit in his Efemeridi, expressing his appreciation
for the piece, described as “Maniera greca”:
Essendo sempre alle Forbice passeggiando per la campagna sono stato questa mattina a vedere la chiesa di San
Girolamo dei Padri Girolamini già estinti, nella quale vi sono delle cose molto curiose per i dilettanti delle belle arti,
senza considerare il sito mirabilmente bello. Fra le altre sopra un confessionale vi è una Vergine col bambino, e due
angeli dipinta su l'asse in campo d'oro, pittura eccellentemente mantenuta di maniera greca col nome dell'artefice
così: "Andreas Rice de Candia pinxit" .
155
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After entering the possession of the Count Pietro Bardi, it was acquired by Puccini in exchange for a small
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On the change of value of the relics, see Ibid., pp. 86-88: Nardinocchi, accepting an indication given by Heikamp (1974,
p. 31), believes that the figure of Angelo Fabroni might have had a decisive role in the decision. Nardinocchi also
underlines how the population was not completely informed about the transfer, sign that the relics were still important
to the popular devotion.
Efemeride, S. 2, XIII, c. 2450-2450 v., 30 luglio 1785. The text is mentioned in HEIKAMP 1974, p. 38; SPALLETTI 2010, p.
129.
They were discovered again by Gotti (GOTTI 1872, p. 222), MARCUCCI 1958, p. 90; PARENTI 2014.
On the figure of Tommaso Puccini, see as last SPALLETTI 2005; SPALLETTI 2014.
On Puccini’s intervention, see PASQUINELLI 2008; PASQUINELLI 2014.
SPALLETTI 2008, pp. 108-109. About the new organisation of the Uffizi, see SPALLETTI 1983; SPALLETTI 2008,
SPALLETTI 2014, SPALLETTI VIALE 2014.
MARCUCCI 1958, p. 90; PARENTI 2014.
On the icon with Madonna della Passione by Andrea Rico da Candia (inv n. 3886, today inside the Galleria
dell’Accademia), see MARCUCCI 1958, n. 28, pp. 83-84; CHATZIDAKIS 1993, n. 6 pp.42-44.
Efemeride, S. 1, XXII, c. 120., 29 ottobre 1768.
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painting by Alessandro Allori , together with another panel with the Virgin and angels by Pietro Laurati da
156

Siena (Pietro Lorenzetti) offered by the Senator Cellesi in exchange for a painting with Madonna and Saints
by Santi di Tito. The documentation about the trade is still preserved inside the historical archive of Gallerie
Fiorentine: the icon is described as di Greco artefice (fig. 5.12 a,b) . It was considered by the director as “il primo
157

anello della catena” and it was displayed at the starting point of the ancient paintings: it is recognizable inside
158

the Guide published in Basel with the date of 1798 (but probably printed afterwards), in one of the “deux
tableaux de nôtre fame des grecs” . The icon is not catalogued, as the present work excludes the artworks of
159

the Venetian-Cretan or the Adriatic school, but its acquisition is very interesting in terms of taste: not only was
it considered Greek, but it was obtained by conceding a painting by a 16 century Master. Even though the
th

objective was evidently not aesthetic but historical, rarely had a Byzantine piece been considered so valuable.
Moreover, the fact that this icon was specifically acquired for the purpose of showing the “beginning of art”,
while the Russian icons were no longer considered representative of the “ancient paintings” might show a
greater critical consciousness.
It is more difficult to infer where the mosaic icon with Pantocrator was displayed during Puccini’s
rearrangement. Unfortunately, the icon does not appear together with the other “ancient paintings” located
next to the entrance door: it is not described in the guide of 1798 nor in the new edition of 1802, particularly
important because it portrays the situation while the main artworks were exiled in Palermo . The icon does
160

not appear in the list of the artworks which were brought by Puccini to Sicily . It is likely that the ancient
161

mosaic was placed in storage in the Uffizi, along with the Russian Menologion. Evidently, it was not
considered appropriate to illustrate the beginnings of art which moved from “greek refugees” . It is striking
162

that the only proper “Byzantine” icon was never individuated as such: catalogued as “ancient” by Lanzi and
Pelli, with Puccini it was evidently considered less Greek than the icon by Andrea Rico da Candia. The critical
confusion over this icon was destined to endure for a long time: in the 19 century, when the mosaic icon was
th

transferred to the National Museum for Applied Arts (Bargello), it was attributed to an Italian maker

163

(catalogue entry n. 4).
Even if the presence of the French occupation and Puccini’s decision to send the artworks to Palermo
brusquely interrupted the works in the Uffizi, it is necessary to mention that by the end of this period two
other icons of Venetian-Cretan provenance entered the Florentine museums – specifically the Galleria dell’
Accademia. Their acquisition is the result of an important event taking place between the govern of Pietro
Leopoldo and the Napoleonic domain: the suppression of ecclesiastical orders, whose properties were seized
by the State . The icon with Saint John the Baptist (n. inv. 8721, 16 century, fig. 5.13) is one of the pieces that
164

th

Padre Adami had collected in the Galleria dei dipinti antichi of the church of Santissima Annunziata, and it
was transferred in the Galleria after 1810 . The icon with the Adoration of the Magi (n. inv. 7284, 16 -17
165

th

th

century, fig.5.14) came instead from the female Convent of Santa Maria del Fiore di Lapo a Fiesole, and it was
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MARCUCCI 1958, pp. 83-84.
ASGFi, filza XXIX, f. 26.
SPALLETTI 2008, p. 106.!
LA GALERIE 1798, p. 15. It is impossible to understand which it might be the second Greek icon: maybe, by mistake,
the Madonna by Pietro Lorenzetti.
LA GALERIE 1798; LA GALERIE 1802: this last guide, extremely rare and without page numbers, mentions again the
icon with Madonna della Passione, correctly attributed to Andrea Rico da Candia.
The list is published in CHITI 1907, pp. 121-125 and more recently in PASQUINELLI 2008, pp. 57-65.
LA GALERIE 1802.
CAMPANI 1884, p. 91.
See DONATI 2008, vol. 2.
On the icon and its provenance, see as last the catalogue entry by Sonia Chiodo in TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014, p. 240.
On Adami collection, see 5.2.2 Byzantine objects in private collections: extant and lost heritage.
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moved to the Accademia in 1810, with the suppression of the convent, and in the following years was also
displayed alternatively in the Galleria dell’Accademia and in the Uffizi Gallery . In this context, it is useful to
166

remember that other Venetian-Cretan icons are preserved inside the Accademia Gallery : they will not be
167

considered in this chapter, as they all entered the collection after the time period taken into account. However,
it is plausible that some of these icons were already present in the city, especially inside convents and churches:
through Venice’s political control of

Crete from 1210 to 1669, many of these icons spread to Italy .
168

Bibliography has underlined the difficulty in reconstructing their diffusion and availability in Florence, due
to the lack of documentation .
169

!
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5.2.2) Byzantine objects in private collections

!

When Lanzi proposed to Giuseppe Pelli Bencivenni the creation of a Museo Sacro Cristiano inside the Uffizi,
(a proposition that was brusquely refused by the Director of the Gallery) he wrote “Non pochi di questi
monumenti ne ha salvati il canonico Bandini, ma molti di più ne son periti in Firenze, che in Roma avrebbono
potuto riporsi nel Museo di Benedetto XIV” . These few words, casually written by Lanzi, are particularly
170

suitable for describing the situation of Florentine private collections including Byzantine objects in the second
half of 18 century. Even though today very few Byzantine artworks are extant, the research has demonstrated
th

that the number of the circulating Byzantine objects was much more considerable in the past: the number of
“oggetti periti” is conspicuous. Moreover, the reference to the Roman cultural context is significant and reveals
Lanzi’s acuity. The Roman example, in fact, which privileged and gave value to the documents of early
Christianity, was partially reflected in Florence, probably due to the continuous exchange between scholars
and collectors . The presence of Byzantine objects in Florence was mainly linked to two kinds of appreciation:
171

on the one side, Byzantine objects were collected (especially paintings) as samples of the beginning of Italian
art, in an historical and evolutionary perspective, as it happened in the collection of the Uffizi Gallery. On the
other hand, as explained by Scarlini, interest in Byzantine artworks was the expression of the ecclesiastical
attitude, spreading “una concezione della ecclesia che vuole riaffermare i valori comunitari di cui l’arte era
stato esplicito e immediato tramite” , similarly to what was happening in Rome. The twofold perspective is
172

evident also from the figures of the collectors: not only were the great families collecting objects, as ihad
happened during the previous centuries, but very often Byzantine pieces are found in the smaller collections
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The icon was published anonimously in FORLANI TEMPESTI 1986, catalogue entry n. 4, p. 308, following the indications
given by Silvia Meloni Trkulja and Roberta Lapucci in the catalogue entry of Soprintendenza fiorentina. Other indications
by Giorgio Leone are added inside the documentation about the artwork preserved by the Galleria dell’Accademia.
The icons of the Accademia Gallery are: the icon with the Virgin, two archangels and prophets in the frame (n. inv. 431,
15 -16 century, see MARCUCCI 1958, n. 27 pp. 81-82; CHATZIDAKIS 1993, n. 21 pp. 98-102, fig. 5.15), which was acquired
from the Gennari collection in 1888 for the Uffizi Gallery; the icon with Saint Peter and Saint Paul presenting a temple (n.
inv. 9382, 15 century, see MARCUCCI 1958, n. 28, pp. 83-84; CHATZIDAKIS 1993, n. 16, pp. 76-80 TEMERINSKI 2009;
(fig. 5.16) which was acquired on the antiquarian market in 1956 and kept inside the Uffizi storage. Finally, in this context
it is worth remembering the icon with Pietà, attributed to a Venetian-Greek artist of the 14 century, which entered the
collection of Herbert Percy Horne in 1900 and is today preserved in the Horne Museum (n. inv. 70, see as last the catalogue
entry by Andrea de Marchi in BELLINI 2014, n. 1 p. 157, fig. 5.17). Moreover, Sonia Chiodo has recently signalled an other
Venetian-Cretan icon, portraying the Saints Cosmas and Damian, which came from Florence (TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014,
p. 240). The icon, today preserved in the British Museum, n. inv. 1994.5.1.2), was acquired by the National Gallery of
London in 1857 from two Florentine merchants, Francesco Lombardi and Ugo Baldi.
About the presence of Cretan icons in Italy, see CHATZIDAKIS 1993, DRANDAKI 2014.
TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014, p. 240.
BAROCCHI 1983, p. 105.
See for example SPALLETTI 2000.
SCARLINI 2003, p. 59.
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accumulated by historians, scholars and antiquarians, who often had an ecclesiastical role, such as Angelo
Maria Bandini or Francesco Raimondo Adami.
The result of these two differing attitudes towards the art of the Primitives and towards early Christian objects
was the presence, in Florence, of several collections that included Byzantine pieces, and the cultural landscape
was much richer than what we might expect based on the preserved heritage. Recent studies have
demonstrated the quantity of artworks to have left Florence during this period to be incredibly high , and
173

reconstructing this number today is a complicated task. To give just one example: one of the most important
collectors of artworks in Florence was Alfonso Tacoli Canacci (1724-1801), who acquired pieces for both
Ferdinando di Borbone and his own private collection . Coppi estimates that he was able to export from
174

Florence 592 artworks between 1786 and 1792. In the catalogue of his collection, published in Parma in 1796,
seven panels attributed to Ancient Peintre Grecs are listed , all of them acquired in Florence. Two of the icons
175

(n. 370 and 371 of the Catalogue) are today recognizable with two panels preserved inside the Quadreria Torelli
in Modena (fig. 5.18, 5.19), and they are attributed to an anonymous Balcanic artist of the 16 -17 century .
th

th
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Once more, the definition “ancient Greek painting” is not correspondent to our concept of Byzantine.
However, even taking the indications of the catalogue with caution, the presence of Byzantine artworks is
plausible. Moreover, the presence of these two icons helps in clarifting what kind of icons were circulating in
Florence.
Considering the richness and the quantity of the Florentine collections, an exhaustive account of the situation
is not feasible, and would be possible only through the analysis of the all archive material available in Florence.
Therefore, this section will start by examining the collections which we can be certain securely included
Byzantine objects (according to existing bibliography), and will continue by proposing as a case study the
reconstruction and the in-depth analysis of one lost collection, the Museo Gorio.
Starting from the most important collectors of Primitives and early Christian objects , it seems that no
177

Byzantine artworks (Byzantine in the modern acceptation) were included in the collections of two important
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Linda Coppi (COPPI 2006, p. 696) has reconstructed the journey of more than 3000 artworks exported from Florence
between 1768 and 1815. Among them those registered as anonymous were more then 1000. The anonymous paintings
were usually attributed to a school, such as the Scuola Lombrada or the Scuola Veneta. Among the export requests listed
by Coppi the expression Scuola Greca never appears. However, Greek paintings are usually considered as part of the
Scuola Toscana (see as an example the catalogue of Tacoli Canacci collection, CATALOGUE 1796). It is worth
underlining this peculiarity, perfectly in line with the Vasari historiographical tradition.
Tacoli Canacci collection have been widely analysed by bibliography: see as last TALIGNANI 1986; BUONOCORE
2005; BUONOCUORE 2005a; Alberto Lenza inn TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014, pp. 211-217; DONELLI 2014.
CATALOGUE 1796, p. 79:
365 – Saint Pierre. Figure en entier, vue de profil, avec quelques lettres en caracteres grecs (toile sur bois, Ancien Peintre
Grec, 1200)
366 – Figure en entier d’un Apôtre tenant une petite Croix dans sa main droite (toile sur bois, Ancien Peintre Grec, 1200)
367 – Figure en entier d’un Apôtre tenant un livre (toile sur bois, Ancien Peintre Grec)
368 – Petit Tableau peint des deux côtes: d’un côte la S. te Vierge habillée d’une robe bleue, avec un manteau rouge; de
l’autre Saint Paul. Figures en entier (toile sur bois, Ancien Peintre Grec)
369 – Petit tableau pendant, peint des deux côtes, ou est représenté Saint Pierre pleurant, et un autre Saint Apôtre (bois,
Ancien Peintre Grec)
370 – La Sainte Vierge tenant l’enfant Jesus à son côté gauche: demie-figure, peinte sur un fond doré (bois, Ancien Peintre
Grec)
371 – Demie-figure d’un Saint, qu’on diroit Saint Jean l’Evangéliste, tenant avec sa main gauche une coupe, dans laquelle
on voit un petit Enfant couché, tenant le diadéme autour da sa tête, avec quelques lettres en caracteres grecs, et un livre
portant une inscription de cinq lignes en grec. Il semble que cette figure mystérieuse ait les ailes à son dos (bois, Ancien
Peintre Grec).
About the icons, see BONOCUORE 2005, pp. 363-364, notes 7-8 pp. 369-370.!
Still fundamental, to outline the most important figures of collectors, are the studies by PREVITALI 1964, pp. 218-248;
PREVITALI ed. 1989, pp. 208-237 and DE BENEDICTIS ed. 1998. The most important update is TARTUFERI TORMEN
2014.
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foreign painters, collectors and art-dealers: Ignazio Hugford (1703-1778) and Thomas Patch (1725-1782) , who
178

have been considered forerunners of the new collecting tendencies of the 18 century . Their collections
th

179

included several Primitive paintings of Trecento and Quattrocento, by Giotto, Starnina, Filippino Lippi,
Masaccio, but based on the existing data, no Byzantine panels can be identified. However, the interest in Greek
art can possibly be attested, in the Hugford collection, because of the presence of at least one painting by
Andrea Rico da Candia. A partial catalogue of the Hugford collection was in fact published by one of the
purchasers of the collection , Artaud de Montor, in his Dissértation written in 1811: the first painting presented
180

in the catalogue is a crowned Virgin with child attributed to Andrea Rico . Even accepting Staderini’s
181

supposition that the catalogue does not pertain to Hugford collection, it can be ascertained that Artaud de
Montor acquired the pieces of his collection in Florence , specifically from Tacoli Canacci or Vincenzo Gotti.
182

Once more, the interest in Venetian-Cretan products n in the city, already emerged from the acquisition of
Cretan panels in the Uffizi Gallery , is significant. Other private collections, besides Hugford’s, included
183

similar panels. For example, the Cretan icon with Saint John the Baptist mentioned above, before entering the
Accademia Gallery, was kept inside the collection accumulated by Padre Adami inside the Santissima
Annunziata (fig. 5.13).
The art of the Venetian-Cretan school is generally considered “Greek” and is usually pre-dated. Artaud de
Montor – affirming to base on one inscription in a panel by Andrea Rico – attributes the artist and the artwork
to the 12 century. This fact explains why, in many cases, this kind of panels is sought for and acquired: it is
th

considered an example of that Greek art which stood at the origin of Italian art. This interpretation is evident
in de Montor’s Dissértation , but also by the way the Madonna by Andea Rico was displayed in the Uffizi . A
184

185

different kind of interest, more linked to the religious value and to the connection to the Primitive Church
characterized instead the collection owned by Padre Adami, the owner of the icon with Saint John. There are
few studies on Francesco Raimondo Adami (1711-1792), and the recent contribution by Sonia Chiodo is the
main study of Adami as collector . A member of the Order of Servi di Maria and teacher of theology in Pisa,
186

in Florence Adami was the main supporter of the renewal of Santissima Annunziata’s sacristy. His attention
was directed particularly towards books (Chiodo underlines his commitment in the increase of the convent’s
library), but also towards ancient objects, such as medals, coins, bronzes, ivories, and ancient paintings.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to infer from the few available sources the presence of eventual Byzantine
objects (beside the Cretan icon) in the collection that he displayed in the Museo Adamiano in the church of
Santissima Annunziata starting from 1788 . Follini and Rastrelli mention that the Museum hosted “pitture
187
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On Ignazio Hugford and his collection, see FLEMING 1955, COLE 1971; BORRONI SALVADORI 1983a; BORRONI
SALVADORI 1983b, PERINI 1993; LUI 1994. About Thomas Patch, MASER 1973; BORRONI SALVADORI 1983c.
Previtali has underlined how they cannot be seen as real precursors: already other Italian collectors had shown an
interest in the Primitives (PREVITALI 1964, p. 244; PREVITALI ed. 1989, pp. 233-234). However, it is true that in the case
of Florence, foreigners like Hugford and Stosch (who will be discussed later) were among the pioneers of the new
collecting trends.
Previtali (PREVITALI 1964, pp. 222-225; PREVITALI ed. 1989, pp. 213-215), followed by Borroni Salvadori (1974, note
276 p. 57) recognized in Ignazio Hugford the collector indicated by de Montor as the source of his acquisitions. However,
this interpretation have been recently put into dounbt by Andrea Staderini (STADERINI 2006; TARTUFERI TORMEN
2014, p. 424). The painting by Andrea Rico is indicated in LUI 1994, p. 67. On the disposal of Hugford’s collection, see
BORRONI SALVADORI 1974, notes 275-277, p. 57.
DE MONTOR 1811, n. 1 pp. 59-60.
On the provenance of de Montor collection, see Andrea Staderini in TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014, pp. 423-426.
See above, paragraph 5.2.1 New objects and new displays in the Medici collection.
DE MONTOR 1811, pp. 28-30.
See chapter 5.2.1 New objects and new displays in the Medici collection.
TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014, pp. 227-231. About Adami, see also PAOLI 2000, pp. 417-460.
The most important archival sources, mentioned by Chiodo, are the lists written by the Napoleonic officials in charged
of disposing of the collection (AABAFi, CCSS2, Processi Verbali della Commissione Arti e Scienze, 1808-1810), the
Ricordanze by Costantino Battini, who became the responsible of the Museum after Adami’s death in 1792 (ASSAFi,
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antiche” and “dittici” , but we cannot determine whether they were Byzantine panels or Byzantine ivory
188

diptychs.
The appreciation of ancient ivories continued to be one of the main reasons for the presence of Byzantine
artefacts inside Florentine private museums. The antiquarian interest in ivories, already developed in the
previous century , found an important expression in the quantity of essays and treatises about ivory pieces
189

which came the light during the century. Among them, the previously mentioned dissertation on ivories by
Anton Francesco Gori, the Thesaurus , is still the richest source of information about the pieces owned by the
190

Florentine families.
The majority of ivories in Florence was owned by the Riccardi family. The collection, already started in the 17

th

century, found new life in the Suddecano Gabriello Riccardi (1705-1798) , who was attracted by different kinds
191

of objects: from modern to ancient paintings, books, medals, coins, bronzes and of course, ivories. In the
inventory written in 1752 , on the death of Vincenzo Riccardi, Gabriello’s brother, a good number of new ivory
192

pieces appear, probably acquired in the previous years by Vincenzo and Gabriello. The inventory mentions
several ivories which are not recognizable today, but some of them have been identified in European museums
by De Juliis in 1978 . Specifically: the inventory of 1752 mentions one Quadretto d’avorio, lungo un terzo, e largo
193

un quinto, in cui sono scolpiti i quaranta S. Martiri, con Gesù Cristo e alcuni angeli e una Chiesa. Con le lettere greche
ΟΙ ΑΓΙΟΙ ΤΕCCΑΡΑΚΟΝΤΑ . The ivory, estimated 7 scudi and reproduced by Gori (fig. 5.20), is the central
194

195

part of a triptych and it is today preserved in Berlin in the Skulpturensammlung und Museum für
Byzantinische Kunst, it is considered a Byzantine ivory of the 10 century (fig. 5.21). The other identifiable
196

th

Byzantine ivory was considered even more valuable, at least judging from the detailed description of the
inventory and from the higher price (3 zecchini): Un dittico d’avorio in due parti, le quali sono lunghe mezzo braccio
e larghe poco più d’un terzo, in ciascuna delle quali è una donna in piede che in una ha il capo turrito, un genio alato
sulla spalla destra, un cornucopia nella sinistra e un vaso con una palma nella destra. L’altra ha nella destra un’asta come
un tirso e nella sinistra un globo. Ha la galea in testa, su cui è un ramo di palma, una ghirlanda e un cespuglio di frondi.
Sono ambedue in piede, e dentro un tempio sostenuto da due colonne scannellate d’ordine corintio. Sul globo di questa
seconda donna è la Vittoria alata in atto di coronare la donna colla destra, e nella sinistra ha un ramo . The ivory
197

diptych (fig. 5.22), published by Gori (fig. 5.23), is today in Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches Museum, and it is
198

considered a Constantinopolitan production of the late 5th-6th century . The greater emphasis given to this
199
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Ricordanze dal 1785 al 1797) and the letters written by Padre Adami, preserved in the Archive of Santissima Annunziata
(ASSAFi, I. I. 238). Among the denscritpion, instead, the Museo Adamiano was described in FOLLINI RASTRELLI 17981802, 3, pp. 361-365 and in MORENI 1791, p. 61.
FOLLINI RASTRELLI 1798-1802, vol. 3, p. 365.
See chapter 4.2.2 Byzantine objects in private collections: extant and lost heritage.
GORI 1759.
About Gabriello Riccardi and his collection, see MINICUCCI 1987, pp. 275-289. On Riccardi collection and related
bibliography, see paragraph 4.2.2 Byzantine objects in private collections: extant and lost heritage, note 118.
ASF, Riccardi 276.1 ins. B.
DE JULIIS 1978.
ASF, Riccardi 276.1 ins. B, c. 360.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, part 4, p. X. The reproduction of the ivory is presented in the first, not numbered pages of the
volume, while the dissertation is contained in part 4, completed by Passeri.
Modern bibliography about the ivory is not very rich: considered a Byzantine piece of 10th -13th century by
GOLDSCHMIDT WEITZMANN 1930-1934, pp. 38-39 and by DE JULIIS 1978, note 9 p. 164, it was attributed to the 10
century by WEITZMANN 1960, and to the 12 century by TALBOT RICE 1963. It is assigned to the 10 century by DUITS
2013, fig. 6.3, p. 167 and in the digital catalogue entry of the Museum:
(http://www.smbdigital.de/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultLightboxView/result.t1.collection_lightbox.$TspTit
leImageLink.link&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfilterDefinition&sp=0&sp=0&sp=1&sp=Slightbox_3x4&sp=156&sp=Sdet
ail&sp=0&sp=F&sp=T&sp=161).
ASF, Fondo Riccardi 276.1 ins. B., p. 360.
GORI 1759, vol. 2, p. 184, tav. 3. About the reproductions, see VISCONTI 2012, pp. 240-241.
AGE OF SPIRITUALITY 1979, n. 153, pp. 173-175, with bibliography.
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ivory in the inventory might be due to its more classical style: it is plausible that it was considered a Roman
artefact, in particular because of the Latin painted inscriptions TEMPERANCIA and CASTITAS, which were
Medieval additions . Other pieces of the Riccardi collection are more problematic. The first is a piece indicated
200

inside the inventory but not represented by Gori: a Quadretto d’avorio con figure tre, rappresentanti S. Giovanni,
S. Paolo e S. Pietro: unfortunately, the vague description and the lack of reproductions makes it impossible to
recognize the ivory in modern collections and to establish whether it might be a Byzantine artefact.
This also the case with an ivory cross described by Francesco Fontani (1748-1818), working as a librarian for
the Riccardi family since 1783. In one of his comments to Lami’s Dissertazione relativa ai pittori e scultori che
fiorirono dal 1000 al 1300, published in 1792 and full of information about the Riccardi collection, talking about
Riccardi’s Greek ivories Fontani writes “moltissimi altri monumenti di simil natura, ed esistenti nella precitata
raccolta potrei qui rammentare, e fra questi una singolarissima Croce Stazionale in avorio che in piccoli
spartimenti tutte le più memorande gesta e misteri del Salvatore rappresenta” . Today it is impossible to
201

understand which cross is described here, as well as these “other monuments of similar nature” mentioned
by Fontani. Regarding the other not identifiable pieces it is at least worth mentioning that that the inventory
of the Riccardi Gallery written in 1756 describes due frammenti di bassorilievo Greco sacro .
202

But the Riccardi collection did not include only ivories, and the major difficulties concern precisely the possible
non-ivory Byzantine pieces collected by Riccardi. For example, de Juliis talks about an ivory leaf with Saint
Stephen, with Greek inscription. In 1743 it was described by Giovanni Lami in the Novelle Letterarie . The
203

librarian of the Riccardi family since 1732 (before Fontani), it is likely that Lami had access to their collection.
The author particularly appreciated the piece, as it was also mentioned one decade later, in his Dissertazione
relativa ai pittori e scultori che fiorirono dal 1000 al 1300, where it is judged “molto bello” . We can gain an idea
204

of the piece from its reproduction in Gori, 1759 (fig. 5.24). Even though De Juliis does not seem to notice it,
205

none of the authors writes that the panel is an ivory: Lami writes that it is in gilded brass (ottone) in 1743, but
he corrects the brass with “bronzo” in 1757, and Gori that it is in gilded bronze (ex aere inaurato). The
information is repeated inside the 1752 inventory, describing a Quadro di bronzo alto due terzi e largo uno, con
bassorilievo di S. Stefano, and it is confirmed by the evaluation of Riccardi collection made by in 1810, where,
among the Bronzi antichi figurati, there appears a placca con S. Stefano, lavoro Greco, estimated 28 franchi . This
206

last archival source is doubly relevant, as it attests that the bronze remained inside the collection at least until
1810.
Minicucci has showed that Gabriello Riccardi acquired several bronze panels , but it is impossible to infer
207

when the bronze was acquired and where. The bronze panel is not identifiable in any modern collections, but
Gori’s reproduction offers some details: the plaque, in fact, is portrayed with a series of small holes along the
borders: a sign that the bronze might have served as a cover for a book?

There is another Riccardi Byzantine piece lost today: it is a wooden panel showing Saint Gregory of Nazianzus,
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Ibid., p. 175. The inscriptions are dated at 8th-9th century. In the Thesaurus reproduction, the ivory leafs do not present
the inscription. However, Visconti has stressed that the reproduction is not faithful to the original (VISCONTI 2012, p.
240).
LAMI 1757 ed. 1792, note 12, p. LXV.
BRFi, Ms. Ricc. 3196, c. 130v.
LAMI 1743.
LAMI 1757 ed. 1792, p. LXV.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, pp. 113-114, tav. 15.
ASF, Riccardi 278.3, c. 64v.
MINICUCCI 1987, pp. 275-289.
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Saint Basil and Saint John Chrysostom. The panel is not recognizable in any modern collections, however,
judging from its representation in the Thesaurus (fig. 5.25), it appears similar to the wooden panels of Mount
208

Athos, similar to those present in Palazzo Pitti , indicating also in this case that some categories of objects
209

were spread, maybe because they were easy to purchase or because they were particularly appreciated. The
panel only appears in the 1752 inventory .
210

The Riccardi collection also included some Greek paintings, and also in this case the identification is today
impossible. The most interesting information comes again from Francesco Fontani in his comments on Lami’s
Dissertazione: trying to support Lami’s assertion that Greek paintings are “assai pregevoli, o si riguardi il
disegno, o la vivezza e nobiltà de’ colori” , in fact, Fontani offers as an example two Greek panels that, he
211

specifies, had been acquired by the Suddecano Gabriello. The description of the pieces is fairly detailed:
Circa le pitture Greche, della maniera appunto di cui parla qui il Lami, due pregevoli pezzi possono vedersi nella raccolta
di Sacre Antichità, formata non da molto dall'erudito genio del Sig. Canonico Suddecano de’ Marchesi Riccardi, e da me
ordinata. Il primo consiste in un Trittico, o vogliasi dire in una specie di Tabernacolo da chiudersi, con i suoi sportelli,
dipinto tutto con fondo d'oro, e disposto con varie divisioni a rappresentare diverse Sacre figure. Nella divisione superiore
della parte di mézzo si vede il Divin Salvatore, dipinto in faccia, in aria assai maestosa, con sopra le sigle ic o xc, cioè (…)
avente la destra alzata in atto di benedire, e nella sinistra un libre aperto in cui si legge il principio del vangelo di S.
Giovanni cioè (…). Alla destra del redentore v’è espressa l’immagine della Vergine Madre in profilo, coperta da un velo
scuro nella Testa e nelle Spalle, dove si leggono rilucere due stelle in oro, e innanzi al volto si leggono le sigle MP ΘY, cioè
(…) siccome nella sinistra si vede pure in profilo l’Immagine di S. Giovanni Battista, che in un bacile porta in mano la
propria sua testa, e v’è in cifra l’Epigrafe (…). Nei due spartimenti inferiori rappresentanti quasi due colonnati si veggono
le immagini dei dodici Apostoli, ciascheduno dei quali è distinto con 1'iniziale del respettivo nome, e fra essi vi sono delle
teste assai significanti. Procedendo poi innanzi a considerare le espresse figure nello sportello destro si ravvisa in alto un
Angelo, figura intiera di faccia, con la destra armata di spada che e’ tiene alzata al destro braccio sopra cui si leggono le
cifre M. A. vale a dire (…) e sotto vedesi un animoso guerriero a cavallo che, in atto di correre con la lancia, ammazza un
spaventevole drago che è in terra, e dagli attributi che lo accompagnano, non meno che dall'iscrizione soprapposta si
comprende rappresentarvisi un S. Giorgio. Due Santi Vescovi in abito Pontificale alla Greca son situati nel più alto del
secondo sportello, il primo de' quali è distinto con le cifre (…), probabilmente (…), quello forse distinto col nome di Mistico,
e che morì Patriarca di Costantinopoli nel 930. , e di cui si può vedere il Bollando ai 15. di Marzo, il secondo è un Giovanni,
leggendosi chiaramente la sigla (…) ma son consunte dal tempo le altre cifre dalle quali si sarebbe potuto comprendere il
preciso nome di tal S. Vescovo, che è forse quello di Trimetunte in Cipro, di cui si parla nel Mesologia ai 16. di Giugno. a
basso poi si vede un Santo a cavallo armato di asta, e dalle sigle, che vi si leggono chiare, pare che si debba leggere (…), di
cui gli storici Ecclesiastici nostri non fan parola, ma è quello stesso probabilmente del quale si fa menzione nel Triptico
greco mosco illustrato dal Passeri nell’appendice al Tomo III. del Tesoro dei Dittici commentati dal Gori. Dalla foggia della
Pittura, e dalla forma delle sigle e dei caratteri ognuno può agevolmente argomentare che questo Sacro monumento è
sicuramente dell’XI. Secolo, del qual tempo è pur l’altro di cui ho promesso di parlare. questo, che con la sua forma dà
manifesto indizio d’essere parte di un dittico, è circondato all’intorno a mo di cornice da una sottile lamina di metallo
dorato, e lavorato a Cesello con elegnnza e maestria , ed in tre diversi spartimenti rappresenta varie figure. Nella snperior
parte si scuoprono due Serafini in atto di adorare la Divinità, ed in un'ovato inferiore si veggono sedere a mensa i tre
Angeli che apparvero già ad Abramo, e furono da lui ricevuti in ospizio, come si ha nel Cap. XVlll. della Genesi. Il maestoso
volto di quello che siede in mezzo, come circondato all’intorno di gloria, e che stende la destra mano ad un calice ha in
tutto la sembianza d'un Salvatore, ne ciò dee recar maraviglia, mentre per lungo tempo, nella Chiesa Greca specialmente,
è invalsa 1'opinione che uno di questi Angeli fosse il Redentore medesimo, ma vi si oppone S. Agostino, seguitato in ciò
dalla maggior parte dei Latini Interpreti scrivendo nel libro 16. Cap. 29. della Città, di Dio : Angelos autem fuisse scriptura
testatur, mon solum in hoc Genesis libro, ubi haec gesta narrantur, verum etiam in Epistola ad Hebraeos, ubi cum hospitalitas
laudaretur: per canc, inuit, etiam quidem nescientes ospito receperunt Angelos. Il terzo spargimento poi ci offre ad osservare
cinque Santi figura intera col Nìmbo in Testa lavorato in lamina di metallo dorato, due dei quali sono vestiti d’abito
Vescovile; quello di mezzo tiene l’incensiere nella destra, e gli altri due che son situati alla sinistra sembrano vestiti d’abito
monacale, ed hanno ambedue in mano un ruotolo spiegato il primo, chiuso il secondo, ma non mi è stato possibile
l’indagare con certezza a quali Santi vescovi e Monaci appartengano individuatamente si fatte immagini, che, pel tempo
in cui furon dipinte, son certamente tali da non invidiare i tempi di Cimabue e di Giotto, e senza dubbio migliori .
212

According to Fontani, one is a triptych, or better, a closable tabernacle. It represents in the central leaf the
Deesis in the upper part and the apostles in the lower part, the Archangel Gabriel and Saint George riding the
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GORI 1759, vol. 3, part 4, p. XII.
See chapter 5.2.1 new objects and new displays in the Medici collection.
ASF, Fondo Riccardi 276.1 ins. B, c. 360: Quadretto di legno co’ bassirilievi di S. Gregorio, S. Giovanni Crisostomo e S. Basiliio,
con leggenda de’ lor nomi in greco; è meno d’un sesto per ogni lato ¼.
LAMI 1757 ed. 1792, p. LXII.
Ibid, note 10 pp. LXII-LXIV.
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horse on one of the lateral leafs, two Bishops and another warrior Saint in the other. The figures are identified
by Greek inscriptions. The second panel is instead a part of a diptych with a metal frame. It is divided into
three rows, presenting two Seraphs, Abraham’s hospitality and five Saints in the lower part, with a decoration
in metal foil. The description does not mention, in the second panel, any Greek inscription. Fontani dates both
the paintings to the 11 century. The two paintings do not appear in later inventories or documents, while a
th

third possible Byzantine panel is listed in the 1752 inventory, not recognizable in any of the artworks
mentioned above: a Quadretto in asse antico, alto soldi 12, e largo soldi 9, rappresenta la Madonna a sedere con Gesù
Bambino ed un santo, in fondo dorato con caratteri greci. The painting is not present in other later inventories.
The irregular references to Riccardi’s Byzantine pieces inside the inventories might be due to the mobility of
the collection, which began to be sold very early, already in 1737, and dramatically continued in this way
through “debiti, ipoteche, liquidazioni, aste, innumerevoli dispute, contese, controversie, liti ed azioni
giudiziarie” . De Juliis signals that 16 ivories appear in a sale register titled Inventario degli Avori esistenti nella
213

Libreria del Patrimonio del Sig.r Vincenzo Riccardi per la stima del Sig.r. Gio Antonio Santarelli . 9 of them are sold
214

on the 23 of July 1811: through some Processi verbali written by Riccardi’s usher and published by Minicucci,
rd

we are informed that Van Millingen acquired several pieces, described as n. 1 dittico, n. 2 altro dittico doppia
tavola, n. 3 dittico imperiale, n. 4 dittico Greco, n. 7 croce Greco mosca , while Giuseppe Gallier acquired two
215

ivories .
216

Even though the majority of the pieces are lost or not traceable today, the Riccardi collection is particularly
important: not only it appears as the richest collection of Byzantine objects in Florence (at least judging from
the existing documents), including bronzes, ivories, icons and wooden carved panels, but it is also one of the
few cases of a collection showing the appreciation for these objects both because historically significant, and
because of their artistic quality. We have already mentioned how the ivories, the bronze of Saint Stephen
(defined “molto bello”) and the painted icons are treated by Lami and Fontani as examples of the high quality
of Medieval Greek art . Moreover, some specific pieces, mainly ivories, seem to really attract the interest of
217

scholars. For example, the ivory with the Forty Martyrs: in 1755 it was reproduced by Scacciati at Riccardi’s
expense to be published inside the Thesaurus . Some prints of the reproduction were gifted by Gabriello
218

Riccardi to the other members of the Accademia Colombaria during a reunion in 1760, together with the prints
of another two “tavolette in avorio e legno” (presumably the wooden leaf with Greek Saints). The event is
reported by Pelli Bencivenni in his Efemeridi, and Pelli also adds that the panel with the Martyrs is “superba” .
219

A further sign of appreciation is the decision to commission copies of the estimated pieces: for example, Anton
Francesco Gori possessed a gypsum cast of Riccardi’s diptych with Rome and Constantinople .
220

The Riccardi were not the only family to possess Byzantine ivories and Byzantine pieces in 18 century
th
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MINICUCCI 1987, p. 300. About the disposal of the collection, see DE JULIIS 1978, pp. 152-153; MINICUCCI 1987, pp.
289-326.
DE JULIIS 1978, p. 152.
The croce might correspond to the ivory cross described by Fontani. Hower, also an other piece which could
correspond to this croce greco mosca was presented by Gabriello Riccardi during one Adunanza of Società Colombaria:
un bellissimo crocefisso del secolo undecimo, cioè una croce stazzionale rapprsentatnte Cristo in croce (…). Questa croce è di mezzo
rilievo benissimo conservata, smaltata di vari colori e con varie parole greco-barbare sopra ciascheduna figura…(MINICUCCI
1987, p. 288.
MINICUCCI 1987, pp. 414-415. Van Millingen is identified by the author as the English archaeologist James Millingen
(1774-1845), see MINICUCCI 1987, note 91, p. 320. He had a major role in the acquisition of Riccardi collection.
On Lami’s and Fontani conception of “Greek”, see 5.1 References to “Greek art” in the sources: art history treatises and
antiquarian studies.
MINICUCCI 1987, p. 279.
Efemeride, S.1, vol. II, c. 91-92, 16 aprile 1760; MINICUCCI 1987, pp. 285-286.
VISCONTI 2012, p. 240.
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Florence. Leafing through Gori’s monumental publication, it is possible to see that other objects were
circulating in 18 century Florence , and several were owned by these collectors/antiquarians. For example,
221

th

in the Thesaurus many indications can be found about the ivories and steatites possessed by Gori himself,
which will be addressed later.
According to Gori, two couples of steatite plauqes preserved in the Barberini collection in Rome came from
Florence. The first, which was later employed as book-cover of the codex Barb. Lat. 525 , shows on the one
222

leaf the Pentecost with two Saints Bishops below and on the other the Ascension, both framed by an acanthus
border (fig. 5. 26). The two ivory plaques, dated by scholars between the 11 and the 13 century and today
th

th

kept in the Vatican Museum , were already in Rome by the time that Gori wrote (1759, fig. 5. 27). Moretti,
223

studying the Byzantine pieces of Barberini collection, asserts that the steatite plaques do not appear in the
inventories of the family, likely because they were already used as book covers and preserved in the family
library . Barberini family possessed Byzantine pieces already in the 17 century . However, Gori does not give
224

225

th

any indication about the date of acquisition of the steatites .
226

The second steatite diptych mentioned by Gori inside Barberini Museum and coming from Florence is instead
227

nowadays kept in the Staatlichen Museen in Berlin. The two leafs portray Christ and the Virgin Odigitria under
an arch, surrounded by scenes of their lives (fig. 5.28, 5.29). They are debated by scholars, and have been
recently maintained as Italian artefacts of the 14 century . Once more, we don’t know where they were
th

228

previously preserved in Florence, nor when they were moved from Florence to Rome.
The ivory plaque with the Virgin and four heads of Apostles today in Berlin (10 century, fig. 5.30), presented
229

th

as the table n. 5 in the fourth part of the Thesaurus, completed by Passeri basing on Gori’s material (fig. 5.31),
230

should be instead definitely dissociated from Florence and Florentine collections. In 1995 Cutler wrote that the
ivory plaque was, during the 18 century, preserved inside the Ricci chapel in Santa Maria Novella . Cutler
231

th

corrected this assertion in 2003 : in the Thesaurus passage taken into account, in fact, Passeri is not describing
232

the ivory plaque (about which, he says, Gori did not leave any indication) but about a mosaic panel. However,
Cutler does not fully explain the misinterpretation nor identifies the mosaic panel. Inside Santa Maria Novella
no chapels pertaining to the Ricci family existed during the 18 century. Moreover, reading Passeri’s text
th

carefully, the church is named as S. Marci Novelli Chafagio, which responds to the church of Saint Mark in
Florence (Cafaggio was a district of the city) and not to Santa Maria Novella. The church indeed hosted a Ricci
chapel. We know that since 1609 the Ricci altar had been decorated with the mosaic icon of the Virgin coming

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Besides the ivories mentioned in this chapter, it is useful to remember that Gori mentions several ivory and not-ivory
pieces which arrived in the city before the 18th century and were still preserved in Florence: as an example, the silver
diptychs and the mosaic icon of the Twelve Feasts, already faced in the paragraph 2.4.2 Relics and reliquaries: extant
and lost heritage or the ivories of Gherardesca and Gaddi collection, analysed in 4.2.2 Byzantine objects in private
collections: extant and lost heritage.
MORETTI 2014, p. 71.
About the use as a book cover for the text, which dates back to 1936, see GOLDSCHMIDT WEITZMANN 1930-1934, p.
78, tav. XV; MOREY 1936, p. 68, tav. XV; MORETTI 2014, pp. 71-73, with bibliography. The diptych have been variously
considered as an Asian product, or an italian product from Ravenna or Venice.
Ibid.
About Barberini collection see as last I BARBERINI 2004; FAEDO FRANGENBERG 2005. About the Byzantine core of
the collection, MORETTI 2014, pp. 62-74.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, pp. 33-40, tav. VI-VII.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, pp. 281-290, tav. XXXVII.
On the diptych, see EFFENBERGER SEVERIN 1992, p. 256, n. 156; EFFENBERGER 2008, MORETTI 2014, p. 73.
GOLDSCHMIDT WEITZMANN 1930-1934, 2, n. 50; BÜHL 2000, n. 7, CUTLER 2003; TORCELLO 2009, n. 42, p. 170,
fig. p. 92.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, part 4, pp. 21-23, tav. 5.
CUTLER 1995, p. 261 and note 163, p. 261. He supposed that the ivory travelled from Constantinople to Germany,
where it was used and inscribed by a praesul named Bertold, and that afterwards it was treasured in Rome, until it
reached the Ricci chapel in Florence by the 18 century.
CUTLER 2003, note 26, p. 14.
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from the Oratory of John VII in Rome. The represntation of the mosaic, in fact, is presented as table n. 6
(catalogue entry n. 21, fig. b), immediately after the ivory plaque. Moreover, the inscription quoted by Passeri
is precisely the one which can be read below the mosaic still today . Therefore, the information given by
233

Passeri, editing Gori’s annotation, are mixed. The error made by Passeri is surprising, since, while talking
about the mosaic, which is commented on immediately after the ivory, he interprets the figure as a Diva
Augusta Anonyma , when it had already been correctly identified as the Vergine Regina by 17 century
234

th

literature (see catalogue entry n. 21). It should be clear that the ivory plaque of Berlin never reached Italy, let
alone Florence.
Gori’s text, in a few cases, gives indications also regarding non ivory pieces: his analysis and sketches are of
great help in individuating the owners of Byzantine objects, such as one Byzantine painted panel which is
indicated in Domenico Maria Manni’s collection: it is a curved panel with Christ enthroned (fig. 5.32) . It is
235

plausible that Domenico Maria Manni (1690-1788), a Florentine scholar and printmaker , possessed also other
236

Byzantine pieces. Only one study is dedicated to his collection, and specifically to his seals, a category of object
for which he hd a strong interest, as is demonstrated by his huge publication about Medieval sigillography .
237

However, some important data have emerged from the examination of the correspondence between Cardinal
Stefano Borgia in Rome and his agent in Florence, Angelo Maria Bandini . In a series of letters dated between
238

1781 and 1784 Stefano Borgia tries repeatedly to obtain information about Manni’s collection, especially about
his ancient Christian panels, sacred ivories and enamels: his letters mention several times the Byzantine panel
with Christ enthroned, published by Gori. In 1782 Borgia obtained seven pieces from Manni’s collection, but
apparently many other remained in Florence: Jacob Christian Adler, visiting Florence in the same year, writes
to the Cardinal that Manni’s residence still preserves ancient paintings . Spalletti has underlined the
239

possibility that Bandini could play an ambiguous role, trying to diminish the importance of Manni’s pieces to
keep some artworks for his own private collection, but simultaneously trying to satisfy Borgia’s requests .
240

Unfortunately, the few available extant data about Manni’s collection do not allow us to reconstruct more
precisely the entity of his Christian (and Byzantine) collection. On the opposite, more information is available
about Angelo Maria Bandini’s possessions, which certainly included Byzantine pieces. Spalletti’s hypothesis
that Bandini kept some of Manni’s artworks for himself is therefore particularly relevant.
Angelo Maria Bandini (1726-1803), is an other prominent figure of ecclesiastic and learned man living between
Rome, where he moved in 1748 and began his ecclesiastical career, Florence, where he was assumed as
librarian in Marucelliana Library since 1751 and in the Medicea Laurenziana since 1757, and Fiesole . It is in
241

Fiesole that he kept his artefacts, partly in his Villa of Tre Pulzelle and partly in the Villa and the chapel of
sant’Ansano, which he acquired in 1795. The studies about his collection are particularly rich . It is likely that
242
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Cutler interpreted John VI as Passeri’s mistake, correcting the inscription in John XVI, a Calabrian-Greek who was
briefly anti pope. The inscription should be instead corrected in John VII: this mistake was already made by Del Migliore
(see catalogue entry n. 21).
Ibid., pp. 23-25, tab. VI.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, pp. 94-96, tav. 11.
On Manni, see CRIMI 2007.
MANNI 1739-1786. For his seals collection, today flown inside Bargello National Museum, see MUZZI 1988-1990.
SPALLETTI 2000. About Borgia’s Museo Sacro, see note 116 of the present chapter.
Ibid., p. 119.
Ibid., pp. 125-126.
On Bandini’s biography and his figure as erudite and scholar, see ROSA 1963; SCUDIERI 1993, pp. 15-18; and the more
recent and detailed contributions UN ERUDITO 2002; SCARLINI 2003. Bandini was in contact with the most important
erudite of his time, such as Giovanni Lami and Marco Lastri, who probably influenced his taste choices. About his circle
in Florence, see SCARLINI 2003, pp. 51-72.
The most important studies about Bandini’s collection are those by Magnolia Scudieri (SCUDIERI 1993, mentioning a
large number of archival documents, and SCUDIERI 2002), but also by SCARLINI 2003, pp. 51-76; GNONI MAVARELLI
2011; TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014, pp. 273-275, by Lia Brunori. Still fundamental is the first description of the collection,
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he had already begun acquiring artworks in 1751 , when his appointment to Marucelliana Library granted
243

him a stable income, and he demonstrated a precocious interest in Primitives. His collection was organized
according to an interesting separation between Sacred objects and paintings and the profane objects, both
archaeological remains and modern “scientific” tools: while the first were displayed inside the chapel of
Sant’Ansano, the latter were kept in the “Gabinetto delle Antichità” of the Villa . It is evidently the first part
244

of the collection that he considered most important as at his death, in 1802, he left this section of the collection
to the Bishop and the Chapter of Fiesole. In 1911 his art pieces were transferred from Sant’Ansano to the Museo
Bandini , and the museum still preserves a high quality Byzantine piece, included in the catalogue: a gilded
245

steatite plaque with the Archangel Gabriel (catalogue entry n. 22). Based on existing archive documents, it is
impossible to determine when the steatite entered the collection: its description is clearly recognizable for the
first time only in the inventory of 1862, compiled 60 years after Bandini’s death . However, it would certainly
246

have been part of Bandini’s acquisitions: in the 19 century, in fact, no objects were added to the original core
th

of the collection . The steatite icon and its collocation inside the Museum collection are visible from a
247

photograph of the chapel’s interior taken in the first years of the 20 century, just before the transfer of the
th

artworks to the new museum. The steatite is displayed inside a wood and glass showcase , together with some
248

ivories and a gilded glass, on the right pillar of the tribune (catalogue entry n. 22, fig. c).
If no new pieces were added to the collection during the 19 century, some of them were certainly disposed
th

of, for example the copies and the casts made in gypsum of ancient ivories and marbles . The acquisitions and
249

sales or donations of pieces also characterized the time during Bandini’s activity, therefore some of the
artefacts mentioned in inventories and archival documents are not recognizable today . From the analysis of
250

ancient sources and archival documents, little data about the possible presence of Byzantine objects besides
the steatite plaque has emerged . Tramontani in his description mentions “diverse tavole antiche di Greco e
251
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made by his friend Luigi Tramontani in 1797 (TRAMONTANI 1797, ed. 1862), even though Scudieri (1993) supposes that
the letter could be a Bandini’s autograph.
SCUDIERI 2002, p. 181.
Scudieri (2002) finds different possible reasons for this separation: on the one side the author underlines that some
artworks (the Sacred ones) might have both historical and artistic value, and were considered “worthy” of being
displayed inside a Museum. However, this interpretation contrasts with the fact, noticed by Scarlini, that in Bandini’s
travel literature, he often gives negative judgements about medieval artworks (SCARLINI 2003, p. 69). On the other side,
Scudieri suggests that the will to contextualise the Sacred artworks in a suitable environment (a chapel) counted. On the
“Gabinetto delle Antichità”, see SCUDIERI 1993, pp. 33-34.
About Museo Bandini, see BANDERA VIANI 1981.
ASGFi, Uff. Catalogo, Fasc. 181, n. 102.
About the management of the collection between 1802 (Bandini’s death) and 1911 (the opening of Museo Bandini), see
SCUDIERI 1993, pp. 42-43.
The showcase was not part of Bandini’s arrangement: it was realized in 1841 to preserve the pieces (SCUDIERI 1993, p.
43).
SCUDIERI 1993, p. 42.
For example, Scudieri (1993, p. 42) mentions an altarpiece attributed to Domenico Ghiralndaio, 5 paintings of Trecento
and a brass cross in low relief.
The research was based on the description by Tramontani (1797, ed. 1862) and on the most important inventories, whose
archival collocation was signalled IN SCUDIERI 1993.
Consulted inventories and documents of the 18th century:
1768: Inventario delle Masserizie e robe diverse che si ritrovano nella villa che tiene il Canonico Ang. M. Bandini alle Tre Pulzelle
fatto questo dì 10 luglio 1768 (ACFs, XX.8, contratti e scritture 1803-1836, cc.8)
1778: Inventario delle masserizie, biancheria etc. esistente nella casa di Firenze del reverendo Can.co Angelo Ma, Bandini fatto questo
dì 26 giugno 1778 (ACFs, XX.8, contratti e scritture 1803-1836, cc.14)
1782: Quaderno di alcuni ricordi dell'Ill.MO sig. can. Angelo Maria Bandini 1782 (ACFs, XX.8)
1795: Inventario delle Masserizie ed arredi sacri ritrovati esistere da noi infrascritti periti questo dì 21 febbraio 1795 nell'oratorio di
S. Ansano, a firma di G. caglieri e G. Carniani, più altri documenti (ACFs, XX.1). The Filza resulted to be empty.
1797: Inventario della mobiglia esistente nella chiesa e stanze di S. Ansano...fatto nel mese di maggio 1797 (ACFs, XX.8, contratti e
scritture 1803-1836, cc. 45).
Consulted inventories and documents of the 19th century:
1803: Inv. Dopo la morte (a di 9 agosto 1803. inventario fatto dopo la morte dell'Ill.mo e Rev. Mo signor Canonico Angelo Maria
Bandini...) (AVFs, XVIII B.89, cc. 201-35)
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italiano stile” . This “Greco stile” might be misleading: as we have already seen in many cases, this expression
252

does not only correspond to modern “Byzantine”, but also to the Italian “maniera greca”. Indeed, Bandini’s
collection included several pieces which were stylistically close to Byzantine art, or which could respond to
the definition of “greco stile” despite being Tuscan, such as the three crucifixes of the 13 century, one of them
th

today attributed to the Master of S. Francesco Bardi , or the Venetian diptych with Crucifixion dated to the
253

beginning of the 14 century (fig. 5.33 a,b). However, one of the inventories taken into account partially
th

254

confirms Tramontani’s indication: in 1797, the description of the Sacristy before the chapel of Sant’Ansano lists
alle pareti laterali della porta della sagrestia due pitture greche, cioè la Madonna col Bambino Gesù e S. Gio con lettere
greche, l'altro rappresentante Iddio Padre e il Redentore con lettere greche, and an annotation, probably added later
by a different hand specifies Questi pure sono messi in chiesa, avanti i due bassorilievi di marmo. If the annotation
is correct, we should suppose that even later the two paintings were preserved in the Sacred Museum,
transferred from the Sacristy to the Chapel. However, no panels in the modern Museo Bandini correspond to
this description. It is plausible that these panels were effectively Byzantine or at least Cretan-venetian icons,
due the presence of Greek letters. No other useful information has emerged from archival sources, but
Bandini’s collection is nevertheless important. Firstly, it has transmitted to us one of the most interesting
Byzantine pieces of Florence. Moreover, the collocation of this artwork, and of the other “Greek style”
paintings in Bandini’s Museo Sacro helps to clarify Bandini’s attitude towards Byzantine artefacts, which was
mainly historical. The steatite, together with other possible Byzantine pieces (collocated in the Sacristy), were
the starting points of the museological path in the chapel, which concentrated on Florentine masterpieces of
the 13 and 14 century, especially on the School of Giotto, followed by a conspicuous group of the Robbiane
th

th

and continued according to an historical criterion. The mainly historical interest is confirmed by the negative
judgements expressed by Bandini in his travel literature on Medieval artworks : notwithstanding one of his
255

advisors was the same Giovanni Lami that had brilliantly endorsed the aesthetic quality of Byzantine and
Western medieval art, “nel percorso di arte sacra che egli volle ricreare potrebbe non essere lontano un
richiamo alla storiografia vasariana manifestata attraverso l’acquisizione di opere di “maniera greca” (avori
bizantini, il rilievo in steatite, le Croci dipinte del XIII secolo), passando per i capisaldi della pittura
fiorentina…ecc…ecc fino a raggiungere il climax con Michelangelo” .
256

Bandini is a key figure of Florentine culture also for his relationship with Rome, where he lived from 1748 to
1751 . For example, his decision of organizing a sort of “Museo Sacro” might have been reached following the
257

same cultural trends which brought in Rome to the opening of the Museo Sacro Vaticano by Pope Benedict
XIV (and which was denied by Pelli Bencivenni inside the Uffizi). Moreover, Bandini continued to have
contacts with the Roman environment even after his return to Florence. His figure, in fact, is important for the
role that he had as the mediator for the acquisition, by Roman collectors, of several pieces in Florence. We
have already seen how he cooperated with Borgia in his attempt to acquire Manni’s collection (sometimes
with an evident conflict of interest), but he was talso the main person responsible for the entry of two other
important Florentine collections including Byzantine pieces into the Museo Sacro Vaticano: the Museo Gorio
and the Museo Stoschiano.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1862: F. Rondoni, Inventario degli oggetti d'arte esistenti nell'oratorio pubblico di Sant'Ansano presso Fiesole, 29 Agosto 1862
(ASGF, Uff. Catalogo, Fasc. 181).
TRAMONTANI 1797 ed. 1862, p. 21.
SCUDIERI 2002, p. 184, fig. 6.
See the catalogue entry in SCUDIERI 1993, n. 8, pp. 74-75.
About Bandini’s travel literature, see SCARLINI 2003, pp. 76-89.
TARTUFERI TORMEN 2014, p. 273.
See SCUDIERI 1993, pp. 15-18.
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5.3.1) The case of Museo Gorio
Cutler has pointed out the figure of the erudite-antiquarian at the service of the patron’s collection. The
analysis of the private collections in 18th century Florence has shown that many of these scholars also owned
small collections (Hugford, Manni, Bandini…), and often their curiosity and knowledge brought Byzantine
artworks among their possessions. This is exactly the case with Gori’s collection: based on published material
and archival documents it is in fact possible to reconstruct the core of the Byzantine objects in Gori’s hands,
which were numerous, to follow the destiny of the pieces after Gori’s death and to stress some significant
characteristics of Gori’s collecting attitudes.
Anton Francesco Gori (1691-1757) is a well known scholar, antiquarian and founder of Società Colombaria
Fiorentina (1735) . His publications and studies (especially the Inscriptiones antiquae in Etruriae urbibus
258

exstantes, 1727-1743, the Museum Etruscum, 1737-1743, the Museum Florentinum, 1731-1766 ) were fundamental
259

in Florentine culture and some of them are still important today: we have seen that his work on ivory diptychs,
published posthumously (Thesaurus veterum dypticorum consolarium et ecclesiasticorum, 1759 ) is a significant
260

primary source of information. While several studies have addressed the Roman and Etruscan antiquities
included in his collection as well as their disposal after 1757 , less attention has been paid to his Christian
261

objects : this part of the collection, even if less conspicuous (Gori’s main interests were Etruscan language and
262

culture) included important Medieval objects, such as a Station Crucifix from the Pieve di Grasciano, an
ancient painted Crucifix from Santa Maria del Fiore, that he left to the Società Colombaria, 8 corbels of the 14

th

century from the old altar of the Florentine Baptistery, which were later acquired by Angelo Maria Bandini,
and a triptych with the Coronation of the Virgin attributed to Pacino da Buonaguida .
263

The present research reconstructs the path taken by the Byzantine core of Gori’s collection, which, at Gori’s
death in 1757 left Florence and entered the collections of the Museo Sacro Vaticano, opened in 1757. The
investigation started from an indication given by Scudieri about Bandini’s function as mediator between
264

Francesco Vettori, Prefetto and Curatore of the new-born Museum, and Gori’s heir, the brother Giuseppe
Maria. The identification of the pieces and the analysis of the collection and its meaning is based on several
published and unpublished documents: first, the list of objects acquired by Francesco Vettori, contained in a
document from Computisteria, in the Vatican Secret Archive (doc. 6). The list was published by Morello in 1981
and it contains 39 Byzantine and Christian objects from the Museo del Prop.o Gori . The pieces indicated in the
265
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About Anton Francesco Gori see at least CROCIANI FABOZZI 1976; BORRONI SALVADORI 1978; VANNINI 2002;
VISCONTI 2012, pp. 221-222.
GORI 1727-1743; GORI 1737-1743; GORI 1731-1766.
GORI 1759.
The first contribution mentioning Gori as a collector is DE JULIIS 1976, but the main analyses of his collection are quite
recent: on his gems, see MICHELI 1986, while about the formation, the entity and the disposal of the antiquities see
CAGIANELLI 2006; GAMBARO 2007; GAMBARO 2008.
The only contribution to deal also with Gori’s Christian collection is DE BENEDICTIS 2004. The author mentions a
previous publication by Lucia Battista on the subject, but it was not available. During my research, the Vatican Museum
was renewed: in the current display, some of the labels contain the indication of provenance from Gori’s collection.
See DE BENEDICTIS 2004, pp. 2-4. On the Crucifix of Società Colombaria, SALMI 1930-31, VEDERE IN BIBLIO Più
RECENTE about the corbels, NERI LUSANNA 1984 and the indications always given by Neri Lusanna in SCUDIERI
1993, pp. 157-160. On the triptych see as last BOSKOVITZ 2003.
SCUDIERI 1993, p. 31. However, the archive collocation indicated by the author do not correpond to the mentioned
documents.
ASV, A.S.P. Computisteria 283, n. 91, in MORELLO 1981, pp. 86-88.
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list were compared with those appearing in ancient and modern catalogues , with the aim to follow their
266

267

trajectories and often, their loss throughout centuries, especially during the Napoleonic occupation. An other
fundamental source is the correspondence between Vettori and Bandini after Gori's death. The letters, still
unpublished, are preserved in the Marucelliana Library: those concerning Gori's collection are 18, dated
between January and July 1758 (doc. 7). Through the letters it is possible to follow the negotiations, the
268

procedures to transfer the objects and Vettori’s comments about the acquisition. The Marucelliana Library also
preserves a rich set of manuscript material by Gori, which entered the library after his death: in this huge
quantity of documents an important book of sketches has recently been brought to life by Visconti . And of
269

course, much information can be found inside Gori’s Thesaurus.
The first significant element to emerge from the correspondence between Vettori and Bandini, is that the
Christian core of Gori's collection was probably much greater than what we can identify today: in two letters
(24 and 28 January 1758), while limiting the price to be paid to Giuseppe Maria Gori to 6 or maximum 8 zecchini,
Vettori asserts that he has already paid an adequate sum of money directly to Anton Francesco Gori when he
was still alive for the purchase of his Christian pieces and some of Buonarroti’s collection (doc. 7, n. 1,2).
270

Vettori declares his surprise at the existence of other Christian materials, as he thought he had acquired the
totality of them, but he supposes that the objects now in Giuseppe Maria's hands had probably entered Gori's
collection after the first transaction between Anton Francesco Gori and Vettori. Therefore, we should suppose
that other Christian and eventually Byzantine objects in Gori's collection had already moved to Vettori's
collection (which was to be the main core of the Museo Sacro) a few years before: it would be very interesting,
even if impossible at this stage of the research, to quantify and individuate these items. Moreover, it is possible
that some Christian objects had remained even after in the hands of Giuseppe Maria: several years after the
acquisition by Vettori, in fact, Cardinal Borgia tries to seize some Christian paintings owned by Gori, but the
negotiation fails due to the impossibility of obtaining detailed information. From the letters exchanged by
Bandini and Borgia in 1782, in fact, it seems that the list of the ancient paintings, which was to be provided by
Giuseppe Maria Gori, never arrived .
271

Concerning the typologies of artworks, some were evidently connected to Gori's antiquarian studies and
found a place inside his publications.
For example, the ivories: in the list of the objects acquired by Vettori from Giuseppe Maria Gori we find 15
ivory pieces, the most numerous category of objects. Several pieces are not clearly recognizable today, as their
description is too vague to allow a precise identification or because they have been lost (cfr. doc. 6). Some
ivory objects are instead still recognizable in modern Vatican collections, and confirmed through an
examination of the ancient catalogues of 1762, 1767 and 1878 to verify the coherence. The majority of them was
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The consulted manuscript catalogues are:
1762: (A. BAV, ms. 73)
1767: (A. BAV, ms. 67, ff. 231-241)
1878: (A. BAV, ms. 66a), compiled by De Rossi
Inventory of the French occupation: (A. BAV. ms. 69, ff. 34-41)
Documents by Santoloni on expropriations: (A. BAV. ms. 102).
!
MOREY 1936; VOLBACH 1942; RIGHETTI 1955; RIGHETTI 1956; BIANCO FIORIN 1995; LEGA 2009; LEGA 2011;
CORNINI LEGA 2013.
BMFi, BII 27 XIV, cc. 426 – 486.
BMFi, A.CCLXXIII, in VISCONTI 2012. About the Fondo Gori in Marucelliana Library, see ANGELI 1992.
The pieces from the Buonarroti collection might include the Rambona diptych, analysed in chapter 4.2.4 Byzantine
objects in private collection: extant and lost heritage, and Buonarroti’s collection of Christian glasses (see MORELLO
1981, LEGA 2011).
SPALLETTI 2000, p. 120. The reading of the original letters (BMFi, BIII 27XXXVIII, fol. 205r-206r, 15 giugno e 27 luglio
1782) did not add useful elements. The rest of the Gori collection, including especially Etruscan vases and bronze pieces,
after being offered to the Uffizi Gallery was acquired by the British Museum (GAMBARO 2007).
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produced in Northern Italy (or anyway in Western Europe) and is quite late, dated between 14th and 15th
century. We can mention as an example the casket plate with four Apostles (doc 6, n. 22, fig. 5.34) , and the
272

two fragments, one with the Godfather (doc 6, n. 33, fig. 5.35) , and one with Saint Catherine holding the palm
273

branch and the rota (doc 6, n. 15, fig. 5.36) . However, Gori also possessed some Byzantine ivories: inside the
274

Thesaurus we find the representation of an ivory plaque with Deesis under a ciborium which is given the caption
Ex ebore in Museo Sacro Vaticano (fig. 5.37) . If we read the comment, the plaque is described as one of Gori’s
275

cimelia sacra: an incomplete preparatory sketch can be also found in the Marucelliana Library (fig. 5.38) . The
276

ivory, still present in the Vatican collection (fig. 5.39) is missing of the upper right corner, which seems
277

present in the reproduction . Even though modern critics consider it as an Italian imitation of a Byzantine
278

artworks , it worth underlining that in the 18th century it was believed to be an original Greek artwork,
279

described by Gori as monumentum ecclesiae graecae. It is also important mentioning that this ivory is not
included in Vettori's list, nor it is mentioned in the letters between Vettori and Bandini. The only source
informing us that it belonged to Gori is the Thesaurus itself: a sign that the ivory could have been part of that
group acquired by Vettori directly from Gori before his death, which is so difficult to reconstruct today. In
fact, Morey’s catalogue identifies the piece as one of those from Vettori collection. The discrepancy between
the figure and the text in the Thesaurus is also an interesting element: it is likely that the engraving was realized
when the ivory had already reached Rome.
Considering the interest that Gori cultivated for ivories, it is not surprising that the main part of his Byzantine
collection comprises low reliefs in steatite. Indicated in the documents as monuments in pietra di paragone, the
relief steatites identifiable today inside the Vatican Museum are significant. One of them, the steatite with the
bust of a blessing Christ and a cross on the reverse (fig. 5.40) , was particularly appreciated by Gori and his
280

contemporaries: it was published in the first page of his Monumenta Sacrae Vetustatis Insignia Basilicae Baptisterii
Florentinii of 1756 (fig. 5.41), totally out of context, and it was after published in the Thesaurus (fig. 5. 42),
281

282

with a very accurate preparatory sketch in sanguine (fig. 5.43) . Moreover, Vettori’s list describes the piece as
283

a bel monumento riportato nell’opera de Dittici (doc. 6, n. 10), and this opinion also emerges from several letters:
in a letter of July 1758, at the end of the transaction between Bandini and Vettori, Vettori complains about the
quality of the materials received, stating his complete satisfaction only with a few objects; one is exactly the
Christ in steatite “with Greek letters” (doc. 6, n. 18) . Vettori was so proud of this acquisition that in the same
284

letter he expressed the wish that the Thesaurus, by that time completed by Passeri, would contain an indication
of the new position of the steatite inside the Sacred Museum, a wish which evidently was not satisfied (fig.
5.42). The other steatites from Gori's collection also seem to have been valued highly by Vettori: for example,
the rectangular plate with the bust of Saint Basil inside a niche, described in Vettori's list as bellissimo lavoro in
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MOREY 1936, A 115, p. 88.
Ibid., A 101, p. 83.
Ibid., A 114, p. 88.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, pp. 96-98, tav. 11.
BMFi, A.CCLXXIII, unnumbered pages. The sketch is unpublished.
MOREY 1936, A 67, p. 65.!
VISCONTI (2012, p. 263) mentions the possibility that the pieces today broken, but appearing intact in the sketches for
the Thesaurus, might have been hypothetically reconstructed by the author.
GOLDSCHMIDT WEITZMANN 1930-1934, vol. 2, n. 96; MOREY 1936, A 67, p. 65. Bibliography suggests a date
towards 11th-12th century.!
RIGHETTI 1956 tav. V, n. 6, pp. 332-333; KALAVREZOU MAXEINER 1985, n. 106, pp. 186-187. The piece is dated at
the 13th century.
GORI 1756, p. 3.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, p. 120, tav. XVII.
BMFi, A.CCLXXIII, not numbered pages. The sketch is unpublished.
BMFi, BII 27 XIV, cc. 465r – 466v.
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piccolo (doc. 6, n. 11). The plate is still recognizable today in the Vatican Museum (fig. 5.44), it is considered to
be a 12 -13 century production by Righetti and a 14 century production by Kalavrezou Maxeiner . The last
th

th

285

th

Byzantine steatite appears in Vettori’s list as a un altro pezzo nella media pietra con dodici figure in diverse attitudini
di ottimo lavoro Greco, which I think can be identified with the fragment with the Koimesis today in the Vatican
Museums (fig. 5.45).
286

Other kinds of objects are instead harder to trace back to Gori's scientific interests: it is the case of painted
icons, never treated in his studies, but which appear frequently in Vettori's list. Three of them are clearly
recognizable inside the Pinacoteca Vaticana, and have in fact already been identified by Bianco Fiorin. Gori
seems to favour, also in the case of painted panels, the form of diptychs or triptychs: among the identifiable
icons we have a triptych with the Coronation of the Virgin (fig. 5.46) considered by Bianco Fiorin as a GreekVenetian production of the beginnings of the 15 century . In Vettori’s list it is described as molto bello e le figure
th
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ressembran fatte con molta maestria (doc. 6, n. 4), and Gori probably also appreciated the tabernacle: the figure
of Saint John on the lateral panel is in fact published in the Thesaurus (fig. 5.47). Still from the Gori collection
288

is the triptych with the Virgin Blachernitissa, probably a Greek panel of the 16 century (Doc. 6, n. 7, fig. 5.48).
th

289

In the list the two icons are not clearly identified as “Greek”, but in both cases the presence of Greek letters is
underlined. We know from the list that Gori's collection included a third triptych with Virgin and Child in the
centre, Saint John the Baptist and Saint Christopher on the lateral panels (doc. 1, n. 3): it is identifiable in the
catalogue of the Sacred Museum of 1762 but it disappears from later catalogues and in the modern Vatican
290

collection no pieces correspond to its description.
Gori's collection also included a few single painted panel. One is the small painting with Saint George riding
a horse, again described as molto bella by Vettori (doc. 6, n. 38), recognizable in the panel by the Cretan painter
Angelo Bizamano (1482-1539) (fig. 5.49) and two other paintings with the Annunciation and the Koimesis:
291

described in the list as Due quadretti di maniera greca with Annunciation and Transit (doc. 6, n. 5-6), I think they
can be recognized in 1762 Catalogue as the Annunciatio and Dormitio, both being picta in papyro . The Vatican
292

catalogue adds the important information that the two paintings were on paper and that they presented Slavic
inscriptions: two artworks which we would hardly define as “Byzantine” today, but that were appreciated in
1758 for their “Greek manner”. It is difficult to assess today the exact meaning of the expression “Greek
manner” associated to Slavic inscriptions: does it refer only to stylistic characteristics or is it the indication that
the cultural conception of “Greek” also included the area of Russia and the Balkans?
Unfortunately, after 1762 the paintings were lost: it would be interesting today to understand what kind of
artworks they were. Lastly, we remind that also the panel with the Virgin and Child with Greek letters
presented by Adescato to the reunion of Accademia Colombaria, mentioned in the beginning of the chapter,
was part of Gori collection: Adescato is in fact Gori’s pseudonym within the Colombaria .
293

None of the painted icons, which were described with accuracy and precision in Vettori's list, was mentioned
in the letters to Bandini: a possible sign that Byzantine paintings were appreciated less compared to Byzantine
carvings and hard stone objects.
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RIGHETTI 1956, tav. V, n. 10, p. 333; KALAVREZOU MAXEINER 1985, n. 141, pp. 213-214.
Ibid., tav. IV, n. 1, pp. 331-332; Ibid., n. 2, pp. 93-94. Kalavrezou Maxeiner dates the fragment at the 10th century.
BIANCO FIORIN 1995, n. 2, pp. 15-16, fig. 4-5.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, part 4, p. 17, tav. 3.
Ibid., n. 39, p. 39, fig. 61.
A. BAV, vol. 73, fol. 142, n. 37.
BIANCO FIORIN 1995, n. 7 pp. 18-19.
A. BAV, vol. 73 fol. 52-53.
See note 35 of the present chapter. It is likely that, going on with the Spogli, many other possible Byzantine objects will
be added to Gori’s collection.
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Another type of artworks seems instaed to have been strongly appreciated: in a letter dated at the 13 of May,
th

Vettori asserts that the most interesting piece he had received was the wooden engraved cross (Doc. 7, n. 11).
A boxwood cross is described in Vettori's list (doc. 6, n. 17) and a boxwood cross is published in the Thesaurus

294

(fig. 5.50), specifying its pertinence to Gori’s museum. However, Vettori explains that the cross he is satisfied
with is not the one published in the Thesaurus, which had already been received by Vettori from Gori himself
during the first transaction of Christian materials. We should therefore conclude that Gori's collection had two
similar crosses: the first, which was published inside the Thesaurus, is still visible in the Vatican collection (fig.
5.51) . It was probably realized in Bulgaria between the 17th and the 18th centuries , and it was sold directly
295

296

to Vettori by Gori when he was still alive. The second, sent by Bandini to Vettori for the Sacred Museum, might
be recognized in one of the other post-byzantine wooden crosses of the Vatican Museum (fig. 5.51): both the
list and the letters lack further details to help in identifying it precisely. The presence of a a good quantity of
these post-Byzantine wooden carved pieces (three crosses, three engraved panels and one medallion coming
from the Medici collection, one panel in the Riccardi collection and Gori’s artefacts) is a sign of their esteem
and and circulation in 18th century Florence. Clearly they were considered more ancient: Gori's cross is
described as di maniera greca in Vettori's list, and the Medici-Lorena artworks were still qualified as
“Byzantine” at the beginning of the 20 century.
th

Finally, it is worth mentioning that Gori’s interests did not result only in the collecting activity, but also in the
realisation of copies. Important examples are the three silver reliquary-diptychs with stories of Saint John the
Baptist and busts of Saints in the Baptistery of Florence, today lost . Gori was the first to mention and to
297

analyse the diptychs likely facilitated by his position as parish priest of Saint John from 1746, and he decided
298,

to commission a lead copy of the plaques constituting the diptychs. These lead copies, arranged into two
panels, did not include all the figures: as the reproductions show, the reliquaries were already damaged and
incomplete by Gori’s times. The panels were acquired by Vettori together with all the other Christian pieces :
299

they are in fact still preserved in the Vatican Museum (fig. 5.52, 5.53). They have always been considered of
value, despite being mere copies: noticed and published by Schlumberger, they were exhibited at the
beginning of the 20 century at the great exhibition in Grottaferrata . By that time they had already been
300

th

recognized as copies of the Florentine diptychs, but their provenance from the Gori collection was unknown.
Knowing their provenance is an important element for the history of taste: particularly interesting is Gori's
decision to assemble the plates freely, mixing the three diptychs instead of reproducing the composition of the
originals. Important is also the attention dedicated by Gori to the reproduction of not only the images but also
the inscriptions, a decision which appears consistent with his antiquarian and philological learning, but which
also acquires new meaning if we consider that, inside the Thesaurus’ description, the Greek inscriptions are
considered important proof of antiquity and of Byzantine origin.
The documents in the Vatican Secret Archive also include a list of the objects acquired by Vettori from another
important collection in Florence, owned by Filipp von Stosch (doc.6a) . The studies about Stosch collection are
301

not numerous , and none of them have concentrated on the Christian core. In particular, the analysis of his
302
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GORI 1759, vol. 3, part 4, pp. 18-19, tav. 4.
The cross is, as long as I know, unpublished.
Vatican Museum, label of the cross.
About the silver diptychs, see paragraph 2.4.2 Relics and reliquaries: extant and lost heritage.
The diptychs are mentioned inside the Thesaurus GORI 1759, vol. 3, pp. 345-357, tav. 4, 5. A preparatory sketch is
contained in BMFi, A.CCLXXIII.
The two panels appear in the list of 1758 and in the inventory of Museo Sacro written in 1762, fol. 3.
SCHLUMBERGER 1896-1905, 2, pl. 6-7; MUÑOZ 1906, fig. 137-138.
ASV, Computisteria 283, 19.
About von Stosch, see MACKAY QUYNN 1941; LEWIS 1967; BORRONI SALVADORI 1978; CRISTOFANI 1981.
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collection of gems and cameos, starting from the first catalogue drafted by Winckelmann, have considered
exclusively the classical cameos .
303

However, Stosch collection certainly included Christian objects, otherwise the efforts made by Vettori to
acquire his pieces would be hardly explainable. From some letters sent to Bandini and preserved in
Marucelliana Library, dated to February and June 1758 (doc. 7, n. 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16) and from some
304

letters sent to Pelli Bencivenni and flown into the State archive of Florence, dated beyween April and July
1758 it is evident that Vettori searches for informations about the sacred pieces of the collection, described as
305

gemme, cammei e monumenti sacri . Besides the cameos, we know from the letters to Pelli Bencivenni that the
306

collection included a group of medals with the portraits of the Popes. No further information is available.
Evidently, Vettori succeeds in buying the objects that he was interested in: the news is reported in the eulogy
for Vettori’s death in the Novelle Letterarie of 1770 . Moreover, the Vatican list, dated to 1758, includes several
307

pieces which might be considered Byzantine, for example a diaspro verde con Cristo greco legato in ariento (doc.
6a, n. 9). The majority of the pieces are constituted by cameos: their identification inside the Vatican Museo
Sacro is very difficult today, as more than one piece might correspond to the descriptions. Moreover, cameos
were the objects which suffered most from the Napoleonic intervention, and many of them were transported
to Paris . The same happened with other pieces on the list, like ivories and paintings, whose vague
308

descriptions do not allow any certainty in odentification. The only excpetion is a non-Byzantine piece: the
ivory diptych with scenes of the Passion (fig. 5.54), described in the list as Un dittico grande, rappresentante la
309

Passione di Cristo in Avorio antico (doc. 6a, n. 26). Even though it is currently impossible to reconstruct the
Byzantine core of the Stosch collection, it is at least important to stress that it included Christian and Byzantine
artworks.
The case of the Museo Gorio is particularly significant: not only has the analysis of the available material
allowed us of to understand that the number of Byzantine objects was much greater than expected, but also
the documents (including Vettori’s list, the letters and the publication inside the Thesaurus) show in several
cases the appreciation of the objects not only from an historical and scholarly point of view, but also from an
aesthetic perspective: judgements and comments like molto bello or fine lavoro Greco, that we have seen in
reference to the Byzantine pieces are surprising. It is true that the most manifest signs of this kind of
310

appreciation come from the Roman side: they are expressed by Vettori through his letters, revealing a cultural
environment which was more prepared to receive and understand Christian antiquities. This fact recalls once
more Lanzi’s words quoted at the beginning of the paragraph: the author guesses the effective trajectory of
Gori’s pieces from Florence to Rome, and at the same time underlines that the ancient Christian objects, many
of which were sold or disposed of (“periti”) in Florence, would find a greater appreciation in Rome.
Nevertheless, the ready reply of Pelli Bencivenni to Lanzi’s idea of creating a Museo Sacro inside the Uffizi
was that a Museo Cristiano was a real “cosa da Roma” . The Florentine environment, more concentrated on
311
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WINCKELMANN 1760 ed. 2013 (about the catalogue, see as last KUNZE 2016). The only exception is in the section
Abraxas, Gravures des Caractéres Orientaux & Gravure Modernes, which presents, at number 48, a chalcedony with the Holy
Throne, which is also treated by Passeri (PASSERI 1750). Some of his gems are represented in his own treatise, Gemmae
Antique Caelatae (STOSCH 1724 ed. 1895), but not those with Christian subjects, and the same is valid for Gori’s
comment about Stosch’s book (MICHELI 1986).
BMFi, B II 27 XIV, c. 433r-434v (12 February 1758), c. 435 (18 February 1758), fol. 462r-463r (17 June 1758).
ASF, bob. 4, n. 650, 670, 679. The letters do not include any list of objects.
ASF, bob. 4 n. 670.
NOVELLE LETTERARIE 1770, pp. 534-538.
See RIGHETTI 1956.
MOREY 1936, A 86, pp. 77-78.
It is also surprising that this kind of judgement is more commonly made about Byzantine pieces, with Greek letters,
than about western Medieval objects.
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antiquarian and historical studies and less influenced by the Christian push coming from the Vatican and from
the ecclesiastical Roman environment, was probably less interested in the preservation and musealization of
Christian Medieval (and among them, Byzantine) artworks: this might be one of the reasons why they were
sold and sent abroad.
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Catalogue entries
22 - Steatite plaque with Archangel Gabriel
Fiesole, Museo Bandini. Room I
Inv. 1914 n. 11b
Byzantine, 12 century
Frame: Byzantine, (?)
Steatite with gilded traces (plaque), gilded wood (frame)
cm 16,4 (height) x 10,9 cm (width)
INSCRIBED:
O AP ΓABPIHΛ
PROVENANCE: Bandini collection (?), Museo Bandini (1911)
CONDITION: Medium. The steatite is broken in several parts (at least 6), and some material is lost along the
cracks. However, the image is clearly readable and the piece is on the whole in good state.
RESTORATIONS:/
EXHIBITIONS:
-! Exposition d’Art Byzantin, Paris, Palais du Louvre (1931)
-! Masterpieces of Byzantine art, Edinburgh, London (1958)
-! Torcello. Alle origini di Venezia tra Occidente e Oriente, Venezia (2009)
-! La fortuna dei Primitivi, Firenze, Galleria dell’Accademia (2014)
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
Inv 1862 (ASGF, Uff. Catalogo, Fasc. 181), n. 102
REFERENCES:
Giglioli 1933, p. 130; Bréhier 1936, p. 68, tav. 19; Hirmer Talbot Rice 1959, p. 95, tav. 162; Bank 1970b, p. 366
Weitzmann 1978, p. 64; Bandera Viani 1981, pp. 1-2; Grabar 1984, p. 264, tav. 13; Kalavrezou Maxeiner 1985,
p. 119-122; Scudieri 1993, pp. 43, 62-63; Lenza 2006, p. 19 n. 5; Torcello 2009, fig. p. 82 e p. 169 n. 39; Tartuferi
Tormen 2014, pp. 276-277
COMPARISONS
Capitals with birds: steatite plaque with military Saints, Cherson (Kalavrezou maxeiner 1985, n. 21)
Decorative palmettes: Codex Ebnerianus, (Meredith 1966, pl. 69, 70)
Decorative tendrils: Homily of Gregory Nazianzus, ms. Gr. 339 (Galavaris 1969, pl. 80, fig. 384)
th

The steatite plaque (fig. a,b), preserved inside the Bandini collection and displayed inside a showcase on the
right pillar of the tribune of the Church of Sant’Ansano (fig. c) (Scudieri 1993), is today preserved in the first
room of the Museo Bandini. The steatite, of a green-jade colour, is carved in low relief with the representation
of the Archangel Gabriel, frontal and full length, with the abbreviated identifying inscription on the sides of
his head. The Archangel keeps in his right hand a medallion with the figure of Christ Emmanuel, while in its
left hand he has the labarum. While the labarum, a Roman military vexillum, is typical of the representations of
the Archangels (Kalavrezou Maxeiner 1985), the globe with the Emmanuel is more difficult to explain: Grabar
(1984), after underlying that it is the first depiction of an Archangel holding an image of Christ, has
hypothesized that it might represent the seal of God, which, after the iconoclasm, could sometimes bear the
image of Christ. Kalavrezou Maxeiner (1985) instead, followed by Ostuni (Scudieri 1993) and by Gnoni
Mavarelli (Tartuferi Tormen 2014), thinks about the Synaxis of the Angels celebrating the Orthodoxy, which
however is present only in later examples.
The plaque also presents other peculiar iconographic details. The Angel is in fact standing under a subtle arch,
supported by two spiral columns: the capitals between the columns and the arch are uncommon. They have
the shape of two crossing birds, with their backs turned toward each other. Their general shape recalls that of
the capitals with acanthus leaves: this capital decoration is extremely rare, it can be found only in one steatite
plaque with military Saints from Cherson (Kalavrezou Maxeiner 1985, n. 21).
The Archangel wears a long tunic and the loros, which is decorated by a motive of palmettes inside medallions,
which, according to Kalavrezou Maxeiner (1985), are stylized tendrils. Also the halo is decorated by palmettes
inside tendrils. The loros, the halo, the wings, the inscription and the architectonical setting bring traces of

!
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gilding, which is a later addition (Kalavrezou Maxeiner 1985). The original shape of the plaque is discussed:
while Bank (1970), Kalavrezou Maxeiner (1985) and more recently Gnoni Mavarelli (Tartuferi Tormen 2014)
propose that it should be originally wider and rectangular by comparing it to other similar steatite plaques
(Kalavrezou Maxeiner 1985, n. 10, 11, 21 ,22, 31), Ostuni (Scudieri 1993) disagrees, by asserting that the golden
frame might be original. The hypothesis is based on the figure of the Archangel, sunken below the arch. Bank
(1970) and Kalavrezou Maxeiner (1985) retain instead that the frame might be a later addition, even though
they do not notice the presence of a Byzantine painted image on its back: the Golgotha cross sided by the
instruments of the Passion, recurring on Byzantine icons since the 6 century. Therefore, even if the frame is a
th

later addition, it should be anyway a Byzantine production.
Bibliography seems instead to agree on the date of 12 century: after Giglioli’s hypothesis (1933) of the 11
th

th

century, and Bréhier’s proposal (1936) of the 14 , more recent contributions have agreed about the 12 century,
th

th

basing on some stylistic features, such as the elongated figure, the vertical and long folds, the oval classicizing
face and the long nose with large nostrils. Kalavrezou Maxeiner (1985) adds striking consideration about the
decorative motifs with tendril and palmettes present in some miniatures of the same century, such as those of
the Ebnerianus manuscript (Meredith 1966, pl. 69, 70) or those of the Homily of Gregory Nazianzus (ms. Gr.
339, Galavaris 1969, pl. 80, fig. 384). Bank (1970), followed by Kalavrezou Maxeiner (1985), introduces the
hypothesis that the steatite plaque might compose a diptych together with a second plaque, showing Saint
Michael holding a medallion with the Theotokos: a 14 century fresco in the Church of St. Andreas in Serbia,
th

in fact, presents the same iconography.
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Fig. a – Steatite plaque with Archangel Gabriel (after SCUDIERI 1992, n. 2)
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Fig. b - Steatite plaque with Archangel Gabriel, back side (after SCUDIERI 1992, n. 2)

Fig. c – Fiesole, Church of Sant’Ansano, interior with the case of the steatite icon on the right pillar (after
SCUDIERI 1993, fig. 5)
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23 - Icon with Koimesis
Florence, Uffizi Gallery, storage
Inv. n. 6147
Byzantine, 14 century
Painted panel
cm 54 (height) x 30 cm (width)
INSCRIBED: /
PROVENANCE: ?, Uffizi Gallery (end of 18 century), Villa di Castello (1796), Uffizi Gallery storage (1924)
CONDITION: Medium. The icon presents a crack, and the surface is lifted on the borders. On the superior
border there are some loss of colour.
RESTORATIONS:
-! 1984: cleaning of the surface, removal of the plaster used in previous restorations, new stucco work.
EXHIBITIONS:/
ARCHIVES and INVENTORIES:
REFERENCES:
Marcucci 1958, n. 33, pp. 91-92; Mpaltogianne 1991, pp. 353-372, tav. KA; Vokotopoulos 1995, n. 111, p. 216;
Oriente e Occidente 2004, note 3, p. 50
th

th

!

The story of this panel is difficult to reconstruct. The icon was part of the group of 61 Russian icons which
entered Lorena collection in a not precise date between 1733 and 1761. Between 1771 and 1782 the icons
reached the Uffizi Gallery and in 1796 the majority of them, among which n. 6147, passed to Villa di Castello
(Marcucci 1958, p. 30) . The reason why the homogeneous group of Russian icons of 17 and 18 century
312

th

th

included a more ancient Byzantine icon is unknown.
The panel (fig. b) presents the traditional iconography of the Koimesis, with the Virgin at the centre,
surrounded by the Disciples. However, the traditional iconography of the Dormitio Virginis is changed by the
fact that the head of the Virgin is on the right (fig. c). On the back of the Virgin, in central position, Christ
holds the soul of the Virgin, inside a mandorla with four angels and a great Cherub in the centre, flanked by
two Patriarchs with open Books (fig. d) and some women devoted to the Virgin. As a background two vertical
buildings connected by a curved wall with a tower in the middle. The building on the left is characterized by
medallions with military figures (fig. e).
Marcucci dated the icon at the 17 century, considering the panel as a Russian production, of the Moscow
th

School. However, the author retained that it could be painted by a Russian artist educated in Byzantium.
Vokotopoulos has led back the icon to the Byzantine production of 14 -15 century, for the presence of the
th

th

central Cherub, the curved wall on the background and the change of direction of Christ’s body.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
According to Luisa Marcucci this icon was part of the group reaching Villa di Castello. However, on the back of the
icon there is an inventory number (447) corresponding to the Uffizi inventory of 1881, fig. a.
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Fig. a – Icon with Koimesis, back side (photo by the author)
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Fig. b – Icon with Koimesis (after VOKOTOPOULOS 1995, n. 111)
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Fig. c – Icon with Koimesis, detail of the Virgin (photo by the author)

Fig. d - Icon with Koimesis, detail of the Ptriarchs
(photo by the author)

Fig. e - Icon with Koimesis, detail of the
buildings (photo by the author)
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Figures Chapter 5

Fig. 5.1 – Washington Dumbarton Oaks collection,
Gotha, Schlossmuseum, Two ivory leaves of a
diptych, previously in Lucca, Fiorentini collection,
late 10th century (after CUTLER 1994a, fig. 24-25
p. 27)

Fig. 5.2 - Representation of the ivory diptych leaf of
Fiorentini collection from S. Donati, De’ dittici degli
antichi profani, e sacri, libri 3. Coll’appendice d’alcuni
nercologj e calendarj finora non pubblicati, Lucca 1753
(after LUCCA E L’EUROPA 2010, n. 188)
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IMMAGINE DA
RECUPERARE

Fig. 5.3 – Florence, Uffizi Gallery, Russian Menologium, end of th 18th century (after LA GALLERIA
1987, p. 87)

Fig. 5.4, 5.5 – Archivio Storico delle Gallerie Fiorentine, filza X c. 55, documents about the transfer
of the wooden reliefs from the Guardaroba to the Uffizi Gallery (1777)
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Fig. 5.7 –
Florence, Museo degli Argenti,
wooden cross (n. inv. 2250), 17th
century (photo by the author)
Fig. 5.6 a –
Florence, Museo degli Argenti, wooden
cross, 17th century (photo by the
author)

Fig. 5.6 a,b –
Florence, Museo degli Argenti, wooden cross, 17th century (photo by the author)
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5.10 - IMMAGINE
DA
RECUPERARE
(foto)

Fig. 5.8 –
Florence, Museo degli Argenti, wooden
relief with Saint John the Baptist (n. inv.
2294), 17th century (photo by the author)

Fig. 5.9 –
Florence, Museo degli Argenti, wooden
relief with Virgin and child (n. inv. 2257),
17th century (photo by the author)

Fig. 5.10 –
Florence, Museo degli Argenti, wooden relief with
Saint medallions (n. inv. 2279), 17th century (photo by
the author)
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Fig. 5.11 – Florence, Accademia Gallery, Andrea Rico, Icon with Virgin and
child, 15th century (after CHATZIDAKIS 1993, n. 6

Fig. 5.12 a,b – Florence, Archivio Storico delle Gallerie Fiorentine, filza XXIX, f. 26, documents
about the acquisition of the icon by Andrea Rico (1799)
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Fig. 5.13 – Florence, Accademia Gellry, Andrea Rico, Iocn with Virgin and
child, 15th century (after CHATZIDAKIS 1993, n. 6

Fig. 5.13 – Florence, Accademia Gallery, Cretan artist, Icon with Saint John the
Baptist, 16th century (after TARTUFERI TOLMEN 2014, p. 240)
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Fig. 5.14 – Florence, Accademia Gallery, Cretan artist,
Icon with the Adoration of the Magi, 16° - 17th century
(photo by the author)

Fig. 5.15 – Florence, Accademia Gallery, Cretan artist, Icon with Virgin and
Child, angels and prophets in the frame, first half of the 16th century (after
CHATZIDAKIS 1993, n. 21)
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Fig. 5.16 – Florence, Accademia Gallery, Icon with the
Adoration of the Magi, 16° - 17th century (photo by the
author)

Fig. 5.16 – Florence, Accademia Gallery, Cretan artist, Icon with Saint Peter and Saint Paul
presenting a temple, 15th century (after CHATZIDAKIS 1993, n. 16)
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Fig. 5.16 – Florence, Accademia Gallery, Icon with the
Adoration of the Magi, 16° - 17th century (photo by the
author)

Fig. 5.18 – Florence, Accademia Gallery, Icon with Saint Peter and Saint Paul presenting a
temple, 15th century (after CHATZIDAKIS 1993, n. 16)

Fig. 5.17 – Florence,Horne Museum, Venetian-Greek artist, Icon with Pietà, 14th century (after
BELLINI 2014, n. 1)
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Fig. 5.18 –
Modena,
Quadreria
Torelli, Balcan artist,
Icon with Virgin and
Child, 16th – 17th
century
(after
BONOCUORE 2005, p.
364)

Fig. 5.19 –
Modena,
Quadreria
Torelli, Balcan artist,
Icon withSaint John the
Baptist, 16th – 17th
century
(after
BONOCUORE 2005, p.
364)
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Fig. 5.20 – Representation of the ivory with the
Forty martirs from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum
dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum:
tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum
lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in tres tomos divisus,
Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 3, part 4, p. X )

Fig. 5.21 – Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum
für Byzantinische Kunst, Ivory with Forty martirs, 10th
century (after DUITS 2013, fig. 6.3)
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Fig. 5.22 – Representation of the ivory diptych with Rome and
Constantinoplr from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum dyptichorum,
consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum
aliorum lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in tres tomos divisus,
Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 2, tav. 3)

Fig. 5.23 – Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Ivory diptych with
Rome and Constantinople, 5th – 6th century (after AGE OF
SPIRITUALITY 1979, n. 156)
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Fig. 5.24 – Representation of the ivory diptych with Rome and
Constantinoplr from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum dyptichorum,
consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum
aliorum lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in trestomos divisus,
Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 2, tav. 3)

Fig. 5.24 – Representation of the bronze plaque with Saint Stephen from A. F. Gori,
Thesaurus veterum dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris
cum aliorum lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in tres tomos divisus, Florentiae 1759 (after GORI
1759, vol. 3, tav. 15)
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Fig. 5.24 – Representation of the ivory diptych with Rome and
Constantinoplr from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum dyptichorum,
consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum
aliorum lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in trestomos divisus,
Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 2, tav. 3)

Fig. 5.25 – Representation of the wooden panel with Saints from A. F. Gori,
Thesaurus veterum dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem
auctoris cum aliorum lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in tres tomos divisus, Florentiae
1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 3, part 4, p. XII)
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Fig. 5.26 - Vatican City, Vatican Museum, steatite
plaque with the Pentecost, 11th- 13th century (after
MORETTI 2014, p. 72)

Fig. 5.27 - Representation of the steatite plaques from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum
dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum
lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in tres tomos divisus, Florentiae 1759 (after MORETTI 2014,
p. 72)
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Fig. 5.28 – Berlin, Staatliche Museen, steatite plaques with Christ and the Virgin, 14th
century (after MORETTI 2014, p. 74)

Fig. 5.29 - Representation of the steatite plaques from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum
dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum
lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in tres tomos divisus, Florentiae 1759 (after MORETTI 2014,
p. 74)
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Fig. 5.30 – Berlin, Staatliche Museen, Ivory with the Virgin and
heads of Saints, end of the 10th – beginning of the 11th century
(after TORCELLO 2009, n. 42)

Fig. 5.31 – Representation of the Ivory
with Virgin and heads of Saints from A.
F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum dyptichorum,
consolarium et ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus
eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum
lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in tres tomos
divisus, Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759,
vol. 3, part 4, pp. 21-23, tav. 5)
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Fig. 5.32 – Representation of the panel with Christ
enthroned in Manni collection from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus
veterum dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum:
tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum lucubrationibus
inlustratus ac in tres tomos divisus, Florentiae 1759 (after
GORI 1759, vol. 3, tav. 11)

Fig. 5.33 a,b – Fiesole, Bandini Museum, Venetian Artist, Painted Diptych with Crucifixion,
beginning of the 14th century (after SCUDIERI 1993, n. 8)
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Fig. 5.34 – Vatican City, Vatican Museum, Ivory plaque of casket
with 4 Apostles, 14th-15th century (after MOREY 1936, n. 115)

Fig. 5.35 – Vatican City, Vatican Museum, Ivory
plaque with the Godfather, 14th-15th century
(photo by the author)

Fig. 5.36 – Vatican City, Vatican Museum,
Ivory plaque with Saint Catherine, 14th-15th
century (photo by the author)
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Fig. 5.37 – Representation of the ivory panel with
Deisis from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum
dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum:
tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum
lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in tres tomos divisus,
Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 3, tav. 11)

Fig. 5.38 – Florence,
Marucelliana Library,
A.CCLXXIII, not numbered
pages

Fig. 5.39 – Vatican City, Vatican Museum, Ivory
plaque with Deesis, Italian imitation of a Byzantine
ivory (photo by the author)
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Fig. 5.40 –
Vatican City, Vatican Museum, Steatite
plaque with the bust of Christ, 13th century
(photo by the author)

Fig. 5.42 –
Representation of the steatite with bust of
Christ from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum
dyptichorum, consolarium et ecclesiasticorum:
tumdivisus eiusdem auctoris cum aliorum
lucubrationibus inlustratus ac in tres tomos
divisus, Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol.
3, tav. 17)

Fig. 5.41 –
Page 14 of the Monumenta Sacrae Vetustatis
Insignia Basilicae Baptisterii Florentinii, with the
reproduction of the steatite (photo by the
author)

Fig. 5.43 –
Florence,
Marucelliana
Library,
preparatory sketch of the steatite,
A.CCLXXIII, not numbered pages
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Fig. 5.44 –
Vatican City, Vatican Museum,
Steatite plaque withSaint Basil,
13th-14th century (photo by the
author)
Fig. 5.45 –
Vatican City, Vatican Museum,
Fragment of Steatite plaque with
Koimesis Saint Basil, 10th century
(photo by the author)

Fig. 5.46 –
Vatican City, Vatican Museum, GreekVenetian artist, Triptych with the
Coronati on of the Virgin, beginnings of
the 15th century (after BIANCO FIORIN
1995, n. 2)

Fig. 5.47 –
Representation of one panel of the
triptych from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus
veterum dyptichorum, consolarium et
ecclesiasticorum:
tumdivisus
eiusdem
auctoris cum aliorum lucubrationibus
inlustratus ac in trestomos divisus,
Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 3,
part 4, tav.3)
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Fig. 5.48 – Vatican City, Vatican Museum, Greek artist, triptych with the Virgin
Blachernitissa, 16th century (after BIANCO FIORIN 1995, n. 39)

Fig. 5.49 – Vatican City, Vatican Museum, Angelo
Bizamano, Icon with Saint George riding the horse,
15th-16th century (after BIANCO FIORIN 1995, n. 7)
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Fig. 5.50 – Representation of the wooden
cross from A. F. Gori, Thesaurus veterum
dyptichorum, consolarium et
ecclesiasticorum: tumdivisus eiusdem
auctoris cum aliorum lucubrationibus
inlustratus ac in trestomos divisus,
Florentiae 1759 (after GORI 1759, vol. 3,
part 4, tav. 4)

Fig. 5.51 – Vatican City, Vatican Museum, Bulgarian artist, Wooden cross from Gori collection, 17 th18 th century (photo by author)

Fig. 5.52 –
Vatican
City,
Vatican
Museum,
Lead copies of the
silver ivory diptychs
from the Florentine
Baptistery,
18th
century (photo by the
author)
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Fig. 5.53 – Vatican City, Vatican Museum, Lead copies of the silver ivory
diptychs from the Florentine Baptistery, 18th century (photo by the author)

Fig. 5.54 – Vatican City, Vatican Museum, Ivory diptych with scenes of the
Passion, 14th century (after MOREY 1936, n. 68)
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6 - Conclusions
The thesis has delved into the question of the circulation and the appreciation of Byzantine artworks in
Florence from the 13 to the 18 century. The work has considered both a modern perspective - acquiring data
th

th

about extant heritage - and a historical perspective - trying to detect the forces driving the interest (or
disinterest) in Byzantine objects and the interpretations given on “Greek” art and culture.
On the one hand, the research attempted to enlarge the knowledge of the extant objects, (some of them not
sufficiently known or unpublished), and to clarify their stories and their historiographical fortune, also
through the analysis of ancient sources and of ancient graphic reproductions of the objects. Great part of the
effort was dedicated to the reconstruction of the lost heritage by using historical literature, a method that has
proved extremely useful to grasp the overall situation. Besides, the literature showed that, in some periods,
much more artworks then expected were circulating in the city.
The research also focused on the interpretations and the opinions given on “Greek” art in Florentine art
historical literature, a matter that has been dealt with by bibliography mainly in connection with some authors
(such as Vasari or Baldinucci), but which has never been the object of an exhaustive examination.
On the other hand, the thesis intends to be a starting point: the analysis of the extant heritage, in fact, could be
enriched by further archive research, that could better clarify the moments of arrival and the transfers of the
artworks. It would also be extremely important to catalogue the Byzantine objects listed in doc. 1, which
reached Florence after the 18 century, especially through the Carrand donation: while many of them are well
th

known, several obkects (especially jewels) still lack of a critical assessment.
Moreover, the research pinpointed some matters and cultural trends on Byzantine art which that should be
further studied and investigated; many questions remain unsolved in this respect. Especially, doubts and
insecurities persist regarding the use and the precise acceptation of the term “Greek” and of its equivalent
expressions: detecting relevant texts in search of the occurrences of this term is particularly useful, and it
should be done on a larger number of historical literature, both Florentine and not.
Finally, it is important to remember that the conclusions reached are provisional. Exactly as it happened in the
past, the concept of “Byzantine” that I adopted to define the Byzantine heritage of Florence is a cultural
category: it portrays the vision of “Byzantine” adopted nowadays, in the same way that I tried to portray the
visions held in 13 , 14 , 15 , 16 , 17 and 18 century. But the list and the catalogue of this heritage will constantly
th

th

th

th

th

th

change, as the idea and the definition of “Byzantine” changes.
The first two chapters dealt with the Byzantine heritage that reached Florence between 1204 and 1527,
spanning a period in which the direct contact between Florence and Constantinople (conquered by the Turks
in 1453) was still possible. It is worth underlining that, looking at the extant heritage, none of the objects can
be traced back to the Fourth Crusade (1204). Only one of them (38 stoles, catalogue entry n. 9) arrived through
to the Ferrara-Florence Council (1439), and only few relics, brought by Marco di Castranselmo in 1454
(catalogue entry n. 10), can certainly be attributed to the diaspora of men and objects following the Fall of
Constantinople. Therefore, it seems that the case of Florence downsizes the importance of the renowned
occasions of contact (1204, 1439 and 1453) that are frequently mentioned by scholars as the most likely
moments of arrival of Byzantine objects. Nevertheless, the analysis of the ancient sources revealed the
interesting case of a lost object: the relic of the Saints Cosma and Damian, a gift by the Patriarch Joseph II to
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Cosimo the Elder. This relic, whose destiny I have tried to follow in the Church of Santa Croce, is particularly
relevant, not only as an example of object transported to Florence in 1439, but also as an instance of those
diplomatic gifts often envisioned by bibliography but rarely attested.
The majority of the Byzantine objects reaching the city during the Middle Ages is constituted by relics, which
lost their reliquaries (substituted by Florentine artworks) almost immediately. However, the sources also
allow to make the hypothesis that Byzantine icons were revered and were circulating in high numbers. An
important example in this respect is the copy of the holy icon of the Virgin Odegetria, which reached Florence
between the 8 and the 9 centuries. Apparently, these objects were searched and cherished for their devotional
th

th

value, which became also a proof of power and political importance in connection with the power of the
Byzantine Emperors. The analysis of the corpus of the Byzantine relics could count on some unpublished
archive documents of the 17 and 18 centuries - specifically, the description and inventory of the relics in the
th

th

Florentine Baptistery by Senator Carlo Strozzi and by Anton Francesco Gori. The research introduced the
hypothesis, still to verify, that the mosaic icon with Saint John the Baptist today in Venice (Saint Mark’s
Treasury) was once in Florence, part of the donation made by Nicoletta Grioni in 1394. I propose to connect
the three lost silver diptychs with Saint John and other Saints (the lead copies of the diptychs, commissioned
by Gori, are available in the Vatican Museum) to the same, rich donation.
Still open is instead the debate about the conception and the perception of “Greek” art during the Middle
Ages. Available sources seem to support the idea that a difference between Latin and Greek art was not
perceived yet. Moreover, even if at the end of the 14 century the rising artistic values of verisimilitude and
th

variety could contribute to distancing the public from the Byzantine visual culture, no bias against Greek art
find expression in coeval literature. Such a matter necessitates further examination; in particular, the analysis
of new Medieval sources might shed light on new elements of interpretation.
The situation varies with the 15 century, as already by 1400 Cennino Cennini creates a break between the
th

“Latin” and “Greek” tradition, which was to last for centuries. The second chapter examined the situation
during the period of the Medici family Avanti il principato, and the analysis of art historical literature has
pointed out how many of the traditional arguments later held by Vasari against Greek art had already been
introduced by 15 and early 16 century writers. Moreover, the examination of art historical literature and of
th

th

the words used in the inventories has proved that, since the first uses of the word “Greek”, a clear distinction
did not exist between the works effectively coming from Greece and the Italian “Byzantinizing” art.
Additionally, it showed that different phrases (such as alla grecha, maniera grecha, llavorato alla grecha) seem all
to correspond to the same content, half way between the geographical and the stylistic meaning.
Notwithstanding the emergence of the negative judgement about Greek art, in this period the interest in
Byzantine objects seems favoured by the Medici family, who included several pieces in their collection. Some
of them are still extant (catalogue entries n. 4-8). However, in this case it assumed a great importance the
reconstruction of the Byzantine artworks that once were part of the Medici properties and today are lost, which
could count on a large number of studies and publications. Also in this instance, it was possible to trace the
stories of some objects through the examination of archive materials (as the Byzantine icons given to the
Michelangelo di Viviano da Gaiole to re-use the precious frames) and to advance some tentative
identifications, still to verify. For example, the mosaic icon with the Annunciation in the Victoria and Albert
Museum (already proposed by Duits, 2013) or the mosaic icon with Saint John the Baptist in the Hermitage
could have been part of the Medici collection.
It seems that the artistic typologies of Byzantine objects which most encountered the Medici’s taste were vases
and icons, especially mosaic icons. Part of the chapter discusses the reasons standing behind the appreciation
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of Byzantine objects by analysing different available elements (such as art historical sources, the display of the
objects inside the collection and their afterlife after the expulsion of Piero the Unfortunate in 1494. Although
the debate is still open, and several reasons can be identified, it appears unlikely that an aesthetic appreciation
existed already at this point in time; at the same time, an important driving force might lie in the connection
between these peculiar objects and peculiar techniques (hard stone carving and mosaic making) and the
classical past. This phenomenon is quite important, because it partially explains why some technical elements
of Byzantine art were imitated and re-proposed during the Renaissance, while the stylistic features were
almost completely abandoned. Both scholars and collectors showed an appreciation of Byzantine artworks as
examples of a past which had to be recovered, and not for their formal language.
Similar tendencies seem to characterize the period of the Medici Grand Duchy, since the beginning marked
by the violent accuses to Greek art expressed by Vasari. The third chapter concentrates on the question of the
ambiguous position held by Vasari and his successors and on the relations between the historiographical
debate and the collecting activity. The analysis of art historical literature has underlined that, even though the
condemnation of Greek art was already present in Vasari’s forerunners, it is only starting with Le Vite (1550)
that this position acquires a structure, based on several and precise artistic episodes (such as the Gondi chapel
in Santa Maria Novella). Fundamental is the distinction made by Vasari between Greci antichi (classical Greece)
and Greci vecchi (Christian Greece), a bias that extends to all the art preceding the Cimabuan rebirth,
ambiguously considered “Greek”. However, Vasari’s followers such as Filippo Baldinucci or Ferdinando
Leopoldo del Migliore, while shaping their artistic theories on Vasari’s model, introduced some new elements
of reflection. These elements come from the necessity of updating Vasari’s vision to the new theories
introduced outside Florence, for example by Carlo Ridolfi or Carlo Cesare Malvasia. Such a parochial dispute
begins to emerge as one of the more influential factors in the judgement of Greek art. For instance, Ferdinando
Leopoldo del Migliore tried to the demonstrate that art made by Florentines existed even before Cimabue,
thus affirming the chronological supremacy of the Florentine school on the other Italian cities. In doing so, he
gave a first, embryonic distinction between “Greek art” in the sense of art coming from the Byzantine Empire
and “Greek Italian art”, in the sense of art produced in Italy on the model of Byzantine culture. Another
interesting emerging theme is the “historical” appreciation of Greek art: even though it is condemnable under
the aesthetic point of view, still it is counts as a testimony of the art pre-dating Cimabue.
The matter of the relationship between historiography and collections in this period is fundamental: it seems
that Vasari’s judgement indeed had a negative effect on the interest on Byzantine art. It is true that the third
chapter includes the highest number of catalogue entries. However, it is useful to remember that 5 of the 7
vases here catalogued (catalogue entries n. 11-15) were possibly already part of Lorenzo de’ Medici collection
(although they are retraceable in the sources only starting afterwards), and that also the two cameos of Museo
degli Argenti (catalogue entries n. 19-20) and the ivory casket in the Bargello National Museum (catalogue
entry n. 18) are only provisionally attributed to this time (and specifically to the collecting activity of Cardinal
Leopold), but they might have arrived even later. The few Byzantine pieces entering Florence in this period
are tied to a specific interest in certain classes of objects, in continuation with the Renaissance past, such as
hard stones, cameos, and ivories. Ivories find a large favour in private collections. For example, inside
Riccardi’s Museum. Private collections gain importance starting from the 16 century Florence, and this field
th

of analysis has proved to be very interesting. A lot of research work has yet to be done, especially on archive
documents; yet, basing on the available sources it was possible to achieve a greater awareness of the presence
of Byzantine objects in private Museums, many of them are unfortunately lost today. However, the few
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available information allow to believe that in the 16 and 17 centuries the main focus was on classical antiquity
th

th

and a lesser interest was reserved for Christian vestiges: the presence of Byzantine pieces appears as a mere
accident.
The situation is almost the opposite in the fourth chapter, which dealt with the Byzantine heritage during the
18 century. While the catalogue entries are only two, the reconstruction of the lost heritage circulating in
th

Churches as well as in private collections gives the impression that Byzantine artworks were much more
numerous; likely, the interest in Byzantine objects took advantage from the general rediscovery of the
Primitives. The analysis of the rich and variegated art historical literature of this period shows the complexity
of the attitudes towards Greek art. On the one hand, the discussion continues in connection with the parochial
disclaim, raising the necessity of better clarifying the concept of “Greek” and the distinction between Medieval
Italian art and Greek art. The cornerstones of the debate are the same of the previous century, such as the
Gondi chapel, Apollonio Greco, and the artists working in Florence before Cimabue. On the other hand, some
authors - the main example being Giovanni Lami – even seem to engage in the aesthetic re-evaluation of
Byzantine art. However, the reflections upon the concept of Greek (and the first reflections on the
terminology!) do not find an immediate parallel in the evaluation of and in the responses to Byzantine objects:
not only the majority of scholars still mention examples of Greek art which today would hardly be termed
Byzantine, but also in the museological practice the confusion is evident. The Medici collection, inherited by
the Asburgo-Lorena dynasty but bounded to Florence through the Patto di Famiglia, is enlarged of few
Byzantine pieces, and it is re-arranged and newly displayed by the new directors of the Uffizi gallery, as
Giuseppe Pelli Bencivenni and Tommaso Puccini. Their work reveals that Byzantine art was still viewed under
the historical-evolutional perspective originating from Vasari, which saw the Greeks as the starting point of
the rebirth of art, that had anyway to be surpassed by “modern” art. Nevertheless, the examples of such
“Greek art” offered to the public were quite confusing, as they were mainly post-Byzantine pieces, sometimes
realized several centuries after the end of the Empire. For example, one may refer to the Russian icons of the
Medici collection, dating between the 17 and the 18 century, or to the wooden carvings from the Mount
th

th

Athos, again dated at the 17 century; or to the icons of the Venetian-Candia school, dating to the 16 and 17
th

th

th

century, today preserved in the Accademia Gallery. Conversely, the few Byzantine pieces available in the
Medici collection, as the ivory casket with Deisis and Saints or the mosaic icon with the Pantocrator, were not
always recognized as such.
The same happens with the private collections of the time, the research on which has proved particularly rich
and useful. In this case as well, the topic could be studied more in depth (as I propose to do in the future),
especially considering the big amount of available unpublished and not known archive material. I decided to
concentrate on one specific case study, the Museo Gorio, that I could reconstruct thanks to some unpublished
documents, such as the letters exchanged between the two protagonists of the collection’s sale: Angelo Maria
Bandini in Florence and Francesco Vettori in Rome. The case of Museo Gorio is emblematic of the attitudes of
the period: the collection, whose main focus was Etruscan and Classical antiquities, included a conspicuous
group of “Greek” artworks. Not all of them can be considered “Byzantine” in the modern sense, and also in
this case many post-Byzantine pieces are considered “Greek”. However, a particular interest for the Byzantine
objects is undeniable, for their presumed antiquity and also for their quality: often, lists and inventories define
Greek artworks as belli or ben fatti, and in this case the impression of an aesthetic appreciation of the pieces,
although still weak, is felt. Gori’s Christian collection entered the Vatican Museum in 1758, and the same
destiny characterizes other Byzantine pieces of Florence, which left the city and were transferred to Rome. In
the 18 century, Rome showed a greater attention towards the early Christianity, and consequently to
th
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Byzantine objects. It is worth noting that, as already underlined by Bernabò (2009), the relation between the
two cities appears to be inverted throughout the century: while during the Renaissance, Florence was at the
centre of the rediscovery of Greek philosophy, literature and - in minor part - Greek art (through the Medici
collection), during the 18 century, it was the Roman taste to influence the interest towards and the destiny of
th

Byzantine objects in Florence.
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Abbreviations:
Fiesole
ACFs – Archivio Capitolare
AVFs – Archivio Vescovile
Florence
AABAFi – Archivio dell’Accademia di Belle Arti
AACFi – Archivio dell’Accademia Colombaria
ASSAFi – Archivio della Santissima Annunziata
AOSMF – Archivio Opera Santa Maria del Fiore
ASF – Archivio di Stato di Firenze
ASGFi – Archivio Storico delle Gallerie Fiorentine
ASMN – Archivio di Santa Maria Novella
BdUFi – Biblioteca degli Uffizi
BLFi – Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana
BMFi – Biblioteca Marucelliana
BNFi – Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze
BRFi – Biblioteca Riccardiana
BFSC – Biblioteca Francescana di Santa Croce
BSFi – Biblioteca della Soprintendenza per i beni Artistici e Storici
BSATo – Biblioteca della Soprintendenza Archeologica della Toscana
Vatican City
BAV – Biblioteca Apostolica
ASV – Vatican Secret Archive
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Florence
AACFi ms. 15
ASF, bob. 4, n. 650, 670, 679.
ASF, bob. 4 n. 670.
ASF, Riccardi 276.1 ins. B (consulted on line on September – October 2016
http://www.memofonte.it/ricerche/inventari-e-documenti-di-oggetti-darte.html)
ASF, Riccardi 278.3 (consulted on line on September – October 2016
http://www.memofonte.it/ricerche/inventari-e-documenti-di-oggetti-darte.html)
ASGFi, Uff. Catalogo, Fasc. 181 (Bandini inventory 1862)
ASGFi, filza X
ASGFi, filza XXIX
Bdufi ms. 21 (1759, G. Bianchi)
BdUfi ms. 98 (inventory 1769-1784)
BdUfi ms. 105 (catalogue of ancient bronzes)
BMFi, BII 27 XIV, cc. 426 – 486 (Letters Vettori-Bandini)
BMFi, BIII 27XXXVIII (Letters Borgia – Bandini)
BMFi, A.273
BNCF, ms. N.A. 1050 (Efemeridi, consulted on line on November 2016 http://pelli.bncf.firenze.sbn.it)
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BRFi, Ms. Ricc. 3196 (consulted on line on November 2016 http://www.memofonte.it/ricerche/inventari-edocumenti-di-oggetti-darte.html)

Fiesole
ACFs, XX.8, contratti e scritture 1803-1836, cc.8 (Bandini inventory 1768)
ACFs, XX.8, contratti e scritture 1803-1836, cc.14 (Bandini inventory 1778)
ACFs, XX.8 (Book of memories, Bandini 1782)
ACFs, XX.1 (Bandini inventory 1795. The Filza resulted to be empty)
ACFs, XX.8, contratti e scritture 1803-1836, cc. 45 (Bandini inventory 1797)
AVFs, XVIII B.89, cc. 201-35 (Bandini inventory 1803)
Rome
A. BAV, ms. 73 (Biblioteca Apostolica inventory 1762)
A. BAV, ms. 67, ff. 231-241 (Biblioteca Apostolica inventory 1767)
A. BAV, ms. 66a (Biblioteca Apostolica inventory 1878)
A. BAV, ms. 69, ff. 34-41 (Inventory of the French occupation)
A. BAV, ms. 102 (Documents by Santoloni on expropriations)
ASV, A.S.P. Computisteria 283, n. 91
ASV, Computisteria 283, 19

!
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Document Appendix
Doc. 1 – List of the Byzantine objects in Florence
Ivories
Bargello National Museum
•! 1) Casket with Deisis and Saints (Catalogue entry n. 18)
Inv. 11A
Byzantine, 2 half of the 10 - 12 century
Date of acquisition: 16 -17 century (?)
nd

th

th

th

th

•! 2) Casket with warriors (fig. 6.1)
Inv. 5G
Italian falsification of a Byzantine artwork, 13 -14 century
Date of acquisition: Gualino collection, 1933
th

th

•! 3) Diptych leaf with Empress Ariadne (fig. 6.2)
Inv. 24 C
Byzantine, beginning of the 6 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand collection, 1889.
th

•! 4) Casket with cupids, warriors and mythological episodes (fig. 6.3 a,b)
Inv. 26 C
Byzantine, end of the 11 -beginning of the 12 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand collection, 1889.
th

th

•! 5) Casket plate with Hercules fighting the lion (fig 6.4)
Inv. 27 C
Byzantine, ?
Date of acquisition: Carrand collection, 1889.
•! 6) Casket plate with a rider (fig. 6.5)
Inv. 28 C
Byzantine, ?
Date of acquisition: Carrand collection, 1889.
•! 7) Casket fragment with rosette
Inv. 29 C (storage)
Byzantine, 9 century?
Date of acquisition: Carrand collection, 1889.
th

•! 8) Plate with the Ascension (fig. 6.6)
Inv. 37 C
Byzantine, 10 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand collection, 1889.
th

Mosaics
Museo dell’Opera del Duomo
•! 9) Mosaic diptych with the Twelve Feasts (Catalogue entry n. 3)
N. 87-88 Cat. Poggi
Byzantine, 1330-1350
Date of acquisition: Grioni donation (1394)
Bargello National Museum
10) Mosaic icon with Christ Pantocrator (Catalogue entry n. 4)

!
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Inv. Mosaici 3
Byzantine, 11 – 12 century
Date of acquisition: De’ Medici collection, 15 century
th

th

th

St. Mark’s Basilica
•! 11) Mosaic panel with Vergine Regina (Catalogue entry n. 21)
Byzantine, beginning of the 8 century (from the Oratory of Pope John VII in Rome)
Date of acquisition: 1609
th

Bronzes
Bargello National Museum
•! 12) Plate with a medical Saint (fig. 6.7 a,b,c)
Inv. 383 C
Fake ?
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
Jewellery
Museo dell’Opera del Duomo
•! 13) Silver plate with Saint Philip the Apostle (catalogue entry n. 1)
N. Inv. /
Byzantine, 12 century
Date of acquisition: 1204
th

•! 14) Silver plate with Saint Panteleimon (catalogue entry n. 2)
N. Inv. /
Byzantine, 11 – 12 century
Date of acquisition: 1394 (?)
th

th

•! Artworks inside the cross-reliquary of the Passion:
•! 15) Golden cross with gems (catalogue entry n. 10a)
N. Inv. /
Byzantine, 11 -14 century
Date of acquisition: 1454
th

th

•! 16) Cross relic of the holy cross (catalogue entry n. 10b)
N. Inv. /
Byzantine, 11 -12 century
Date of acquisition: 1454
th

th

Bargello National Museum
•! 17) Golden earring with pendent (rock crystal) (fig. 6.8)
N. inv. 935 C
Late Roman - Byzantine, end of the 4 – beginning of the 5 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 18) Golden couple of earrings with pendent (pearls, amethysts) (fig. 6.9)
N. Inv. 936/937 C
Byzantine, 4 – 5 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 19) Golden couple of earrings with pendent (pearls, rock crystal)
N. inv. 938/39 C
Byzantine, 4 – 5 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

!

th
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•! 20) Golden earring with pendent (pâte de verre) (fig. 6.10)
N. Inv. 940
Byzantine – Langobard, 6 -7 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 21) Golden earring with pendent (pâte de verre) (fig. 6.11)
N. Inv. 941
Byzantine – Langobard, 6 -7 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 22) Golden earring with pendent (pâte de verre) (fig. 6.12)
N. Inv. 942
Byzantine – Langobard, 6 -7 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 23) Golden earring with pendent (pâte de verre, one golden bract with the bust of an Emperor) (fig. 6.13)
N. Inv. 943
Byzantine – Langobard, first half of the 7 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

•! 24) Golden Pectoral cross with enamels and pâte de verre (fig. 6.14)
N. Inv. 973 C
Byzantine, 6 -7 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 25) Golden circular brooch with enamel of the Virgin (fig. 6.15)
N. Inv. 974 C
Byzantine? (Frank? Fake?), 11 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

•! 26) Bronze buckle (fig. 6.16)
N. Inv. 1101 C
Byzantine, 6 – 7 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 27) Silver couple of earrings (fig. 6.17)
N. Inv. 97 ORC
Byzantine, 5 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1984, from Bergama, Turkey)
th

•! 28) Bronze buckle,
N. Inv. 98 ORC
Byzantine, 6 – 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1984)
th

th

•! 29) Bronze buckle,
N. Inv. 99 ORC
Byzantine, 6 – 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1984)
th

th

•! 30) Bronze buckle,
N. Inv. 100 ORC
Byzantine - Langobard, 6 – 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1984)
th

th

•! 31) Bronze buckle,
N. Inv. 101 ORC
Byzantine - Langobard, 6 – 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1984)
th

th

•! 32) Silver couple of earrings (fig. 6.18)
N. Inv. 102 ORC
Byzantine, 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1984)
th

!
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•! 33) Gilt bronze earring (fig. 6.19)
N. Inv. 104 ORC
Byzantine, 8 -9 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1985)
th

th

•! 34) Bronze couple of earrings (fig. 6.20)
N. Inv. 106 ORC
Byzantine, 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1985)
th

•! 35) Bronze couple of earrings
N. Inv. 107 ORC
Byzantine, 8 – 9 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1985)
th

th

•! 36) Silver earring (fig. 6.21)
N. Inv. 108 ORC
Byzantine, 7 – 8 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1985)
th

th

•! 37) Fragment of silver earring
N. Inv. 109 ORC
Byzantine, 7 – 8 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1985)
th

th

•! 38) Silver earring (fig. 6.22)
N. Inv. 110 ORC
Byzantine, 7 – 9 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1985)
th

th

•! 39) Bronze belt buckle (fig. 6.23)
N. Inv. 163 ORC
Byzantine, 6 – 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1989)
th

th

•! 40) Bronze belt buckle
N. Inv. 164 ORC
Byzantine, 6 – 8 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1990)
th

th

•! 41) Bronze earring
N. Inv. 165 ORC
Byzantine, 11 – 12 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1991)
th

th

•! 42) Bronze belt buckle
N. Inv. 166 ORC
Byzantine, 6 – 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1991)
th

th

•! 43) Bronze belt buckle (fig. 6.24)
N. Inv. 166 ORC
Byzantine, 6 – 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1991)
th

th

•! 44) Bronze belt buckle
N. Inv. 167 ORC
Byzantine, 6 – 7 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1991)
th

th

National Archaeological Museum
•! 45) Golden couple of earrings with pendent (pâte de verre, pearl, amethyst) (fig. 2.2 a,b,c)

!
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N. inv. 72605
Byzantine (?), first half of the 6 century
Date of acquisition: Remedi collection (1883)
th

Hard stone objects
Museo degli Argenti
•! 46) Jasper cup (catalogue entry n. 5)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 428
Late roman (?) Egyptian or Byzantine (?), 10 – 11 century
Date of acquisition: Lorenzo the magnificent collection, 15 century
th

th

th

•! 47) Jasper cup (catalogue entry n. 6)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 436
Late roman (?) Egyptian or Byzantine (?), 10 – 11 century
Date of acquisition: Lorenzo the magnificent collection, 15 century
th

th

th

•! 48) Sardonyx cup (catalogue entry n. 11)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 556
Byzantine (?), 9 – 12 century
Date of acquisition: before 1704
th

th

•! 49) Sardonyx cup (catalogue entry n. 7)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 582
Byzantine (?), 10 – 12 century
Date of acquisition: Lorenzo the magnificent collection, 15 century
th

th

th

•! 50) Agate bowl (catalogue entry n. 12)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 586
Byzantine (?), 9 – 10 century
Date of acquisition: before 1704
th

th

•! 51) Agate bowl (catalogue entry n. 13)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 599
Byzantine (?), 9 – 10 century
Date of acquisition: before 1589
th

th

•! 52) Chalcedony bowl (catalogue entry n. 14)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 677
Byzantine (?), 9 – 12 century
Date of acquisition: before 1704
th

th

•! 53) Onyx cup (catalogue entry n. 15)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 751
Byzantine (?), 9 – 11 century
Date of acquisition: before 1638
th

th

•! 54) Carnelian cup (Catalogue entry n. 8)
Inv. Gemme 1921, n. 787
Venetian - Byzantine (?), 10 – 12 century
Date of acquisition: Lorenzo the magnificent collection, 15 century
th

th

th

•! 55) Agate cup (catalogue entry n. 16)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 806
Byzantine (?), 9 – 11 century
Date of acquisition: before 1704
th

th

•! 56) Agate cup (catalogue entry n. 17)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 814
Byzantine (?), 9 – 11 century
th

!

th
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Date of acquisition: before 1704
•! 57) Cameo with Christ Emmanuel (catalogue entry n. 19)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 989
Eastern Europe (?), 12 - 13 century (?)
Date of acquisition: before 1786
th

•! 58) Cameo with Christ Pantocrator (catalogue entry n. 20)
Inv. Gemme 1921 n. 1811
Eastern Europe (?), 13 century (?)
Date of acquisition: before 1786
th

Bargello National Museum
•! 59) Cameo with Haghiosoritissa (pâte de verre) (fig. 6.25)
Inv. 1235 C
Byzantine (?), 10 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

•! 60) Cameo with Saint George standing (sardonyx) (fig. 6.26)
Inv. 1236 C
Byzantine (?), 10 - 11 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 61) Cameo with Saint Theodor riding the horse (pâte de verre) (fig. 6.27)
Inv. 1237 C
Byzantine (?), 12 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

•! 62) Cameo with Saint John the Baptist (pâte de verre) (fig. 6.28)
Inv. 1238 C
Byzantine (?), 13 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

•! 63) Steatite plate with Saint George riding the horse (fig. 6.29)
Inv. 1239 C
Byzantine (?), 12 - 13 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 64) Steatite fragment with Virgin and Child (fig. 6.30)
Inv. 1240 C
Byzantine (?), 12 - 13 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

th

•! 65) Steatite fragment with a Saint (fig. 6.31)
Inv. 168 OC
Byzantine (?), 10 - 11 century
Date of acquisition: Otto Von Hessen collection (1991)
th

th

Fiesole, Bandini Museum
•! 66) Steatite icon with the Archangel Gabriel (catalogue entry n. 22)
Inv. 1914 n. 11b
Byzantine, 12 century
Date of acquisition: Bandini collection (1802)
th

Paintings
Bargello National Museum
•! 67) Pyxis cover with the Hospitality of Abraham (fig. 6.32)
Inv. 2007 C
Byzantine, 14 century
th
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Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
Uffizi Gallery
•! 68) Icon with Koimesis (catalogue entry n. 23)
Inv. n. 6147
Byzantine, 14 century
Date of acquisition: second half of the 18 century
th

th

Sculptures
Fondazione Salvatore Romano (Santo Spirito)
•! 69) Marble basin with crosses (fig. 6.33)
N. Inv. n. /
Byzantine (Ravenna), 6 century
Date of acquisition: Romano collection (1946)
th

•! 70) Marble lesene capital (fig. 6.34)
N. Inv. n. /
Byzantine (Ravenna), 7 century
Date of acquisition: Romano collection (1946)
th

•! 71) Marble sarcophagus cover (fig. 6.35)
N. Inv. n. /
Byzantine (Ravenna), 6 century
Date of acquisition: Romano collection (1946)
th

Textiles
Santa Maria Novella Archive
•! 72) 3 stoles of Greek clergymen
N. Inv /
Byzantine, before 1439
Date of acquisition: during the Council (1439)
Bargello national Museum
•! 73) Silk fragment with facing riders
N. Inv 2293 C
Byzantine, half of the 8 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

•! 74) Silk fragment with Samson killing the lion (fig. 6.36)
N. Inv. 2294 C
Eastern Mediterranean Sea, 9 century
Date of acquisition: Carrand Collection (1889)
th

•! 75) Silk fragment
N. Inv. 2295 C
Byzantine (?), Egyptian (?), Syrian (?)
Date of acquisition: ?
•! 76) Silk fragment with Kufic letters
N. Inv. 624 F
Byzantine copy of an Arabian original tissue, 12 century
Date of acquisition: Franchetti collection (1906)
th

•! 77) Silk with the head of an eagle foto sì,
N. Inv. 625 F
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Byzantine, 10 -12 century
Date of acquisition: Franchetti collection (1906)
th

th

•! 78) Silk with Senmurw (fig. 6.37)
N. Inv. 629 F
Byzantine, 9 – 10 century
Date of acquisition: Franchetti collection (1906)
th

th

•! 79) Silk with rotae and animals
Inv 634 F
Byzantine, ? eastern Mediterranean Sea (Constantinople?)
Date of acquisition: Franchetti collection (1906)

!
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Fig. 6.1 Bargello National Museum, Bone casket with warriors, 13th-14th century (after MORETTI 2014,
p. 140)

Fig. 6.2 Bargello National Museum, Diptych leaf
with Empress Ariadne, beginning of the 6th
century (after BYZANTIUM 2008, n. 24)
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Fig. 6.3a - Bargello National Museum, Ivory Casket with cupids, warriors and mythological
episodes, 11th – 12th century, front side (photo by the author)

Fig. 6.3b Bargello National Museum, Ivory Casket with cupids,
warriors and mythological episodes, 11th – 12th century,
lateral side (photo by the author)

Fig. 6.4 Bargello
National
Museum, Casket plate
with Hercules fighting
the lion (photo by the
author)
Fig. 6.5 Bargello
National
Museum, Casket plate
with a rider (photo by
the author)

Fig. 6.6 Bargello National Museum,
Ivory plate with the Ascension,
10th century (photo by the
author)
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Fig. 6.7a- Bargello National Museum, Bronze plate with a medical Saint (photo by the Museum)

Fig. 6.7 b, c - Bargello National Museum, Bronze plate with a medical Saint, front and back
(photo by the Museum)
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Fig. 6.8 –
Bargello
National
Museum,
Golden
earring
with
pendent (photo by
the Museum)

Fig. 6.10 Bargello National Museum,
Golden earring with pendent
(photo by the Museum)

Fig. 6.9 Bargello National Museum, Couple of
golden earrings with pendent (photo
by the Museum)

Fig. 6.11 Bargello National Museum, Golden
earring with pendent (photo by the
Museum)
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Fig. 6.13 Bargello National Museum, golden
earrings with pendent (after PAOLUCCI,
p. 90)

Fig. 6.12 Bargello
National
Museum,
golden earring with pendent
(photo by the Museum)

Fig. 6.15 Bargello National Museum, Golden
brooch with the enamel of the Virgin
(photo by the Museum)

Fig. 6.14 Bargello National Museum, Golden
pectoral cross (photo by the Museum)

Fig. 6.16 Bargello National Museum,
buckle (photo by the Museum)

Bronze
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Fig. 6.17 Bargello National Museum, silver earrings (photo by the
Museum)

Fig. 6.18 Bargello National Museum, silver earrings (photo by the
Museum)

Fig. 6.19 Bargello National Museum, Gilt bronze earring (photo by the
Museum)

Fig. 6.20 Bargello National Museum, Bronze earrings (photo by the
Museum)
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Fig. 6.22 Bargello National Museum,
Silver earring (photo by the
Museum)
Fig. 6.21 Bargello National Museum, Silver earring
(photo by the Museum)

Fig. 6.23 Bargello
National
Museum,
Bronze buckle (photo by the
Museum)

Fig. 6.24 –
Bargello
National
Museum,
Bronze buckle (photo by the
Museum)

Fig. 6.25 Bargello National Museum,
Cameo with Aghiosoritissa
(photo by the Museum)
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Fig. 6.26 Bargello National Museum, Cameo with Saint
George standing (photo by the author)

Fig. 6.27 Bargello National Museum, Cameo with
Saint Theodore riding the horse (photo by
the Museum)

Fig. 6.28 Bargello National Museum, Cameo
with Saint John the Baptist (photo by
the Museum)
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Fig. 6.29 Bargello National Museum, Steatite with Saint
George riding the horse (photo by the
Museum)

Fig. 6.30 Bargello National Museum, Steatite fragment with Virgin
and Child (photo by the Museum)
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Fig. 6.31 Bargello National Museum, Steatite fragment
with a Saint (photo by the Museum)

Fig. 6.32 Bargello National Museum, Pixys cover with the Hospitality of Abraham
(after MARCUCCI 1958, fig. 27)
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Fig. ?- Bargello National Museum, Steatite
fragment with a Saint (photo by the Museum)

Fig. 6.33 –
Fondazione Salvatore Romano, Marble basin with crosses (after
BECHERUCCI 1983, fig. 19)

Fig. 6.34 –
Fondazione Salvatore Romano, Marble lesene
capital (after BECHERUCCI 1983, fig. 20)
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Fig. 6.35 - Fondazione Salvatore Romano, Marble sarcophagus cover (after BECHERUCCI
1983, fig. 103)

Fig. 6.36 –
Bargello
National
Museum,
Silk
fragment with senmurw (after LUCCA
E L’EUROPA 2010, n. 77)

Fig. 6.37 –
Bargello
National
Museum,
Silk
fragment with Sanson killing the lion
(after LUCCA E L’EUROPA 2010, n. 75)
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DOC. 2
Byzantine objects in Florence during the Late Middle Ages (1205-1397)
Legend:
Artworks currently in Florence
Artworks currently outside Florence
Lost artworks
Chart 1 – Byzantine objects

OBJECT
Relic of Saint
Philip’s arm,
with silver plate
with Saint Philip
Cat. Entry n. 1
Relic of two
phalanxes of
Saint John the
Baptist
Fig. 2.22/2.23
Relic of the
finger of Saint
John the Baptist
Fig. 2.24
Relic of the
mandible of
Saint John the
Baptist
Fig. 2.25
Relic of Saint
Simeon Stylite
Fig. 2.27

!

DATE

DATE of
ARRIVAL

DATE of EXIT/
DESTRUCTION

FIRST COLL.

PRESENT
COLL.
Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Philip’s
arm

?

1205

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

?

1391

/

Santa Maria del
fiore, Chapel of
San Lorenzo

Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo

?

1392

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo

?

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo

?

1394 (?)

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Relic of Saint
Stephen’s stone
Fig. 2.27

?

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Relic of the Holy
Cross
Fig. 2.27

?

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Relic of Saint
Panteleimon
Cat. Entry n. 2

?

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Relic of the neck
bone of Saint
John the Baptist
Fig. 2.26

?

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Relics of Saint
Panteleimon
Fig. 2.28

?

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Relic of the
Fourty Martyrs
Fig. 2.29, 2.30

?

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Relic of Saint
Barbara
Fig. 2.30

?

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Enkolpion of
Saint Mercurius
Fig. 2.33

?

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

MENTIONING
SOURCES (lost
artworks)

Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo
Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Philip’s
arm
Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Philip’s
arm
Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Philip’s
arm
Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Simeon
Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Simeon
Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Simeon
Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Simeon
Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Simeon
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Drop-shaped
reliquary of Saint
Theodore
Fig. 2.33
Mosaic diptych
with the Feast
Days
Cat. Entry n. 3
Mosaic icon with
Saint John the
Baptist
Fig. 2. 34 (?)

?
First
half of
the
14th
century
First
half of
the
14th
century

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo, Reliquary
of Saint Simeon

1394

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Florence, Museo
dell’Opera del
Duomo

1394

Between the 17th
century and 1816

Baptistery of
Saint John

Venice, Treasure
of Saint Mark’s
basilica (?)

Copy of the Icon
of the Virgin
Hodegetria

?

8-9th century

Reliquary of
Saint Philip’s
arm
(forzierino
d’argento dorato e
smaltato)

?

1205

Reliquary of
Saint John’s
fingers
(crocellina
d’ariento dorata ?)

?

1391

Reliquary
containing the
relics of the
Passion and of
the Holy Cross
(reliquiere
ornatissimo, con li
mysterii della
passion di Christo,
et della Croce
sancta, con oro et
priete pretiose
adornato)

?

1394 (?)

Two silver
diptychsreliquaries, one
with stories of
Saint john and
one with busts of
Saints
Fig. 2.35

?

1394 (?)

1785 (?)

1425

15th century (?)

?

1799-1802 (?)

Church of Santa
Maria in
Campidoglio

/

DEL MIGLIORE
1684 ed. 1968, p.
494; RICHA 17541762, vol. 7, pp.
319-320; LAMI
1766, vol. 1, pp.
69-71; LASTRI
1776-78, vol. 4, p.
22

Baptistery of
Saint John

/

Spogli Strozziani in
COCCHI 1901, p.
54

Santa Maria del
fiore, Chapel of
San Lorenzo

/

Inventory of the
Sacristy of Santa
Maria del Fiore
(1418) in
COCCHI 1921, p.
21

Baptistery of
Saint John

/

ALBERTINI 1510,
ed. 2010, p. 94

/

CRONICA
VOLGARE (13851409), p. 173;
PIEROZZI 1491,
p.???;
BUONINSEGNI
1637, p. 725;
GORI 1759, vol. 3,
pp. 345-357, tav.
II, IV, V; BEFANI
1884, p. 54-55

Baptistery of
Saint John

Chart 2 – Post-Byzantine objects and Objects of uncertain attribution

!

OBJECT

DATE

DATE of
ARRIVAL

DATE of EXIT/
DESTRUCTION

FIRST COLL.

Mosaics of the
Baptistery
dome and
chancel
Fig. 2.12-2.15

Mid of the
13th
century

/

Dome and chancel of
the Baptistery of
Saint John

Frescoes of the
Gondi Chapel
Fig. 2.11 a,b

Mid of the
13th
century

/

Santa Maria Novella,
Gondi Chapel

Sculptures of
the lunette of

End of the
13th
century (?)

/

Lunette of San
Michele Bertelde

PRESENT
COLL.

MENTIONING
SOURCES (lost
artworks)

Dome and
chancel of
the
Baptistery of
Saint John
Santa Maria
Novella,
Gondi
Chapel
Florence,
Church of
San Michele
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San Michele
Bertelde
(San Michele,
San Pietro, San
Miniato), fig.
2.17 a,b,c,d
Panel with
Saint George
riding the
horse, fig. 2.18
Altar of
Castellani
Chapel, fig.
2.19 a,b
Cenotaph of
Guglielmo di
Durfort, fig.
2.20 a,b
Sarcophagus of
Chiara degli
Ubertini, fig.
2.21
Sculptures of
Ognissanti

!

e Gaetano,
Antinori
Chapel.

Second half
of the 13th
century

/

Wall gate of Costa
San Giorgio

Second half
of the 13th
century

/

?

After 1289

/

Church of Santissima
Annunziata

13th
century
?

Convent of Santa
Maria in Monticelli
1669

Church of Ognissanti

Florence,
Palazzo
Vecchio
Florence,
Santa Croce,
Castellani
Chapel
Florence,
Cloister of
the Church
of Santissima
Annunziata
London,
Victoria and
Albert
Museum
/

VASARI ed. 18781885, p. 243, p. 482
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DOC. 3

Florence and Byzantium during Humanism and the Renaissance (1397 - 1527)
Legend:
Artworks currently in Florence
Artworks currently outside Florence
Lost artworks
Chart 1 – Byzantine objects

OBJECT

DATE of EXIT/
DESTRUCTION

FIRST COLL.

PRESENT
COLL.

MENTIONING
SOURCES (lost
artworks)

Relic of the
index finger of
Saint John the
Baptist
Fig. 3.17

?

1420

/

Baptistery of
Saint John

Museo dell’Opera
del Duomo

Relic of Saints
Cosmas and
Damian

?

1439

/

Santa Croce

Santa Croce ?
Chapel of the
Relics in Palazzo
Pitti ?

?

1439

/

Florence, Santa
Maria Novella ?

Santa Maria
Novella

?

1454

/

Santa Maria del
Fiore cathedral

?

1454

/

Santa Maria del
Fiore cathedral

Before 1465

/

Medici collection,
Medici Riccardi
Palace, camera di
Lorenzo

Bargello National
Museum

Before 1492

/

Medici collection,
Medici Riccardi
Palace

Palazzo Pitti,
Museo degli
Argenti

Before 1492

/

Medici collection,
Medici Riccardi
Palace

Palazzo Pitti,
Museo degli
Argenti

10th12th
century

Before 1492

/

Medici collection,
Medici Riccardi
Palace

Palazzo Pitti,
Museo degli
Argenti

10th12th
century

Before 1492

/

Medici collection,
Medici Riccardi
Palace

Palazzo Pitti,
Museo degli
Argenti

Ca. 1320

Before 1465

/

Medici collection

London, Victoria
and Albert
Museum

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v

Early
14th
century

?

?

Paris, Louvre
Museum

COURAJOD
1883, pp. 205207

10-11th
century

Before the end
of the 15th
century

Medici collection
– Pier Soderini

Paris, Louvre
Museum

38 Stoles
Catalogue entry
n. 9
Golden Cross
with Gems
Catalogue entry
n. 10a
Cross relic of the
Holy Cross
Catalogue entry
n. 10b
Mosaic icon with
Christ
Pantocrator
Catalogue entry
n. 4
Jasper cup n. 428
Catalogue entry
n. 5
Jasper cup n. 436
Catalogue entry
n. 6
Sardonyx cup n.
582
Catalogue entry
n. 7
Carnelian cup n.
787
Catalogue entry
n. 8
Mosaic icon with
Annunciation
(Una tavola greca
di musaico con una
Anuntiata ornata
d’ariento, fig.
3.11?)
Mosaic icon with
Saint George
Slaying the
dragon
Fig. 3.13
Sardonyx round
cup
Fig. 3.19

!

DATE of
ARRIVAL

DATE

Second
half of
the 12th
century
Late
Roman/
10th11th
century
(?)
10th11th
century
(?)

19th century

1684/1701

Museo dell’Opera
del Duomo, inside
the Reliquary of
the Passion
Museo dell’Opera
del Duomo, inside
the Reliquary of
the Passion
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Reliquary of
Saint Cosmas
and Damian

?

1439

?

Florence, Santa
Croce, Medici
Chapel

RICHA 17541762, 1, p. 75

?

Chart 2 – Post Byzantine objects and objects of uncertain attribution
OBJECT

Una tavola di
donna grechesca

DATE

?

DATE of
ARRIVAL

Before 1391

DATE of EXIT/
DESTRUCTION

/

FIRST COLL.

Owned by Bese
Magalotti

PRESENT
COLL.

/

MENTIONING
SOURCES (lost
artworks)

ASF, Pupilli
Avanti il
Principato 4, c.
133r;
HAFTMANN
1940, note 6

Una tona di
nostra donna de
figure greche
ripiegata a
modo di saltero

Una tavoletta
grecha

?

Before 1402

/

Owned by Neri di
Sandro dell’Acuto

/

ASF, Pupilli
Avanti il
Principato 14, c.
191r;
HAFTMANN
1940, note 6

?

Before 1425

/

Owned by Bartolo di
Jacopo di Banco

/

ASF, Pupilli
Avanti il
Principato 157,
c. 236;
HAFTMANN
1940, note 6

Una tavola con
nostra donna
picchola e alla
grecha
Staurotheke of
the relics gifted
by Marco di
Castranselmo
(croce tutta
d’ariento et d’oro
con molti balasci e
molte pietre et
perle di grande
valuta)
Cover of Gospel
BLFi Palat. Med.
243
(libro adornato
molto
maravigliosamente
et ricchamente con
gran quantità di
perle et balasci et
caffini et più altri
colori, conmesse et
leghate a oro,
molto notabile)
Un chompasso
d’oro chon un
rubinizzo e uno
diamante con 5
perle pendenti,
smaltato da uno
lato una
Nuntiata di
smalto grecho e
dall’altro una
Nostra Donna
che allatta il
figlio

!

?

Before 1427

/

Owned by Filippo di
Paperino de Guidetti

/

ASF, Pupilli
Avanti il
Principato 45, c.
130;
HAFTMANN
1940, note 6

?

?

?

1454

/

1454

After the mid of
the 18th century

Before 1465

After 1516?

Santa Maria del Fiore
cathedral

Palazzo Vecchio

Medici collection

/

PETRIBONI
RINALDI (14071459), pp. 406407

/

PETRIBONI
RINALDI (14071459), pp. 406407

/

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti il
principato, filza
CLXII, c. 4v
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Una tavola greca
di musaico con
santo Iohanni
Baptista intero
ornata d’ariento
Una tavola greca
di musaico
ornata d’ariento
col Giudicio
Una tavola greca
con due figure
ritte di musaico
ornata d’ariento
Una tavola greca
di musaico con
uno santo
Niccolò ornata
d’ariento
Una tavola greca
di musaico con
uno mezzo
santo iohanni
ornata d’ariento
Una tavola greca
di musaico con
uno santo Piero
ornata d’ariento
Una tavola alla
greca con una
Nostra donna
ornata d’ariento
Una tavola greca
con Nostro
Signore dipinto
ornata d’ariento
Una tavola greca
di pietra fine
con Nostra
Donna et XII
apostoli ornata
d’ariento
Una tavola greca
con uno santo
Michele,
d’ebano legata
in ariento dorato
Una tavola di
mezzo braccio o
più chon un
quadro in mezo
d’una Nostra
Donna ritta e
uno bambino in
chollo e dua
agnoletti e santi
dallato,
intagliato di
mezzo rilievo di
thalco
Una tavoletta
larga ¾ di
braccio and uno
quadro et mezzo
di thalco chon
18 quadrature,
drentovi
intagliato di
mezo rilievo la
storia di Christo

!

?

?

Before 1465

Before 1465

/

/

Medici collection

Medici collection

/
(State
Hermitage
Museum ?)

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v

/

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v

?

Before 1465

/

Medici collection

/

?

Before 1465

/

Medici collection

/

?

Before 1465

/

Medici collection

/

?

Before 1465

/

Medici collection

/

?

Before 1465

After 1516?

Medici collection

London,
Victoria and
Albert
Museum?

?

Before 1465

/

Medici collection

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v
ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v
ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v
ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v
ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v

/

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v

?

Before 1465

/

Medici collection

/

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v

?

Before 1465

/

Medici collection

/

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti
principato, filza
CLXIII, c. 61v

?

Between 1465
and 1492

/

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti il
principato, filza
CLXV, c. 25v26r

/

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti il
principato, filza
CLXV, c. 25v 26r

?

Between 1465
and 1492

After 1516?

Medici collection

/

Rome, Barbo
collection (?) Medici collection
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Una tavoletta
tutta d’ariento e
smaltata,
fregiatura e
chompassi, dua
figure in detto
fregio, uno san
Piero e uno
santo Pagholo,
una fighura
d’uno Christo in
mezzo e ritta, di
musaicho

Between 1465
and 1492

After 1597?

Medici collection

/

/

Un quadro
picholo entrovi
testa di Christo,
di musaicho

?

Between 1465
and 1492

After 1597?

Rome, Barbo
collection (?) Medici collection

Una tavoletta
dipintavi una
Nuntiata, opera
grecha

?

Between 1465
and 1492

/

Medici collection

/

Una tavoletta,
dipintavi storia
di Cristo di
Monte Uliveto

?

Between 1465
and 1492

/

Medici collection

/

Double cup
Fig. 3.18

!

?

?

Before 1492

After 1785

Medici collection

/

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti il
principato, filza
CLXV, c. 25v 26r

ASF, Mediceo
Avanti il
principato, filza
CLXV, c. 25v 26r
ASF, Mediceo
Avanti il
principato, filza
CLXV, c. 25v 26r
ASF, Mediceo
Avanti il
principato, filza
CLXV, c. 25v 26r
Disegni dei vasi,
BNF, Cod.
Palatino C. B.
3,27, f. 6
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DOC. 4

From Vasari to the end of the Medici dynasty (1550-1737)
Legend:
Artworks currently in Florence
Artworks currently outside Florence
Lost artworks
Chart 1 – Byzantine objects

OBJECT
Mosaic panel
with Vergine
Regina
Catalogue entry
n. 21
Jasper cameo
with Crist
Emmanuel
Catalogue entry
n. 19
Basanite cameo
with Blessing
christ
Catalogue entry
n. 20
Sardonyx cup n.
556
Catalogue entry
n. 11
Agate bowl n.
586
Catalogue entry
n. 12
Sardonyx cup n.
599
Catalogue entry
n. 13
Chalcedony
bowl n. 677
Catalogue entry
n. 14
Onyx cup n. 671
Catalogue entry
n. 15
Agate cup n. 806
Catalogue entry
n. 16
Agate cup n. 814
Catalogue entry
n. 17
Ivory casket
with Deisis and
Saints
Catalogue entry
n. 18

!

DATE

Beginning
of the 8th
century

12th/13th
century

13th
century

DATE of
ARRIVAL

1609
1668 ?
(recognizable
inside the
inventories
from 1786)
During
Lopoldo’s
reign (?)
(recognizable
inside the
inventories
from 1786)

DATE of EXIT/
DESTRUCTION

FIRST COLL.

PRESENT
COLL.

/

Rome, Oratory of
John VII –
Florence, basilica
of Saint Mark

Basilica of Saint
Mark

/

Medici collection

Pitti Palace,
Museo degli
Argenti

/

Medici collection

Pitti Palace,
Museo degli
Argenti

9-11th
century

Before 1749

/

Medici collection

Pitti Palace,
Museo degli
Argenti

9-10th
century

Before 1784

/

Medici collection

Pitti Palace,
Museo degli
Argenti

9-11th
century

Before 1589

/

Medici collection

Pitti Palace,
Museo degli
Argenti

9-12th
century

Before 1704

/

Medici collection

Pitti Palace,
Museo degli
Argenti

9-11th
century

Before 1638

/

Medici collection

9-11th
century

Before 1704

/

Medici collection

9-11th
century

Before 1704

/

Medici collection

Before 1776 ?

/

Medici collection
(Palazzo Vecchio
– Uffizi Gallery,
Sala dei Bronzi

10th-12th
century

Ivory leaf with
Saint Peter and
Saint Andrew
Fig. 4.12

11th
century

Before 1611 ?

First half of the
19th century

Ivory leaf with
Empress
Ariadne
Fig. 4.14

Ca. 500

Before 1611 ?

First half of the
19th century

Riccardi
collection
(Palazzo di
Gualfonda Palazzo Medici
Riccardi)
Riccardi
collection
(Palazzo di
Gualfonda -

MENTIONING
SOURCES (lost
artworks)

Pitti Palace,
Museo degli
Argenti
Pitti Palace,
Museo degli
Argenti
Pitti Palace,
Museo degli
Argenti
Bargello National
Museum

Vienna,
Kunsthistorisches
Museum
Vienna,
Kunsthistorisches
Museum
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Palazzo Medici
Riccardi)
Ivory pixys with
Stories of Jonah
Fig. 4.21

6th
century

Before 1735

First half of the
19th century

Gherardesca
collection

Hermitage
Museum

Chart 2 – Post Byzantine objects and objects of uncertain attribution
OBJECT

Una Madonna
con collanine
dorata alla greca

!

DATE

?

DATE of
ARRIVAL

Before 1611

DATE of EXIT/
DESTRUCTION

/

FIRST COLL.
Riccardi collection
(Palazzo di
Gualfonda - Palazzo
Medici Riccardi)

PRESENT
COLL.

/

MENTIONING
SOURCES (lost
artworks)

ASF, Riccardi
294, ins. 30, c. 20
v.
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DOC. 5
Connoisseurship and the interest in Byzantium (1737-1803)
Legend:
Artworks currently in Florence
Artworks currently outside Florence
Lost artworks
Chart 1 – Byzantine objects

OBJECT
Steatite plaque
with the
Archangel
Gabriel
Catalogue entry
n. 22
Icon with
Koimesis
Catalogue entry
n. 23
Ivory leaf with
Forty Martirs
Fig. 5.21
Ivory diptych
with Rome and
Constantinople
Fig. 5.23
Bronze plaque
with Saint
Stephen
Fig. 5.24

DATE

DATE of
ARRIVAL

DATE of EXIT/
DESTRUCTION

FIRST COLL.

PRESENT
COLL.

12th
century

? Before 1806

/

Fiesole,
Sant’Ansano
chapel (Bandini
collection)

Fiesole, Museo
Bandini

14th
century

? Between
1733 and 1761

/

Medici-Lorena
collection

Uffizi gallery, storage

10th
century

? Before 1752

After 1810

Riccardi
collection

Berlin,
Skulpturensammlung
und Museum für
Byzantinische Kunst

5th-6th
century

? Before 1752

After 1810

Riccardi
collection

Vienna,
Kunsthistorisches
Museum

?

? Before 1743

19th century

Riccardi
collection

MENTIONING
SOURCES (lost
artworks)

LAMI 1743

Chart 2 – Post Byzantine objects and objects of uncertain attribution
OBJECT

DATE

DATE of
ARRIVAL

81 Russian icons
Fig. 5.3
Icon with
Madonna,
Andrea Rico da
Candia
Fig. 5.11

16th-18th
century

Between 1733
and 1761

/

Medici collection

Uffizi
Gallery

15th
century

? From 1799
in the Uffizi

/

Church of San
Girolamo in Fiesole
– Uffizi Gallery

Accademia
Gallery

16th
century

? From 1810
in the Uffizi

/

Santissima
Annunziata, Adami
collection – Uffizi
Gallery

Accademia
Gallery

16th-17th
century

? From 1810
in the Uffizi

/

Convent of Santa
Maria del Fiore di
lapo, Fiesole – Uffizi
Gallery

Accademia
Gallery

16th-17th
century

? Before 1796

Before 1796

? Tacoli Canacci
collection

Modena,
Quadreria
Torelli

16th-17th
century

? Before 1796

Before 1796

? Tacoli Canacci
collection

Modena,
Quadreria
Torelli

11th-13th
century

?

?

Vatican
Museum

Icon with Saint
John the Baptist
Fig. 5.13
Icon with the
Adoration of the
Magi
Fig. 5. 14
Icon with Virgin
and Child,
Balcanic artist
Fig. 5.18
Icon with Saint
John the Baptist,
Balcanic artist
Fig. 5.19
Steatite diptych
with Pentecost
and Ascension
Fig. 5.26

!

DATE of EXIT/
DESTRUCTION

? acquired by
Barberini

FIRST COLL.

PRESENT
COLL.

MENTIONING
SOURCES (lost
artworks)
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Steatite diptych
with Christ and
with the Virgin
Fig. 5.28
Ivory plaque with
Deisis
Fig. 5.39
Steatite plaque
with Pantocrator
Fig. 5.40
Steatite plaque
with Saint basil
Fig. 5.44
Steatite plaque
with Koimesis
Fig. 5.45
Painted triptych
with the
Coronation of the
Virgin
Fig. 5. 46
Painted triptych
with the Virgin
Blachernitissa
Fig. 5. 48
Painted panel
with Saint
George riding a
horse
Fig. 5. 49
Carved wooden
cross
Fig. 5. 51
Panel with Virgin
and Child
(tavola alta mezzo
braccio in cui su
tela riportata
sull’asse è dipinta
da Pittor Greco
Nostra Signora, che
tiene il divino figlio
in collo, che lei
abbraccia)
Painted panels
with Koimesis
and Ascension
Carved wooden
cross
Icon with Saint
Peter
(Saint Pierre.
Figure en entier,
vue de profil, avec
quelques lettres en
caracteres grecs)
Icon with an
Apostle
(Figure en entier
d’un Apôtre tenant
une petite Croix
dans sa main)
Icon with an
Apostle
(Figure en entier
d’un Apôtre tenant
un livre)
Double sided
Icon with the
Virgin and Saint
Peter
(Petit Tableau peint
des deux côtes: d’un
côte la S. te Vierge
habillée d’une robe
bleue, avec un
manteau rouge; de
l’autre Saint Paul)

!

13th-14th
century

?

11th-12th
century

? before 1756

13th
century

? acquired by
Barberini

?

Berlin, Bode
Museum

1756

Gori collection

Vatican
Museum

? before 1756

1756

Gori collection

Vatican
Museum

14th
century

? before 1756

1756

Gori collection

Vatican
Museum

10th
century

? before 1756

1756

Gori collection

Vatican
Museum

15th
century

? before 1756

1756

Gori collection

Vatican
Museum

16th
century

? before 1756

1756

Gori collection

Vatican
Museum

15th-16th
century
(Angelo
Bizamano)

? before 1756

1756

Gori collection

Vatican
Museum

17th-18th
century

? before 1756

? before 1756

Gori collection

Vatican
Museum

?

Before 1735

?

Gori collection

/

?

? before 1756

1756

Gori collection –
Vatican Museum

/

17th-18th
century

? before 1756

1756

Gori collection

Vatican
Museum ?

?

?

Before 1796

? Tacoli Canacci
collection

/

CATALOGUE
1796, p. 79

?

?

Before 1796

? Tacoli Canacci
collection

/

CATALOGUE
1796, p. 79

?

?

Before 1796

? Tacoli Canacci
collection

/

CATALOGUE
1796, p. 79

?

?

Before 1796

? Tacoli Canacci
collection

/

CATALOGUE
1796, p. 79

AACFi ms. 15,
c. 318

ASV, A.S.P.
Computisteria
283, n. 91
ASV, A.S.P.
Computisteria
283, n. 91
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Double sided
Icon with Saint
Peter and an
Apostle
(Petit tableau
pendant, peint des
deux côtes, ou est
représenté Saint
Pierre pleurant, et
un autre Saint
Apôtre)
Icon with the
crowned Virgin,
Andrea Rico da
Candia
Ivory leaf with
Saint peter, Paul
and John
Quadretto d’avorio
con figure tre,
rappresentanti S.
Giovanni, S. Paolo e
S. Pietro
Ivory carved cross
(Croce Stazionale in
avorio che in piccoli
spartimenti tutte le
più memorande
gesta e misteri del
Salvatore
rappresenta)
Wooden panel
with Saint
Gregory of
Nazianzus, Saint
Basil and Saint
John Chrysostom
Fig. 5.26
Tabernacle
(triptych) with
Deisis, Bishops
and Saints
Part of a diptych
with a metal
frame, with two
Seraphs,
Abraham’s
hospitality and
five Saints
Icon with the
Virgin and Child
(Quadretto in asse
antico, rappresenta
la Madonna a sedere
con Gesù Bambino
ed un santo, in
fondo dorato con
caratteri greci )
Panel with Christ
enthroned
Fig. 5. 30
Panel with the
Virgin and Child
and Saint John
(Madonna col
Bambino Gesù e S.
Gio con lettere
greche)
Panel with
Godfather and
the Saviour
(Iddio Padre e il
Redentore con
lettere greche)

!

? Tacoli Canacci
collection

/

CATALOGUE
1796, p. 79

Hugford collection –
De Montor collection

/

DE MONTOR
1811, pp. 28-30

?

?

Before 1796

15th
century

?

?

?

Before 1752

After 1810

Riccardi collection

ASF, Fondo
Riccardi 276.1
ins. B

?

Before 1792

19th century

Riccardi collection

LAMI 1757 ed.
1792, note 12, p.
LXV

?

Before 1752

?

Riccardi collection

/

ASF, Fondo
Riccardi 276.1
ins. B

?

Before 1792

?

Riccardi collection

/

LAMI 1757 ed.
1792, note 10
pp. LXII-LXIV

?

Before 1792

?

Riccardi collection

/

LAMI 1757 ed.
1792, note 10
pp. LXII-LXIV

?

Before 1752

?

Riccardi collection

/

ASF, Fondo
Riccardi 276.1
ins. B

?

? Before 1759

?

Manni collection

/

GORI 1759, vol.
3, pp. 94-96, tav.
11

?

Before 1797

?

Bandini collection

/

ACFs, XX.8,
contratti e
scritture 18031836, cc. 45

/

ACFs, XX.8,
contratti e
scritture 18031836, cc. 45

?

Before 1797

?

Bandini collection
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Doc. 6 - List of objects in the Vatican Museum owned by Gori
(ASV, Computisteria 283, 91: Nota delle robe sacre acquistate dal Museo del Prop.o Gori per l’Ill.mo Commendator
Francesco Vettori)
February 1758
1 – 2 – Due quadri alti circa mezzo braccio, lunghi tre terzi, ne quali con bella simetria sono diposti ventiotto
piombi dorati rappresentanti diversi fatti di S. Gio. Battista, ed altri Santi n. 28.
Byzantine, extant, (fig. 5.52-5.53)
3 – Un tabernacolino a sportello alto circa un mezzo braccio, da ripiegarsi rappresentante la Madonna col
bambino in braccio, contorniata da uno stuolo di angeli, sotto de quali in tre diversi gradi si vedono sedere
16 figure di diversi santi. Nelli sportellini si vede la Crocifissione di N. S. da un lato, dall’altro S. Gio. Battista
e S. Cristoforo.
Not recognizable
4 – Un tabernacolino alto un palmo da ripiegarsi rappresentante la Coronazione della Madonna con varie
lettere greche, e con li sportellini dipinti da tutti i lati, ed è molto bello e le figure ressembran fatte con molta
maestria.
Byzantine, extant, (fig. 5.46)
5-6 – Due quadretti di maniera greca alti un terzo di braccio, in uno de quali si vede l’Annunciazione di M.
V. nell’altro il suo gloriosissimo transito con molte figure all’intorno, e con varie cose degne d’osservazione.
Not recognizable
7 – Un tabernacolino alto circa sei dita, con i suoi sportellini da ripiegarsi con figure, e lettere greche
rappresentante la Madonna colle braccia stese, il Bambino davanti.
Post Byzantine, extant, (fig. 5.48)
8 – Un vetro antico rotondo rappresentante Cristo in Croce a 4 chiodi colla Madonna, e un’altra figura, che
non ben si distingue per essere rotto, e inclinato in più luoghi.
Not recognizable
9 – Un Cristo di bronzo a 4 chiodi colle braccia pendenti con gonnella smaltata e mitra in capo.
Not recognizable
10 – Un Cristo con lettere greche scolpito in pietra simile a quella di paragone colle parole IC XC e sta colla
destra in atto di benedire e tiene colla sinistra un volume. Dietro vi si osserva una croce con alcuni geroglifici
di graffito, e lettere greche, e questo è un bel monumento e riportato nell’opera de Dittici.
Byzantine, extant, fig. 5.40
11 – Un S. Basilio con lettere greche scolpito nella medesima pietra colla destra in atto di benedire, e colla
sinistra tiene un volume, ed è di bellissimo lavoro in piccolo.
Byzantine, extant, fig. 5.44
12 – Un altro pezzo nella media pietra con dodici figure in diverse attitudini di ottimo lavoro greco.
Byzantine, extant, fig. 5.45
13 – Un S. Demetrio in bronzo della grandezza di un testone con lettere greche.
Not recognizable
14 – Una medaglia della grandezza di un paolo rappresentante N. S. con lettere orientali
Not recognizable
15 – Una S.a Caterina in avorio con palme, e un pezzo di rota in mano
Non Byzantine, extant, fig. 5.36
16 – Un S. Diacono, che pare un S. Lorenzo in bronzo alto circa 5 dita
Not recognizable
17 – Una croce di bossolo istoriata da tutte le parti di maniera greca, e di cui si spedì il rame. Illustrata
nell’Opera de Dittici
Post Byzantine, extant, fig. 5.51
18 – Un Dittico d’avorio profano istoriato da tutte le parti, ed è servito per nozze. Sec. XIV, da ripiegarsi
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Not recognizable
19 – Un’altra tavoletta simile in avorio dell’istesso tempo istoriata assai curiosa
Not recognizable
20 – Un quadretto in avorio colla coronazione della Madonna
Not recognizable
21 – Una tavoletta in avorio bislungo, in cui si rappresenta un Crocifisso
Not recognizable
22 – Un pezzo d’avorio lungo sei dita, alto tre, in cui si sono rappresentate quattro figure di Santi, che io non
raccapezzo, sono però di maniera goffa ed antica
Non Byzantine, extant, fig. 5.34
23 – La nascita di N. S. scolpita in una madreperla della grandezza di una piastra
Not recognizable
24 – S. Fran.co dipinto in un piccolo tondo della grandezza di un paolo
Not recognizable
25 – Un frate francescano, che forse sarà S. Ant.o in avorio piccolo
Not recognizable
26 – 27 – Due pezzi di avorio rappresentanti due figure, che non conosco
Not recognizable
28 – Un quadretto dipinto sul rame alto cinque dita, largo 7, col ritratto di S. Francesco, e S. Chiara
Not recognizable
29 – Un S. Vescovo in avorio.
Not recognizable
30 – Un angelo simile
Not recognizable
31 – Una santa simile
Not recognizable
32 – Un Cristo morto simile
Not recognizable
33 – Un Padre eterno simile
Non Byzantine, extant, fig. 5. 35
34 – Un angelo simile
Not recognizable
35 – Una Madonna bislunga col bambino in braccio simile, alta circa 8 dita
Not recognizable
36 – Una Santa in Madre perla simile
Not recognizable
37 – Un medaglione in bronzo di Nostro Signore
Not recognizable
38 – Un S. Giorgio a cavallo con lettere greche in una piccola asse alta sei dita, larga cinque, ed è molto bella
Cretan, extant, fig. 5.49
39 – Un pezzo d’avorio, in cui si vede una donna, che tiene un bambino in mano
Not recognizable
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Doc. 6a - List of objects in the Vatican Museum owned by Stosch
(ASV, Computisteria 283, 19: Elenco di gioie ed altri oggetti provenienti dall’eredità del Barone Stosch, comprati a
Firenze da Zanobi M. Zurli per conto di Francesco Vettori)
May 1758

1 – Corniola legata in Oro col S. Sudario cosa moderna
Not recognizable
2 – Igiada colla Vergine in piedi in anello d’oro tondo
Not recognizable
3 – Agata Vergine dentro d’un vaso con lettere, e anello d’oro
Not recognizable
4 – Agata nuovo intaglio, busto di S. Poalo, anello d’oro
Not recognizable
5 – Agata sardonica con la Pisside Eucaristica in anello d’oro
Not recognizable
6 – Turchina con cinque figure in anello d’oro
Not recognizable
7(1) – Pasta di vetro con l’adoraz.e de’ Magi legata in argento
Not recognizable
1

8(2) – Pasta di vetro con vescovo a cavallo legata in ariento
Not recognizable
9(3) – Diaspro verde con Cristo greco legato in argento
Byzantine ?, Not recognizable
10(4) – Diaspro verde con S. Giorgio greco legato in argento
Byzantine ?, Not recognizable
11(5) – Pasta di vetro con S. Pietro che pesca legata in argento
Not recognizable
12(6) – Diaspro con gli Ebrei che portan l’uva moderno
Not recognizable
13(7) – Fragmento di vetro con S. Theodoro greco legato in argento
Byzantine ?, Not recognizable
14(8) – S. Dottor greco in pasta di vetro legato in argento
Byzantine ?, Not recognizable
15(9) – Corniola con pesci ed ancora legata in metallo
Not recognizable
16(10) – Pasta di vetro col Pastor bonus legata in metallo
Not recognizable
17(11) – Paternoster d’agata con Crocifisso figure rozze
Not recognizable

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
In the list, the number start again after 6: the number between bracjkets is therefore the one indicated in the original
document.
1

!
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18(12) – Corniola con figura che tiene una testa in mano
Not recognizable
19(13) – Niccolò con uccello, che tiene un’erba in bocca
Not recognizable
20(14) – Corniola con uomo nudo Simplici Vitae
Not recognizable
21(15) – Corniola esagona con figure fatte col fuoco
Not recognizable
22(16) – Corniola col S. Giovanni lavoro moderno
Not recognizable
23(17) – Vetro giallo coll’ancora
Not recognizable
24(18) – Corniola bruciata colla testa di S. Pietro legata in anello d’oro
Not recognizable
25(Unnumbered) – Una tavola con XXVI Bassi Rilievi d’avorio
Not recognizable
26(Unnumbered) – Un Dittico grande, rappresentante la Passione di Cristo in Avorio antico
Non Byzantine, extant, fig. 5.54
27(Unnumbered) – Altra tavola con tre bassirilievi di figure sacre d’avorio
Not recognizable
28(Unnumbered) – Sette pezzi sciolti d’avorio
Not recognizable
29(Unnumbered) – Un quadro su legno, rappresentante un Cristo dopo la Resurrezione, alto circa
un braccio, e mezzo di buona maniera antica
Not recognizable, cfr. doc. 7, n. 15
30(Unnumbered) – Un Crocifisso di bronzo con smalto antico
Not recognizable
31(Unnumbered) – Un dittico dipinto con S. Gio Battista, S. Bartolomeo e la Vergine col bambino
alto circa un palmo
Not recognizable
32(Unnumbered) – Un Bassorilievo moderno abbozzato in marmo rappresentante una Pietà
Not recognizable, cfr. doc. 7, n. 15
33(Unnumbered) – Un Bassorilievo in marmo lungo due braccia illustrato nella Roma Sotterranea
dell’Aringhi
Not recognizable
34(Unnumbered) – Due Bassirilievio in marmo, rappresentanti due angeli
Not recognizable, cfr. doc. 7, n. 15
35(unnumbered) – Un ritratto di Savonarola, sul legno alto circa un braccio
Not recognizable, cfr. doc. 7, n. 15
36(unnumbered) – Tre altri quadretti sacri sull’asse d’antica pittura di varie figure
Not recognizable
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DOC. 7 – Letters between Vettori and Bandini
Many of the the letters are of difficult interpretation, as they are very ruined. Moreover, they are written on both
sides and often the ink has been absorbed by the paper, causing the overlapping of the words written on the two
sides. For some letters I could just recognize the topics but I could not achieve a good transcription. The passages
transcribed do not comprise the entire letters, but only the parts concerning the Gori or the Stosch collection. The
abbreviated words of the texts have been decoded, and uncertainties are pointed out:
Legend
[…] Not transcribed passages
[*] Gap
[ill.] Illegible
[?] Words of not secure interpretation

•!

1) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 426r:

[…] La ringrazio poi della nota de monumenti Sacri che ha osservato nel museo del fu Proposto Gori e
2

desidero che ne tratti l'acquisto per la somma che mi accenna di sei o al più otto zecchini, e confidentemente
le dico che se abbia difficoltà di trattare per tal somma la compra di questi monumenti [ill.] una somma assai
rilevante feci pagare al medesimo Proposto poco innanzi la sua morte per acquistarne le cose sacre del suo
Museo e qualche [ill.] che erano già del Senatore Buonarroti . Di questo la prego osservare religiosamente un
3

segreto, e molte cose veramente mi mandò, avendomene precedentemente mandato un catalogo, e veramente
io credevo mi avesse mandato [tutto?], anche più cose si fosse riserbato. Ma [ill.] credo che allora non le avesse
presenti, o pure che le abbia acquistate dopo. Siagli come si voglia, quando anche talora esso non le avesse
stimate cosa approposito, mi pare che almeno la maggior parte, secondo la sua descrizione, possano meritare
di farne l'acquisto, ma avendo ricevuto, torno a ripeterle, una somma molto rilevante poco innanzi la sua
morte, potrà il Signor Giuseppe esser contento in ogni modo. Quando facesse difficoltà, il che non crederei,
4

egli gli prometta tutta la segretezza, ma si mostri pure inteso di ciò che le ho motivato.
Bisognerà poi pensare al modo di far venire in qua queste robe […]
Roma, 24 gennaio 1758

•!

2) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 431r-432v:

[…] La [ill.] data a quei monumenti sacri ritrovati nel Museo del fu Proposto Gori, siccome mi parvero colla
altra sua lettera molto proporzionate, così mi pare che questo nuovo accrescimento, che quasi raddoppia la
prima stima, e dal quale accrescimento, neppure è contento il Signor Giuseppe Gori, possa guastare ogni
trattato di convenzione ma facendo attenzione alla di lei nuova rappresentanza, benché non abbia sotto
l'occhio alcuna detta cosa che mi descrive, delle quali possa fare argomento della loro antichità, mi pare che il
detto Signor Giuseppe dovrebbe contentarsi di scudi venticinque di questa moneta o al più di simil somma.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Anton Francesco Gori (1691-1757) is a well known scholar, antiquarian and founder of Società Colombaria Fiorentina.
On his figure, see chapter 5.3.1 The case of Museo Gorio, note 258.
Senator Filippo Buonarroti (1661-1733). On his figure of erudite and antiquarian, see 4.2.2 Byzantine objects in private
collections: extant and lost heritage, note 142.
Giuseppe Maria Gori, brother of Anton Francesco and heir of his collection. He was an officer of the Decime
Granducali, (see CAGIANELLI 2006, p. 120) and he was the main responsible for the sell of his brother’s collection
(about his disposal of the collection of antiquities, GAMBARO 2007).
2

3

4

!
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Attenderò con altra posta l'esito di questo affare. Io credevo certamente d'aver avuto tutto ciò che avea di Sacro
il Signor Gori, ne così facilmente mi sarei indotto a fargli avere la somma rilevante di [S 500?] che passò per le
mie mani, se avessi veduto che fosse rimasta nelle sue mani molta altra roba, ma non saprei come altra volta
le dissi se talora avesse fatto acquisto di tali cose dopo stabilito il transito meco concluso. Ho letto il biglietto
del Signor Giuseppe a lei diretto ma bisogna che il medesimo rifletta, che qui ho da trattare col Cavalier
Maggiordomo col quale anderò lesto nel rappresentargli questo 2do negozio, quando farà seguito, perché chi
sa qual verso la prenderà […]
Roma, 28 gennaio 1758

•!

3) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 433r-434v:

[…] Sarà poi necessario il fare una colletta per la spedizione delle [ill.] robe, e sarà necessario della diligenza,
acciò il tutto possa qua giungere senza nuocimento, essendo fragilissime molte delle medesime cose, sarà
necessario che mi si faccia avere, dopo il pagamento, la ricevuta dal S. Giuseppe Gori. […]
Le ricordo il dittico del Signor [Peruzzi?] , ed a non perdere di mira quei monumenti che vi possono essere nel
5

museo stoskciano, delli quali potrà molto giovare avere la nota adesso, giacché non farà [ill.] che del medesimo
si possa fare l'acquisto, come sarebbe di mio piacere e di mio genio […]
Roma, 12 febbraio 1758

•!

4) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 435r – 435v

Le accludo in questa mia l'ordine di [S 26?] di cotesta moneta fiorentina per concludere la compra de
monumenti Sacri residuali del museo Gorio e gradirò averne, come le dissi, la ricevuta dall'istesso Signor
Giuseppe Gori ed un’esatta descrizione de medesimi monumenti, tanto più che li dovrò ricevere in più partite,
come favorisce [ill.], e veramente stimo che questa sarà la via più sicura non soggetta a qualche incontro. La
sua prudenza saprà regolare con buon ordine la cosa […]
Il dittico del Signor Peruzzi, che essendo del secolo XIV sarà forse trittico, o già tabernacoletto con sua
sportellini, se non ha qualche cosa di particolare, farei di sentimento di lasciarlo stare acciò che lo possiate, se
poi le paresse che tornasse bene il farne acquisto per qualche singolarità che vi si trova, tratti pure la [ill.] che
mi sarà grata. Mi sarà poi gradito il catalogo de monumenti sacri dello Stosckio, e molto più se potrà
ottenersene il possesso […]
Roma,18 febbraio 1758

•!

5) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 436r – 436v

The letter is illegible. It is possible to infer that Vettori writes about the payment for Giuseppe Gori, about the
channels to deliver the objects and he asks for information about the Stosch collection.
Roma, 29 febbraio 1758

•!

6) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 437r – 438r

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5

!

I could not reconstruct who is Peruzzi, nor which tabernacle Vettori is talking about.
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[…] Nel medesimo pacchetto trovo ancora la nota dei monumenti presi dal Signor Giuseppe Gori, ma non la
di lui ricevuta, il che soggiungo perché il Signor favorisca di accluderla, ed approvo intieramente quanto ella
ha [ill.] per favorirmi in questo affare, intendendo similmente di approvare la permuta de cornici de consaputi
quadri con quei dittici descritti nel suo catalogo alle num. 18 e 19 , benché niente abbia veduto di cose
6

medesime, onde vedete che sono contento pienamente […]
Di nuovo torno alli monumenti del Signor Gori, che in altra sua lettera mi disse esservi fra quei monumenti
un antico vetro che è di quelli del Buonarroti e questo non vedo descritto nella nota che ha favorito mandarmi.
7

Così pure desidero sapere se tal volta quella immagine del Salvatore, colla destra in atto di benedire tenente
un volume nella sinistra colle lettere IC XC in pietra lucentissima, con alcuni geroglifici, e lettere nel rovescio,
sia la medesima definita sotto il numero 10 in pietra simile a quella di paragone e si dice riportato tal
monumento nell'opera de dittici .
8

L'assicuro che il Signor [Bindo Simone Peruzzi?] mi ha sopraffatto colla spontanea offerta, anzi donazione del
suo dittico, descritto nella sua nota sotto il numero 40. Un quadretto in avorio del secolo XIV che avrà forse
voluto dire porzione di un dittico, oppure il quadretto avea il suo controsportello che lo chiudea. Comunque
sia, io mi dichiaro gratissimo […]
Roma, 4 marzo 1758

•!

7) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 441r

[…] Non rispondo all'altra sua lettera da [14?], volendo prima comunicare col cardinale Maggiore la nota dei
monumenti Stosckiani, ma egli richiederà subito la stima fatta e la spesa che potrà occorrere per farne
l'acquisto. La settimana seguente scriverò al Signor Giuseppe Pelli nel modo concertato […]
Roma, 25 marzo 1758

•!

8) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 442r

[…] Sabato passato scrissi secondo il concertato, al Signor Giuseppe Pelli, dal quale forse a quest'ora ne avrà
fatto ragguaglio. Dalla Signoria Vostra io ricercai oltre la notizia della stima di quei Sacri Monumenti del
Museo del Barone Sosck , della stima similmente di quella serie di medaglie pontificie che esso avea, e come
9

poi ho pensato, si potrebbero a queste medaglie ancora unire alcuni piombi delle Bolle di nuovi Pontefici,
ricordandomi che il medesimo ne aveva uno del [ill.], ed altro di uno de primi Leoni, che se non erro, sarà
stato il terzo, e furono pubblicati dal Proposto Gori nelle [Inscrizioni?] […]
Roma, 8 aprile 1758

•!

9) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 443r

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The two diptychs probably correspond to those described as Un Dittico d’avorio profano istoriato da tutte le parti, ed è
servito per nozze. Sec. XIV, da ripiegarsi and Un’altra tavoletta simile in avorio dell’istesso tempo istoriata assai curiosa (cfr. doc.
6, n. 18-19), which I could not recognize in modern Vatican collections.
Probably corresponding to Un vetro antico rotondo rappresentante Cristo in Croce a 4 chiodi colla Madonna, e un’altra figura,
che non ben si distingue per essere rotto, e inclinato in più luoghi (cfr. doc. 6, n. 8), not recognized in modern Vatican
collections.
The piece is identifiable with the steatite with Blessing Christ, fig. 5.42, cfr. doc. 6 n. 10.
Baron Filipp von Stosch (1691-1757). On his figure, see chapter 5.3.1 The case of Museo Gorio, note 302.
6

7

8
9
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[…] Ho gradito il manifesto dell'Opera de Dittici, e gradirei sapere se quei molti disegni di varj pezzi d'avorio
ed altri monumenti fatti disegnare e che sono appresso di me avevano avuto luogo nella Opera medesima;
non avendone avuto più nuova dopo averli mandati per la malattia e poi per la morte seguita del proposto
Gori, ed il Signor Passeri probabilmente niente ne averà saputo […]
10

Roma, 15 aprile 1758

•!

10) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 450r

[…] Dal Gentilissimo Signor Pelli ho avuto in questo ordinario la nota de camei, ed altre pietre intagliate, che
11

furono già del Barone Stosck, ed unitamente la stima fatta dal Proposto Venuti, poiché sono stato questa
mattina dal Cardinale Colonna Camerlengo per trattarne con esso ma essendo seguita la morte del Papa sono
12

13

cessate del medesimo le facoltà che avea sopra il Museo, le quali ora sono trasfuse in Monsignor Colonna suo
nipote Maggiordomo e questo non è stato questa mattina […]
Vedrò di tornare da Monsignore uno di questi giorni, ma chi sa se potrò concludere cosa alcuna fino al nuovo
Pontificato […]
Roma, 6 maggio 1758

•!

11) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 451r – 452r

[…] Delli monumenti presi dal Signor Giuseppe Gori, la cosa più pregevole che fin ora ho ricevuto, è quel
crocifisso notato nel suo foglio col n. [9?] la croce intagliata in bossolo , o tiglio che sia, non è quella, della quale
14

mi mandi la stampa ed è riportata nell'Opera de dittici , giacché quella io la ebbi nella compra grande, fatta
15

poco innanzi che seguisse la morte del Signor Gori. Il Signor Giuseppe Fratello non ci ha colpa, perché non è
capace di questa cosa e posso credere non sarà interamente informato de cose che possedeva e che mandò in
qua il Sopradetto Signor Proposto e perciò non deve essere molestato. La monetina mandata dalla parte la
Croce ha le lettere IC XC, e sotto NIKA : dall'altra parte mi sembrano caratteri arabici che non intendo. Se la
16

darà al prezzo dell'oro altrimenti se rimanderà, esaminiamola bene prima di comprarla.
Sentendo che abbia ella fatta vedere alla Società Colombaria la sopradetta volle da mandargli qui a me, ed
essendo stata stimata da medesima Società posso credere che saranno di qualche considerazione, e desidero
che capiti congiunzione per poterla avere.
Lunedì mi portai da Monsignor Maggiordomo e lasciai al medesimo il foglio de monumenti contrattati dal
Signor Pelli coll'erede del fu Barone Stosck, e la mattina seguente con gentilissimo biglietto me la rimandò,
acciò potessi concludere l'acquisto, onde potremo andare innanzi per la conclusione del trattato. È ben vero
che comunicai al medesimo solamente la nota de cammei ed altre pietre, la quale era [ill.] della lettera cioè in
foglietto separato, e non trattai degli altri monumenti, ma quando si potesse ottenere un’onesta reduzione
sotto li 50 zecchini come scrive il medesimo Pelli, che sperava poterli ridurre, mi servirei del mio arbitrio senza

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Giovan Battista Passeri (1964-1780). On his figure, see as last SODINI 2014.
Giuseppe Pelli Bencivenni (1729-1808), Director of the Uffizi gallery. On his figure, see see chapter 5.2.1 New objects
and new displays in the Medici collection, note 90.
Girolamo Colonna di Sciarra (1708-1763), Cardinal Camerlengo since 1756.
The mentioned Pope is Benedict XIV, who died on the 3rd of May 1758.
The piece is identifiable with one of the wooden crosses of the Vatican Museum, fig. 5.53. Cfr. doc. 6, n. 17.
GORI 1759, vol. 3, part 4, pp. 18-19, tav. 4. Also this cross is probably recognizable in one of the vatican crosses, fig.
5.53.
I could not understand which coins is mentioned here, nor to recognize the object.
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
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parlarne nuovamente trovandosi il Sopradetto al presente molto occupato. […]
Roma, 13 Maggio 1758

•!

12) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 454r

The letter is illegible. It is possible to infer that Vettori insists to have a reply to his previous letter, because he
wants to conclude the transaction about the Stosch collection.
Rome, 20 maggio 1758

•!

13) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 455r – 456r

The letter is illegible. It is possible to infer that Vettori tries to reduce the price of the Stosch collection, in order
to acquire.
Roma, 27 maggio 1758

•!

14) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 458r – 459r

[…] Sento con piacere essere stata conclusa e stabilita a 45 zecchini la compra de monumenti sacri del Barone
Stosck, mediante la di lei cura e del Signor Giuseppe Pelli che con destrezza ha guidato e condotto a fine il
trattato ed io mi dichiaro molto tenuto all'uno e all'altro, benché niente abbia veduto delle cose acquistate.
Gradirò che mi spedisca per congiuntura in una scatola le gemme, ed altre cose minute distinguendone le robe
appartenenti al Signor Gori da quelle del Barone Stosck. Per le altre cose di maggior mole, e che non si
potranno così facilmente trasportare, gradirò che se ne procuri la licenza per l'estrazione giacché mi pare che
mi menzionasse non sarebbe stato difficile ottenerla […]
Roma, 3 giugno 1758

•!

15) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 460r – 461r

Ho riscosso da Zurli del pagamento già eseguito di zecchini 45 per quei sacri monumenti comprati dall'erede
17

del Barone Stosck, avendomi il sopradetto Zurli accluso un foglio nel suo piego della nota delli sopradetti
monumenti, tra i quali non credevo certamente trovarne quattro, o cinque pezzi li quali mi pare senz'altro
averle scritto altra volta che essere moderni si potevano lasciare in dietro e che sono .
18

Un bassorilievo sbozzato di marmo, rappresentante una Pietà
Un bassorilievo in marmo rappresentante angeli
Un quadro sul legno rappresentante un Cristo dopo la Resurrezione alto circa un braccio e mezzo di buona
antica maniera
Un ritratto del Savonarola sul legno, alto circa un braccio, e questo nella sua nota era duplicato, dicendosi in
essa: due bè ritratti del Savonarola
Or queste tali cose sarei contento che non venissero in qua se fosse possibile e piuttosto vorrei cambiarle con

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The men mentioned here can be identified with Zanobi M. Zurli, who bought, on behalf of Francesco Vettori, the Stosch
collection in Florence: his name is mentioned inside the document in the Secret Archive, cfr. doc. 6a.
All the following artworks are effectively present in the list of the Vatican (cfr. doc. 6°, n. 29, 32, 34, 35), but I could not
recognize them in the Vatican collection.
17

18
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altre cose che potessero compensare la valuta data a questi pezzi, a che fossero cose veramente antiche e sacre
che facilmente ci sarà in quella raccolta almeno altro monumento di tal fatta in marmo, in metallo o in avorio,
perché in una sua nota di questo tali monumenti, che fino da principio [ill.] per lettera avea ella contrassegnato
alcuni di questi in margine, suggerendomi che queste cose contrassegnati si potesse lasciarli in dietro […]
Roma, 10 giugno 1758

•!

16) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 462r – 463r

[…] Il signor Zurli mi scrisse che non fu trovato tra i Sacri monumenti un Salvatore di metallo e smaltato, e
che trovandosi l'erede del Barone Stosck l'avrebbe consegnato; non so se talora questo sia il crocifisso, o altra
immagine Del Salvatore e perciò anche questa immagine Del Salvatore le raccomando, avendone appresso di
me delle altre, ed assai belle. […]
Roma, 17 giugno 1758

•!

17) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 464r - 464v

The letter is illegible.
Roma, 24 giugno 1758

•!

18) BMFi, BII 27 XIV, c. 465r - 466v

[…] Già ricevei dal [ill.] la consaputa scatola di quei monumenti Goriani, fra i quali due solamente sono di
mia piena soddisfazione, essendo le altre cose di [ill.] importanza e questi sono il numero 10 corrispondente
al suo foglio, nel quale è descritto Un Cristo con lettere greche, e si dice riportato nell'Opera de dittici. L'altro
è segnato al n 12, definito: un altro pezzo di media pietra con 12 figure e di questi sono contento e a avrei caro
che quello riportato nell'Opera de Dittici si dicesse che ora esiste nel Museo Vaticano […]
Roma, [ill.] luglio 1758
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